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Preface

This book presents research produced by members of COST Action IC1201: Behavioural Types for Reliable Large-Scale Software Systems (BETTY), a European research network that was funded from October 2012 to October 2016. The technical theme of BETTY was the use of behavioural type systems in programming languages, to specify and verify properties of programs beyond the traditional use of type systems to describe data processing. A significant area within behavioural types is session types, which concerns the use of type-theoretic techniques to describe communication protocols so that static typechecking or dynamic monitoring can verify that protocols are implemented correctly. This is closely related to the topic of choreography, in which system design starts from a description of the overall communication flows. Another area is behavioural contracts, which describe the obligations of interacting agents in a way that enables blame to be attributed to the agent responsible for failed interaction. Type-theoretic techniques can also be used to analyse potential deadlocks due to cyclic dependencies between inter-process interactions.

BETTY was organised into four Working Groups: (1) Foundations; (2) Security; (3) Programming Languages; (4) Tools and Applications. Working Groups 1–3 produced “state-of-the-art reports”, which originally intended to take snapshots of the field at the time the network started, but grew into substantial survey articles including much research carried out during the network [1–3]. The situation for Working Group 4 was different. When the network started, the community had produced relatively few implementations of programming languages or tools. One of the aims of the network was to encourage more implementation work, and this was a great success. The community as a whole has developed a greater interest in putting theoretical ideas into practice. The sixteen chapters in this book describe systems that were either completely developed, or substantially extended, during BETTY. The total of 41 co-authors represents a significant proportion of the active participants in the network (around 120 people who attended at least one meeting). The book is a report on the new state of the art created by BETTY in
the area of Working Group 4, and the title “Behavioural Types: from Theory to Tools” summarises the trajectory of the community during the last four years.

The book begins with two tutorials by Atzei et al. on contract-oriented design of distributed systems. Chapter 1 introduces the CO2 contract specification language and the Diogenes toolchain. Chapter 2 describes how timing constraints can be incorporated into the framework and checked with the CO2 middleware.

Part of the CO2 middleware is a monitoring system, and the theme of monitoring continues in the next two chapters. In Chapter 3, Attard et al. present detectEr, a runtime monitoring tool for Erlang programs that allows correctness properties to be expressed in Hennessy-Milner logic. In Chapter 4, which is the first chapter about session types, Neykova and Yoshida describe a runtime verification framework for Python programs. Communication protocols are specified in the Scribble language, which is based on multiparty session types.

The next three chapters deal with choreographic programming. In Chapter 5, Debois and Hildebrandt present a toolset for working with dynamic condition response (DCR) graphs, which are a graphical formalism for choreography. Chapter 6, by Lange et al., continues the graphical theme with ChorGram, a tool for synthesising global graphical choreographies from collections of communicating finite-state automata. Giallorenzo et al., in Chapter 7, consider runtime adaptation. They describe AIOCI, a choreographic programming language in which runtime adaptation is supported with a guarantee that it doesn’t introduce deadlocks or races.

Deadlock analysis is important in other settings too, and there are two more chapters about it. In Chapter 8, Padovani describes the Hypha tool, which uses a type-based approach to check deadlock-freedom and lock-freedom of systems modelled in a form of pi-calculus. In Chapter 9, Garcia and Laneve present a tool for analysing deadlocks in Java programs; this tool, called JaDA, is based on a behavioural type system.

The next three chapters report on projects that have added session types to functional programming languages in order to support typechecking of communication-based code. In Chapter 10, Orchard and Yoshida describe an implementation of session types in Haskell, and survey several approaches to typechecking the linearity conditions required for safe session implementation. In Chapter 11, Melgratti and Padovani describe an implementation of session types in OCaml. Their system uses runtime linearity checking. In Chapter 12, Lindley and Morris describe an extension of the web programming
language Links with session types; their work contrasts with the previous two chapters in being less constrained by an existing language design.

Continuing the theme of session types in programming languages, the next two chapters describe two approaches based on Java. Hu’s work, presented in Chapter 13, starts with the Scribble description of a multiparty session type and generates an API in the form of a collection of Java classes, each class containing the communication methods that are available in a particular state of the protocol. Dardha et al., in Chapter 14, also start with a Scribble specification. Their StMungo tool generates an API as a single class with an associated typestate specification to constrain sequences of method calls. Code that uses the API can be checked for correctness with the Mungo typechecker.

Finally, there are two chapters about programming with the MPI libraries. Chapter 15, by Ng and Yoshida, uses an extension of Scribble, called Pabble, to describe protocols that parametric in the number of runtime roles. From a Pabble specification they generate C code that uses MPI for communication and is guaranteed correct by construction. Chapter 16, by Ng et al., describes the ParTypes framework for analysing existing C+MPI programs with respect to protocols defined in an extension of Scribble.

We hope that the book will serve a useful purpose as a report on the activities of COST Action IC1201 and as a survey of programming languages and tools based on behavioural types.

Simon Gay  
Chair, COST Action IC1201

António Ravara  
Vice-Chair, COST Action IC1201
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Abstract

Modern distributed applications typically blend new code with legacy (and possibly untrusted) third-party services. Behavioural contracts can be used to discipline the interaction among these services. Contract-oriented design advocates that composition is possible only among services with compliant contracts, and execution is monitored to detect (and possibly sanction) contract breaches.

In this tutorial we illustrate a contract-oriented design methodology consisting of five phases: specification writing, specification analysis, code generation, code refinement, and code analysis. Specifications are written in CO₂, a process calculus whose primitives include contract advertisement, stipulation, and contractual actions. Our analysis verifies a property called honesty: intuitively, a process is honest if it always honors its contracts upon stipulation, so being guaranteed to never be sanctioned at run-time.

We automatically translate a given honest specification into a skeletal Java program which renders the contract-oriented interactions, to be completed with the application logic. Then, programmers can refine this skeleton into the actual Java application: however, doing so they could accidentally break its honesty. The last phase is an automated code analysis to verify that honesty has not been compromised by the refinement.
All the phases of our methodology are supported by a toolchain, called Diogenes. We guide the reader through Diogenes to design small contract-oriented applications.

1.1 Introduction

Developing service-oriented applications is a challenging task: programmers have to reliably compose loosely-coupled services which can dynamically discover and invoke other services through open networks, and may be subject to failures and attacks. Usually, services live in a world of mutually distrusting providers, possibly competing among each other. Typically, these providers offer little guarantees about the services they control, and in particular they might arbitrarily change the service code (if not the Service Level Agreement \textit{tout court}) at any time.

Therefore, to guarantee the reliability and security of service-oriented applications, one must use suitable analysis techniques. Remarkably, most existing techniques to guarantee deadlock-freedom of service-oriented applications (e.g., compositional verification based on choreographies [35, 21]) need to inspect the code of all its components. Instead, under the given assumptions of mutual distrust between services, one can only analyse those under their control.

1.1.1 From Service-Oriented to Contract-Oriented Computing

A possible countermeasure to these issues is to use \textit{behavioural contracts} to regulate the interaction between services. In this setting, a service infrastructure acts as a trusted third party, which collects all the contracts advertised by services, and establishes sessions between services with compliant contracts. Unlike the usual service-oriented paradigm, here services are responsible for respecting their contracts. To incentivize such honest behaviour, the service infrastructure monitors all the messages exchanged among services, and sanctions those which do not respect their contracts.

Sanctions can be of different nature: e.g., pecuniary compensations, adaptations of the service binding [29], or reputation penalties which marginalize dishonest services in the selection phase [3]. Experimental evidence [3] shows that contract-orientation can mitigate the effort of handling potential misbehaviour of external services, at the cost of a tolerable loss in efficiency due to the contract-based service selection and monitoring.
1.1 Introduction

1.1.2 Honesty Attacks

The sanctioning mechanism of contract-oriented infrastructures protects honest services against malicious behaviours of the other services: indeed, if a malevolent service attempts to break the protocol (e.g. by prematurely terminating the interaction), it is punished by the infrastructure. At the same time, a new kind of attack becomes possible: adversaries can try to exploit possible discrepancies between the promised and the actual behaviour of a service, in order to make it sanctioned. For instance, consider a naïve online store with the following process:

1. Advertise a contract to “receive a request from a buyer, and then either send the price of the ordered item, or notify that the item is unavailable”;
2. Wait to receive a request;
3. Advertise a contract to “receive a quote from a package delivery service, and then either confirm or abort”;
4. Wait to receive a quote from the delivery service;
5. If the quote is below a certain threshold, then confirm the delivery and send the price to the buyer; otherwise, send abort to the delivery service, and notify as unavailable to the buyer.

Now, assume an adversary which plays the role of a delivery service, and never sends the quote. This makes the store violate its contract with the buyer: indeed, the store should either send price or unavailable to the buyer, but these actions can only be performed after the delivery service has sent a quote. Therefore, the store can be sanctioned.

Since these honesty attacks may compromise the service and cause economic damage to its provider, it is important to detect the underlying vulnerabilities before deployment. Intuitively, a service is vulnerable if, in some execution context, it does not respect some of the contracts it advertises. Therefore, to avoid sanctions a service must be able to respect all the contracts it advertises, in all possible contexts — even in those populated by adversaries. We call this property honesty.

Some recent works have studied honesty at the specification level, using the process calculus CO₂ for modelling contract-oriented services [6–9], whose primitives include contract advertisement, stipulation, and contractual actions. Practical experience has shown that writing honest specifications is not an easy task, especially when a service has to juggle with multiple sessions. The reason of this difficulty lies in the fact that, to devise an
honest specification, a designer has to anticipate the possible behaviour of the context, but at design time he does not yet know in which context his service will be run. Tools to automate the verification of honesty may be of great help.

1.1.3 Diogenes
In this paper we illustrate the Diogenes toolchain [1], which supports the correct design of contract-oriented services as follows:

**Specification** Designers can specify services in the process calculus CO$_2$. An Eclipse plugin supports writing such specifications, providing syntax highlighting, code auto-completion, syntactic and semantic checks, and basic static type checking.

**Honesty checking of specifications** Our tool can statically verify the honesty of specifications. When the specification is dishonest, the tool provides a counter example, in the form of a reachable abstract state of the service which violates some contract.

**Translation into Java** The tool automatically translates specifications into skeletal Java programs, implementing the required contract-oriented interactions (while leaving the actual application logic to be implemented in a subsequent step). The obtained skeleton is honest when the specification is such.

**Honesty checking of refined Java code** Programmers can refine the skeleton by implementing the actual application logic. This is a potentially dangerous operation, since honesty can be accidentally lost in the manual refinement. The tool supports this step, by providing an honesty checker for refined Java code.

1.2 Specifying Contract-Oriented Services in CO$_2$
A service in our modelling language consists of a CO$_2$ process. CO$_2$ is a process algebra inspired from CCS [28], and equipped with contract-oriented primitives: contract advertisement, stipulation, and contractual actions. Contracts are meant to model the promised behaviour of services, and they are expressed as session types ([34]).

We show the main features of our language with the help of a small case study, an online store which receives orders from customers.
1.2 Specifying Contract-Oriented Services in CO₂

1.2.1 Contracts

We first specify the contract \( C \) between the store and a customer, from the point of view of the store. The store declares that it will receive an order, and then send either the corresponding price, or declare that the item is unavailable. We formalise this contract as the following first-order binary session type [19]:

\[
\text{contract } C \{ \text{order? string . ( price! int (+) unavailable! ) } \}
\]

Receive actions are marked with the symbol ?, while send actions are marked with !. The sort of a message (int, string, or unit) is specified next to the action label; the sort unit is used for pure synchronizations, and it can be omitted. The symbol \(-_\) denotes prefixing. The symbol \(-(+)_\) is used to group send actions, and it denotes an internal choice made by the store.

1.2.2 Processes

Note that contracts only formalise the interaction protocol between two services, while they do not specify how these services advertise and realise the contracts. This behaviour is formalised in CO₂ [6, 7], a specification language for contract-oriented services. For instance, a possible CO₂ specification of our store is the following:

\[
\text{specification } \text{Store} \{ \\
\text{tell } x \text{ C} . \quad \text{// wait until session } x \text{ is created} \\
\text{receive}@x \text{ order?}[v:\text{string}] . ( \\
\text{if } * \quad \text{// checks if the item is in stock} \\
\text{then send}@x \text{ price!}[\ast:\text{int}] \\
\text{else send}@x \text{ unavailable! } ) \}
\]

At line 2, the store \textit{advertises} the contract \( C \), waiting for the service infrastructure to find some other service with a \textit{compliant} contract. Intuitively, two contracts are compliant if they fulfil each other expectations\(^1\). When the infrastructure finds a contract compliant with \( C \), a new session is created between the respective services, and the variable \( x \) is bound to the session name.

At line 3 of the snippet above the store waits to receive an \textit{order}, binding it to the variable \( v \) of sort \textit{string}. At line 4, the store checks whether the

\(^1\)More precisely, the notion of compliance we use here is \textit{progress}, that relates two processes whenever their interaction never reaches a deadlock [4].
ordered item is in stock (the actual condition is not given in the specification). If the item is in stock, then the store sends the price to the customer; otherwise it notifies that the item is unavailable (lines 5-6). The sent price \( \ast :\text{int} \) is a placeholder, to be replaced with an actual price upon refinement of the specification into an actual implementation of the service.

### 1.2.3 An Execution Context

We now show a possible context wherein to execute our store. Although the context is not needed for verifying the store specification, we use it to complete the presentation of the primitives of our modelling language.

```plaintext
specification BuyerA {
    tell y { order! \text{string} \ . \ price? \text{int} \ } .
    send@y order![\ast:\text{string}] .
    receive@y price?[n:\text{int}]
}

specification BuyerB {
    tell y { order! \text{string} \ . \ ( \ price? \text{int} + \unavailable? 
                 + \availablefrom? \text{string}) } .
    send@y order![\ast:\text{string}] .
    receive {
        @y price?[n:\text{int}]
        @y unavailable?
        @y availablefrom?[date:\text{string}] }
}
```

The contract advertised by BuyerA at line 2 is not compliant with the contract \( C \) advertised by the store: indeed, after sending the order, BuyerA only expects to receive the price — while the store can also choose to send unavailable. Therefore, any service implementing BuyerA will never be put in a session with the Store. Instead, the contract advertised at line 8 by BuyerB is compliant with \( C \). Note that this is true also if the two contracts are not one dual of each other: indeed, BuyerB accepts all the messages that the store may send (i.e., price and unavailable), and it also allows for a further message (availablefrom), to be used e.g. to notify when the item will be available. Although this message will never be used by the Store, it could allow BuyerB to establish sessions with more advanced stores. The symbol + is used to group receive actions, and it denotes an external choice, one which is not made by the buyer. At lines 11-13, BuyerB waits to receive at session \( y \) one of the messages declared in the contract.
1.2.4 Adding Recursion

Note that our Store can only manage the order of a single item: if some buyer wants to order two or more items, she has to use distinct instances of the store. We now extend the store so that it can receive several orders in the same session, adding all the items to a cart.

We start by refining our contract as follows:

```plaintext
contract Crec {
    addToCart? string . Crec
    + checkout? . {
        price! int . (accept? + reject?)
        (+) unavailable!
    }
}
```

The contract Crec requires the store to accept from buyers two kinds of messages: addToCart and checkout. When a buyer chooses addToCart, the store must allow the buyer to order more items. This is done by recursively calling Crec in the addToCart branch. When a buyer stops adding items to the cart (by choosing checkout), the store must either send a price or state that the items are unavailable. In the first case, the store allows the buyer to accept the quotation and finalise the order, or to reject it and abort.

A possible specification of the store using the contract Crec is as follows:

```plaintext
specification StoreRec { tell x Crec . Loop(x) }
specification Loop(x: session) {
    receive {
        @x addToCart?[item:string] -> Loop(x)
        @x checkout? -> Checkout(x)
    }
}
specification Checkout(x: session) {
    if * // checks whether the items are available
    then
        send@x price![:int].
        receive {
            @x accept?
            @x reject?
        }
    else send@x unavailable!
}
```

The store StoreRec advertises the contract Crec, and then continues as the process Loop(x), where x is the handle to the new session. The process Loop(x) receives messages from buyers through session x. When it receives addToCart, it just calls itself recursively; instead, when it receives checkout, it calls the process Checkout. This process internally chooses whether to send
the buyer a price, or to notify that the requested items are unavailable. In the first case, it receives from the client a confirmation, that can be either accept or reject.

A possible buyer interacting with StoreRec is the following:

```
1   specification BuyerC { 
2     tell y { addToCart! string . addToCart! string . checkout! 
3       . (price? int . (accept! (*) reject!) + unavailable?) 
4     } . 
5     send@y addToCart![*:string] . 
6     send@y addToCart![*:string] . 
7     send@y checkout! . 
8     receive { 
9         @y price?[n:int] -> 
10        if * then send@y accept! else send@y reject! 
11         @y unavailable? -> nil 
12     } 
13 }
```

Note that the buyer’s contract is compliant with Crec, even though the store contract is recursive, while the buyer’s one is not.

1.3 Honesty

In an ideal world, one would expect that services respect the contracts they advertise, in all execution contexts: we call honest such services. In this section we illustrate, through a series of examples, that writing honest services may be difficult and error-prone. Further, we show how our tools may help service designers in specifying and implementing honest services.

1.3.1 A Simple Dishonest Store

Our first example is a na"ıve CO specification of the store advertising the contract C at page 5:

```
1   specification StoreDishonest1 { 
2     tell x C . 
3     receive@x order?[v:string] . ( 
4        if * 
5        then send@x price![*:int]) } 
```

The store above waits for an order of some item v. Then, it checks whether v is in stock (the actual test is abstracted by the *:boolean guard). If the item is in stock, the store sends a price quotation to the buyer (again, the price is abstracted in the specification).
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Note that the store does nothing when the ordered item is not in stock. In this way, the store fails to respect its advertised contract $C$, which prescribes to always respond to the buyer by sending either price or unavailable. Therefore, we classify this specification of the store as dishonest.

In this paper we give an intuitive description of honesty, referring the reader to the literature [6, 7] for a formal definition. A specification $A$ is honest when, in all possible executions, if a contract at some session requires $A$ to do some action, then $A$ actually performs it. Basically, this boils down to say that when $A$ is required to send a message, then it does so. Likewise, when $A$ is required to receive a message, then $A$ is ready to accept any message that its partner may be willing to send. More in detail:

- if the contract is an internal choice $a_1!S_1 (+) \ldots (+) a_n!S_n$, then $A$ must send a message having sort $S_i$, and labelled $a_i$, for some $i$;
- if the contract is an external choice $a_1?S_1 + \ldots + a_n?S_n$, then $A$ must be able to receive messages labelled with any labels $a_i$ in the choice (with the corresponding sorts $S_i$).

The honesty property discussed above can be automatically verified using the Diogenes honesty checker, which uses the verification technique described and implemented in [6]. This technique is built upon an abstract semantics of CO$_2$ which approximates both values (sent, received, and in conditional expressions) and the actual context wherein a specification is executed. Basically, the tool checks, through an exhaustive exploration, that in every reachable state of the abstract semantics a participant is always able to perform some of the actions prescribed in each of her stipulated contracts. Since this is a branching-time property, a natural approach to verify it is by model checking. To this purpose we exploit a rewriting logic specification of the CO$_2$ abstract semantics and the Maude [12] search capabilities. This abstraction is a sound over-approximation of honesty: namely, if the abstraction of a specification is honest, then also the concrete one is honest. Further, the analysis is complete for specifications without conditional statements: i.e., if an abstracted specification is dishonest, then also its concrete counterpart is dishonest. If the abstractions are finite-state, we can verify their honesty by model checking a (finite) state space\(^2\). Our implementation first translates a

\(^2\)Abstractions are finite-state in the fragment of CO$_2$ without delimitation/parallel under process definitions. For specifications outside this fragment the analysis is still correct, but it may diverge; indeed, a negative result [9] excludes the existence of algorithms for honesty that are at the same time sound, complete, and terminating in full CO$_2$. 

CO₂ specification into a Maude term [12], and then uses the Maude model checker to decide the honesty of its abstract semantics.

The honesty checker outputs the message below, that reports that the specification StoreDishonest1 is dishonest. The reason for its dishonesty can be inferred from the following output:

```plaintext
result: ($ 0)(
    StoreDishonest1[if exp then do $ 0 "price" ! int . 0 else 0] |
    $ 0["price" ! int . 0 (+) "unavailable" ! unit . 0]
)

honesty: false
```

This shows a reachable (abstract) state of the specification, where $ 0$ denotes an open session between the store and a buyer.

The state consists of two parallel components: the state of the store

```plaintext
StoreDishonest1[if exp then do $ 0 "price" ! int . 0 else 0]
```

and the state of the contract at session $ 0$, from the point of view of the store:

```plaintext
$ 0["price" ! int . 0 (+) "unavailable" ! unit . 0]
```

Such contract requires the store to send either price or unavailable to the buyer. However, if the guard exp of the conditional (within the state of the store) evaluates to false, the store will not send any message to the buyer, so violating the contract C. Therefore, the honesty checker correctly classifies StoreDishonest1 as dishonest.

### 1.3.2 A More Complex Dishonest Store

We now consider a more evolved specification of the store, which relies on external distributors to retrieve items. The contract D specifies the interaction between the store and distributors:

```plaintext
contract D { req! string . (ok? + no? ) }
```

Namely, the store first sends a request to the distributor for some item, and then waits for an ok or no answer, according to whether the distributor is able to provide the requested item or not.

Our first attempt to specify a store interacting with customers and distributors is the following:

```plaintext
1 specification StoreDishonest2 {
2   tell x C .
3   receive@x order?[v:string] .
```
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At line 2, the store advertises the contract $C$, and then waits until a session is established with some customer; when this happens, the variable $x$ is bound to the session name. At line 3 the store waits to receive an order, binding it to the variable $v$. At line 4 the store advertises the contract $D$ to establish a session $y$ with a distributor; at line 5, it sends a request with the value $v$. Finally, the store waits to receive a response $ok$ or $no$ from the distributor, and accordingly responds $price$ or $unavailable$ to the customer (lines 6-9). The price $*:\text{int}$ is a placeholder, to be replaced upon refinement.

The honesty checker classifies $\text{StoreDishonest2}$ as dishonest. The reason for its dishonesty can be inferred from the following output:

```
result: ("y", $0)(
  StoreDishonest2[tell "y" D. (...)]
  | $0["price" + int . 0 (*) "unavailable" + unit . 0])
honesty: false
```

This output shows a possible (abstract) state which could be reached by $\text{StoreDishonest2}$. There, $\$0$ denotes an open session between the store and a buyer, while "$y$" indicates that no session between the store and a distributor is established, yet. The contract at session $\$0$ requires the store to send either a price or an unavailability message. However, in the given state there is no guarantee to find a distributor, hence the store might be stuck in the $\text{tell}$, never performing the required actions at session $\$0$. Because of this, the store does not fulfil the contract $C$, hence it is correctly classified as dishonest.

1.3.3 Handling Failures

We try to fix the specification $\text{StoreDishonest2}$ by adapting it so to consider the case where the distributor is not available. Let us refine the specification $\text{StoreDishonest2}$ as follows:

```
specification StoreDishonest3 {
  tell x C .
  receive@x order?[v:string] . ( (tell y D .

  receive { 
    @y ok? -> send@x price![*:int]
    @y no? -> send@x unavailable!
  }
```
Note that StoreDishonest3 uses the construct `tell ... after ...` at lines 4-10. This ensures that, if no session is established within a given deadline, then the contract is retracted (i.e., removed from the registry of available contracts), and the control passes to the `after` process. In particular, in our StoreDishonest3, if no distributor is found, then D is retracted, and the store performs its duties with the buyer by sending him unavailable. Since the actual deadline is immaterial in this specification, it is abstracted here as `*`.

By running the honesty checker on the amended specification, we obtain:

```
result: ( (0,1) (StoreDishonest3
     [ retract $1 . (...)
     + ask $1 True . do $1 "req" ! string .
         ( do $1 "no" ? unit . do $0 "unavailable" ! unit .
             (...)
         + do $1 "ok" ? unit . do $0 "price" ! int . (...)
     ])
 | $0["price" ! int . 0 (*) "unavailable" ! unit . 0]
 | $1["req" ! string . ("no" ? unit . (0).Id + "ok" ? unit .
     (0).Id)])
)

honesty: false
```

Note that StoreDishonest3 is still dishonest. The output above shows a reachable (abstract) state where the store has opened two sessions, $0$ and $1$, with a buyer and a distributor, respectively. At session $0$ the store is expected to send either `price` or `unavailable` to the buyer. Now, the store can perform `do $0 "price" ! int only after receiving the input from the distributor, i.e. after performing `do $1 "ok" ? unit`. Similarly, the store can only perform the action `do $0 "unavailable" ! unit` after the action `do $1 "no" ? unit`. Should the distributor fail to send either of these messages, then the store would fail to honour its contract $C$ with the buyer. Therefore, the honesty checker correctly classifies StoreDishonest3 as dishonest. Note that, even if in this case the distributor would be dishonest as well, (since it violates the contract $D$ with the store), this does not excuse the store from violating the contract $C$ with the buyer.
1.3 Honesty

1.3.4 An Honest Store, Finally

In order to address the dishonesty issues in the previous specification, we revise the store as follows:

```plaintext
specification StoreHonest {
  tell x C.
  receive@x order?[v:string]. (tell y D.
    send@y req![v].
    receive {
      @y ok? -> send@x price![v].
      @y no? -> send@x unavailable!
      after * -> (
        send@x unavailable!
        | receive {
          @y ok? -> nil
          @y no? -> nil
        }
      )
      after * -> send@x unavailable!
    )
  )
}
```

The main difference between this specification and the previous one is related to the `receive` at session `y`. At line 9, `after *` represents the case in which no messages are received within a given timeout (immaterial in this specification). In such case, the store fulfils its contract at session `x`, by sending `unavailable` to the buyer. Further, the store also fulfils its contract at session `y`, by receiving any message that could still be sent from the distributor after the timeout.

Now the honesty checker correctly detects that the revised specification `StoreHonest` is honest.

1.3.5 A Recursive Honest Store

We reprise the specification of `StoreRec` in Section 1.2, by providing a recursive store which interacts with buyers (via contract `Crec` at page 7) and with distributors (via contract `D`).

```plaintext
specification StoreHonestRec {
  tell x Crec . Loop(x)
}

specification Loop(x:session) {
  receive {
```
The specification StoreHonestRec handles the checkout of buyers in the process Checkout, which is identical to lines 4-14 in StoreHonest. The main difference with respect to StoreHonest is that StoreHonestRec can receive multiple requests from a buyer, via the recursive process Loop(x). Despite this complication, the specification is still verified as honest by Diogenes.

### 1.4 Refining CO₂ Specifications in Java Programs

Diogenes translates CO₂ specifications into Java skeletons, using the APIs of the contract-oriented middleware in [3]. This middleware collects the contracts advertised by services, establishes sessions between those with compliant contracts, and it allows services to send/receive messages through sessions, while monitoring this activity to detect and punish violations. More specifically, upon detection of a contract violation the middleware punishes the culprit, by suitably decreasing its reputation. This is a measure of the trustworthiness of a participant in its past interactions: the lower is the reputation, the lower is the probability of being able to establish new sessions with it.
### 1.4 Refining CO₂ Specifications in Java Programs

#### 1.4.1 Compilation of CO₂ Specifications into Java Skeletons

We illustrate the translation of CO₂ specifications into Java through an example, the `StoreHonest` given in the previous section. From it, we obtain the following Java skeleton:\footnote{Minor cosmetic changes are applied to improve readability.}

```java
public class StoreHonest extends Participant {
    public void run() {
        Session x = tellAndWait(C);
        Message msg = x.waitForReceive("order");
        String v = msg.getStringValue();

        try {
            Session y = tellAndWait(D, timeoutP);
            y.sendIfAllowed("req", v);

            try {
                Message msg_1 = y.waitForReceive(timeOutP, "ok", "no");
                switch (msg_1.getLabel()) {
                    case "ok": x.sendIfAllowed("price", intP); break;
                    case "no": x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable"); break;
                }
            }
            catch (TimeExpiredException e) {
                parallel(()->{x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable");});
                parallel(()->{y.waitForReceive("ok", "no");});
            }
            catch (ContractExpiredException e) {
                //contract D retracted
                x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable");
            }
        }
    }
}
```

We comment below how the specification of `StoreHonest` at page 13 is rendered in Java.

- `tell x C` (at line 2) is translated into the assignment
  ```java
  Session x = tellAndWait(C);
  ```

The API method `tellAndWait` advertises the contract `C` to the middleware, and blocks until a compliant buyer contract is found. Then, it returns a new object, representing the newly established session between the store and the buyer.
• receive @x order?[v:string] (at line 3) is translated into

5  Message msg = x.waitForReceive("order");
6  String v = msg.getStringValue();

where the call to waitForReceive blocks until the store receives a message labelled order on session x.

• The block tell y D ... after * ... (at lines 4-17) is translated in Java as the try-catch statement:

```java
try {
    Session y = tellAndWait(D, timeoutP);
    ...
} catch (ContractExpiredException e) {
    ...
}
```

The call tellAndWait(D, timeoutP) advertises the contract D; the second parameter specifies a timeout (in milliseconds) to find a compliant contract. If the timeout expires, the contract D is retracted, and an exception is thrown. Then, the exception handler performs the recovery action specified in the after clause by sending unavailable to the client.

• send @y req![*:string] (at line 5) is translated as

```java
y.sendIfAllowed("req", stringP)
```

This method call sends a message labelled req at session y, blocking until this action is permitted by the contract.

• The receive block at lines 6-16 is translated into a try-catch statement

```java
try {
    Message msg_1 = y.waitForReceive(timeoutP,"ok","no");
    ...
} catch (TimeExpiredException e) {
    parallel(()->{x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable");});
    parallel(()->{y.waitForReceive("ok","no");});
}
```

The waitForReceive waits (until the given timeout) to receive on session y a message labelled either yes or no, throwing an exception in case the timeout expires. In such case, the catch block performs the recovery actions in the after clause of the specification. Namely, the
service spawns two parallel processes, which send unavailable to the buyer, and receives late replies from the distributor.

Note that the timeout values timeoutP, as well as the order price intP, are just placeholders. Further, in an actual implementation of the store service, we may want e.g. to read the order price from a file or a database. This can be done by refining the skeleton, introducing the needed code to make the service actually implement the desired functionality.

1.4.2 Checking Honesty of Refined Java Programs

Note that when refining the skeleton into the actual Java application, programmers could accidentally break its honesty. In general, this happens when the refinement alters the interaction behaviour of the service. For instance, in an actual implementation of our store service, we may want to delegate the computation of price to a separated method, as follows:

```java
public int getOrderPrice(String order) throws MyException {...}
```

and change the placeholder intP at line 15 of the generated code with an invocation getOrderPrice(v). The method could read the order price from a file or a database, and suppose that, in that method, each possible exception is either handled or re-thrown as MyException. If getOrderPrice throws an exception, then the sendIfAllowed() at line 15 is not performed. Unless the store performs it while handling MyException, the store violates the contract with the buyer, and so it becomes dishonest.

To address this issue, the Diogenes toolchain includes an honesty checker for Java programs, to be used after refinement. This honesty checker is built on top of Java PathFinder (JPF [27, 37]). We define suitable listeners for JPF, to intercept the requests to the contract-oriented middleware, and to simulate all the possible responses that the application can receive from it. Through JPF we symbolically execute the program, in order to infer a CO2 specification that abstracts its behaviour, preserving dishonesty. Once a specification is constructed in this way, we apply the CO2 honesty checker discussed in Section 1.3 to establish the honesty of the Java program.

We can check the honesty of a Java program through the static method 

```java
HonestyChecker.isHonest(StoreHonest.class)
```

which returns one of the following values:

- **HONEST**: the tool has inferred a CO2 specification and verified its honesty;
- **UNKNOWN**: the tool has been unable to infer a CO2 specification, e.g. because of unhandled exceptions within the class under test.
In our example, we just provide the following stub implementation of the method `getOrderPrice`:

```java
@SkipMethod
public int getOrderAmount(String order) throws MyException {
    return 42;
}
```

where the annotation `@SkipMethod` is interpreted by the honesty checker as follows: assume that the method terminates (possibly throwing one of the declared exceptions), and it does not interact with the contract-oriented middleware. For our refined store, the honesty checker returns `UNKNOWN`, outputting:

```java
error details: MyException: This exception is thrown by the honesty checker. Please catch it!
    at i.u.c.store.StoreHonest.getOrderPrice(Store.java:30)
    at i.u.c.store.StoreHonest.run(Store.java:15)
    at i.u.c.honesty.HonestyChecker.runProcess(HonestyChecker.java:182)
```

As anticipated above, this output remarks that if `getOrderAmount` throws an exception, then the store is dishonest.

As a first (naïve) attempt to recover honesty, we further refine the store by catching `MyException`, and just logging the error in the exception handler:

```java
try {
    ...
    case "ok": x.sendIfAllowed("price",getOrderPrice(v)); break;
    ...
} catch (TimeExpiredException e) { ... }
    catch (MyException e) { System.out.println("failed"); }
```

In this case, the honesty checker correctly classifies the store as `DISHONEST`, producing the following output:

```java
result (0,1)(
    StoreHonest[0] |
    $ 0["price" ! unit . 0 (+) "unavailable" ! unit . 0] |
    $ 1[0])
honesty: DISHONEST
```

This output highlights the reason for dishonesty: `StoreHonest[0]` means that the store does nothing, while at session $ 0$, it should send either `price` or `unavailable` to the buyer.
1.5 Conclusions

To recover honesty, rather than just logging the error, we also perform `x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable")` in the exception handler, in order to fulfil the contract with the buyer:

```java
try {
    // Error handling
} catch (MyException e) {
    System.out.println("failed");
    x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable");
}
```

With this modification, the Java honesty checker correctly outputs `HONEST`.

1.5 Conclusions

We have presented Diogenes, a toolchain for the specification and verification of contract-oriented services. Diogenes fills a gap between foundational research on honesty [6–9] and more practical research on contract-oriented programming [3]. Our tools can help service designers to write specifications, check their adherence to contracts (i.e., their honesty), generate Java skeletons, and refine them while preserving honesty. We have experimented Diogenes with a set of case studies (more complex than the ones presented in this tutorial); our case studies are available at co2.unica.it/diogenes.

The effectiveness of our tools could be improved in several ways, ranging from the precision of the analysis, to the informative quality of output messages provided by the honesty checkers.

The precision of the honesty analysis could be improved e.g., by implementing the type checking technique of [7], which extends the class of infinite-state processes for which honesty can be verified. More specifically, the type system in [7] can also handle some processes with delimitation and parallel composition under recursion.

Another form of improvement would be to extend the formalism and the analysis to deal with timing constraints. This could be done e.g. by exploiting the timed version of CO2 [3] and timed session types [2]. Although the current analysis for honesty does not consider timing constraints (and therefore is unsound in such scenario), it can still give useful feedback when applied to timed specifications. For instance, it could detect that some prescribed actions cannot be performed because the actions they depend on may be blocked by an unresponsive context.

When a specification/program is found dishonest, it would be helpful for programmers to know which parts of it is responsible for contract violations. The error reporting facilities of Diogenes could be improved to this purpose:
this would require e.g., to signal what are the contract obligations that are not fulfilled, and in what session, and in particular which part of the specification/program should be fixed. Further, it would be useful to suggest possible corrections to the designer.

Another direction for future work is to formally establish relations between the original CO₂ specification and the refined Java code. In fact, our tools can only check that the user-refined Java code obtained from an honest CO₂ specification is honest, but this does not imply that the refined Java code still “adheres” to the specification. Indeed, improper refinements could drastically modify the interaction behaviour of a service, e.g. by removing some contract advertisements — while preserving honesty. An additional static analysis could establish that the CO₂ process inferred from the user-refined Java code is behaviourally related to the original specification. An alternative way to cope with this issue would be to enhance the generation of the skeletal Java program, by providing a more structured class hierarchy. More precisely, we could avoid accidental breaches of honesty by separating, in the generated skeleton, the part that handles the interactions from the parts to be refined. This could be done e.g. by inserting entry points to invoke classes/interfaces whose behaviour is defined apart, so separating the application logic and simplifying possible updates in the specifications.

1.5.1 Related Work

In recent years many works have addressed the safe design of service-oriented applications. A notable approach is to specify the overall communication behaviour of an application through a choreography, which validates some global properties of the application (e.g. safety, deadlock-freedom, etc.). To ensure that the application enjoys such properties, all the components forming the application have to be verified; this can be done e.g. by projecting the choreography to end-point views, against which these components are verified [35, 21]. Examples of how to embody such approach in existing programming languages and models are presented for C [33], for Python [30], and for the actor model [31]. All those approaches are based on Scribble [38], a protocol description language featuring multiparty session types [21]. The strict relations between multiparty session types and actor-based models such as communicating machines [15] has been used to develop a framework to monitor Erlang applications [18].
This top-down approach assumes that designers control the whole application, e.g., they develop all the needed components. However, in many real-world scenarios several components are developed independently, without knowing at design time which other components they will be integrated with. In these scenarios, the compositional verification pursued by the top-down approach is not immediately applicable, because the choreography is usually unknown, and even if it were known, only a subset of the needed components is available for verification. However, this issue can be mitigated when the communication pattern of each component is available. In fact, in such case if the set of components is compatible, it is possible to synthesise a faithful choreography [26] with a suitable tool [24]. Such choreography can then be used to distil monitors for the components that are not trusted (if any). The ideas pursued in this paper depart from the top-down approach, because designers can advertise contracts to discover the needed components (and so ours can be considered a bottom-up approach). Coherently, the main property we are interested in is honesty, which is a property of components, and not of global applications. Some works mixing top-down and bottom-up composition have been proposed in the past few years [5, 16, 25]. Recent works [32] have explored how to integrate the bottom-up approach with inference of multiparty session types from G0 programs.

The problem of ensuring safe interactions in session-based systems has been addressed by many authors [10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21–23, 36]. When processes have a single session, our notion of honesty is close (yet different) to session typeability. A technical difference is that we admit processes to attempt interactions which are not mandated by the contract. E.g., the process:

```
1 specification P {
2   tell x { a! . b! } . (send @$x a! | send @$x b!)
3 }
```

is honest, while it would not be typeable according to most works on session types, because the action b is not immediately mandated by the contract.

Other, more substantial, differences between honesty and session typing arise when processes have more than one session. More specifically, we consider a process to be honest when it enjoys progress in all possible contexts, while most works on session typing guarantee progress in a given context. For instance, consider the process:
We have that $Q$ is not honest, because the action at session $x$ is not possible if the participant at the other endpoint of session $y$ does not send $b$. Note instead that $Q$ would be well-typed in [20], even if some contexts $R$ can lead $Q$ to a deadlock. The interaction type system in [14] would allow to check the progress of $Q|R$, given a context $R$.
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Abstract
Contract-oriented programming is a software engineering paradigm which proposes the use of behavioural contracts to discipline the interaction among software components. In a distributed setting, the various components of an application may be developed and run by untrustworthy parties, which could opportunistically diverge from the expected behaviour when they find it convenient. The use of contracts in this setting is essential: by binding the behaviour of each component to a contract, and by sanctioning contract violations, components are incentivized to behave in a correct and cooperative manner.

This chapter is a step-by-step tutorial on programming contract-oriented distributed applications. The glue between components is a middleware which establishes sessions between services with compliant contracts, and monitors sessions to detect and punish violations. Contracts are formalised as timed session types, which describe timed communication protocols between two components at the endpoints of a session. We illustrate some basic primitives of contract-oriented programming: advertising contracts, performing contractual actions, and dealing with violations. We then show how to exploit these primitives to develop some small distributed applications.

2.1 Introduction
Developing trustworthy distributed applications can be a challenging task. A key issue is that the services that compose a distributed application may be under the governance of different providers, which may compete against
each other. Furthermore, services interact through open networks, where competitors and adversaries can try to exploit their vulnerabilities.

A possible countermeasure to these issues is to use behavioural contracts to discipline the interaction among services. These are formal descriptions of service behaviour, which can be used at static or dynamic time to discover and bind services, and to guarantee that they interact in a protected manner: namely, when a service does not behave as prescribed by its contract, it can be blamed and sanctioned for a contract breach.

In previous work [7] we presented a middleware that uses behavioural contracts to discipline the interactions among distrusting services. Since it supports the COntract-Oriented paradigm, we called it “CO₂ middleware”.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the main features of the CO₂ middleware. In (1), the participant A advertises its contract to the middleware, making it available to other participants. In (2), the middleware determines that the contracts of A and B are compliant: this means that interactions which respect the contracts are deadlock-free. Upon compliance, the middleware establishes a session through which the two participants can interact. This interaction consists of sending and receiving messages, similarly to a standard message-oriented middleware (MOM): for instance, in (3) participant A
delivers to the middleware a message for B, which can then collect it from the middleware.

Unlike standard MOMs, the interaction happening in each session is monitored by the middleware, which checks whether contracts are respected or not. In particular, the execution monitor verifies that actions occur when prescribed by their contracts, and it detects when some expected action is missing. For instance, in (4) the execution monitor has detected an attempt of participant B to do some illegal action. Upon detection of a contract violation, the middleware punishes the culprit, by suitably decreasing its reputation. This is a measure of the trustworthiness of a participant in its past interactions: the lower its reputation is, the lower the probability of being able to establish new sessions with it.

Item (5) shows another mechanism for establishing sessions: here, the participant C advertises a contract, and D just accepts it. This means that the middleware associates D with the canonical compliant of the contract of C, and it establishes a session between C and D. The interaction happening in this session then proceeds as described previously.

In this chapter we illustrate how to program contract-oriented distributed applications which run on the CO2 middleware. A public instance of the middleware is accessible from co2.unica.it, together with all examples and experiments we carried out.

2.2 Timed Session Types

The CO2 middleware currently supports two kinds of contracts:

- first-order binary session types [18];
- timed session types (TSTs) [6].

In this section we illustrate TSTs with the help of a small case study, an online store which receives orders from customers. The use of untimed session types in contract-oriented applications is discussed in the literature [3, 4, 8].

2.2.1 Specifying Contracts

Timed session types extend binary session types [18, 26] with clocks and timing constraints, similarly to the way timed automata [1] extend (classic) finite state automata. We informally describe the syntax of TSTs below, and we refer to [5, 6] for the full technical development.
Guards. Guards describe timing constraints, and they are conjunctions of simple guards of the form \( t \circ d \), where \( t \) is a clock, \( d \in \mathbb{N} \), and \( \circ \) is a relation in \(<, \leq, =, \geq, >\). For instance, the guard \( t<60, u>10 \) is true whenever the value of clock \( t \) is less than 60, and the value of clock \( u \) is greater than 10. The value of clocks is in \( \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \), like for timed automata.

Send and receive. A TST describes the behaviour of a single participant \( A \) at the end-point of a session. Participants can perform two kinds of actions:

- **a send action** \(!a\{g; t_1, \ldots, t_k\}\) stipulates that \( A \) will output a message with label \( a \) in a time window where the guard \( g \) is true. The clocks \( t_1, \ldots, t_k \) will be reset after the output is performed.

- **a receive action** \(?a\{g; t_1, \ldots, t_k\}\) stipulates that \( A \) will be available to receive a message with label \( a \) at *any instant* within the time window where the guard \( g \) is true. The clocks \( t_1, \ldots, t_k \) will be reset after the input is received.

When \( g = \text{true} \), the guard can be omitted.

For instance, consider the contract \( \text{store1} \) between the store and a customer, from the point of view of the store.

\[
\text{store1} = "?\text{order}\{\text{t}\} . !\text{price}\{\text{t<60}\}"
\]

The store declares that it will receive an order at any time. After it has been received, the store will send the corresponding price within 60 seconds.

Internal and external choices. TSTs also feature two forms of choice:

- **!a1\{g1; R1\} + \ldots + !an\{gn; Rn\}**

  This is an *internal choice*, stipulating that \( A \) will decide at run-time which one of the output actions \(!a_i\{g_i; R_i\}\) (with \( 1 \leq i \leq n \)) to perform, and at which time instant. After the action is performed, all clocks in the set \( R_i = \{t_1, \ldots, t_k\} \) are reset.

- **?a1\{g1; R1\} & \ldots & ?an\{gn; Rn\}**

  This is an *external choice*, stipulating that \( A \) will be able to receive any of the inputs \(!a_i\{g_i; R_i\}\), in the declared time windows. The actual choice of the action, and of the instant when it is performed, will be made by the participant at the other endpoint of the session. After the action is performed, all clocks in the set \( R_i = \{t_1, \ldots, t_k\} \) are reset.
With these ingredients, we can refine the contract of our store as follows:

store2 = "?order{t}. (!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})"

This version of the contract deals with the case where the store receives an unknown or invalid product code. In this case, the internal choice allows the store to inform the buyer that the requested item is unavailable.

**Recursion.** The contracts shown so far can only handle a bounded (statically known) number of interactions. We can overcome this limitation by using recursive TSTs. For instance, the contract store3 below models a store which handles an arbitrary number of orders from a buyer:

store3 = "REC 'x' (?addtocart{t<60;t}. 'x'
 & ?checkout{t<60;t}.(
   !price{t<20;t}.(
     ?accept{t<10} & ?reject{t<10}
   + !unavailable{t<20})
""

The contract store3 allows buyers to add some item to the cart, or checkout. When a buyer chooses addtocart, the store must allow him to add more items: this is done recursively. After a checkout, the store must send the overall price, or inform the buyer that the requested items are unavailable. If the store sends a price, it must expect a response from the buyer, who can either accept or reject the price.

**Context.** Action labels are grouped into *contexts*, which can be created and made public through the middleware APIs. Each context defines the labels related to an application domain, and it associates each label with a *type* and a *verification link*. The type (e.g., int, string) is that of the messages exchanged with that label. The verification link is used by the runtime monitor (described later on in this section) to delegate the verification of messages to a trusted third party. For instance, the middleware supports Paypal as a verification link for online payments [7].

### 2.2.2 Compliance

Besides being used to specify the interaction protocols between pairs of services, TSTs feature the following primitives:

- a decidable notion of *compliance* between two TSTs;
- an algorithm to detect if a TST admits a compliant one;
- a computable *canonical compliant* construction.
These primitives are exploited by the CO$_2$ middleware to establish sessions between services: more specifically, the middleware only allows interactions between services with compliant contracts. Intuitively, compliance guarantees that, if all services respect all their contracts, then the overall distributed application (obtained by composing the services) will not deadlock.

Below we illustrate the primitives of TSTs by examples; a comprehensive formal treatment is in [5].

Informally, two TSTs are compliant if, in the interactions where both participants respect their contract, the deadlock state is not reachable (see [5] for details). For instance, recall the simple version of the store contract:

\[
\text{store1} = "!\text{order} ; \text{t}. \: !\text{price}(t<60)"
\]

and consider the following buyer contracts:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{buyer1} &= "!\text{order} ; \text{u}. \: ?\text{price}(u<70)" \\
\text{buyer2} &= "!\text{order} ; \text{u}. \: (?\text{price}(u<70) \land ?\text{unavailable})" \\
\text{buyer3} &= "!\text{order} ; \text{u}. \: (?\text{price}(u<30) \land ?\text{unavailable})" \\
\text{buyer4} &= "!\text{order}(u<20). \: ?\text{price}(u<70)"
\end{align*}
\]

We have that:

- **store1** and **buyer1** are compliant: indeed, the time frame where buyer1 is available to receive price is larger than the one where the store can send;
- **store1** and **buyer2** are compliant: although the action ?unavailable enables a further interaction, this is never chosen by the store **store1**.
- **store1** and **buyer3** are not compliant, because the store may choose to send price 60 seconds after he got the order, while **buyer2** is only able to receive within 30 seconds.
- **store1** and **buyer4** are not compliant. Here the reason is more subtle: assume that the buyer sends the order at time 19; at that point, the store receives the order and resets the clock t; after that, the store has 60 seconds more to send price. Now, assume that the store chooses to send price after 59 seconds (which fits within the declared time window of 60 seconds). The total elapsed time is 19+59=78 seconds, but the buyer is only able to receive before 70 seconds.
We can check if two contracts are compliant through the middleware Java APIs\(^1\). We show how to do this through the Groovy\(^2\) interactive shell\(^3\).

```java
s1 = new TST(store1)
s1.isCompliantWith(new TST(buyer1))
>>> true
s1.isCompliantWith(new TST(buyer3))
>>> false
```

Consider now the second version of the store contract:

```java
store2 = "?order{t} . (!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})"
```

The contract `store2` is compliant with the buyer contract `buyer2` discussed before, while it is not compliant with:

```java
buyer5 = "!order{u} . (?price{u<90})"
buyer6 = "!order{u} . (?price{u<90} + ?unavailable{u>5,u<12})"
```

The problem with `buyer5` is that the buyer is only accepting a message labelled `price`, while `store2` can also choose to send `unavailable`. Although this option is present in `buyer6`, the latter contract is not compliant with `store2` as well. In this case the reason is that the time window for receiving `unavailable` does not include that for sending it (recall that the sender can choose any instant satisfying the guard in its output action). To illustrate some less obvious aspects of compliance, consider the following buyer contract:

```java
buyer7 = "!order{u<100} . ?price{u<70}"
```

This contract stipulates that the buyer can wait up to 100 seconds for sending an order, and then she can wait until 60 seconds (from the start of the session), to receive the price from the store.

Now, assume that some store contract is compliant with `buyer7`. Then, the store must be able to receive the `order` at least until time 100. If the buyer chooses to send the `order` at time 90 (which is allowed by contract `buyer7`), then the store would never be able to send `price` before time 70. Therefore, no contract can be compliant with `buyer7`.

The issue highlighted by the previous example must be dealt with care: if one publishes a service whose contract does not admit a compliant one, then

---

1. co2.unica.it/downloads/co2api/
2. groovy-lang.org/download.html
3. On Unix-like systems, copy the API's jar in `$HOME/.groovy/lib/`. Then, add import co2api.* to `$HOME/.groovy/groovysh.rc`, and run groovysh.
the middleware will never connect that service with others. To check whether a contract admits a compliant one, we can query the middleware APIs:

```java
new TST(buyer7)
>>> !order{u<100} . ?price{u<70}
```

Recall from Section 2.1 that the CO₂ middleware also allows a service to accept another service’s contract, as per item (5) in Figure 2.1. E.g., assume that the store has advertised the contract `store2` above. When the buyer uses the primitive `accept`, the middleware associates the buyer with the canonical compliant of `store2`, constructed through the method `dualOf`, i.e.:

```java
cS2 = new TST(store2)
>>> ?order{t}. (!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})
```

Intuitively, if a TST admits a compliant one, then its canonical compliant is constructed as follows:

1. output labels `!a` are translated into input labels `?a`, and `vice versa`;
2. internal choices are translated into external choices, and `vice versa`;
3. prefixes and recursive calls are preserved;
4. guards are suitably adjusted in order to ensure compliance.

Consider now the following contract of a store which receives an order and a coupon, and then sends a discounted price to the buyer:

```java
store4 = "?order{t<60} . ?coupon{t<30;t} . !price{t<60}"```

In this case `store4` admits a compliant one, but this cannot be obtained by simply swapping input/output actions and internal/external choices.

```java
cS4 = new TST(store4)
cB4 = new TST("!order{t<60} . !coupon{t<30;t} . ?price{t<60})")
cS4.isCompliantWith(cB4)
>>> false
```

Indeed, the canonical compliant construction gives:

```java
cB5 = cS4.dualOf()
>>> !order{t<30} . ?coupon{t<30;t} . ?price{t<60}
2.2.3 Run-Time Monitoring of Contracts

In order to detect (and sanction) contract violations, the CO\textsubscript{2} middleware monitors all the interactions that happen through sessions. The monitor guarantees that, in each reachable configuration, only one participant can be “on duty” (i.e., she has to perform some actions); and if no one is on duty nor culpable, then both participants have reached success. Here we illustrate how runtime monitoring works, by making a store and a buyer interact.

To this purpose, we split the paper in two columns: in the left column we show the store behaviour, while in the right column we show the buyer. We assume that both participants call the middleware APIs through the Groovy shell, as shown before. Note that the interaction between the two participants is asynchronous: when needed, we will highlight the points where one of the participants performs a time delay.

Both participants start by creating a connection co2 with the middleware:

```groovy
usr = "testuser1@gmail.com"  
pwd = "testuser1"
co2 = new CO2ServerConnection(usr, pwd)  
usr = "testuser2@gmail.com"  
pwd = "testuser2"
co2 = new CO2ServerConnection(usr, pwd)
```

Then, the participants create their contracts, and advertise them to the middleware through the primitive `tell`. The variables `pS` and `pB` are the handles to the published contracts.

```groovy
\[
\begin{align*}
cS &= new TST(store2) 
pS &= cS.toPrivate(co2).tell() 
cB &= new TST(buyer2) 
pB &= cB.toPrivate(co2).tell()
\end{align*}
\]

Now the middleware has two compliant contracts in its collection, hence it can establish a session between the store and the buyer. To obtain a handle to the session, both participants use the blocking primitive `waitForSession`:

```groovy
sS = pS.waitForSession()  
sB = pB.waitForSession()
```

At this point, participants can query the session to see who is “on duty” (namely, one is on duty if the contract prescribes her to perform the next action), and to check if they have violated the contract:

```groovy
\[
\begin{align*}
sS.amIOnDuty() & \ggg false 
sB.amIOnDuty() & \ggg true 
sS.amICulpable() & \ggg false 
sB.amICulpable() & \ggg false
\end{align*}
\]
Note that the first action must be performed by the buyer, who must send the order. This is accomplished by the `send` primitive. Dually, the store waits for the receipt of the message, using the `waitForReceive` primitive:

```java
msg = sS.waitForReceive() // send at an arbitrary time
msg.getStringValue() sB.send("order", "0123")
>>> 0123
sS.amIOnDuty() sB.amIOnDuty()
>>> true >>> false
```

Since there are no time constraints on sending order, this action can be successfully performed at any time; once this is done, the `waitForReceive` unlocks the store. The store is now on duty, and it must send price within 60 seconds, or unavailable within 10 seconds. Now, assume that the store tries to send unavailable after the deadline:

```java
// wait more than 10 seconds
sS.send("unavailable")
>>> ContractException
```

On the store’s side, the `send` throws a `ContractException`; on the buyer side, the `waitForReceive` throws an exception which reports the violation of the store. At this point, if the two participants check the state of the session, they find that none of them is still on duty, and that the store is culpable:

```java
session.amIOnDuty() session.amIOnDuty()
>>> false >>> false
session.amICulpable() session.amICulpable()
>>> true >>> false
```

At this point, the session is terminated, and the reputation of the store is suitably decreased.

### 2.3 Contract-Oriented Programming

In this section we develop some simple contract-oriented services, using the middleware APIs via their Java binding\(^4\).

---

\(^4\)Full code listings are available at co2.unica.it
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2.3.1 A Simple Store

We start with a basic store service, which advertises the contract \texttt{store2}:  

```java
String store2 = "?order{t}.(!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})";
TST c = new TST(store2);
CO2ServerConnection co2 = new CO2ServerConnection("testuser@co2.unica.it", "pa55w0rd");
Private r = c.toPrivate(co2);
Public p = r.tell(); //advertises the contract store2
Session s = p.waitForSession(); //blocks until session is created
String id = s.waitForReceive().getStringValue();
if(isAvailable(id)) { s.send("price", getPrice(id)); } else { s.send("unavailable"); }
```

At lines 1-2, the store constructs a TST \texttt{c} for contract \texttt{store2}. At lines 4-5, the store connects to the middleware, providing its credentials. At line 6, the Private object represents the contract in a state where it has not been advertised to the middleware yet. To advertise the contract, we invoke the \texttt{tell} method at line 7. This call returns a Public object, modelling a latent contract that can be “fused” with a compliant one to establish a new session. At line 9, the store waits for a session to be established; the returned Session object allows the store to interact with a buyer. At line 10, the store waits for the receipt of a message, containing the code of the product requested by the buyer. At lines 12-13, the store sends the message \texttt{price} (with the corresponding value) if the item is available, otherwise it sends \texttt{unavailable}.

2.3.2 A Simple Buyer

We now show a buyer that can interact with the store. This buyer just accepts the already published contract \texttt{store2}. The contract is identified by its hash, which is obtained from Public.getContractID().  

```java
CO2ServerConnection co2 = new CO2ServerConnection(...);
String storeCID = "0x...";
Integer desiredPrice = 10;
Public p = Public.accept(co2, storeCID, TST.class);
Session s = p.waitForSession();
s.send("order", "11235811");
```
try {
  Message m = s.waitForReceive();
  switch (m.getLabel()) {
    case "unavailable": break;
    case "price":
      Integer price = Integer.parseInt(m.getStringValue());
      if (price > desiredPrice) { /*abort the purchase*/ }
      else { /*proceed with the purchase*/ }
  }
} catch (ContractViolationException e) {/*The store is culpable*/}

At line 6, the buyer accepts the store’s contract, identified by storeCID. The call to Public.accept returns a Public object. At this point a session with the store is already established, and waitForSession just returns the corresponding Session object (line 7). Now, the buyer sends the item code (line 9), waits for the store response (line 12), and finally in the try-catch statement it handles the messages price and unavailable.

Note that the accept primitive allows a participant to establish sessions with a chosen counterpart; instead, this is not allowed by the tell primitive, which can establish a session whenever two contracts are compliant.

### 2.3.3 A Dishonest Store

Consider now a more complex store, which relies on external distributors to retrieve items. As before, the store takes an order from the buyer; however, now it invokes an external distributor if the requested item is not in stock. If the distributor can provide the item, then the store confirms the order to the buyer; otherwise, it informs the buyer that the item is unavailable.

Our first attempt to implement this refined store is the following.

```
TST cB = new TST(store2);
TST cD = new TST("!req{t}.(?ok{t<10} & ?no{t<10})");
Public pB = cB.toPrivate(co2).tell();
Session sB = pB.waitForSession();
String id = sB.waitForReceive().getStringValue();
if (isAvailable(id)) { // handled internally
  sB.send("price", getPrice(id));
} else { // handled with a distributor
  Public pD = cD.toPrivate(co2).tell();
  Session sD = pD.waitForSession();
  sD.send("req", id);
```
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Message mD = sD.waitForReceive();

switch (mD.getLabel()) {
    case "no" : sB.send("unavailable"); break;
    case "ok" : sB.send("price", getPrice(id)); break;
}

At lines 1-2 we construct two TSTs: cB for interacting with buyers, and cD for interacting with distributors. In cD, the store first sends a request for some item to the distributor, and then waits for an ok or no answer, according to whether the distributor is able to provide the requested item or not. At lines 4-6, the store advertises cB, and it waits for a buyer to join the session; then, it receives the order, and checks if the requested item is in stock (line 8). If so, the store sends the price of the item to the buyer (line 9).

If the item is not in stock, the store advertises cD to find a distributor (lines 12-13). When a session sD is established, the store forwards the item identifier to the distributor (line 15), and then it waits for a reply. If the reply is no, the store sends unavailable to the buyer, otherwise it sends a price.

Note that this implementation of the store is dishonest, namely it may violate contracts [11]. This happens in the following two cases:

1. Assume that the store has received the buyer’s order, but the requested item is not in stock. Then, the store advertises the contract cD to find a distributor. Note that there is no guarantee that the session sD will be established within a given deadline, nor that it will be established at all. If more than 60 seconds pass on the waitForSession at line 13, the store becomes culpable with respect to the contract cB. Indeed, such contract requires the store to perform an action before 60 seconds (10 seconds if the action is unavailable).

2. Moreover, if the session sD is established in timely fashion, a slow or unresponsive distributor could make the store violate the contract cB. For instance, assume that the distributor sends message no after nearly 10 seconds. In this case, the store may not have enough time to send unavailable to the buyer within 10 seconds, and so it becomes culpable at session sB.

We have simulated the scenario described in Item 1, by making the store interact with slow or unresponsive distributors (see Figure 2.2).
The experimental results show that, although the store is not culpable in all the sessions, its reputation decreases over time. Recovering from such situation is not straightforward, since the reputation system of the CO2 middleware features defensive techniques against self-promoting attacks [25].

### 2.3.4 An Honest Store

In order to implement an honest store, we must address the fact that, if the distributor delays its message to the maximum allowed time, the store may not have enough time to respond to the buyer. To cope with this scenario, we adjust the timing constraints in the contract between the store and the distributor, and we implement a revised version of the store as follows.

```java
1  TST cB = new TST(store2);
2  TST cD = new TST("!req{t} . (?ok{t<5} & ?no{t<5})");
4  Public pB = cB.toPrivate(co2).tell();
5  Session sB = pB.waitForSession();
6  String id = sB.waitForReceive().getStringValue();
8  if (isAvailable(id)) { // handled internally
    sB.send("price", getPrice(id));
9  }
10 }
```
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```java
else { // handled with the distributor
    Public pD = cD.toPrivate(co2).tell(3 * 1000);
    try {
        Session sD = pD.waitForSession();
        sD.send("req", id);
        try {
            Message mD = sD.waitForReceive();
            switch (mD.getLabel()) {
                case "no": sB.send("unavailable"); break;
                case "ok": sB.send("price", getPrice(id)); break;
            }
        } catch (ContractViolationException e) {
            // the distributor did not respect its contract
            sB.send("unavailable");
        }
    } catch (ContractExpiredException e) {
        // no distributor found
        sB.send("unavailable");
    }
}
```

The parameter in the `tell` at line 12 specifies a deadline of 3 seconds: if the session `sD` is not established within the deadline, the contract `cD` is retracted from the middleware, and a `ContractExpiredException` is thrown. The store catches the exception at line 28, sending `unavailable` to the buyer.

Instead, if the session `sD` is established, the store forwards the item identifier to the distributor (line 15), and then waits for the receipt of a response from it. If the distributor sends neither `ok` nor `no` within the deadline specified in `cD` (5 seconds), the middleware assigns the blame to the distributor for a contract breach, and unblocks the `waitForReceive` in the store with a `ContractViolationException` (line 24). In the exception handler, the store fulfills the contract `cB` by sending `unavailable` to the buyer.

2.3.5 A Recursive Honest Store

We now present another version of the store, which uses the recursive contract `store3` on page 31. As in the previous version, if the buyer requests an item that is not in stock, the store resorts to an external distributor.

```java
TST cB = new TST(store3);
TST cD = new TST("!req{t}..(?ok{t<5} & ?no{t<5})");
Public pB = cB.toPrivate(co2).tell();
Session sB = pB.waitForSession();
```
List<String> orders = new ArrayList<>();
Message mB;

try {
    do {
        mB = sB.waitForReceive();
        if (mB.getLabel().equals("addtocart")){
            orders.add(mB.getStringValue());
        }
    } while (!mB.getLabel().equals("checkout"));

    if (isAvailable(orders)) { // handled internally
        sB.send("price", getPrice(orders));
        String res = sB.waitForReceive().getLabel();
        switch (res){
            case "accept": // handle the order
            case "reject": // terminate
        }
    } else { // handled with the distributor
        Public pD = cD.toPrivate(co2).tell(5 * 1000);
        try {
            Session sD = pD.waitForSession();
            sD.send("req", getOutOfStockItems(orders));
            try{
                switch (sD.waitForReceive().getLabel()) {
                    case "no": sB.send("unavailable"); break;
                    case "ok":
                        sB.send("price", getPrice(orders));
                        try{
                            String res = sB.waitForReceive().getLabel();
                            switch (res) {
                                case "accept": // handle the order
                                case "reject": // terminate
                            }
                        } catch (ContractViolationException e) {
                            // the buyer is culpable, terminate
                        }
                    } catch (ContractViolationException e){
                        // the distributor did not respect its contract
                        sB.send("unavailable");
                    }
                } catch (ContractExpiredException e) {
                    // no distributor found
                    sB.send("unavailable");
                }
            } catch (ContractViolationException e){/*the buyer is culpable*/}
        } catch (ContractViolationException e){/*the buyer is culpable*/}
2.4 Conclusions

After advertising the contract $c_B$, the store waits for a session $s_B$ with the buyer (lines 4-5). After the session is established, the store can receive `addtocart` multiple times: for each `addtocart`, it saves the corresponding item identifier in a list. The loop terminates when the buyer selects `checkout`. If all requested items are available, the store sends the total price to the buyer (line 18). After that, the store expects either `accept` or `reject` from the buyer. If the buyer does not respect his deadlines, an exception is thrown, and it is caught at line 57. If the buyer replies on time, the store advertises the contract $c_D$, and waits for a session $s_D$ with the distributor (lines 26-28). If the session is not established within 5 seconds, an exception is thrown. The store handles the exception at line 52, by sending `unavailable` to the buyer. If a session with the distributor is established within the deadline, the store requests the unavailable items, and waits for a response (line 31). If the distributor sends `no`, the store answers `unavailable` to the buyer (line 32). If the distributor sends `ok`, then the interaction between store and buyer proceeds as if the items were in stock. If the distributor does not reply within the deadline, an exception is thrown. The store handles it at line 47, by sending `unavailable` to the buyer. An untimed specification of this store is proved honest in [4]. We conjecture that also this timed version of the store respects contracts in all possible contexts.

2.4 Conclusions

We have explored the use of behavioural contracts as service-level agreements among the components of a distributed application. In particular, we have considered a middleware where services can advertise contracts (in the form of timed session types, TSTs), and interact through sessions, which are only created between services with compliant contracts. The primitives of the middleware exploit the theory of TSTs: in particular, a decidable notion of compliance between TSTs, a decidable procedure to detect when a TST admits a compliant one, and a decidable runtime monitoring. The middleware has been validated in [7] through a series of experiments, which measure the scalability of the approach when the number of exchanged contracts grows, and the effectiveness of the reputation system.

Although the current version of the middleware only features binary (either timed or untimed) session types as contracts, the underlying idea can be extended to other contract models. Indeed, the middleware only makes mild assumptions about the nature of contracts, e.g., that they feature:
(i) monitorable send and receive actions, (ii) some notion of accepting a contract or a role, or (iii) some notion of compliance with a sound (but not necessarily complete) verification algorithm. Other timed models of contracts would be ideal candidates for extensions of the middleware. For instance, communicating timed automata [13] (which are timed automata with unbounded communication channels) would allow for multi-party sessions.

Security issues should be seriously taken into account when developing contract-oriented applications. As we have shown for the dishonest online store in Section 2.3, adversaries could make a service sanctioned by exploiting discrepancies between its contracts and its actual behaviour. Since these mismatches are not always easy to spot, analysis techniques are needed in order to ensure that a service will not be susceptible to this kind of attacks. A starting point could be the analyses in [8, 9], that can detect whether a contract-oriented specification is honest; the Diogenes toolchain [3] extends this check to Java code. Since these analyses do not take into account time constraints, further work is needed to extend these techniques to timed applications.

2.4.1 Related Work

The theoretical foundations of our middleware are timed session types and CO$_2$ [12, 10], a specification language for contract-oriented services. The middleware implements the main primitives of CO$_2$ (tell, send, receive), and it introduces new concepts, such as the accept primitive, time constraints, and reputation.

From the theoretical viewpoint, the idea of constraint-based interactions has been investigated in other process calculi, such as Concurrent Constraint Programming (CCP) [24], and cc-$\pi$ [16]. The kind of interactions they induce is quite different from ours. In CCP, processes can interact by telling and asking for the validity of constraints on a global constraint store. In cc-$\pi$, interaction is a mix of name communication à la $\pi$-calculus [21] and tell à la CCP (which is used to put constraints on names). In cc-$\pi$ consistency plays a crucial role: tells restrict the future interactions with other processes, since adding constraints can lead to more inconsistencies; by contrast, in our middleware advertising a contract enables interaction with other services, so consistency is immaterial, but compliance is a key notion.

Several formalisms for expressing timed communication protocols have been proposed over the years. The work [14] addresses a timed extension of
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Unlike ours, the approach pursued in [14] is top-down: a global type, specifying the overall communication protocol of a set of services, is projected onto a set of local types. Then, a composition of services preserves the properties of the global type (e.g., deadlock-freedom) if each service type-checks against the associated local type. The CO₂ middleware, instead, fosters a bottom-up approach to service composition. Both our approach and [14, 23] use runtime monitoring to detect contract violations and assign the blame to the party that is responsible for a contract violation. The CO₂ middleware also exploits these data in its reputation system.

The work [13] studies communicating timed automata, a timed version of communicating finite-state machines [15]. In this model, participants in a network communicate asynchronously through bi-directional FIFO channels; similarly to [14], clocks, guards and resets are used to impose time constraints on when communications can happen. An approximate (sound, but not complete) decidable technique allows one to check when a system of automata enjoys progress. This technique is based on multiparty compatibility, a condition that guarantees deadlock-freedom of untimed systems [20].

From the application viewpoint, several works have investigated the problem of service selection in open dynamic environments [2, 22, 27, 28]. This problem consists in matching client requests with service offers, in a way that, among the services respecting the given functional constraints, the one that maximises some non-functional constraints is selected. These non-functional constraints are often based on quality of service (QoS) metrics, e.g. cost, reputation, guaranteed throughput or availability, etc. The selection mechanism featured in our middleware does not search for the “best” contract that is compliant with a given one (actually, typical compliance relations in behavioural contracts are qualitative, rather than quantitative); the only QoS parameter we take into account is the reputation of services. In some approaches [2, 28] clients can require a sequence of tasks together with a set of non-functional constraints, and the goal is to find an assignment of tasks to services that optimises all the given constraints. There are two main differences between these approaches and ours. First, unlike behavioural contracts, tasks are considered as atomic activities, not requiring any interaction between clients and services. Second, unlike ours, these approaches do not consider the possibility that a service may not fulfil the required task.

Some works have explored service selection mechanisms where functional constraints can be required in addition to QoS constraints [22]: the first are described by a web service ontology, while the others are defined as
requested and offered ranges of basic QoS attributes. Runtime monitor and reputation systems are also implemented, which, similarly to ours, help to marginalise those services that do not respect the advertised QoS constraints. Some kinds of QoS constraints cannot be verified by the service broker, so their verification is delegated to clients. This can be easily exploited by malicious participants to carry on *slandering attacks* to the reputation system [17]: an attacker could destroy another participant’s reputation by involving it in many sessions, and each time declare that the required QoS constraints have been violated. In our middleware there is no need to assume that participants are trusted, as the verification of contracts is delegated to the middleware itself and to trusted third parties.
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Abstract
This chapter discusses detectEr, an experimental runtime monitoring tool that can be used to formally verify concurrent systems developed in Erlang. Formal correctness properties in detectEr are expressed using a monitorable subset of Hennessy-Milner Logic with recursion, and synthesised into actor-based runtime monitors. Our exposition focusses on how the specification logic is enriched and extended with pattern-matching and conditional constructs which allow monitors to be adept at processing the data obtained dynamically from the system’s execution trace. The tool leverages the native tracing functionality provided by the Erlang language platform so as to produce asynchronous monitors that can be instrumented to run alongside the system with minimal effort. To demonstrate how detectEr can be used in practice, this material also provides a hands-on guide that is especially aimed at users wishing to use our tool to monitor Erlang applications.

3.1 Introduction
Concurrency [30] refers to software systems whose functionality is expressed in terms of multiple components or processes that are specifically designed to work simultaneously with each other. In recent years, a concurrency-oriented [3] approach to software development has
become increasingly commonplace, and is greatly favoured over monolithic-style approaches. This is, in part, owed to the rigidity that the latter types of architectures are synonymous with, where attempts at addressing scalability concerns usually lead to notoriously complex and often, inadequate solutions. Instead, concurrency recasts the notion of system design in a way that makes it possible to avail oneself of the multi-processor and multi-core platforms that are prevalent nowadays.

Formally ensuring the correctness of concurrent systems is an arduous, albeit necessary, task, especially since the interactions between fine-grained computational components can easily harbour subtle software bugs. Despite several success stories in their application to real-life applications, static verification techniques such as Model Checking (MC) scale poorly in concurrent scenarios, particularly because the system state space that needs to be exhaustively verified grows exponentially with respect to the size of the system [13, 14] – this is on account of the considerable number of possible execution paths that result from process interleaving. Moreover, situations often arise whereby verification cannot be performed statically (i.e., pre-deployment), as certain application components might not always be available for inspection before the system starts executing (e.g. in systems where functional components such as add-ons are downloaded and installed dynamically at runtime). There are also cases where the internal workings of a component (e.g. source code or execution graph) are not accessible and need to be treated as a black box. In these cases, Runtime Verification (RV) presents an appealing compromise towards ensuring the correctness of component-based applications. It is a lightweight verification technique that analyses the current runtime execution path of the system under scrutiny by considering partial executions incrementally, up to the current execution point [17, 26]. Its nature inherently circumvents the scalability issues attributed to MC and provides a means for post-deployment verification. Despite these advantages, RV has limited expressiveness and cannot be used to verify arbitrary specifications such as (general) liveness properties [27].

This chapter discusses the implementation of a prototype RV tool called detectEr, that targets concurrent, component-based applications written in Erlang. The presented material aspires to introduce this tool from a pragmatic standpoint, and thus omits technical details that may be abstruse to users of the tool. Interested readers should consult previous work [4, 19, 21] for details regarding the monitor synthesis and runtime behaviour of the monitoring tool.
The content that follows is organised into three sections. Section 3.2 gives a concise overview of the ideas behind RV and monitoring; this is followed by a review of mHML, the logic used for specifying correctness properties in our tool. Although this section helps to make the presentation self-contained, it may be safely skipped by readers familiar with the subject or merely interested in using the tool. Section 3.3 revisits the logic mHML from Section 3.2, and examines how it was adapted to address the practical requirements of users wishing to define correctness properties for Erlang concurrent programs. It also very briefly touches on the compilation process that transforms mHML specification scripts into executable runtime monitors. The final section takes the form of a hands-on tutorial that guides readers through the basic steps that need to be performed in order to instrument an Erlang application with runtime monitors using the tool.

3.2 Background

An executing system results in the generation of a (possibly infinite) sequence of events known as a trace. These events are the upshot of internal or external system behaviours, such as message exchanges between processes or function invocations. An execution, i.e., a finite prefix of an infinite trace, is consumed and processed by a software entity known as a monitor, tasked with the job of checking whether the execution provides enough evidence so as to determine whether a property is satisfied or violated. Correctness specifications (properties) serve to unambiguously describe the behaviour to which the executing system should adhere to. Verdicts denote monitoring outcomes and are assumed to be definite and non-retractable (i.e., once given, cannot change). These typically consist of judgements relating to property violations and satisfactions, but may also include inconclusive verdicts for when the exhibited execution trace does not permit any definite judgement in relation to the property being monitored for [4, 6, 17, 19, 26]. A RV monitor for some correctness property is typically synthesised automatically from a high-level specification that finitely describes the property. Property specifications are given in terms of formal logics [4, 6, 7, 19] or other formalisms such as regular expressions [20] or automata [5, 15, 29]. Figure 3.1 depicts a correctness specification (denoted by \( \varphi \)) that is translated into an executable monitor, Monitor\(_{\varphi}\), and instrumented with the running system. Trace events are sequentially analysed by the monitor whenever these are generated by the system through the instrumentation mechanism. Once the monitor reaches a verdict, it typically stops executing.
3.2.1 Runtime Monitoring Criteria

Monitor synthesis, i.e., the translation procedure from specifications to monitors and the associated system instrumentation, should ideally provide some guarantees of correctness. This covers both aspects that relate to how monitor verdicts correspond to the semantics of the property being monitored for (e.g., a monitor trace rejection should correspond to the system violating the property being monitored for), as well as requirements that the monitors instrumented with the executing system under scrutiny do not introduce fresh bugs themselves (consult our previous work [9, 18, 19, 21] for a detailed rendition on the subject). Equally important is the efficiency with which monitors execute, as this can adversely affect the monitored system or even alter its functional behaviour (e.g., slowdown due to inefficient monitors might cause the system to violate time-dependent properties that would not have been violated in the unmonitored system). A monitoring set-up that induces considerable levels of performance overhead may be deemed too costly to be feasibly used in practice.

3.2.2 A Branching-Time Logic for Specifying Correctness Properties

Specification logics can be categorised into two classes. Linear-time logics [6, 13, 26] treat time as having one possible future, and regard the behaviour
of a system under observation in terms of execution traces or paths. On the other hand, branching-time logics [1, 13] make it possible to perceive time instances as potentially having more than one future, thereby giving rise to a tree of possible execution paths that may be (non-deterministically) taken by the executing system at runtime.

μHML [1, 25] is a branching-time logic that can be used to specify correctness properties over Labelled Transition Systems (LTSs) — graphs modelling the possible behaviours that can be exhibited by executing processes (see Figure 3.3 for a depiction of two LTSs). A LTS consists of a set of system states \( p, q \in \text{SYS} \), a set of actions \( \alpha \in \text{ACT} \), and finally, a ternary transition relation between states labelled by actions, \( p \xrightarrow{\alpha} q \). When \( p \xrightarrow{\alpha} q \) for no process \( q \), the notation \( p \\xrightarrow{\tau} \alpha q \) is used. Additionally, \( p \implies q \) denotes \( p(\xrightarrow{\tau} \alpha)q \), whereas \( p \implies \alpha q \), is written in place of \( p \implies \alpha \cdot q \).

Actions labelled by \( \tau \) are used to denote unobservable (silent) actions that are performed by the system internally.

The \( \mu \text{HML} \) syntax, given in Figure 3.2, assumes a countable set of logical variables \( X, Y \in \text{LVAR} \), thereby allowing formulae to recursively express largest and least fixpoints using \( \text{max} X \cdot \varphi \) and \( \text{min} X \cdot \varphi \) respectively; these constructs bind free instances of the variable \( X \) in \( \varphi \). In addition to the standard constructs for truth, falsity, conjunction and disjunction, the syntax also includes the necessity and possibility modalities.

The semantics of the logic is defined in terms of the function mapping \( \mu \text{HML} \) formulae \( \varphi \) to the set of LTS states \( S \subseteq \text{SYS} \) satisfying them. Figure 3.2 describes the semantics for both open and closed formulae, and uses a map \( \rho \in \text{LVAR} \rightarrow 2^{\text{SYS}} \) from variables to sets of system states to enable an inductive definition on the structure of the formula \( \varphi \). The formula \( \text{tt} \) is satisfied by all processes, while \( \text{ff} \) is satisfied by none; conjunctions and disjunctions bear the standard set-theoretic meaning of intersection and union. Necessity formulae \( [\alpha] \varphi \) state that for all system executions producing event \( \alpha \) (possibly none), the subsequent system state must then satisfy \( \varphi \) (i.e., \( \forall p', p \xrightarrow{\alpha} p' \implies \varphi \) must hold). Possibility formulae \( \langle \alpha \rangle \varphi \) require the existence of at least one system execution with event \( \alpha \) whereby the subsequent state then satisfies \( \varphi \) (i.e., \( \exists p', p \xrightarrow{\alpha} p' \land p' \in [\varphi, \rho] \) must hold). The recursive formulae \( \text{max} X \cdot \varphi \) and \( \text{min} X \cdot \varphi \) are respectively satisfied by the largest and least set of system states satisfying \( \varphi \). The semantics of recursive variables \( X \) with respect to an environment instance \( \rho \) is given by the mapping of \( X \) in \( \rho \), i.e., the set of processes associated with \( X \).

Closed formulae (i.e., formulae containing no free variables) are interpreted
Syntax

\[ \varphi, \phi \in \muHML := \begin{array}{c|c}
  \text{ff} & \text{falsity} \\
  \varphi \land \phi & \text{conjunction} \\
  [\alpha] \varphi & \text{necessity} \\
  \max X. \varphi & \text{max. fixpoint} \\
  X & \text{recursive variable}
\end{array} \]

| \text{tt} & \text{truth} \\
| \varphi \lor \phi & \text{disjunction} \\
| \langle \alpha \rangle \varphi & \text{possibility} \\
| \min X. \varphi & \text{min. fixpoint} |

Semantics

\[ \begin{align*}
\llbracket \text{tt}, \rho \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \emptyset \\
\llbracket \varphi \land \phi, \rho \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket \varphi, \rho \rrbracket \cap \llbracket \phi, \rho \rrbracket \\
\llbracket [\alpha] \varphi, \rho \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ p | \forall p'. p \Rightarrow p' \implies p' \in \llbracket \varphi, \rho \rrbracket \} \\
\llbracket \max X. \varphi, \rho \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \bigcup \{ S | S \subseteq \llbracket \varphi, \rho [X \mapsto S] \rrbracket \} \\
\llbracket X, \rho \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \rho(X) \\
\llbracket \varphi \lor \phi, \rho \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \llbracket \varphi, \rho \rrbracket \cup \llbracket \phi, \rho \rrbracket \\
\llbracket \langle \alpha \rangle \varphi, \rho \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{ p | \exists p'. p \Rightarrow p' \text{ and } p' \in \llbracket \varphi, \rho \rrbracket \} \\
\llbracket \min X. \varphi, \rho \rrbracket & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \bigcap \{ S | \llbracket \varphi, \rho [X \mapsto S] \rrbracket \subseteq S \}
\end{align*} \]

Figure 3.2 The syntax and semantics of \( \muHML \).
independently of the environment $\rho$, and the shorthand $\llbracket \varphi \rrbracket$, i.e., the set of system states in $\text{SYS}$ that satisfy $\varphi$. In view of this, we say that a system (state) $p$ satisfies some closed formula $\varphi$ whenever $p \in \llbracket \varphi \rrbracket$, and conversely, that it violates $\varphi$ whenever $p \notin \llbracket \varphi \rrbracket$.

**Example 3.2.1.** The $\mu$HML formula $\langle \alpha \rangle \tt$ describes systems that can produce action $\alpha$, while $[\alpha] \ff$ describes systems that cannot produce action $\alpha$.

$$
\varphi_1 = \max X.([\text{req}]([\text{resp}]X \land [\text{resp}][\text{resp}]\ff)) \\
\varphi_2 = \min X.([\text{req}][\text{resp}]X \lor (\lim)\tt)
$$

Formula $\varphi_1$ describes a property that prohibits a system from producing duplicate responses in answer to client requests. System $p$ whose LTS is depicted in Figure 3.3a violates $\varphi_1$ through any trace in the regular language $(\text{req} \cdot \text{resp})^+.\text{resp}$. Formula $\varphi_2$ describes systems that can reach a service limit after a number (possibly zero) of request and response interactions; system $q$ depicted in Figure 3.3b satisfies $\varphi_2$ through any trace in the regular language $(\text{req} \cdot \text{resp})^+.\lim$.

### 3.2.3 Monitoring $\mu$HML

Despite its limitations (i.e., monitors can only analyse single execution traces), RV can be still effectively applied in cases where correctness properties can be shown to be satisfied (or violated) by analysing a single finite execution. As explained previously, the formula $[\alpha] \ff$ states that all $\alpha$-actions performed by a satisfying system state should satisfy property $\ff$ afterwards. Since no system state can satisfy $\ff$, the only way how to satisfy $[\alpha] \ff$ is for a system not to perform $\alpha$. From a RV perspective, for a monitor to detect a violation of this requirement, observing one negative witness execution trace that

![Figure 3.3](image-url)
starts with action $\alpha$ suffices to show that property $\varphi$ is infringed. Dually, when monitoring for the formula $\langle \alpha \rangle \mathbf{tt}$, observing one positive witness that starts with action $\alpha$ suffices to show that property $\varphi$ is satisfied.

**Example 3.2.2.** The $\mu$HML formula $\varphi_3 = \langle \lim \rangle \mathbf{tt}$ requires that “a process can perform action $\lim$”. System $q$ in Figure 3.3b can exhibit the trace $\lim.\epsilon$ which suffices to show that system $q$ satisfies $\varphi_3$. Yet, $q$ may also exhibit other traces, such as those matching $(\req.\resp)^*$, that all start with the event $\req$. These traces do not provide enough evidence that system $q$ satisfies $\varphi_3$. Stated otherwise, the monitor for formula $\varphi_3$ can reach an acceptance verdict only when a trace starting with event $\lim$ is observed. Otherwise, no verdict relating to the satisfaction or violation of the formula can be reached; in our specific case, the monitors we consider will reach an inconclusive verdict. ■

The availability of a single finite runtime trace does however restrict the applicability of RV in cases such as those involving correctness properties describing infinite or branching executions. In view of this, certain properties expressed using the full expressive power of a branching-time logic such as $\mu$HML cannot be monitored for at runtime. The work by Francalanza et al. [19] explores the limits of monitorability for $\mu$HML, identifies a syntactic logical subset called $m$HML, and shows it to be monitorable and maximally expressive with respect to the constraints of runtime monitoring. The syntax of $m$HML, given in Figure 3.4, consists of two syntactic classes, Safety HML ($s$HML), describing invariant properties stipulating that bad things do not happen, and Co-Safety HML ($c$HML), describing properties that eventually hold after a finite number of events [2, 6, 23]. Formulae $\varphi_1$ and $\varphi_2$ from Example 3.2.1 are instances of $s$HML and $c$HML specifications respectively.

**Monitorable Logic Syntax**

$$\psi \in \text{mHML} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{sHML} \cup \text{cHML} \text{ where:}$$

- $\theta, \vartheta \in \text{sHML} ::= \mathbf{tt} \mid \mathbf{ff} \mid \theta \land \vartheta \mid [\alpha] \theta \mid \max X. \theta \mid X$
- $\pi, \varpi \in \text{cHML} ::= \mathbf{tt} \mid \mathbf{ff} \mid \pi \lor \varpi \mid (\alpha) \pi \mid \min X. \pi \mid X$

**Figure 3.4** The syntax of mHML.
3.3 A Tool for Monitoring Erlang Applications

We briefly review the implementation of our RV tool detectEr that analyses the correctness of concurrent programs developed in Erlang. It builds on the work by Francalanza et al. [19] which specifies a synthesis procedure that generates correct monitor descriptions from formulae written in mHML. We adapt this synthesis procedure so as to produce concurrent monitors in the form of Erlang actors that are instrumented with the running system via the tracing mechanism exposed by the VM of the host language. The synthesis procedure exploits the compositional semantics of mHML formulae to generate a choreography of monitor (actor) components that independently analyse the individual subformulae constituting a global formula, while still guaranteeing the correctness of the overall monitoring process.

In the sequel we refrain from delving into the specifics of how these concurrent monitors are synthesised; readers are encouraged to consult our previous work [4, 21], where the synthesis procedure is discussed at length. Instead, we limit ourselves to a high-level description of the main concepts and technologies required by readers to be able to adequately use the monitoring tool. In particular, we discuss the mechanisms of the host language used by the tool, the adaptations to the specification logic that facilitate the handling of data, and finally, give an overview of the tool’s compilation process.

3.3.1 Concurrency-Oriented Development Using Erlang

Erlang is a general-purpose, concurrent programming language suitable for the development of fault-tolerant and distributed systems [3, 12, 22]. It adopts the actor model for concurrency as the primary means for structuring its applications. An actor is a concurrency unit of decomposition that represents a processing entity sharing no mutable memory with other actors. It interacts with other actors by sending (asynchronous) messages, and changes its internal state based on the messages received from other actors. In Erlang, actors are implemented as lightweight processes that are uniquely identified via their process PID (a number triple). Each process owns a message queue, known as a mailbox, to which messages from other processes can be sent in a non-blocking fashion; these can be consumed selectively at a later stage by the recipient process. Messages are comprised of elements of Erlang data types, including integers, floats, atoms, functions, binaries, etc.. Since process PIDs are allocated dynamically to newly spawned processes, Erlang provides
a mechanism for registering a PID with a fixed alias name. This allows external entities to refer to a specific process statically via the registered name alias [3, 12].

The Erlang Virtual Machine (EVM) offers a powerful and flexible tracing mechanism that makes it possible to observe process behaviour without modifying the system source code through commonly used instrumentation techniques such as Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [3, 12]. Its flexibility stems from the fact that it can be selectively applied on specific processes as required, thereby fine tuning the tracing effort to the desired level of granularity. When traced, processes generate action messages that are directed by the Erlang runtime to a specially designated tracer process. Trace messages assume the form of Erlang tuples that describe the nature of trace events (e.g. function calls, message sends and receives, garbage collection triggers, etc.) and are deposited (like any other message) asynchronously inside the tracer’s mailbox. Tracing serves as the basis for a number of utilities, including Erlang’s text-based tracing facility dbg, and trace tool builder ttb [3]. Our tool, detectEr, employs this tracing mechanism to achieve lightweight trace event extraction for monitoring purposes; refer to the work by Attard et al. [4] for further details.

3.3.2 Reasoning about Data
Adapting mHML to be used for specifying the behaviour of Erlang programs adequately requires auxiliary functionality that describes system events carrying data; this involves mechanisms for generalising over specific data values and for expressing data dependencies. detectEr assumes a richer set of system events that carry data. Our account focusses on two types of events, namely outputs \( i!d \) and inputs \( i?d \), where \( i \) ranges over process PIDs, and \( d \) denotes the data payload associated with the action in the form of Erlang data values (e.g. PID, lists, tuples, atoms, etc.). In addition, our tool enriches the syntax of Figure 3.4 by introducing pattern-matching extensions for event actions (see Figure 3.5). Necessity and possibility formulae may contain event patterns instead of specific events: these possess the same structure of the aforementioned data-carrying events, but may also employ variables (Erlang-style alphanumeric identifiers starting with an upper-case letter) in place of values. Variables denote quantifications over data and are dynamically bound to values when they are pattern-matched to specific system events at runtime. Event patterns also allow us to express data dependencies across multiple events. Intuitively, whenever a variable is used in a pattern inside a necessity or possibility formula and again in the ensuing guarded subformula, the first
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**Figure 3.5** The anatomy of action patterns for the enriched mHML syntax.

variable instance acts as a binder for subsequent variable uses. The next example illustrates this concept.

**Example 3.3.1.** The client-server set-up shown in Figure 3.6 consists of a successor server process (with PID <0.33.0>) that increments the numeric payloads it receives from requesting clients by 1. Client requests should adhere to the following protocol. A client sends a tuple of the form \{tag, return_addr, value_to_increment\} where the first element is a qualifier tag stating that it is a client request (tag = req). The client then awaits for an answer back from the server in the form of a message with format \{resp, incremented_value\}. The server obtains the identity of the client from the client request data return_addr, which should carry the PID of the client sending the request (e.g. <0.38.0> in the case of Figure 3.6). One attempt at verifying the correctness of the executing system is by specifying a safety property stating that

![Diagram](image)

(a) The incorrect server implementation.  
(b) The correct server implementation.

**Figure 3.6** Runtime verifying the correctness of a client-server system.
“the numeric payload contained in the server’s response cannot equal the one sent in the original client request.”

This requirement can be expressed as follows:

$$\varphi_3 = [Srv \ ? \ \{\text{req, Clt, Num}\}] [Clt \ ! \ \{\text{resp, Num}\}] \mathsf{ff}$$

The two necessity constructs in the sHML formula $\varphi_3$ describe a request-response interaction between the client and server processes. The first necessity $[Srv \ ? \ \{\text{req, Clt, Num}\}]$ specifies an input event data pattern that conforms to the structure of the data sent by the client when initiating its interaction with the server (i.e., the action labelled by 1 in Figure 3.6); meanwhile, the second necessity $[Clt \ ! \ \{\text{resp, Num}\}] \mathsf{ff}$ specifies an output action data pattern that conforms to the structure of the data sent by the server in reply to the client’s request (i.e., action 2 in Figure 3.6). Formula $\varphi_3$ matches events in the execution trace whenever the server $Srv$ receives a request with numeric payload $Num$ from client $Clt$, and replies back to the same client $Clt$ with an unchanged value $Num$. Note the dependency between the patterns in the two necessities: the values matched to the variable $Clt$ and $Num$ in first pattern are then instantiated in the subsequent necessity pattern.

To illustrate concretely how binding actually works, we can consider how the two different executions of client-server system depicted in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b are monitored at runtime. When the event pattern $Srv \ ? \ \{\text{req, Clt, Num}\}$ from the first necessity is matched to the first trace event $<0.33.0> \ ? \ \{\text{req, <0.38.0>, 19}\}$ (resulting from the execution of action 1), the free pattern variables $Srv$, $Clt$ and $Num$ become bound to the runtime values $<0.33.0>$, $<0.38.0>$ and 19 respectively. The runtime binding of variables $Srv$, $Clt$ and $Num$ in turn, also instantiates subsequent (guarded) patterns in the second necessity — this leaves us with the (continuation) residual formula $<0.38.0> \ ! \ \{\text{resp, 19}\} \mathsf{ff}$ to check for. This closed formula can now match the second trace event (due to action 2), only if an incorrectly implemented server responds to the initial client request with the same numeric payload sent to it, as is the case in Figure 3.6a. This leads to a violation detection. Contrastingly, Figure 3.6b shows the case where the server’s reply sent back to the client contains the value ‘20’ that does not match the runtime binding for the subformula $[Clt \ ! \ \{\text{resp, Num}\}] \mathsf{ff}$ of $\varphi_3$. After the first pattern-match, $Num$ is bound to ‘19’, and this does not match with event $\{\text{resp, 20}\}$ of action 2 in Figure 3.6b ($Clt$ is bound to $<0.38.0>$ as before), thus leading to an inconclusive verdict. ■
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3.3.2.1 Properties with specific PIDs
Since process PIDs are allocated at runtime, there is no direct way for a correctness property to refer to a specific process. Nevertheless, the tool still provides an indirect method how to specify this via the process PID registering mechanism offered by the host language. For instance, in the case of formula $\varphi_3$ from Example 3.3.1, one could refer to a particular process (instead of any arbitrary process that is dynamically bound to variable $Srv$ in the pattern $[Srv \ ? \{\text{req, Clt, Num}\}]$) using the notation $@sr v$ in place of $Srv$. This would then map to the process that is registered with the fixed (atom) name $sr v$ in the system and, subsequently, the respective event analysis would only match events sent specifically to the process whose PID is registered as $sr v$.

3.3.2.2 Further reasoning about data
Readers might have been wary of the fact that formula $\varphi_3$ in Example 3.3.1 only guards against cases where the server merely echoes back the same numeric payload sent to it by clients. This only partially addresses the ideal correctness requirements, because it does not capture the full behaviour expected of the successor server in Figure 3.6. Reformulating the property from Example 3.3.1 to read as

"the numeric payload contained in the server’s response must be equal to the successor of the one sent in the original client request."

while more specific, requires the monitor to check whether all responses issued by the server in reply to client requests do in fact contain the successor of the number enclosed in said requests.

Our logic handles this expressiveness requirement by extending the enriched mHML syntax from this section with conditional constructs and predicates, thus enabling it to perform complex reasoning on data values acquired dynamically through pattern matching. Data predicates, together with boolean expressions, are evaluated to values $b \in \{\text{false, true}\}$. Conditionals, written as $\text{if } b \text{ then } \theta \text{ else } \vartheta$ for sHML formulae and $\pi \text{ else } \pi$ else $\varpi$ for cHML formulae, evaluate to $\theta$ and $\pi$ respectively when $b$ evaluates to true, and to $\vartheta$ and $\pi$ otherwise. The else clause may be omitted if not required. Correctness formulae of the latter form are given

---

1Data predicates are assumed to be decidable (i.e., guaranteed to terminate). Our implementation makes use of a restricted subset of Erlang side effect-free functions employed in standard guard expressions (e.g. is_list/1, is_number/1, is_pid/1, etc.) [12].
an *inconclusive* interpretation whenever the boolean condition inside the *if* clause evaluates to *false*. Conditional constructs increase the expressiveness of mHML, because they make it possible to formalise properties that are otherwise hard to express using the basic form of the logic. When compiled, conditional formulae are translated into monitors whose runtime analysis branches depending on dynamic decisions made on data obtained at runtime.

**Example 3.3.2.** The reformulated safety property “the numeric payload contained in the server’s response must be equal to the successor of the one sent in the original client request” can be specified as follows using the extended sHML syntax:

\[
\varphi_4 = (\text{Srv} \ ? \ \{\text{req}, \text{Clt}, \text{Num}\})[\text{Clt} \ ! \ \{\text{resp}, \text{Succ}\}]
\]

\[
\text{if}(\text{Succ} \neq \text{Num} + 1) \text{ then ff}
\]

Formula \( \varphi_4 \) differs slightly from the one specified in Example 3.3.1. It introduces a new variable *Succ* that binds to the server’s return value. This, in turn, enables the conditional construct to determine whether the successor operation is correctly implemented by the server, thus ensuring that \( \varphi_4 \) is violated only when the value bound to *Succ* is not the successor of *Num*. An inconclusive verdict is assumed by the formula whenever \( (\text{Succ} \neq \text{Num} + 1) \) does not hold, *i.e.*, *Succ* is indeed the successor of *Num*, as in the case of Figure 3.6b.

### 3.3.3 Monitor Compilation

Following closely the synthesis function of [4], our tool is able to parse mHML formulae and generate Erlang code that monitors for the input formulae. The inherent concurrency features offered by Erlang, together with the modular structure of the synthesis function are used to translate formulae into choreographed collections of (sub)monitors. These are expressed as concurrent *processes* that execute independently of one another and analyse different parts of the exhibited system trace (*e.g.* one submonitor may be analysing the second event in an execution trace of length five, whereas another may forge ahead and analyse the fourth event in the trace). In order to ensure that submonitors have access to the same trace events, they are organised as supervision trees [3, 12]: the (parent) monitor to which the submonitors are attached *forks* (*i.e.*, replicates and forwards) individual trace events to its children. The moment a verdict is reached by any submonitor process, all monitoring processes are terminated, and said verdict is used to declare the final monitoring outcome. Interested readers are referred to our
previous work [4, 21] for details on how these monitor choreographies are organised.

Figure 3.7 outlines the compilation steps required to transform a formula script file (e.g. script.hml) into a corresponding Erlang source code implementing the monitor functionality (e.g. monitor.erl). The tool instruments the synthesised monitors to run asynchronously with the system to be analysed using the native tracing functionality provided by the EVM. Crucially, this type of instrumentation requires no changes to the monitor source code (or the target system binaries). In Figure 3.7, the file packaging component of the compiler leaves the system source files unchanged; this increases confidence in the correctness of the resulting monitoring set-up. In addition to the monitor source file, Figure 3.7 shows also a second module, launcher.erl, that is generated automatically based on the specified system start up configuration. The launcher is tasked with the responsibility of starting the system and corresponding monitors in tandem. Said modules, together with other supporting tool-related source code files are afterwards compiled into executable modules (.beam files), which are then packaged and placed alongside other system binary files.

3.4 detectEr in Practice

We revisit the runtime monitoring tool depicted in Figure 3.7 from a user’s perspective, and present a brief guide showcasing its main functionality. This guide, presented in the form of a tutorial, goes through the steps required
to apply our tool to monitor an Erlang implementation of the client-server system seen earlier in Example 3.3.1. It shows how a simple (but useful) safety property can be scripted as a sHML formula, and compiled into a runtime monitor that is used to verify the incorrect and correct behaviour of the successor server illustrated in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b. cHML properties from Figure 3.4 can also be monitored for using the same sequence of steps.

The current prototype tool implementation is capable of instrumenting only one monitor inside the target system. Nevertheless, the tool’s compilation and instrumentation processes were developed with extensibility in mind, and the steps that are outlined in the following tutorial will remain valid once the tool is extended to support multiple monitors. Although the example presented in this guide is fairly basic, it conveys the essence of how the tool should be applied in practice; more complex properties [8, 10] would be approached following the same instructions and procedures outlined in the coming sections.

3.4.1 Creating the Target System

The initial distribution of the tool is available from https://bitbucket.org/duncanatt/decteer-lite, and requires a working installation of Erlang. This guide assumes that GNU make is installed on the host system. OSX users can acquire make by installing the XCode Command Line Tools; Windows users can install the MinGW suite of tools. Although Linux was used to create this tutorial, the steps below can be replicated on any other operating system.

3.4.1.1 Setting up the Erlang project

To facilitate the development of Erlang applications, decteer includes a generic makefile which we use in this guide. The following make targets are provided:

- **init**: Creates the standard Erlang project structure;
- **clean**: Removes Erlang .beam and other temporary files;
- **all**: Cleans and compiles the Erlang project;
- **instrument**: Synthesises and instruments monitors into the target system, given the HML script, target system binary directory, and application entry point configuration.

We begin by creating a target directory called example. This contains the client-server system Erlang project and all its associated source code
files. At the root of the example directory, we also place the aforementioned makefile, since this is used to manage the build process of our simple Erlang application. The latest version of the makefile can be downloaded directly from the project site using wget:

```
duncan@term:/$ mkdir example
duncan@term:/$ cd example
duncan@term:/example$ wget https://bitbucket.org/duncanatt/detecter-lite/raw/detecter-lite-1.0/Makefile
```

Once the makefile is downloaded, the standard Erlang directory structure is created using the init target:

```
duncan@term:/example$ make init
duncan@term:/example$ ls -l
```

To avoid writing the Erlang server manually from scratch, the guide borrows a number of sample source code files that are included in the tool’s distribution. For simplicity, we assume that the tool is set up in the same directory as our example project directory. The plus_one module that forms part of the tool distribution, implements a version of the successor server as described in Figure 3.6. This file, together with its dependencies should be copied into the src and include directories as shown below; these commands result in the creation of a directory structure that corresponds to the one shown in Figure 3.8a.

```
duncan@term:/example$ cd src
duncan@term:/example/src$ cp ../../detecter-lite/test/plus_one.erl .
duncan@term:/example/src$ cp ../../detecter-lite/src/mon/log.erl .
duncan@term:/example/src$ cd .. /include/
duncan@term:/example/include$ cp ../detecter-lite/include/* .
```

After the files have been copied successfully into their respective directories, the Erlang project can be built by invoking make:

```
duncan@term:/example/include$ cd ..
duncan@term:/example$ make
```

Compiling Erlang source file: src/log.erl to ebin/log.beam
Compiling Erlang source file: src/plus_one.erl to ebin/plus_one.beam

>-------------------------------<
  Build completed successfully!
>-------------------------------<

(a) The example project directory structure before compilation. (b) The example project directory structure after compilation and instrumentation.

Figure 3.8  Creating the Erlang project directory structure.

3.4.1.2 Running and testing the server
With the build now completed, the plus_one successor server can be launched and tested. Since we have not developed a complete application,
but only the server part, testing is conducted using the Erlang shell in place of a full client implementation. For illustrative purposes, the \texttt{plus\_one} server may exhibit different behaviours at runtime depending on the flag it is started up with. Concretely, the \texttt{plus\_one} server and shell can be launched from the terminal as follows:

```erlang
1  duncan@term:/example$ erl -pa ebin -eval "plus\_one:start(bad)"
2
3 Erlang/OTP 18 [erts-7.2] [source] [smp:4:4] [async-threads:10] [kernel-poll:false]
4 Eshell V7.2 (abort with ^G)
5
6 [<0.33.0> - plus\_one:22] - Started PLUS ONE server with initial value'0', and, mode 'bad'.
7 1> _
```

The \texttt{plus\_one} server is intentionally started using the startup flag \texttt{bad}, in order to simulate the \textit{incorrect} server behaviour depicted in Figure 3.6a. This serves its purpose later when scripting the formula used to verify the server's behaviour. We can confirm that the server started up successfully by ensuring that the \texttt{plus\_one} start up log (line 6) shows up in the terminal. Once loaded, the server can be tested by submitting requests to it using the Erlang \texttt{!} (send) operator (line 8 below). Following the protocol outlined in Example 3.3.1, the test request is sent to the process identified by the Erlang registered process name \texttt{plus\_one}. This test request observes the tuple format \{\texttt{req}, \texttt{return\_addr}, \texttt{value\_to\_increment}\}, where \texttt{return\_addr} corresponds to the PID of the sender actor (in this case, the Erlang shell), and \texttt{value\_to\_increment} contains the actual numeric data payload, \textit{i.e.}, the number the client wishes to increment. In Erlang, a process may obtain its own PID through the function call \texttt{self()}. Note that commands typed in the Erlang shell must terminate with a period symbol, otherwise these will not be processed.

```erlang
8 1> plus\_one ! \{\texttt{req}, \texttt{self()}, 19\}.
9 10 [<0.33.0> - plus\_one:41] - Received request with value '19'.
11 [<0.33.0> - plus\_one:46] - Sending response with value '\{\texttt{resp},19\}', Current cnt '1'.
12 \{\texttt{req},<0.38.0>,19\}
13 2> _
```

As can be gleaned from the logs above, the \texttt{plus\_one} server receives the number '19' as payload, and echoes back that same value to the shell (lines 10–11). A correct implementation of the server should have replied with a value of '20', that corresponds to the client’s request being incremented by '1'. The server’s response can be extracted from the Erlang
shell by invoking the flush() function to empty the shell’s mailbox (line 14). After confirming that the server is working (incorrectly) as intended, the Erlang shell can be closed by typing “q().” at the terminal.

```erlang
3> flush().
Shell got {resp,19}
ok
3> _
```

### 3.4.2 Instrumenting the Test System

We are now in a position to generate a monitor that verifies the safety property below, a generalisation of the property discussed earlier in Example 3.3.1:

"After any sequence of request-response interactions with arbitrary clients, the numeric payload contained in the server’s response following a client request must never equal the one sent in the original client request."

The monitor synthesised for this property should detect the violating behaviour exhibited by the plus_one server.

#### 3.4.2.1 Property specification

Properties using our tool are specified in plain text files that are processed to produce monitors in the form of Erlang code. These, together with other supporting source files, are compiled to executable Erlang .beam files and copied into the target system’s binary directory, ebin. As explained in Section 3.3.3, the tool also creates a launcher module that is used to bootstrap the system together with the synthesised monitor. Once loaded, the system executes as it normally would, while concurrently, the monitor passively observes the system’s behaviour expressed in terms of the messages exchanged between it and its environment. A violation will be promptly flagged when discovered by the monitor analysing the trace generated by our successor server. The aforesaid safety property can be scripted by pasting the sHML formula given below into a plain text editor, and saving it as prop.hml in the example directory.

```hml
1 max('X',
2 \[Srv ? {req, Clt, Num}] [Clt ! {resp, Num}] \&&
3 \[Srv ? {req, Clt, Num}] [Clt ! {resp, Other}] 'X')
```
This recursive sHML formula makes use of a conjunction ($\&\&$) construct to express the two possible behaviours expected of the system. The violating behaviour, specified using $[\text{Srv} \iff \{\text{req, Clt, Num}\}][\text{Clt} \iff \{\text{resp, Num}\}]$ ff, demands that a violation be flagged when the server Srv receives a request containing Num from client Clt, and returns to Clt the same value Num. The recursive (non-violating) behaviour, expressed by $[\text{Srv} \iff \{\text{req, Clt, Num}\}][\text{Clt} \iff \{\text{resp, Other}\}] \ 'X'$, requires the monitor to recurse whenever a request received from Clt is answered with some value Other, i.e., not just the successor of Num. This is in line with the property above, as it requires the monitor to detect violations only when the same value of Num is returned by a server in reply to a client’s request. Recursion, made possible by the maximal fixpoint construct max(‘X’, ...) and the recursive variable ‘X’, allows the monitor to unfold repeatedly, thereby continuously analysing the system trace until the violating behaviour is detected. Note that the formula in prop.hml is an extension of the simpler property $\varphi_3$ from Example 3.3.1. In $\varphi_3$, the absence of recursion restricts the corresponding monitor to analyse, at most, two trace events before terminating. Note also that a more comprehensive interpretation of the aforementioned correctness property would of course require the formula to check that each number in the server’s response is actually the successor of the one sent in the client’s request, as discussed earlier in Example 3.3.2. This can be expressed by modifying line 4 in the above script to

```
max('X', ... \&\&
[\text{Srv} \iff \{\text{req, Clt, Num}\}][\text{Clt} \iff \{\text{resp, Other}\}] \text{if Other} \Leftarrow=\text{Num} \text{+ 1 then 'X')}
```

In what follows, we stick to the weaker variant of the property to simplify our presentation.

### 3.4.2.2 Monitor synthesis and instrumentation

The monitor corresponding to the sHML script created above is synthesised using the instrument target from the application makefile:

```
duncan@term:/example$ cd ..//detecter-lite
duncan@term:/detecter-lite$ make instrument html="../example/prop.html"
duncan@term:/detecter-lite$ make instument html="../example/prop.html"
```

In what follows, we stick to the weaker variant of the property to simplify our presentation.
The instrument target requires the following command line arguments:

- **hml**: The relative or absolute path that leads to the formula script file;
- **app-bin-dir**: The target application’s binary base directory;
- **MFA**: The target application’s entry point function, encoded as a `{Mod, Fun, [Args]}` tuple, where we specify the `plus_one` module’s `start` function passing `bad` as argument, like previously.

Monitor synthesis and instrumentation (refer to Figure 3.7) results in the Erlang project directory structure shown in Figure 3.8b. All the original target system binaries remain untouched, and the `plus_one` server application can be still run without monitors, as before (see Section 3.4.1.2).

### 3.4.2.3 Running the monitored system

The instrumented system can be started up by using the automatically generated launcher module as shown:

```
1 duncan@term:/example$ erl -pa ebin -eval "launcher:start()"
2 Erlang/OTP 18 [erts-7.2] [sm:4:4] [async-threads:10] [kernel-poll:false]
3 Eshell V7.2 (abort with ^G)
4 <0.34.0> - main_mon:38 - Started main monitor for processes/PIDs [].
5 <0.33.0> - plus_one:22 - Started PLUS ONE server with initial cnt value '0' and mode 'bad'.
6 <0.32.0> - main_mon:24 - System to be monitored started.
7 <0.34.0> - main_mon:62 - Resolved procs [].
8 [0.40.0> - formula:152] - mon_max adding var 'X' to formula env.
9 [0.40.0> - formula:91] - mon_and spawned processes '<0.41.0>' and '<0.42.0>'.
10 [0.34.0> - main_mon:84] - Starting main monitor loop.
11 1> _
```

As indicated by the above logs, the `plus_one` server and corresponding monitor are now executing in parallel with PIDs `<0.33.0>` and `<0.34.0>` that are dynamically assigned at runtime once the respective processes are spawned (lines 6–7). The synthesised monitor corresponding to the recursion in the formula of Section 3.4.2.1 eagerly unfolds one iteration of the formula (lines 10–11) exposing a conjunction construct at top level (see Francalanza et al. [21] for a detailed discussion of how recursion is handled in the synthesised monitors). The “conjunction monitor” `mon_and` spawns its two submonitor actors once it starts executing (line 12); these correspond to the violation submonitor created from subformula `[Srv ? {req, Clt, Num}] [Clt ! {resp, Num}]` ff and the recursive...
submonitor created from \[ Srv \ ? \ [ req, Clt, Num \} \] \[ Clt \ ! \{ resp, Other \} \] 'X'. As before, the server is tested using the same request, sent from the Erlang shell (line 15):

\begin{verbatim}
15 1> plus_one ! {req, self(), 19}.
16 [<0.33.0> - plus_one:41] - Received request with value '19'.
17 [<0.41.0> - formula:120] - mon_nec evaluating action: {recv,<0.33.0>,{req,<0.38.0>,19}}.
19 [<0.42.0> - formula:120] - mon_nec evaluating action: {recv,<0.33.0>,{req,<0.38.0>,19}}.
20 [<0.33.0> - plus_one:46] - Sending response with value '{resp,19}', Current cnt '1'.
21 [<0.41.0> - formula:120] - mon_nec evaluating action: {send,<0.38.0>,{resp,19}}.
23 [<0.42.0> - formula:120] - mon_nec evaluating action: {send,<0.38.0>,{resp,19}}.
25 [<0.41.0> - formula:67] - mon_ff matched 'ff' action.
26 [<0.42.0> - formula:180] - mon_var retrieving var 'X' from formula env and recursing.
27 [<0.34.0> - main_mon:113] -
29 Main monitor/tracer received 'ff' - *** Violation detected! ***
30 2> _
31 2> _
\end{verbatim}

The violation (PID <0.41.0>) and recursive (PID <0.42.0>) submonitor processes acquire trace events from their parent “conjunction monitor” process mon and as soon as new trace events are reported by the EVM. For instance, the trace event generated by the message \{req, self(), 19\} sent from the shell is forwarded by mon and to its child submonitors (lines 18–19). Next, the plus_one server computes the result and sends it back to the Erlang shell (line 20). This causes the second trace event to be generated by the system and reported by the EVM’s tracing mechanism; once again this trace event is forwarded to, and processed by both submonitors (lines 23–24). At this point, the recursive submonitor tries to unfold in preparation for the next computation (line 26), while the violation submonitor flags a violation verdict ff (line 25), which is in turn sent to the main monitor. As a single detection suffices to ensure a global verdict, the main monitor terminates accordingly with ff (line 29); consult the work by Attard et al. [4] for reasons on why this is the case.

### 3.4.2.4 Running the correct server

So far, the plus_one successor server has been intentionally launched in bad mode in order to demonstrate how violations are handled by our monitor. We now re-instrument the system in order to emulate the correct successor server behaviour depicted in Figure 3.6b; invoking the instrument target differs
only in the MFA tuple used to start the server, where instead of bad, the flag good is used:

duncan@term:/dectester-lite$ make instrument hml="../example/prop.hml"
app-bin-dir="../example/ebin"
MFA="[plus_one,start,[good]]"

The server should now behave correctly, and return the successor value of any numeric payload that we choose to send to it from the Erlang shell.

When the client request \{req, self(), 19\} is submitted to the server from the Erlang shell (line 15), this again generates a response from the server answering back with the tuple \{resp,20\}. Although the sequence of trace events is similar to the ones in Section 3.4.2.3, the data in these events is different: the server response now carries value ‘20’ as opposed to ‘19’. This causes the violation submonitor to terminate with an inconclusive verdict (line 25) and the recursive submonitor to unfold (line 26) in preparation for the next trace events. Stated otherwise, no violation is detected by the monitor up to the current point of execution.
3.5 Conclusion

We have presented an overview of detectEr from the perspective of a user wishing to employ this tool to verify Erlang systems at runtime. The tool automatically synthesises monitoring code from specifications written in the monitorable subset of the Hennessy-Milner Logic with maximal and minimal fixpoints [25, 19]. The monitoring code which is then instrumented to run alongside the system under scrutiny infers specification satisfactions or violations by analysing the runtime execution trace exhibited by the system. One salient aspect of the tool is that the instrumentation employs the tracing facility of the host language virtual machine. It therefore requires no access to system source code and relies only on the application’s binary files. The execution of the monitor and the system being analysed is decoupled — this may lead to late (satisfaction or violation) detections from the monitor. In spite of this, the lightweight instrumentation approach adopted by detectEr leaves the target system binaries untouched, thus making it possible to employ our tool in cases where (commercial) software with licenses and/or support agreements explicitly forbid the modification of binary code.

3.5.1 Related and Future Work

Apart from being a manifestation of the work due to Francalanza et al. [19], the tool detectEr was also used as a starting point for a number of other investigations. Cassar et al. [11] explored choreographed reconfigurations for submonitors as means to lower the monitoring computational overhead, whereas in subsequent work [8], the authors also explored modifications to the tool to be able to synchronise more closely the executions of the system and the monitor, thereby avoiding problems associated with late detections. In other work by Cassar et al. [10], the investigators consider extensions to the tool that enable the runtime analysis to administer adaptation actions to the system once a violation is detected. Following this work, the authors also developed a type-based approach [9] to ensure that runtime adaptations are administered correctly by the tool. We are presently considering tool extensions that enable monitoring analysis to be distributed across sites and also alternative monitor synthesis procedures that guarantee a degree of property enforcement.

There has also been an extensive body of work [16, 28] on the runtime checking of session types. Lange et al. [24] demonstrate the correspondence between session types and a fragment of the modal $\mu$-calculus, which has been previously shown by Larsen [25] to be a reformulation of the logic
μHML. Crucially, the monitors we study consider the system from a global level. By contrast, the aforementioned works project global multiparty session types to local endpoint types, which are then synthesised into local monitors that analyse traffic at individual channel endpoints.
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**Abstract**

In large-scale distributed systems, each application is realised through interactions among distributed components. To guarantee safe communication (no deadlocks and communication mismatches) we need programming languages and tools that structure, manage, and policy-check these interactions. Multiparty session types (MSPT), a typing discipline for structured interactions between communicating processes, offers a promising approach. To date, however, session types applications have been limited to static verification, which is not always feasible and is often restrictive in terms of programming API and specifying policies. This chapter investigates the design and implementation of a runtime verification framework, ensuring conformance between programs and specifications. Specifications are written in Scribble, a protocol description language formally founded on MPST. The central idea of the approach is a runtime monitor, which takes a form of a communicating finite state machine, automatically generated from Scribble specifications, and a communication runtime stipulating a message format. We demonstrate Scribble-based runtime verification in manifold ways. First, we present a Python library, facilitated with session primitives and verification runtime. Second, we show examples from a large cyber-infrastructure project for oceanography, which uses the library as a communication medium. Third, we examine communication patterns, featuring advanced Scribble primitives for verification of exception handling behaviours.
4.1 Framework Overview

Figure 4.1 illustrates the methodology of our framework. The development of a communication-oriented application starts with the specification of the intended interactions (the choreography) as a global protocol using the Scribble protocol description language [9]. From a global protocol, the toolchain mechanically generates (projects) a Scribble local protocol, represented as a finite state machine (FSM), for each participant (abstracted as a role). As a session is conducted at run-time, the monitor at each endpoint validates the communication actions performed by the local endpoint, and the messages that arrive from the other endpoints, against the transitions permitted by the monitor’s FSM. Each monitor thus works to protect (1) the endpoint from invalid actions by the network environment, and (2) the network from incorrectly implemented endpoints. Our runtime multiparty session types (MPST) [6] framework is designed in this way to ensure, using the decentralised monitoring of each local endpoint, that the session as a whole conforms to the original global protocol [1], and that unsafe actions by a bad endpoint cannot corrupt the protocol state of other compliant endpoints.

Figure 4.1 Scribble methodology from global specification to local runtime verification.
Outline. We outline the structure of this chapter. Section 4.2 demonstrates our runtime MPST framework through an example. We present a global-to-local projection of Scribble protocols, endpoint implementations, and local FSM generation. Section 4.3 demonstrates an API for conversation programming in Python that supports standard socket-like operations, as well as event-driven interface. The API decorates conversation messages with meta information required by the monitors to perform runtime verification. Section 4.4 discusses the monitor implementation, focusing on key architectural requirements of our framework. Section 4.5 presents an extension of Scribble with asynchronous session interrupts. This is a feature of MPST, giving a general mechanism for handling nested, multiparty exception handling. We present the extension of the Python API with a new construct for scopes, endpoint implementations, and local FSM generation for monitoring. Section 4.6 explains the correspondence between a theoretical model and our implementation.

4.2 Scribble-Based Runtime Verification

This section illustrates the stages of our framework and its implementation through a use case, emphasising the properties verified at each verification stage. The presented use case is obtained from our industrial partners Ocean Observatories Institute (OOI) [7] (use case UC.R2.13 "Acquire Data From Instrument"). The OOI is a project to establish a cyberinfrastructure for the delivery, management and analysis of scientific data from a large network of ocean sensor systems. Its architecture relies on the combination of high-level protocol specifications of network services (expressed as Scribble protocols [8]) and distributed runtime monitoring to regulate the behaviour of third-party applications within the system. We have integrated our framework into the Python-based runtime platform developed by OOI [7].

4.2.1 Verification Steps

Global Protocol Correctness. The first level of verification is when designing a global protocol. A Scribble global protocol for the use case is listed in Figure 4.2 (left). Scribble describes interactions between session participants through message passing sequences, branches and recursion. Each message has a label (an operator) and a payload. The Scribble protocol in Figure 4.2 starts by protocol declaration, which specifies the name of the protocol, Data
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**Figure 4.2** Global Protocol (left) and Local Protocol (right).

Acquisition, and its participating roles – a User (U), an Agent service (A) and an Instrument (I). The overall scenario is as follows: U requests through A to start streaming a list of resources from I (line 3–4). At line 5 I makes a choice whether to continue the interaction or not. If I supports the requested resource, I sends a message Supported and the communication continues by A sending a Poll request to I. The raw resource data is sent from I to A, at A the data is formatted and forwarded to U (line 10–12). Line 11 demonstrates an **assertion** construct specifying that I is allowed to send data packages that are less than 512MB.

The Scribble toolchain validates that a protocol is well-formed and thus projectable for each role. For example, in each case of a choice construct, the deciding party (e.g. at I) must correctly communicate the decision outcome unambiguously to all other roles involved; a choice is badly-formed if the actions of the deciding party would cause a race condition on the selected case between the other roles, or if it is ambiguous to another role whether the decision has already been made or is still pending.

**Local protocol conformance.** The second level of verification is performed at runtime and ensures that each endpoint program conforms to the local protocol structure. Local protocols specify the communication behaviour for each conversation participant. Local protocols are mechanically projected from a global protocol. A local protocol is essentially a view of the global protocol from the perspective of one participant role. Projection works by identifying the message exchanges where the participant is involved, and
disregarding the rest, while preserving the overall interaction structure of the
global protocol.

From the local protocols, an FSM is generated. At runtime, the endpoint
program is validated against the FSM states. There are two main checks that
are performed. First, we verify that the type (a label and payloads) of each
message matches its specification (labels can be mapped directly to message
headers, or to method calls, class names or other relevant artefacts in the
program). Second, we verify that the flow of interactions is correct, i.e. inter-
action sequences, branches and recursions proceed as expected, respecting
the explicit dependencies (e.g. m1() from A to B; m2() from B to C;
imposes a causality at B, which is obliged to receive the messages from A
before sending a message to C).

Policy validation. The final level of verification enables the elaboration
of Scribble protocols using annotations (@{} in Figure 4.2). Annotations
function as API hooks to the verification framework: they are not verified
by the MPST monitor itself, but are, instead, delegated to a third-party
library. Our current implementation uses a Python library for evaluating
basic predicates (e.g. the size check in Figure 4.2). At runtime, the monitor
passes the annotated information, along with the FSM state information, to
the appropriate library to perform the additional checks or calculations. To
plug in an external validation engine, our toolchain API requires modules for
 parsing and evaluating the annotation expressions specified in the protocol.

4.2.2 Monitoring Requirements

Positioning. In order to guarantee global safety, our monitoring framework
imposes complete mediation of communications: communication actions
should not have an effect unless the message is mediated by the monitor.
The tool implements this principal for outline monitor configurations, i.e. the
monitor is running as a separate application. Outline monitoring is realised
by dynamically modifying the application-level network configuration to
(asynchronously) route every message through a monitor. Our prototype is
An AMQP is a publish-subscribe middleware. An AMQP network consists
of a federation of distributed virtual routers (called brokers) and queues. A
monitor dispatcher is assigned to each network endpoint as a conversation
gateway. The dispatcher can create new routes and spawn new monitor
processes if needed, to ensure the scalability of this approach.
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**Message format.** To monitor Scribble conversations, our toolchain relies on a small amount of message meta data, referred to as Scribble header, and embedded into the message payload. Messages are processed depending on their kind, as recorded in the first field of the Scribble header. There are two kinds of conversation messages: initialisation (exchanged when a session is started, carrying information such as the protocol name and the role of the monitored process) and in-session (carrying the message operation and the sender/receiver roles). Initialisation messages are used for routing reconfiguration, while in-session messages are the ones checked for protocol conformance.

**Principals and Conversation runtime.** A principal (an application) implements a protocol behaviour using the Conversation API. The API is built on top of a Conversation Runtime. The runtime provides a library for instantiating, managing and programming Scribble protocols and serialising and deserialising conversation messages. The library is implemented as a thin wrapper over an existing transport library. The API provides primitives for creating and joining a conversation, as well as primitives for sending and receiving messages.

### 4.3 Conversation Programming in Python

The Python Conversation API is a message passing API, which offers a high-level interface for safe conversation programming, mapping the interaction primitives of session types to lower-level communication actions on concrete transports. The API primitives are displayed in Figure 4.3. In summary, the API provides functionality for (1) session initiation and joining, (2) basic send/receive.

**Conversation Initiation.** A session is initiated using the `create` method. It creates a fresh conversation id and the required AMQP objects (principal exchange and queue), and sends an invitation for each role specified in the protocol. Invitations are sent to principals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversation API operation</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>create(protocol_name, config.yml)</code></td>
<td>Initiate conversation, send invitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>join(self, role, principal_name)</code></td>
<td>Accept invitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>send(role, op, payload)</code></td>
<td>Send a message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>recv(role)</code></td>
<td>Receive message from role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>recv_async(self, role, callback)</code></td>
<td>Asynchronous receive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3 The core Python Conversation API operations.
We use a configuration file to provide the mapping between roles and principals. We give on the right an example of the configuration file (invitation section) for the DataAcquisition protocol. Principal names direct the routing of invitation message to the right endpoint. Each invitation carries a role, a principal name and a name for a Scribble local specification file. An invitation is accepted using the `Conversation.join` method. It establishes an AMQP connection and, if one does not exist, creates an invitation queue for receiving invitations.

```
invitations:
  - role: U
    principal name: bob
    local capability: DataAcquisition.spr
  - role: A
    principal name: allice
    local capability: DataAcquisition.spr
  - role: I
    principal name: carol
    local capability: DataAcquisition.spr
```

We demonstrate the usage of the API in a Python implementation of the local protocol projected for the Agent role. The local protocol is given in Figure 4.2 (right). Figure 4.4 (left) gives the Agent role implementation. First, the `create` method of the Conversation API initiates a new conversation instance of the DataAcquisition protocol, and returns a token that is used to join the conversation locally. The `config.yml` file specifies which network principals will play which roles in this session and the runtime sends invitation messages to each principal. The `join` method confirms that the endpoint is joining the conversation as the principal `alice` playing role `A`. Once the invitations are sent and accepted (via `Conversation.join`), the conversation is established and the intended message exchange can proceed. As a result of the initiation procedure, the runtime at every participant has a mapping (conversation table) between each role and their AMQP addresses.

**Conversation Message Passing.** The API provides standard send/receive primitives. Send is asynchronous, meaning that a basic send does not block on the corresponding receive; however, the basic receive does block until the message has been received. In addition, an asynchronous receive method, called `recv_async`, is provided to support event-driven usage of the conversation API. These asynchronous features map closely to those supported by
Figure 4.4 Python program for A: synchronous implementation (left) and event-driven implementation (right).

Pika\(^1\), a Python transport library used as an underlying transport library in our implementations.

Each message signature in a Scribble specification contains an operation and payloads (message arguments). The API does not mandate how the operation field should be treated, allowing the flexibility to interpret the operation name in various ways, e.g. as a plain message label, an RMI method name, etc. We treat the operation name as a plain label.

Following its local protocol, the program for A receives a request from U and forwards the message to I. The recv returns a tuple, (label, payload) of the message. When the message does not have a payload, only the label is returned (\(\text{req_result} = \text{c.recv('I')}\)). The recv method can also take the source role as a single argument (\(\text{c.recv('I')}\)), or additionally the label of the desired message (\(\text{c.recv('I', 'Request')}\)). The send method called on the conversation channel \(c\) takes, in this order, the destination role, message operator and payload values as arguments. In our example, the received payload \(\text{resource_request}\) is forwarded without modifications to I. After A receives the reply from I, the program checks the label value \(\text{req_result}\) using conditional statements, if \(\text{req_result} = \text{Supported}\). If I replies with \(\text{Supported}\), A enters a loop, where it continuously sends a \('\text{Poll}'\) requests to I and after receiving the result from I, formats the received data (\(\text{format(data)}\)) and resends the formatted result to U.

---

\(^1\)http://pika.readthedocs.org/
**Event-driven conversations.** For asynchronous, non-blocking receives, the Conversation API provides `recv_async` to be used in an event-driven style. Figure 4.4 (right) shows an alternative implementation of the user role using callbacks. The method `recv_async` accepts as arguments a callback to be invoked when a message is received.

We first create a conversation variable similar to the synchronous implementation. After joining the conversation, A registers a callback to be invoked when a message from U is received (on_request). The callback executions are linked to the flow of the protocol by taking the conversation id as an argument (e.g. `conv`). It also accepts as arguments the label for the message (op) and the payload (msg). In the message handler for Request, the role A forwards the received payload to I and registers a new message handler for the next message. Although the event-driven API promotes a notably different programming style, our framework monitors both implementations in Figure 4.4 transparently without any modifications.

### 4.4 Monitor Implementation

Figure 4.5 depicts our outline monitor configuration. The interception mechanism is based on message forwarding. A principal has at least one queue for consuming messages, although the number of queues can be tuned to

![Figure 4.5](image_url)  
*Configuration of distributed session monitors for an AMQP-based network.*
use separate queues for invitations and roles. We outline a concrete scenario. Principal Alice is authenticated and connected to her local broker.

1. Authentication creates a network access point for Alice (the Monitor circle in Figure 4.5). The access point consists of a new conversation monitor instance, monitor queues (monitor as a consumer), and an exchange. Alice is only permitted to send messages to this exchange.

2. Alice initiates a new session (creates an exchange with id 1234 in Figure 4.5) and dispatches an invitation to principal Bob. The invitation is received and checked by Alice’s monitor and then dispatched on the shared channel, from where it is rerouted to Bob’s Monitor.

3. Bob’s monitor checks the invitation, generates the local FSM and session context for Bob and Bob’s role (for example client), and allocates a session channel (with exchange: 1234 and routing keys matching Bob’s role (1234.client.* and 1234.*.client)). The invitation is delivered to Bob’s queue.

4. Any message sent by Alice (e.g. to Bob) in this session is similarly passed by the monitor and validated. If valid, the message is forwarded to the session channel to be routed. The receiver’s monitor will similarly but independently validate the message.

Figure 4.6 depicts the main components and internal workflow of our prototype monitor. The lower part relates to conversation initiation. The invitation message carries (a reference to) the local protocol for the invitee and the conversation id. We use a parser generator (ANTLR\(^2\)) to produce, from a Scribble local protocol, an abstract syntax tree with MPST constructs as nodes. The tree is traversed to generate a finite state machine, represented in Python as a hash table, where each entry has the shape:

\[(\text{current\_state, transition}) \mapsto (\text{next\_state, assertion, var})\]

where \(\text{transition}\) is a quadruple \((\text{interaction type, label, sender, receiver})\), \(\text{interaction type}\) is either send or receive and \(\text{var}\) is a variable binder for a message payload. We number the states using a generator of natural numbers. The FSM generation is based on the translation of local Scribble protocols to FSMS, presented in [5].

The upper part of Figure 4.6 relates to in-conversation messages, which carry the conversation id (matching an entry in the FSM hash table), sender and receiver fields, and the message label and payload. This information

\(^2\)http://www.antlr.org/
allows the monitor to retrieve the corresponding FSM (by matching the message signature to the FSM’s transition function). Assertions associated to communication actions are evaluated by invoking a library for Python predicate evaluation.

4.5 Monitoring Interruptible Systems

This section presents the implementation of a new construct for verifying asynchronous multiparty session interrupts. Asynchronous session interrupts express communication patterns in which the behaviour of the roles following the default flow through a protocol segment may be overruled by one or more other roles concurrently raising asynchronous interrupt messages. Extending MPST with asynchronous interrupts is challenging because the inherent communication race conditions that may arise conflict with the MPST safety properties. Taking a continuous stream of messages from a producer to a consumer as a simple example: if the consumer sends an interrupt message to the producer to pause or end the stream, stream messages (those already in transit or subsequently dispatched before the interrupt arrives at the producer) may well continue arriving at the consumer for some time after the interrupt is dispatched. This scenario is in contrast to the patterns permitted by standard session types, where the safety properties guarantee that no message is ever lost or redundant by virtue of disallowing all protocols with potential races.

Figure 4.6 Monitor workflow for (1) invitation and (2) in-conversation messages.
This section introduces a novel approach based on reifying the concept of *scopes* within a protocol at the runtime level when an instance of the protocol is executed. A scope designates a sub-region of the protocol, derived from its syntactic structure, on which certain communication actions, such as interrupts, may act on the region as a whole. At run-time, every message identifies the scope to which it belongs as part of its meta data. From this information and by tracking the local progress in the protocol, the runtime at each endpoint in the session is able to resolve discrepancies in a protocol state by discarding incoming messages that have become irrelevant due to an asynchronous interrupt. This mechanism is transparent to the user process, and although performed independently by each distributed endpoint, preserves global safety for the session.

We integrate the new interrupt construct in our framework for runtime monitoring. The FSM generation is extended to support interruptible protocol scopes. We treat interruptible scopes by generating nested FSM structures. In the case of scopes that may be entered multiple times by recursive protocols, we use dynamic FSM nesting (conceptually, a new sub-FSM is created each time the scope is entered, and the sub-FSM is terminated once it reaches its end state or when an interrupt message is received) corresponding to the generation of fresh scope names in the syntactic model.

### 4.5.1 Use Case: Resource Access Control (RAC)

This section expands on how we extend Scribble to support the specification and verification of asynchronous session interrupts, henceforth referred to as just interrupts. Our running example is based on an OOI project use case, which we have distilled to focus on session interrupts.

Figure 4.7 (left) gives an abridged version of a sequence diagram given in the OOI documentation for the Resource Access Control (RAC) use case [8], regarding access control of users to sensor devices in the OOI cyberinfrastructure for data acquisition. In the OOI setting, a User interacts with a sensor device via its Agent proxy (which interacts with the device using a separate protocol outside of this example). OOI Controller agents manage concerns such as authentication of users and metering of service usage.

For brevity, we omit from the diagram some of the data types to be carried in the messages and focus on the *structure* of the protocol. The depicted interaction can be summarised as follows. The protocol starts at the top of the left-hand diagram. User sends Controller a request message to use a sensor
for a certain amount of time (the int in parentheses), and Controller sends a start to Agent. The protocol then enters a phase (denoted by the horizontal line) that we label (1), in which Agent streams data messages (acquired from the sensor) to User. The vertical dots signify that Agent produces the stream of data freely under its own control, i.e. without application-level control from User. User and Controller, however, have the option at any point in phase (1) to move the protocol to the phase labelled (2), below.

Phase (2) comprises three alternatives, separated by dashed lines. In the upper case, User interrupts the stream from Agent by sending Agent a pause message. At some subsequent point, User sends a resume and the protocol returns to phase (1). In the middle case, User interrupts the stream, sending both Agent and Controller a stop message. This is the case where User does not want any more sensor data, and ends the protocol for all three participants. Finally, in the lower case, Controller interrupts the stream by sending a timeout message to User and Agent. This is the case where, from Controller’s view, the session has exceeded the requested duration, so Controller interrupts the other two participants to end the protocol. Note this diagram actually intends that stop (and timeout) can arise anytime after (1),

Figure 4.7  Sequence diagram (left) and Scribble protocol (right) for the RAC use case.
e.g. between `pause` and `resume` (a notational ambiguity that is compensated by additional prose comments in the specification).

### 4.5.2 Interruptible Multiparty Session Types

Figure 4.7 (right) shows a Scribble protocol that formally captures the structure of interaction in the Resource Access Control (RAC) use case and demonstrates the uses of our extension for asynchronous interrupts. Besides the formal foundations, we find the Scribble specification more explicit and precise, particularly regarding the combination of compound constructs such as choice and recursion, than the sequence diagram format, and provides firmer implementation guidelines for the programmer.

The protocol starts with a header declaring the protocol name (given as `RACProtocol` in Figure 4.7) and role names for the participants (three roles, aliased in the scope of this protocol definition as `U`, `C` and `A`). Lines 5 and 6 straightforwardly correspond to the first two communications in the sequence diagram, a User sends a request message, carrying an `int` payload, to the Controller and then the Controller replies with a `start()` message and an empty payload.

Then the intended communication in “phase” (1) and (2) in the diagram, is clarified in Scribble as two nested `interruptible` statements. The outer statement, on lines 7–22, corresponds to the options for User and Controller to end the protocol by sending the `stop` and `timeout` interrupts. An `interruptible` consists of a main body of protocol actions, here lines 8–17, and a set of interrupt message signatures, lines 18–22. The statement stipulates that each participant behaves by either (a) following the protocol specified in the body until finished for their role, or (b) raising or detecting a specified interrupt at any point during (a) and exiting the statement. Thus, the outer `interruptible` states that `U` can interrupt the body (and end the protocol) by a `stop()` message, and `C` by a `timeout()`.

The body of the outer `interruptible` is a labelled recursion statement with label `X`. The `continue X;` inside the recursion (line 16) causes the flow of the protocol to return to the top of the recursion (line 8). This recursion corresponds to the loop implied by the sequence diagram that allows User to pause and resume repeatedly. Since the recursion body always leads to the `continue`, Scribble protocols of this form state that the loop should be driven indefinitely by one role, until one of the interrupts is raised by another role. This communication pattern cannot be expressed in multiparty session types without `interruptible`. 
The body of the X-recursion is the inner interruptible, which corresponds to the option for User to pause the stream. The stream itself is specified by the Y-recursion, in which A continuously sends data() messages to U. The inner interruptible specifies that U may interrupt the Y-recursion by a pause() message, which is followed by the resume() message from U before the protocol returns to the top of the X-recursion.

4.5.3 Programming and Verification of Interruptible Systems

We extend the Python API, presented in Section 4.3, to provide functionality for scope management for handling interrupt messages. We demonstrate the usage of the construct through an implementation of the local protocol projected for the User role. Figure 4.8 gives the local protocol and its implementation.

Similarly to the previous example from Section 4.3, the implementation starts by creating a conversation instance c of the Resource Access Control protocol (Figure 4.7) using method create (line 6, left) and join. The latter returns a conversation channel object for performing the subsequent communication operations.

**Interrupt handling.** The implementation of the User program demonstrates a way of handling conversation interrupts by combining conversation scopes.

```python
class UserApp(BaseApp):
    user, controller, agent = ['User', 'Controller', 'Agent']
    def start(self):
        self.buffer = buffer(MAX_SIZE)
        conv = Conversation.create('RACProtocol', 'config.yml')
        c = conv.join(user, 'alice')
        c.send(controller, 'req', 3600)
        with c.scope('timeout', 'stop') as c_x:
            while not self.should_stop():
                with c_x.scope('pause') as c_y:
                    while not self.buffer.is_full():
                        data = c_y.recv(agent)
                        self.buffer.append(data)
                        c_y.send_interrupt('pause')
                    use_data(self.buffer)
                    self.buffer.clear()
                c_x.send(agent, 'resume')
                c_x.send_interrupt('stop')
        c.close()
```

**Figure 4.8** Python implementation (left) and Scribble local protocol (right) for the User role for the global protocol from Figure 4.7.
with the Python `with` statement (an enhanced try-finally construct). We use
`with` to conveniently capture interruptible conversation flows and the nesting
of interruptible scopes, as well as automatic `close` of interrupted channels in
the standard manner, as follows. The API provides the `c.scope()` method,
as in line 10, to create and enter the scope of an `interruptible` Scribble
block (here, the outer interruptible of the RAC protocol). The `timeout` and
`stop` arguments associate these message signatures as interrupts with this
scope. The conversation channel `c_x` returned by `scope` is a wrapper of the
parent channel `c` that (1) records the current scope of every message sent in
its meta data, (2) ensures every send and receive operation is guarded by
a check on the local interrupt queue, and (3) tracks the nesting of scope
contexts through nested `with` statements. The interruptible scope of `c_x` is
given by the enclosing `with` (lines 10–20); if, e.g., a `timeout` is received
within this scope, the control flow will exit the `with` block to line 21. The
inner `with` (lines 12–16), corresponding to the inner interruptible block,
is associated with the `pause` interrupt. When an interrupt, e.g. `pause` in
line 16, is thrown (`send_interrupt`) to the other conversation participants,
the local and receiver runtimes each raise an internal exception that is either
handled or propagated up, depending on the interrupts declared at the current
scope level, to direct the interrupted control flow accordingly. The delineation
of interruptible scopes by the global protocol, and its projection to each local
protocol, thus allows interrupted control flows to be coordinated between
distributed participants in a structured manner.

The scope wrapper channels are closed (using the Python construct `with`) after throwing or handling an interrupt message. Since we assume asyn-
chronous communication, there is a delay from the time when an interrupt
message is sent until the time when the interrupt message is received by all
participants. Hence, the monitor reacts differently when checking message
sending (a check driven by the monitored participant) and message receive
(an action driven by a message arriving in the queue of the monitor); the
monitor discards the message in the latter case and marks the message
as wrong in the former case. More precisely, when a monitor receives a
message from a closed scope, it discards it as to accommodate for the
delay in receiving of an interrupt message. However, if a participant that is
monitoried attepts to send a message on a scope that is already closed (after
an interrupt message has been recieved or after the participant has thrown
interrupt himself) then the monitor flages the interaction as an error. For
example, using `c_x` after a `timeout` is received (i.e. outside its parent scope)
will be flagged as an error. However, receiving messages on that scope will be
4.5 Monitoring Interruptible Systems

class UserApp(BaseApp):
    def start(self):
        self.buffer = buffer(MAX_SIZE)
        conv = Conversation.create('RAIProtocol', config.yml)
        c = conv.join(user, 'alice')
        # request 1 hour access
        c.send(controller, 'req', 3600)
        c_x = c.scope('timeout', 'stop')
        c_y = c_x.scope('pause')
        c_y.recv_async(agent, recv_handler)

        def recv_handler(self, c, op, payload):
            with c:
                if self.should_stop():
                    c.send_interrupt('stop')
                elif self.buffer.is_full():
                    self.process_buffer(c, payload)
                else:
                    self.buffer.append(payload)
                    c.recv_async(agent, recv_handler)

        def process_buffer(self, c, payload):
            with c:
                c_x = c.send_interrupt('pause')
                use_data(self.buffer, payload)
                self.buffer.clear()
                c_x.send(agent, 'resume')
                c_y = c_x.scope('pause')
                c_y.recv_async(agent, recv_handler)

Figure 4.9 Event-driven conversation implementation for the User role (left) and Nested FSM generated from the User local protocol (right).

discarded and will not be dispatched to the application. In our example, the User runtime discards data messages that arrive after pause is thrown. The API can also make the discarded data available to the programmer through secondary (non-monitored) operations.

Message handlers with scopes. As demonstrated in Section 4.3, our Python API supports asynchronous receive through the primitive recv_async. The construct is used to register a method that should be invoked on message receive. To support event-driven programming with interrupts, we extend the implementation presented in Section 4.3. The difference is in the semantics of event handlers. More precisely, each event handler is associated with a scope. Therefore, if an interrupt is received, but the protocol state is not in the same scope as the scope written in the conversation header of the interrupt message, the interrupt will be discarded.

Figure 4.9 (left) shows an alternative implementation of the User role using callbacks. We first enter the nested conversation scopes according to the potential interrupt messages (lines 9 and 10). The callback method is then registered using the recv_async operation (line 11). The callback executions are linked to the flow of the protocol by taking the scoped channel...
as an argument (e.g., `c` on line 13). Note that if the `stop` and `pause` interrupts were not declared for these scopes, line 16 and line 25 would be considered invalid by the monitor. When the buffer is full (line 17), the user sends the `pause` interrupt. After raising an interrupt, the current scope becomes obsolete and the channel object for the parent scope is returned. After the data is processed and the buffer is cleared, the `resume` message is sent (line 28) and a fresh scope is created and again registered for receiving data events (line 29). Our framework monitors both this implementation and that in Figure 4.8 transparently without any modifications.

### 4.5.4 Monitoring Interrupts

FSM generation for interruptible local protocols makes use of nested FSMs. Each `interruptible` induces a nested FSM given by the main interruptible block, as illustrated in Figure 4.9 (right) for the User local protocol. The monitor internally augments the nested FSM with a scope id, derived from the signature of the interruptible block, and an interrupt table, which records the interrupt message signatures that may be thrown or received in this scope. Interrupt messages are marked via the same meta data field used to designate invitation and in-conversation messages, and are validated in a similar way except that they are checked against the interrupt table. However, if an interrupt arrives that does not have a match in the interrupt table of the immediate FSM(s), the check searches upwards through the parent FSMs; the interrupt is invalid if it cannot be matched after reaching the outermost FSM.

### 4.6 Formal Foundations of MPST-Based Runtime Verification

In this section, we explain the correspondence between a theoretical model for MPST-based monitoring and the implementation, presented in this chapter. Our implementation is formalised in a theory for MPST-based verification of networks, first proposed in [3], and later extended in [1], and in [2]. The interrupt extension is formalised in [4]. [3] only gives an overview of the desired properties, and requires all local processes to be dynamically verified through the protections of system monitors, while [1] presents a framework for semantically precise decentralised run-time verification, supporting statically and dynamically verified components. In addition, the
routing mechanism of AMPQ networks is explicitly presented in [1], while in [3] it is implicit.

A delicate technical difference between the theory and the implementation lies in handling of out-of-order delivery of messages when messages are sent from different senders to the same receiver. Asynchrony poses a challenge in the treatment of out-of-order asynchronous message monitoring, and thus, to prevent false positive results, in the theoretical model, a type-level permutations of actions is required, e.g., a monitor checks messages up to permutations. The use of global queues and local permutations is inefficient in practice, and thus we have implemented the theoretical model of a global queue as different physical queues. Specifically, we introduce a queue per pair of roles, which ensures messages from the same receivers are delivered in order and are not mixed with messages from other roles. This model is semantically equivalent to a model of a global indexed queue, permitting permutation of messages.

Next we explain the correspondence between the asynchronous π-calculus with fine-grained primitives for session initiation and our Python API. Also in [1] specifications are given as local types. Instead of using local types, for efficient checking, we use communicating finite state machines (CFSMs) generated from local Scribble protocols, which are equivalent to local types, as has been shown in [5].

**Processes.** Our Python API embodies the primitives of the asynchronous π-calculus with fine-grained primitives for session initiation, presented in [1]. The correspondence is given in Figure 4.10. Note that the API does not stipulate the use of a recursion and a conditional, which appear in the syntax of session π-calculus, since these constructs are handled by native Python constructs. The `create` method, which, we remind, creates a fresh conversation id and the required AMQP objects (principal exchanges and queues), and sends an invitation for each role specified in the protocol, corresponds to the action $\pi\langle s[r]: T \rangle$, which sends on the shared channel $a$, an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversation API operation</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>create(protocol_name, config.yml)</code></td>
<td>$\pi\langle s[r]: T \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>join(self, role, principal_name)</code></td>
<td>$a\langle y[r]: T \rangle.P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>send(role, op, payload)</code></td>
<td>$k[r_1, r_2]!l(e)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>recv(role)</code></td>
<td>$k[r_1, r_2]?(l_i(x_i).P_i)_{i \in I}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>recv_async(self, role, callback)</code></td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.10** The core Python Conversation API operations and their session π-calculus counterparts.
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invitation to join the fresh conversation \( s \) as the role of \( r \) with a specification \( T \). In the implementation, this information is codified in the message header, which as we have explained contains the new session id (abstracted as \( s \)), the name of the local Scribble protocol (i.e. \( T \)) and the role (i.e. \( r \)). The invitation action \( a(y[r] : T).P \) models session join. As a result of join new queues and a routing bindings are created. For example, when Bob joins a conversation with id of 1234 as the role of client, as shown in Figure 4.5, an AMQP binding 1234.client.* is created, which ensures that all messages to the role of a client are delivered to Bob. The reduction rule for \( a(y[r] : T).P \), in the semantics in [1], reflects this behaviour by adding a record in the routing table. The primitive for sending a message \( k[r_1,r_2]!l(e) \) corresponds to the API call send, and results in sending a message of type \( s[r_1,t_2]!l(e) \), which in the implementation is codified in the message header, consisting of session id \( s \), sender \( r_1 \), receiver \( r_2 \), label \( l \) and a payload \( e \).

Properties of monitored networks. Finally, we give an overview of the properties of monitored networks as presented in [1]. Due to the correspondence explained above, these properties are preserved in the context of the monitor implementation, presented in this chapter.

Local safety states that a monitored process respects its local protocol, i.e. that dynamic verification by monitoring is sound.

Local transparency states that a monitored process has equivalent behaviour to an unmonitored but well-behaved process, e.g. statically verified against the same local protocol.

Global safety states that a system satisfies the global protocol, provided that each participant behaves as if monitored.

Global transparency states that a fully monitored network has equivalent behaviour to an unmonitored but well-behaved network, i.e. in which all local processes are well-behaved against the same local protocols.

Session fidelity states that, as all message flows of a network satisfy global specifications, whenever the network changes because some local processes take actions, all message flows continue to satisfy global specifications.

4.7 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a runtime verification framework for Python programs based on Scribble protocols. We discuss the core design elements of the implementation of a conversation-based API in a dynamically typed language,
Python. Through a runtime layer of protocol management Scribble protocols are loaded and translated to CFSMs such that during a program execution, messages emitted by the program are checked against a corresponding CFSM. We also introduce a construct for expressing exception-like patterns in Scribble, which syntactically splits the protocol into sub-regions, allowing certain messaging to act on the regions as a whole and thus permitting controllable races, traditionally disallowed by the theory of session types.
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Abstract

The DCR Workbench is an online tool for simulation and analysis of collaborative distributed processes specified as DCR graphs. The Workbench is a robust and comprehensive implementation of DCR graphs, providing concrete syntax, specification by refinement, visualisation, simulation, static analysis, time analysis, enforcement, declarative subprocesses, data dependencies, translation to other declarative models, and more. This chapter introduces the Workbench and, through the features of the Workbench, surveys the DCR formalism. The Workbench is available on-line at http://dcr.tools.

5.1 Introduction

Citizens, businesses and public organisations increasingly rely on distributed business processes. Many such processes involve at the same time information systems, humans and mechanical artefacts, and are thus highly unpredictable. Moreover, such processes are constantly evolving due to advances in technology, improvement in business practices, and changes in legislation.

In this climate of distribution and continuous change, the traditional vision of verifying a system once and for all against a final formal description has little hope of realisation. Instead, we need tools and techniques for describing, building, and analysing systems of continuously changing distributed collaborative processes. Dynamic Condition Response graphs, DCR graphs, is a formal model developed in response to this need.
Developed through a series of research projects, DCR graphs today stands on three pillars: a substantial body of academic publications on both case studies [8, 10, 15, 17, 20, 38] and formal aspects [2, 6, 7, 12–14, 16, 18, 21–25, 29–31, 34, 37]; the DCR Workbench, implementing most major advances of the formalism (the subject of this chapter); and a commercial adaptive case-management system developed by independent vendor Exformatics A/S [9, 11, 15, 19, 23, 28].

Declarative process notations such as DCR graphs, DECLARE [33, 40] and GSM [26] generally support specification and analysis of requirements, whereas imperative notations such as Workflow Nets [1] and BPMN [32] generally support implementation of requirements. DCR graphs have the advantage of serving as both the specification of requirements and the runtime representation of a process instance, which can be adapted dynamically if the requirements change.

The DCR Workbench is a comprehensive tool for modelling with DCR graphs and analysing DCR models. The Workbench serves the dual purposes of being a communication and teaching tool, used both in classroom settings and in discussions with industry, as well as a test-bed for experimentation with new analysis and variants.

This chapter gives an introduction to DCR graphs in general and the Workbench in particular. As we shall see, the Workbench implements a majority of published DCR graph variants and analysis methods, as well as some work-in-progress experimental additions and algorithms that have yet to be published. Through the features of the Workbench, the chapter also provides a survey of the state-of-the-art of DCR graphs variants, their technical properties, and their published analysis methods and algorithms.

5.1.1 History of the DCR Workbench

DCR graphs were introduced in 2010 [18, 29] by Thomas Hildebrandt and his group at the ITU. Soon after, Danish vendor of adaptive case-management solutions, Exformatics A/S, entered into a long-term collaboration with the ITU group; a collaboration which continues to this day. The continued financial support and interest of Exformatics A/S has been instrumental in the development of the formalism.

DCR graphs were implemented repeatedly as the formalism evolved. Notably, an early implementation created by industrial PhD Tijs Slaats in collaboration with Exformatics A/S [37] eventually grew into that company’s current commercial DCR tool [9, 15, 28], available at dcrgraphs.net. In
2013 this tool was solidifying into a commercial offering. While the backing of commercial vendor was extremely helpful to DCR graph, the Exformatics tool was becoming too heavyweight for quick academic experiments. Accordingly, the ITU group in 2013 commenced development of a nimbler implementation. This effort was spearheaded by Søren Debois and became the DCR Workbench of the present chapter.

The two tools have different goals: Exformatics’ offering is aimed at non-expert commercial users and emphasises stability and usability. Conversely, the DCR Workbench is aimed at academics and prioritises ease-of-experimentation overall. This division has so far been productive: sufficiently good ideas implemented in the Workbench has later been re-implemented by Exformatics in their commercial offering [8–10, 28].

The Workbench made its first appearance in a research paper in 2014 [12], and its first appearance in industry collaborations in 2015 [9]. Subsequently, the Workbench has provided implementation and examples for most major developments of the formalism [2, 6, 12–14, 16].

The DCR Workbench is implemented in F# [39], using the WebSharper library [5] to derive server- and client-side components from the same F# code base. The choice of implementation language and platform is no accident: On the one hand, F# is very well-suited to manipulating formal models; on the other, the web-based platform makes the Workbench immediately available to interested researchers: all it takes is a browser.

5.1.2 The DCR Workbench

The DCR Workbench is available at

http://dcr.tools/2017chapter

This URL leads to a special page supporting this chapter with the collection of examples used on the following pages. We encourage the reader to visit this page and actively try out the examples presented in the remainder of this chapter as he progresses through the it.

Overview In Section 5.2, we introduce a running example, and in Section 5.3, we recall DCR graphs. In Section 5.4 we introduce basic modelling, simulation and analysis of DCR graphs in the Workbench. In Section 5.5 we construct models by refinement; in Section 5.6 we discuss timed models; in Section 5.7 we talk about subprocesses; and in Section 5.8 data. In Section 5.9, we mention briefly other tools in the Workbench, before concluding in Section 5.10.
5.2 Running Example

As a running example we consider a stylised mortgage loan application process distilled from real-life cases [9, 13]. Mortgage application processes are in practice extremely varied, depending on the type of mortgage, the neighbourhood, the applicant, and the credit institution in question. The purpose of the process is to arrive at a point where the activity Assess loan application can be carried out. This requires in turn:

1. collecting appropriate documentation,
2. collecting a budget from the applicant, and
3. appraising the property.

In practice, applicants’ budgets tend to be underspecified, so an intern will screen the budget and request a new one if the submitted one happens to be so. The case worker should not spend time assessing the application if the documentation has not been collected or the budget is underspecified. The caseworker decides if the appraisal can be entirely statistical, i.e., carried out without physical inspection, or if it requires an on-site appraisal. For reasons of cost efficiency, only one appraisal should be carried out.

5.3 Dynamic Condition-Response Graphs

In this section, we recall DCR graphs [6, 9, 14, 15, 18, 29, 37]. We begin by an informal walkthrough, followed by a formal development in Section 5.3.4.

DCR graphs constitute a declarative modelling notation describing at the same time a process and its run-time state. The core notation comprises labelled events, event states, and five possible relations between events. The relations govern: (a) how executability of one event depend on the state of another, and (b) how execution of one event updates the states of another.

5.3.1 Event States

The event state consists of three booleans: The executed, included, and pending states of the event.

- The executed state simply registers whether the event has been previously executed (an event may execute more than once). It is updated to true whenever the event executes. It is never updated to false.
- The included state indicates whether the event is included, i.e. relevant for the process. Being included is a prerequisite for an event to execute.
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• The pending state indicates whether the event is required to eventually execute (or become not included).

We give events and initial states for the running example in Figure 5.1. Except Request new budget, which becomes relevant only when a budget has been submitted, all events are included. The Assess loan application and Submit budget events are pending; they are required to complete the process.

5.3.2 Relations

Each pair of events may be related by one of five different relations. Relations regulate (a) which events may execute in a given graph (condition, milestone) and (b) the effect of executing an event (inclusion, exclusion, response).

We give a full DCR model of the running example in Figure 5.2.

Conditions. A condition $e \rightarrow \bullet f$ causes the target activity $f$ to be not executable whenever the source activity $e$ is included (its “included” state is true) and has not been previously executed (its “executed” state is false). E.g., in Figure 5.2, we must execute Collect documents before Assess loan application can be executed.

Milestones. A milestone $e \rightarrow \diamond f$ causes the target activity $f$ to be not executable whenever the source activity $e$ is included and pending (its “included” and “pending” states are true). In Figure 5.2, whenever Submit budget is pending, Assess loan application is prevented from executing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Initial state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collect documents</td>
<td>Caseworker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget screening</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request new budget</td>
<td>Intern</td>
<td>Excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submit budget</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-site appraisal</td>
<td>Mobile consultant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical appraisal</td>
<td>Caseworker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess loan application</td>
<td>Caseworker</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1 Events and initial states (marking) for the mortgage application process. Where nothing else is indicated, the initial state of an event is not executed, included, and not pending.

1This graph is in fact the output of the DCR Workbench visualiser; we describe in Section 5.4.2 exactly how the visualiser represents event state.
Responses. A response $e \rightarrow f$ causes the target activity $f$ to be pending (its “pending” state is true) whenever the source activity $e$ is executed. In Figure 5.2, when an applicant executes Submit budget, we require a subsequent screening: there is a response from Submit budget to Budget screening approve.

Inclusions and exclusions. An inclusion $e \rightarrow+ f$ resp. an exclusion $e \rightarrow% f$ causes the “included” state of the target activity $f$ to be true resp. false when the source activity $e$ is executed. In Figure 5.2, the activity Submit budget includes the activity Request new budget.

5.3.3 Executing Events

Enabled events are the ones which have their “included” state true, and which do not have their execution prohibited by a condition or milestone as indicated above. Conditions or milestones from excluded events do not disable their target events. E.g., in Figure 5.2, both On-site appraisal and Statistical appraisal are conditions for Assess loan application, but once one executes, the other is excluded and thus no longer required for Assess loan application to execute.
5.3 Dynamic Condition-Response Graphs

Executing an enabled event in a DCR graph updates event states as indicated by inclusion, exclusion, and response relations. Conceptually, we can think of the execution as producing a new DCR graph with the same relations but with updated event states.

The denotation of a DCR model is the set of (finite and infinite) sequences of event labels, corresponding to a sequence of such event executions, where at each step, every pending event is eventually executed or excluded at some later step. We refer to such sequences as accepting traces. It follows that for finite accepting traces, in the final state, no event is pending and included.

We consider potential traces for Figure 5.2.

- $s_0 = \langle \text{Collect documents}, \text{Assess loan application} \rangle$. This sequence intuitively corresponds to assessing the loan application without getting a budget and appraising the property. After Collect documents, the event Assess loan application is not enabled, so $s_0$ is not a trace.

- $s_1 = \langle \text{Collect documents}, \text{Submit budget} \rangle$. This sequence is a trace, but not an accepting one, since Assess loan application is pending and included in the final state. It follows that $s_1$ sequence is not part of the denotation of Figure 5.2.

- $s_2 = \langle \text{Collect documents}, \text{Submit budget}, \text{Budget screening approve}, \text{Statistical appraisal}, \text{Assess loan application} \rangle$ is an accepting trace.

Notice that between the notions of enabledness and accepting trace, DCR graphs express both permissions and obligations. We return to expressiveness of DCR graphs in Section 5.7 below.

5.3.4 Formal Development

**Definition 1** (DCR Graph [18]). A DCR graph, ranged over by $G$, is a tuple $(E, R, M, \ell)$ where

- $E$ is a finite set of (labelled) events, the nodes of the graph.
- $R$ is the edges of the graph. Edges are partitioned into five kinds, named and drawn as follows: *The conditions* ($\rightarrow \bullet$), *responses* ($\bullet \rightarrow$), *milestones* ($\rightarrow \diamond$), *inclusions* ($\rightarrow +$), and *exclusions* ($\rightarrow \%$).
- $M$ is the marking of the graph. This is a triple $(Ex, Re, In)$ of sets of events, respectively the previously executed ($Ex$), the currently pending ($Re$), and the currently included ($In$) events.
- $\ell$ is a labelling function assigning to each $e \in E$ a label comprising an activity name and a set of roles.
When $G$ is a DCR graph, we write, e.g., $E(G)$ for the set of events of $G$, $\text{Ex}(G)$ for the executed events in the marking of $G$, etc.

**Notation.** Let $R \subseteq X \times Y$ be a relation. For $y \in Y$ we take $R_y = \{x \in X \mid (x, y) \in R\}$; dually for $x \in X$ we take $xR = \{y \in Y \mid (x, y) \in R\}$. We use this notation for relations, e.g., $(\rightarrow\bullet e)$ is the set of events that are conditions for $e$.

**Definition 2 (Enabled events).** Let $G = (E, R, M, \ell)$ be a DCR graph, with marking $M = (\text{Ex}, \text{Re}, \text{In})$. A event $e \in E$ is enabled, written $e \in \text{enabled}(G)$, iff (a) $e \in \text{In}$, (b) $\text{In} \cap (\rightarrow\bullet e) \subseteq \text{Ex}$, and (c) $\text{In} \cap (\rightarrow\diamond e) \subseteq E \setminus \text{Re}$.

That is, enabled events (a) are included, (b) have their included conditions executed, and (c) have no included milestone with an unfulfilled responses.

**Definition 3 (Execution).** Let $G = (E, R, M, \ell)$ be a DCR graph with marking $M = (\text{Ex}, \text{Re}, \text{In})$. Suppose $e \in \text{enabled}(G)$. We may execute $e$ obtaining the DCR graph $G' = (E, R, M', \ell')$ with $M' = (\text{Ex}', \text{Re}', \text{In}')$ defined as follows.

1. $\text{Ex}' = \text{Ex} \cup e$
2. $\text{Re}' = (\text{Re} \setminus e) \cup (e \rightarrow \bullet)$
3. $\text{In}' = (\text{In} \setminus (e \rightarrow \%)) \cup (e \rightarrow +)$

That is, to execute an event $e$ one must: (1) add $e$ to the set Ex of executed events; (2) update the currently required responses Re by first removing $e$, then adding any responses required by $e$; and (3) remove from In those events excluded by $e$, then adding those included by $e$.

Technically, the operational semantics of a DCR graph is the labelled transition system where states are graphs and transitions are executions.

**Definition 4 (Transitions).** Let $G$ be a DCR graph. If $e \in \text{enabled}(G)$ and executing $e$ in $G$ yields $H$, we say that $G$ has transition on $e$ to $H$ and write $G \rightarrow e H$. A run of $G$ is a (finite or infinite) sequence of DCR graphs $G_i$ and events $e_i$ such that: $G = G_0 \rightarrow e_0 G_1 \rightarrow e_1 \ldots$. A trace of $G$ is a sequence of labels of events $e_i$ associated with a run of $G$. We write $\text{runs}(G)$ and $\text{traces}(G)$ for the set of runs and traces of $G$, respectively.

The denotation of a DCR graph is the set of accepting finite and infinite traces allowed by its operational semantics.

**Definition 5 (Acceptance).** A run $G_0 \rightarrow e_0 G_1 \rightarrow e_1 \ldots$ is accepting iff for all $n$ with $e \in \text{In}(G_n) \cap \text{Re}(G_n)$ there exists $m > n$ s.t. either $e_m = e$, or $e \not\in \text{In}(G_m)$. A trace is accepting iff it has an underlying run which is.
5.4 Modelling with the Workbench

Acceptance tells us which workflows a DCR graph accepts, its \textit{language}.

\textbf{Definition 6 (Language).} The \textit{language} of a DCR graph $G$ is the set of its accepting traces. We write $\text{lang}(G)$ for the language of $G$.

We conclude this Section by noting that by Definitions 2 and 3, because the set of events is finite, both the set of enabled events and the result of executing an event are computable in polynomial time.

5.4 Modelling with the Workbench

A typical configuration of the Workbench can be seen in Figure 5.3. The Workbench is divided into panels. In the configuration in Figure 5.3, we see the Visualiser, Parser and Activity Log panels.

The Workbench maintains at all times a current DCR graph and a current trace. Each panel allow the user to interact with this current graph and current trace. A few panels also maintain a DCR graph of their own.

Panels are dynamic: The user is free to remove panels by clicking “close” in the lower-left corner of a panel; or to add panels by selecting a new panel in the “Add a new panel” section of the Workbench panel. At the time of writing, the Workbench implements 22 different panels.

When working with the Workbench, it is customary to have several panels open; e.g., a visualiser and one or more analysis panels. The Workbench panel contains a selection of seven pre-made such panel configurations called “presets”. These presets are accessible through the left-hand “Load a preset” section of the Workbench panel.

Finally, the Workbench can function as a process engine, making some of its functionality available programmatically as a REST interface; see the right-hand “REST API” section.

5.4.1 Inputting a Model: The Parser Panel

The parser panel allows input of DCR graphs as plain text. The parser accepts programs written according to the grammar of Figure 5.4.

As an example program, consider the abridged variant of our running example given in Figure 5.6; the corresponding input program is listed in Figure 5.5. The Workbench accepts such source programs as input, producing visualisations automatically. (Visualisations in this chapter was so produced.)
Figure 5.3  The DCR Workbench (http://dcr.tools).
5.4 Modelling with the Workbench

Figure 5.4  EBNF definition of the language recognised by the Parser panel.

Figure 5.5  Source code for the core process.

The concrete syntax specifies events and relations such as “condition from A to B” with expressions such as “A -->* B”. An event state is specified by prefixing an event with modifiers such as ! or %. We see this on line 6 in Figure 5.5. If the event occurs more than once in the program, it is sufficient to prefix the modifier only once. We specify roles by adding a role tag to the event. We see this on line 3 in Figure 5.5. More than one role may be added; in general, the same tag may be added multiple times.

It is occasionally convenient to relate more than one event at the same time. In the present case, Assess loan application needs conditions on both
Collect documents and Submit budget. We specify these conditions concisely by enclosing the latter two in parenthesis, as seen on line 3–4.

As the user types in the parser, a preview of the graph being input is presented on the right. The input graph substitutes the current graph and resets the current trace when the user clicks “Load”.

The parser also understands the XML format output by Exformatics A/S commercial http://dcrgraphs.net tool [15, 38].

5.4.2 Visualisation and Simulation: The Visualiser and Activity Log Panels

The Visualiser, top-most in Figure 5.3, displays a visualisation of the current DCR graph. In Figure 5.3, the chosen visualisation is simply the graph layout; alternatively, the underlying transition system may be shown (see below).

The visualisation of the core application process (Figure 5.5) is reproduced in Figure 5.6. The visualiser represent events as boxes, labelled by the activity of the event (centre) and the role or participant executing that activity (top). E.g., the top-left box represents an activity Collect documents which is carried out by a Caseworker.

Activities are coloured according to their state: grey background is not currently executable (Assess loan application in Figure 5.6), red label! with an exclamation mark is pending (ditto); “greyed out” boxes are excluded events (Request new budget in the original Figure 5.2); and finally, executed events have a tick mark after their action label, (Submit budget in Figure 5.3).
5.5 Refinement

Simulation The visualiser allows executing events by clicking. E.g., to execute Submit budget, simply click it. This will extend the current trace with that execution, and replace the current graph with the one obtained by applying the updates to event state resulting from the execution of Submit budget (in this case, setting “executed” of that event true). Use the browser’s back buttons to revert to a previous state.

The Activity Log panel, third from the top in Figure 5.3, displays the current trace, analogous to the way the visualiser displays the current graph.

State-space enumeration As mentioned in Definition 4, a DCR graph gives rise to a labelled transition system (LTS), where states are markings and transitions are labelled event executions. The visualiser can be configured to render a visualisation of the state space of the DCR graph rather than the DCR graph itself, through the drop-down button on the left of the panel. The visualiser highlights the current run in that LTS. The visualisation of the full LTS of the full mortgage application process of Figure 5.2.

The visualiser was originally reported in [12], with the transition system generator following in [9].

5.5 Refinement

We proceed to construct step-wise the full mortgage process application by refinement [6,14]. We begin with the core process of Figures 5.5 and 5.6. We first add the process fragments for budget submission and screening given in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.

The Workbench supports step-wise refinement: by using in the parser the “Merge” button rather than the “Load” button. Whereas “Load” replaces the current graph and sets the current trace to empty, the “Merge” button preserves both, replacing the global current graph with (graph) union $G \oplus H$ of the current graph $G$ and the parser’s current local graph $H$.

To refine the core process by the budget fragment, we make sure that the core process is the current graph, then enter the fragment (Figure 5.9) in the parser, and click “Merge”. The result is the graph in Figure 5.10. As can be seen, the resulting process is close to the full running example in Figure 5.2, except the process fragment for appraising the property is missing.
Repeating the Merge procedure with the process fragment in Figure 5.11 adds the missing bits and leaves us with exactly Figure 5.2—this is how the examples for the present chapter has been constructed.
5.5 Refinement

Figure 5.8 Budget process fragment.

"Submit budget"
-->* "Budget screening approve" [ role = Intern ]
-->* "Assess loan application" [ role = Caseworker ]

"Submit budget"
--<> "Assess loan application"

"Submit budget"
*--> "Request new budget" [ role = "Intern" ]
*--> "Submit budget" [ role = "Customer" ]
*--> "Budget screening approve"
*-->% "Request new budget"

Figure 5.9 Visualisation of the budget process fragment of Figure 5.8.

Not every such merge preserves the language of the original graph. Exclusions may void conditions, giving the merged graph behaviour not present in the original graph, even when restricting attention to only the events of that graph. As a very simple example, consider the two graphs $G = a \rightarrow \bullet b$ and $H = c \rightarrow % a$. The union $G \oplus H = a \rightarrow \bullet b, c \rightarrow % a$ has the trace $\langle c, b \rangle$; even if we dismiss the new event $c$, $G$ could not by itself exhibit the trace $\langle b \rangle$. 
Figure 5.10  Visualisation of the core process (Figures 5.5 and 5.6) refined by the budget fragment (Figures 5.8 and 5.9).

Group "Appraisal" {
  "On-site appraisal" [ role = "Mobile consultant" ]
  "Statistical appraisal" [ role = "Caseworker" ]
}

"Statistical appraisal" -->% "On-site appraisal"
"On-site appraisal" -->% "Statistical appraisal"
"Appraisal"  -->* "Assess loan application" [ role = "Caseworker" ]

Figure 5.11  Appraisal process fragment.

This situation was investigated in detail in previous work [6, 14], where a sufficient condition for a refinement to be language preserving in the above sense was established in a much richer setting. For the present notion of DCR
graphs, it is sufficient to require that the refining graph does not exclude or include any events of the original graph.

**Notation.** Given a sequence $s$ and an alphabet $\Sigma$, write $s |_\Sigma$ for the largest sub-sequence $s'$ of $s$ s.t. $s'_i \in \Sigma$; e.g., if $s = AABC$ then $s |_{A,C} = AAC$.

**Definition 7.** Given DCR graphs $G$ and $H$, we say that $H$ is a refinement of $G$ iff $\text{lang}(H) \upharpoonright_{|\text{E}(G)|} \subseteq \text{lang}(G)$.

That is, the language of $H$ restricted to the labels used by events in $G$ must be a subset of the language of $G$. We can now state the following Proposition [6, Theorem 43]:

**Proposition 1.** Let $G$ and $G'$ be DCR processes such that for every $e \in \text{E}(G)$, there is no relation $x \rightarrow \% e$ or $x \rightarrow + e$ in $G'$. Then the graph union $G \oplus G'$ is a refinement of $G$.

If the Workbench has current graph $G$ and the parser has graph $G'$ not satisfying (a published [6,14] generalisation of) the conditions of Proposition 1, the Parser issues a warning and requires confirmation before merging.

DCR refinement was originally suggested in [17, 24] and worked out comprehensively in [6,14]. The Workbench implements this latter mechanism.

### 5.6 Time

The Workbench supports the extension of DCR graphs with time [2,23]. Time is modelled discretely by a special action $\text{tick}$ modelling the passage of time; conditions are augmented with an optional delay, $e \xrightarrow{k} f$, and responses with an optional deadline $e \rightarrow k f$. Intuitively, the delay in the timed condition requires that at least $k$ ticks have passed after the last execution of $e$ before $f$ may execute; dually, the deadline in the timed response requires that at most $k$ ticks pass after the last execution of $e$ before $f$ must execute.

The former requirement makes it possible to have *timelocks*, i.e., situations where, say, $f$ must execute, but is not allowed to. As a very simple example, consider the DCR graph $G = e \xrightarrow{3} f, e \xrightarrow{2} f$. In this graph, once $e$ executes, *at least* 3 ticks must pass before $f$ *can* execute because of the condition delay, but *at most* 2 ticks may pass before $f$ *must* execute because of the response deadline. After the sequence $\langle e, \text{tick}, \text{tick} \rangle$, the graph is said to be *time-locked*: Time cannot advance without a constraint being violated.
For our running example, suppose that (a) the initial screening of the customer’s budget must be completed within 5 days, and (b) that the final assessment of the loan application must wait a 3-day “grace period” after a statistical appraisal (in order to prevent caseworkers from doing overly optimistic statistical appraisals). We model these constraints as a timed DCR graph directly using a timed response and condition in Figures 5.12 and 5.13.

Timed DCR graphs are still in finite state [23], but deciding time-lock freedom naively by exploring in the state space is infeasible. Recent research [2] established a sufficient condition for a graph to be time-lock–free and gave a generic “enforcement mechanism” for time-lock–free graphs, that is, a device which monitors the progression of time and a DCR graph and proactively causes events to execute to avoid missing deadlines.

The Workbench implements time as defined in [23], and time-lock–analysis and enforcement as defined in [2].

"Submit budget" [ role = "Customer" ] 3
-*[5]-> "Budget screening approve" [ role = "Intern" ] 4

"Statistical appraisal" [ role = "Caseworker" ] 6
-*[3]->* "Assess loan application" [ role = "Caseworker" ] 7

Figure 5.12  Additional timing constraints for the mortgage application process in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.13  Visualisation of additional timing constraints for the mortgage application process in Figure 5.2.
5.7 Subprocesses

It may happen that a customer during the application process applies for pre-approval of an expected increase in property value due to, e.g., ongoing kitchen remodellings. In this case, the caseworker must assess the limit extension before deciding on the mortgage application itself. At the caseworker’s discretion, an intern may or may not collect bank statements from the customer for the limit extension assessment; however, collecting that statement requires the customer’s explicit consent.

Such limit extensions in practice may happen several times during a mortgage application due to, e.g., expanded scope of a kitchen remodelling project. Thus, the limit extension fragment is a subprocess: A process that may be added to the main process when necessary, and possibly repeatedly.

Note that since subprocesses may be added repeatedly, each such addition must duplicate the events of the subprocess. This situation is akin to bound names under replication being duplicated in in the π-calculus [35]. The subprocess may contain both events local to the subprocess, bound events, and references to events of the containing graph. The former are indicated syntactically with a / prefix as seen in lines 6–8.

The Workbench supports subprocesses; we add the above limit extension process in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. Note that in visualisation, the subprocess is not visible until it has been expanded once.

The visualisation shows the triggering event  

'singled out as spawning a subprocess by the ⊞ following contemporary business process notations, e.g., BPMN [32]. The bound events in a subprocess are shown with round corners and inside a dashed box.

Figure 5.14  Additional subprocess constraints (credit limit extension) for the full mortgage application process of Figure 5.2.

If a subprocess adds new global events—as opposed to bound ones—these would appear with square corners inside the box.
Subprocess semantics is based on graph union; if $G = \ldots, e\{H\}$ contains a subprocess-spawning event $e$, then executing $e$ will form the graph $G \oplus H$, then apply the effects of $e$. Note the importance of bound names here: If events in $H$ were not bound, then repeated instantiation of the subprocess would not change the graph, i.e., $G \oplus H \oplus H = G \oplus H$. This equation emphatically does not hold under the current semantics, where events in $H$ may be bound, and thus replicated. In the running example, executing Apply for limit extension twice would result in all rounded-box event to be replicated twice—we invite the reader to try this out in the Workbench.

Adding subprocesses and bound events significantly increase the expressive power of DCR graphs [6, Theorem 9]:

**Theorem 1.** DCR graphs express the union of regular and $\omega$-regular languages. Graphs with subprocesses and bound events are Turing complete.
5.8 Data

In particular, while event-reachability and refinement is decidable for plain and timed DCR graphs, they are undecidable for DCR graphs with subprocesses and bound events.

DCR graphs was extended with a notion of subprocesses and bound events in [12], followed by an investigation of expressive power in [6, 14]. The Workbench implements subprocesses in the sense of [12].

5.8 Data

The Workbench augments DCR graphs with a notion of “input events” and relations conditional on data. Suppose for our running example that if the amount applied for in a credit limit extension exceeds EUR 10,000, then having a bank statement becomes a condition for evaluating the loan application.

Technically, this is accomplished by: (a) adding the option of inputting a value when a subprocess is spawned; and (b) adding data-guards on select relations. When the subprocess is instantiated, condition on the input value dictates whether, e.g., the relation $e \rightarrow \bullet f$ takes effect or not.

We extend the running example with such a conditional condition in Figure 5.16. Note that since the “variable” associated with an event is simply the name of the event, it becomes convenient to specify separately the name and label of the event. This is done in line 3, where it is specified that the event limit has label Apply for a limit extension and role Customer. (Without an explicit specification, the Workbench identifies event and label.)

The visualiser does not show data-guarded relations, and the formal semantics of DCR graphs with data have yet to be published.

```
limit["Apply for limit extension" role = Customer] ?
{
  /*Assess limit extension*/
  /*Collect consent" -->* /"Collect bank statement"
    "Submit budget"
      --> !"Assess limit extension"
      -->* "Assess loan application"
    "Collect bank statement"
      -->* "Assess loan application"
      when "$limit > 10000"
}
*--> "Submit budget"
```

**Figure 5.16** Alternative subprocess-with-data constraints (credit limit extension) for the full mortgage application process of Figure 5.2.
An interesting application of data is that of specifying user-input “forms” (think Web forms) via DCR graph, associating with each event in a graph an input field in such a form. This idea was implemented in the Actions panel and later realised [27] in collaboration with Exformatics A/S.

5.9 Other Panels

We mention here briefly a few panels of the Workbench not discussed so far.

1. An encoding from DCR to the GSM model [26] was defined in recent research [16]; the Workbench implements this encoding an outputs CMMN [4] XML.

2. Notions of concurrency and independence of DCR events, following the standard notion of labelled asynchronous transition systems [3, 36], was recently investigated [13]. The Workbench’ Concurrency panel implements these notions, automatically identifying concurrent events.

3. Work on applications of DCR in practical settings suggested a need for simplifying process models when presented to end users [9]. The Workbench contains a number of such simplifying views, most notably a “swimlane” view of the current trace in the panel of the same name, and a mechanism for projecting a graph in various ways to sub-graphs of interest.

5.10 Conclusion

We have given an introduction to DCR graphs, and an overview of the DCR Workbench. Since the Workbench implements most major variations of DCR graphs, this Chapter has also served as a survey of the state-of-the-art of DCR graphs as modelling and analysis tool for continuously changing distributed collaborative processes.

The Workbench has been instrumental for scientific research, providing a test-bed for quick experiments with new ideas; for teaching, providing students the opportunities for hands-on learning of abstract concepts; and for collaborations with industry and knowledge transfer to industry. In all these instances, providing a practical platform on which to demonstrate sometimes difficult-to-communicate abstract concepts helps to cement the reality and applicability of DCR as a modelling methodology. In particular, the Workbench has paved the way for academic results [9, 12, 18, 21, 27] to find their way to implementation in commercial tools [8, 28].
We invite the reader to use the Workbench for research and teaching. It is available at http://dcr.tools.
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Abstract

An appealing characteristic of choreographies is that they provide two complementary views of communicating software: the global and the local views. Communicating finite-state machines (CFSMs) have been proposed as an expressive formalism to specify local views. Global views have been represented with global graphs, that is graphical choreographies (akin to BPMN and UML) suitable to represent general multiparty session specifications. Global graphs feature expressive constructs such as forking, merging, and joining for representing application-level protocols.

An algorithm for the reconstruction of global graphs from CFSMs has been introduced in [17]; the algorithm ensures that the reconstructed global graph faithfully represents the original CFSMs provided that they satisfy a suitable condition, called generalised multiparty compatibility (GMC). The CFSMs enjoying GMC are guaranteed to interact without deadlocks and other communication errors. After reviewing the basic concepts underlying global graphs, communicating machines and safe communications, we highlight the main features of ChorGram, a tool implementing the generalised multiparty compatibility and reconstruction of global graphs of [17]. We overview the architecture of ChorGram and present a comprehensive example to illustrate how it is used directly to analyse message-passing software and programs.
6.1 Introduction

Choreographic approaches are becoming popular in the “top-down” development of distributed software. In fact, a choreography-based model features two views of software: the global view and the local view. The former is a “holistic” specification of the behaviour of the composition of all components (and it abstracts away low level details such as asynchrony). The latter view specifies the behaviour of each component in isolation and should be obtained by projecting the global behaviour with respect to each component. In this framework, well-formedness of the global view and compliance of the realisation of software with respect to the corresponding projection should guarantee the soundness of the communication of the application.

The recent rise of services, cloud, and micro-services is changing the way software is produced. As a matter of fact, applications are being developed by composing (possibly distributed) independent components which coordinate their execution by exchanging messages. Modern applications offer and rely on public APIs to interact with each other, are deployed on different architectures and devices, and try to accommodate the needs of a vast number of users. The term “API economy” (see e.g., ibm.com/apieconomy) has been coined to refer to such applications. Existing and novel languages, as well as middlewares and programming models, foster this shift in software development. Languages such as Erlang, Elixir, Scala, and Go are paramount examples of this shift and start to be used in a wider range of application domains than the ones they were originally conceived for. For instance, Erlang plays a main role in well-known applications such as WhatsApp [24] and Facebook [21].

The trend described above is dictated by the compelling requirements of openness, scalability, and heterogeneity and caters to new challenges. Firstly, this shift pushes the applicability of top-down software development approaches to their limits. The composition mechanisms required to guarantee the interoperability of applications have to be of an order of magnitude more sophisticated than just the type signature of their APIs, as in traditional software engineering practice. More precisely, in order to attain a correct composition, it is crucial to expose (part of) the communication pattern of components. Hence, developers are responsible to guarantee the correct composition of their components. This is not an easy task. Subtle and hard to fix bugs can be introduced by inappropriate communications.
6.2 Overview of the Theory

Our recent work [17] has shown that communication soundness is guaranteed when a set of communicating components enjoys the *generalised multiparty compatibility* property. Moreover, we have defined an algorithm that reconstructs a global view of a system from the composition of its local components. These results enable the realisation of an effective tool-supported approach to the design and analysis of communicating software. In fact, we have developed **ChorGram** [16], a tool supporting the theory of multiparty compatibility and choreography construction, i.e., **ChorGram** implements two fundamentals functionalities: it ensures that a system of CFSMs validates the GMC condition and if so, it returns a choreography which faithfully captures the interactions of the original system.

In this chapter, we introduce **ChorGram** and show how it supports software architects in the design and analysis of software. We first review the theoretical results underlying the tool; Section 6.2 presents our theory only informally and with the help of a simple example. Section 6.3 presents the architecture of the tool, how it integrates with the auxiliary tools it relies upon, and its data flow. Section 6.4 shows an application to a non trivial example. We start from a multiparty compatible application and show how a naive evolution could break its multiparty compatibility. We then use **ChorGram** to analyse and fix the problem. Section 6.5 gives our concluding remarks.

6.2 Overview of the Theory

Here we introduce the key ingredients of our framework which constructs choreographies, i.e., global graphs such as the one in Figure 6.2, from local specifications, i.e., communicating finite-state machines, such as the ones in Figure 6.1.

**CFSMs** In this framework, we use *communicating finite-state machines* [7] as behavioural specifications of distributed components (i.e., end-point specifications) from which a choreography can be built. CFSMs are a conceptually simple model and are well-established for analysing properties of distributed systems. A system of CFSMs consists of a finite number of automata which communicate with each other through unbounded FIFO channels. There are two channels for each pair of CFSMs in the system, one in each direction. We present the semantics of CFSMs informally through the example below.
Consider the system of four machines in Figure 6.1, whose initial states are highlighted in blue. Each machine has three input buffers to receive messages from the other three participants and has access to three output buffers to send messages to other participants. Each transition in a machine is either a send action, e.g., A \cdot B!bWin in machine A or a receive action, e.g., A \cdot B?bWin in machine B. The system realises a protocol of a fictive game where: Alice (A) sends either bWin to Bob (B) or cWin to Carol (C) to decide who wins the game. In the former case, A fires the transition A \cdot B!bWin whereby the message bWin is put in the FIFO buffer AB from A to B, and likewise in the latter case. If B wins (that is the message bWin is on top of the queue AB and B consumes it by taking the transition A \cdot B?bWin), then he
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sends a notification (cLose) to C to notify her that she has lost. Symmetrically, C notifies B of her victory (bLose). During the game, C notifies Dave (D) that she is busy.

After B and C have been notified of the outcome of the game, B sends a signal (sig) to A, while C sends a message (msg) to A. Once the result is sent, A notifies D that C is now free and a new round starts.

**Global graph** The final product of our framework is the construction of a choreography which is equivalent to the original system of CFSMs. Global graphs [17] were inspired by the generalised global types [10] and BPMN choreography [19]. Given as input the CFSMs from Figure 6.1, our tool generates the global graph in Figure 6.2. The nodes of a global graph are labelled according to their function: a node labelled with \( \circ \) indicates the starting point of the interactions; a node labelled with \( \odot \) indicates the termination of the interactions (not used in Figure 6.2); a node labelled with an interaction \( A \rightarrow B : \text{msg} \) indicates that participant A sends a message of type \( \text{msg} \) to B; a node labelled \( \oplus \) indicates either a choice, merge, or recursion; a node labelled with \( \Box \) indicates either the start or the end of concurrent interactions. The graphical notation for branch and merge is inspired by process-algebraic notations; the reader familiar with BPMN should note that our \( \oplus \)-node corresponds to the \( \Diamond \) and \( \Box \) gateways in BPMN, while our \( \Box \)-node corresponds to the \( \Diamond \) gateway in BPMN.

In the global graph of Figure 6.2, the flow of the four player game becomes much clearer. In particular, one can clearly see that either B or C win the game and that, while the results of the game are being announced, C and D are interacting.

**Communication soundness properties** A (runtime) configuration of a system of CFSMs, is a tuple consisting of the states in which each machine is and the content of each channel.

We say that a machine is in a sending (resp. receiving) state if all its outgoing transitions are send (resp. receive) actions. A state without any outgoing transition is said to be final. A state that is neither final, sending nor receiving is a mixed state.

We say that a configuration is a deadlock if all the buffers are empty, there is at least one machine in a receiving state, and all the other machines are either in a receiving state or a final state. A system has the eventual reception property [5] if whenever a message has been sent by a participant,
that message will be eventually received. We say that a system of CFSMs is *communication sound* if none of its reachable configuration is a deadlock and it validates the eventual reception property.

**Ensuring communication soundness** Our tool checks that the CFSMs validate *generalised multiparty compatibility* (GMC) [17] which guarantees that (i) the projections of the generated global graph are equivalent to the original system and (ii) the system is *communication sound* (as defined above).
The GMC condition consists of two parts: representability and branching property. Both parts are checked against the machines and their synchronous executions, i.e., the finite labelled transition system (dubbed $TS_0$) of the machines executing with the additional constraint that a message can be sent only if its partner is ready to receive it and no other messages are pending in other buffers. For instance, all the synchronous executions of our running example are modelled in the finite labelled transition system in Figure 6.3.

The representability condition essentially requires that for each participant, the projection of $TS_0$ onto that participant yields an automaton that is bisimilar to the original machine. The branching property condition requires that whenever a branching occurs in $TS_0$ then either (i) the branching commutes, i.e., it corresponds to two independent (concurrent) interactions, or (ii) it corresponds to a choice and the following constraints must be met:

![Figure 6.3 Four player game – TS0.](image-url)
1. The choice is made by a single participant (the selector).
2. If a participant is not the selector but behaves differently in two branches of the choice, then it must receive different messages in each branch (before the point where its behaviours differ).

Item (1) guarantees that every choice is located at exactly one participant (this is crucial since we are assuming asynchronous communications). Item (2) ensures that all the participants involved in the choice are made aware of which branch was chosen by the selector.

Besides guaranteeing communication soundness, our GMC condition ensures that if a system of CFSMs validates it, then we can construct a global graph which is equivalent to the original system, i.e., the global graph contains exactly the same information than the system of CFSMs.

### 6.3 Architecture

The structure and the work-flow of our tool is illustrated in Figure 6.4. Before commenting on the diagram, we explain its graphical conventions. Dashed arrows represent files used to exchange data; the input files are provided by the user, those of hkc are generated by the Haskell module Representability. Solid arrows do not represent invocations but rather control/data flow. For instance, the arrow from TS represents the fact that the check of the GMC property is made by concurrent threads on the results produced by TS.

![Figure 6.4 Architecture of ChorGram.](image)
Data- and control-flow  The Python script \texttt{cfsm2gg} provides a command line interface to the application and connects it with the external tools \texttt{hkc} [6] and \texttt{petrify} [8], respectively used to check language equivalence between projections and their corresponding CFSMs and to extract a Petri net from a transition system. The script takes a description of the system in (a file that is in) either of the two formats described in the following paragraph and triggers all the other activities.

The core functionalities are implemented in the Haskell modules (within the dotted box) and are described below.

\texttt{gmc} is the main program; it is invoked by \texttt{cfsm2gg}, which passes over the input file (after having set some parameters according to the flags of the invocation). After invoking \texttt{SystemParser}, the internal Haskell representation of the system of CFSMs is passed by \texttt{gmc} to \texttt{TS}, which computes the synchronous transition system – \texttt{TS}_0 (and the bounded one if required with the \texttt{-b} flag of \texttt{cfsm2gg}). The synchronous transition system is then checked for generalised multiparty compatibility [17, Definitions 3.4(ii) and 3.5] (but for the language equivalence part [17, Definition 3.4(i)] later checked by invoking \texttt{hkc} from \texttt{cfsm2gg}). This check is performed in parallel and has the side effect of producing the files to give in input to \texttt{hkc}.

\texttt{cfsm2gg} invokes \texttt{hkc}, once it has obtained the control back from \texttt{gmc}, to check the language equivalence of the original CFSMs with respect to the corresponding projections of the synchronous transition system. Finally, \texttt{petrify} is invoked and its output is then transformed by \texttt{Build-Global} as described in [17] to obtain a global graph (in dot format) of the system. Besides, \texttt{cfsm2gg} generates also graphical representation of the communicating machines and the transition systems (again in the dot format).

Input formats  The syntax of the input files of \texttt{gmc} can be specified either in the \texttt{fsa} (after finite state automata) or \texttt{cms} format, the latter being a simple process-algebraic syntax (described below). The format to be used depends on the extension of the file name (\texttt{.fsa} or \texttt{.cms} respectively, and for file names without extensions the default format is \texttt{fsa}).

A system consists of a list of automata, each described by specifying an (optional) identifier, its initial state, and its transitions. (Identifiers of CFSMs are strings starting with a letter.) We refer to the example in Figure 6.5 to
The first automaton has an identifier $A$ while for the second no identifier is specified, so the automaton is identified by 1, its position in the file (automata positions start from 0). The lines following each `.state graph` line yield the transitions followed by the specification of the initial state with the line starting with `.marking`, and finally with the end of the automaton specification (line starting with `.end`). Transitions are written as `src m act msg tgt`, where `src` and `tgt` are respectively the source and target state, `m` is the position of the partner CFSM, `act` is the action (`!` and `?` respectively for output and input actions), and `msg` is the message.

Figure 6.5  HelloWorld example – fsa representation.

describe the fsa format. Consider the text on the left of Figure 6.5 specifying the (system consisting of) two simple automata depicted on the right.

It is sometimes more convenient to have a more concrete syntax to represent machines. Therefore we define the alternative cms format. The idea is that each CFSM of a system is described by a process in the syntax that we now describe.

The cms format of a system is a term of the following grammar:

$$S ::= \text{system id of } A_1, \ldots, A_n : A_1 = M_1 \parallel \cdots \parallel A_m = M_m$$

where `id` is a string used to identify the system, $A_1, \ldots, A_n$ are the names of the machines forming the system, and for each $1 \leq i \leq m$ (with $m \geq n \geq 2$) we have a unique defining equation assigning an expression that specifies the behaviour of $A_i$. We can now model the HelloWorld example of Figure 6.5, as follows:

```
system helloWorld of A, B : A = \cdots \parallel B = \cdots
```

(where the ellipsis will be defined in a moment). The list of defining equations specify the behaviour $M_i$ of each role $A_i$, with $1 \leq i \leq n$, of the system and
the behaviour of some auxiliary machines. For each $1 \leq i \leq m$, the identity $A_i$ cannot appear in the communication actions of the behaviour $M_i$ of the defining equation $A_i = M_i$.

Basically, the behaviour of a machine\(^1\) is specified as a regular expression on an alphabet of actions. We impose some syntactic restrictions to keep out some meaningless terms and define:

\[
M ::= B + M \quad \text{branching} \quad B ::= \text{pre} \; ; \; \text{end} \quad \text{prefix} \\
\text{pre} ::= A ! \; \text{output} \quad | \quad A ? \; \text{input} \\
B ::= \text{pre} \; ; \; M \quad \text{prefix} \\
\text{do} \; A \quad \text{iteration}
\]

A machine $M$ is a sum of branches $B$. A branch is a prefix-guarded behaviour (a machine or end) or it is the invocation to the behaviour of a machine $A$ specified in the set of defining equations of the system. Prefixes yield the possible actions of a participant: in $A ! \; m$ (resp. $A ? \; m$), the message $m$ is sent to (resp. received from) participant $A$. The equations for the participants of the helloWorld system are:

\[
A = B ! \; \text{hello}; \; B ! \; \text{world}; \; \text{end} \quad \text{and} \quad B = A ? \; \text{hello}; \; A ? \; \text{world}; \; \text{end}
\]

Trailing occurrences of end can be omitted, e.g., writing $A = B ! \; \text{hello}; B ! \; \text{world}$. Finally, $+$ is right-associative and gives precedence to all the other operators except $\parallel$, which has the lowest precedence.

### 6.4 Modelling of an ATM Service

We use a simple scenario to showcase ChorGram. We want to design the protocol of a service between an ATM ($A$), a bank ($B$), and a customer ($C$), where, after a successful authentication, the customer $C$ can withdraw cash or check the balance of their account. Such services are enabled only after the ATM has successfully checked the credentials of $C$. We also require that bank $B$ monitors the usage of the cards of its customers, so that unsuccessful attempts to use it are reported to $C$ (e.g., via an SMS to the customers’ mobile).

\(^1\)The cms format provides a richer and more flexible syntax which we omit here because not used in the examples. The full syntax is described at [https://bitbucket.org/emlio_tuosto/chorgram/wiki/Home](https://bitbucket.org/emlio_tuosto/chorgram/wiki/Home)
6.4.1 ATM Service – Version 1

For the moment, we will assume that the protocol repeats only after a successful withdrawal. Let us start with the description of the bank B:

```
B = A ? accessFailed
   C ! failedAttempt
   +                         .. Notification of authentication outcome
   A ? accessGranted;
   A ? checkBalance;
   A ! balance
   +
   A ? withdraw;
   +
   A ! deny
   +                         .. B decides if to allow the withdrawal
   A ! allow do B
   |
   +
   A ? quit
   )
```

The bank B is notified of the outcome of the authentication by the ATM A. If the access fails, B sends a message to the customer C (lines 1–2); otherwise, the bank waits to be told which service has been requested by the customer and acts accordingly (lines 4–14). (The symbol “..” is for single-line comments.)

The specification for the customer C is as follows:

```
C = A ! auth;
   |
   A ? authPass;
   +                         .. Services are now enabled
   A ? checkBalance;
   +
   A ? withdraw do Cw       .. after the request C continues as Cw
   +
   A ! quit;
   |
   +
   A ? card
   |
   +
   A ? authFail;
   |
   A ? card;
   |
   B ? failedAttempt
   |
   )
```

```
Cw = A ? card
    |
    A ? money do C
```

Firstly, C provides the ATM A with their credentials by sending the auth message (line 1). If the authentication fails, the ATM replies with the authFail message; in this case the customer also expects their card back and the message failedAttempt from the bank (line 14). On successful authentication, C can select one of the services offered by the ATM or quit the protocol (lines 3–9). In the latter case, C receives their card and terminates (line 9). To check their balance, C sends the message checkBalance to A and waits for the result (line 3). If C sends A the message withdraw, then C continues to Cw (line 6), namely they expects to receive their cash (in which case the protocol restarts) or their card back.
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The most complex participant is the ATM A. It can be specified as follows:

\[
A = C \cdot \text{auth;}\{ \\
C \cdot \text{authFail;} \\
B \cdot \text{accessFailed;} \\
C \cdot \text{card} \\
A \cdot \text{authPass;} \\
B \cdot \text{accessGranted;}\{ \\
C \cdot \text{checkBalance} \text{ do } Ac \\
C \cdot \text{withdraw} \text{ do } Aw \\
C \cdot \text{quit;} \\
B \cdot \text{quit;} \\
C \cdot \text{card} \\
A \}
\]

The structure of participant A is very similar to the one of C with the addition of the interactions to liaise with the bank. In case A receives the request for a service from C, it will behave according to \(Ac\) (for checking the balance) or to \(Aw\) (for withdrawing money). These behaviours are specified below.

\[
Ac = B \cdot \text{checkBalance} ; B \cdot \text{balance} ; C \cdot \text{balance} \\
Aw = B \cdot \text{withdraw} ; \{ \\
B \cdot \text{deny;} \\
C \cdot \text{card} \\
B \cdot \text{allow;} \\
C \cdot \text{money do } A \\
A \}
\]

Auxiliary machine \(Ac\) forwards the \text{checkBalance} message to B, waits for the balance, and returns it to the customer (line 1). Similarly, auxiliary machine \(Aw\) forwards the request for withdrawal to B, and waits for the outcome (lines 3–8). If the withdrawal is denied (line 4), then the card is returned to the customer, otherwise the customer receives the money and the protocol restarts (line 8).

Executing \textbf{ChorGram} on the system

\[
\text{system } \text{atm of } C, A, B:\ \\
C = \cdots \mid \text{Cw} = \cdots \mid \text{Aw} = \cdots \mid \text{Ac} = \cdots \mid \text{Aw} = \cdots \\
A = \cdots \mid \text{Ac} = \cdots \mid \text{Aw} = \cdots \mid B = \cdots \\
\]

we verify that the system is GMC and the resulting global graph is reported in Figure 6.6, where the overall protocol becomes apparent.

6.4.2 ATM Service – Version 2

The previous specification is GMC, but has several drawbacks, the most evident of which is the fact that when the protocol is repeated the customer
has to re-authenticate. We therefore replace the previous participants C and A with the following ones:

```plaintext

// C = A ! auth : {          // C loops back after authentication
//     A ? authPass do Ca
//     A ? authFail ; A ? card ; B ? failedAttempt
// }                          // B loops back after authentication

// Ca = A ! checkBalance; A ? balance do Cf                          // C decides whether to continue or not to behave as Cf
//     A ? withdraw : {                                             // After successful requests, C decides
//         A ? card                                                  // whether to continue or not to behave as Cf
//     }
// }

// Cf = A ! newService do Ca
//     A ? newService
//     A ! quit ; A ? card
```

**Figure 6.6** Global graph for ATM service v1.
Now, after successful authentication, the customer $C$ decides which service to invoke, behaving as specified by $Ca$ (lines 7–12). Once the request has been served, the customer executes $Cf$ deciding whether to quit or ask for a new service (lines 15–17). Accordingly, $A$ reacts to service requests as per $Aa$ on lines 25–27 of the above snippet, similarly to the previous version of ATM, but after the completion of each request, $A$ behaves as per $Af$ on line 37 and returns the card to $C$ if a quit message is received or repeats from $Aa$ when a new service is requested.

The verification of the new version of the system with ChorGram now highlights some problems as shown by the following output message (slightly manipulated for readability):

```
... gmc: Branching Property (part (ii)):
  (/?Cf,/?Af,C,A,Tau,newService)
  (/?Cf,/?Af,C,A,Tau,quit) No choice awareness
...```

The above message reports that a reachable configuration where participants $C$, $A$, and $B$ respectively are in state $qCf$, $qAf$, and $qBa$ is a “No choice awareness” configuration. This configuration is highlighted in yellow in the synchronous transition system, which is reported in Figure 6.7. Inspecting the synchronous transition system, we note that this configuration leads to deadlocks (the configurations highlighted in orange in Figure 6.7), due to the fact that the participant $B$ is not notified when the quit branch is taken, i.e., $B$ is not aware of which branch of the protocol was chosen by $C$.

Notice that ChorGram builds a global graph also when the system violates GMC (not shown for space restrictions). Such a synthesised global graph reflects some of their possible communication sound executions while leaving out traces where communication misbehaviour happen. The global graph of
Figure 6.7  Synchronous transition system of ATM service v2.
our second version of the ATM system can also be used to understand what goes wrong in the overall choreography.

### 6.4.3 ATM Service – Version 3 (fixed)

Besides making the refined specification of Section 6.4.2 GMC, in the next version we also want to let the customer quit the protocol immediately after the authentication. This change makes $C_f$ and $A_f$ unnecessary: so, we replace $C_a$ and $C_f$ with the following new versions:

1. $C_a = A! \text{checkBalance}; \{A \uparrow \text{balance do Ca}
2. \quad A! \text{withdraw}; (A \uparrow \text{card}
3. \quad \quad (A \uparrow \text{money do Ca}
4. \quad )
5. \quad A! \text{quit}
6. Aa = C ? \text{checkBalance do Ac}
7. C ? \text{withdraw do Aw}
8. C ? \text{quit; B ! quit}

Note that now $A$ notifies $B$ when the protocol quits (line 15). This modification requires also to modify the bank, which is now:

1. $B = A ? \text{accessFailed; C !failedAttempt}$
2. \quad A ? \text{accessGranted do Ba}
3. \quad Ba = A ! \text{checkBalance; A ! balance do Ba}
4. \quad \quad A ! \text{withdraw; (A ! deny}
5. \quad \quad \quad (A ! allow do Ba
6. \quad \quad )
7. \quad \quad A ! \text{quit}
8. \quad \quad B ! \text{quit}

The above changes re-establish GMC, hence communication soundness of the system, as verified by ChorGram, which returns the global graph of Figure 6.8.

### 6.5 Conclusions and Related Work

**Conclusions & future work** We presented ChorGram, a tool supporting the analysis and design of choreography-based development. We have discussed only part of the features of ChorGram, those strictly related to
the bottom-up development based on our theory [17], which is itself an extension of previous work on synthesising global types from local specifications [9, 13, 15]. Recently, ChorGram has been extended with new functionalities for top-down development. These new functionalities rely on a new semantic framework [11]. We are also planning to plug the “bottom-up” approach advocated here with the classical “top-down” approach [12] as advocated by, e.g., the Scribble specification language [22, 25]. Such an integration would give the flexibility of designing protocols at the global level and obtain the local level automatically, and vice-versa.

As illustrated in Section 6.4, our approach can be used to give feedback to protocol designers. Hence, we are considering integrating ChorGram with
a framework [20] allowing programmers to obtain real-time feedback wrt. the multiparty compatibility of the system they are designing. Currently, the prototype highlights communication mismatches at the local level and it is sometimes difficult to identify the real cause of such errors [20]. However, it appears that a (possibly partial) global graph can help giving precise feedback to the developer so that they can fix the error(s) easily.

**Existing extensions and applications** Recent work extends the theory underlying ChorGram [17] to communicating timed automata (CTA) [5], i.e., CFSMs which use clocks to constrain when send and receive actions may take place. The authors show that if a system validates some conditions on communication soundness and deadlines, it is possible to construct a choreography with time constraints which is equivalent to the original system of CTAs.

The synthesis of global graphs from local specifications has been applied thus far in two programming languages. A tool to statically detect deadlocks in the Go programming language is available [18]. The tool first extracts CFSMs from each Go-routine in the source code, then feeds them into a slight variation of ChorGram (for synchronous semantics) which checks whether the system is multiparty compatible and generates the corresponding global graph (which may be used to track down what may have caused deadlocks). Also, ChorGram has been used to model and analyse genserver [23], a part of the Erlang OTP standard library widely used in the Erlang community for the development of client/server applications. The analysis highlighted possible coordination errors and was conducted following the pattern showed in Section 6.4. The main difference was that the participants and the corresponding CFSMs had to be extracted from the API documentation of genserver.

An interesting use [2, 14] of multiparty compatibility is to support an orchestration mechanism based on the agreement of behavioural contracts [4]. Recently this theoretical framework has been used to develop Diogenes [1], a middleware supporting designers (and developers) to write honest programs [3], namely programs that respect all their contracts in all their execution contexts. An interesting future work is to integrate Diogenes and ChorGram in order to adapt components when they are not multiparty compatible. In such cases, (as discussed at the end of Section 6.4.2) ChorGram synthesises a choreography which, although not faithfully reflecting the behaviour of participants, represents some of their possible communication sound executions. Such a synthesised choreography could then be used to obtain projections that help to attain honesty.
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Abstract

This tutorial describes AIOCJ, which stands for Adaptive Interaction Oriented Choreographies in Jolie, a choreographic language for programming microservice-based applications which can be updated at runtime. The compilation of a single AIOCJ program generates the whole set of distributed microservices that compose the application. Adaptation is performed using adaptation rules. Abstractly, each rule replaces a pre-delimited part of the program with the new code contained in the rule itself. Concretely, at runtime, the application of a rule updates part of the microservices that compose the application so to match the behavior specified by the updated program. Thanks to the properties of choreographies, the adaptive application is free from communication deadlocks and message races even after adaptation.

7.1 Introduction

Today, most applications are distributed, involving multiple participants scattered on the network and interacting by exchanging messages. While still widely used, the standard client-server topology has shown some of its
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limitations and peer-to-peer and other interaction patterns are raising in popularity in many contexts, from social networks to business-to-business, from gaming to public services. Programming the intended behavior of such applications requires to understand how the behavior of the single program of one of their nodes combines with the others, to produce the global behavior of the application. In brief, it requires to master the intricacies of concurrency and distribution. There is clearly a tension between the \textit{global} desired behavior of a distributed application and the fact that it is programmed by developing \textit{local} programs. Choreographies \cite{1–5}, and more specifically choreographic programming \cite{6}, aim at solving this tension by providing to developers a programming language where they directly specify the global behavior. A sample choreography that describes the behavior of an application composed of one \texttt{client} and one \texttt{seller} is:

1. \texttt{product\_name@client = getInput( "Insert product name" );}
2. \texttt{quote: client( product\_name ) \rightarrow seller( sel\_product )}

The execution starts with an action performed by the \texttt{client}: an input request to the local user (line 1). The semicolon at the end of the line is a sequential composition operator, hence the user input should complete before execution proceeds to line 2. Then, a communication between the \texttt{client} and the \texttt{seller} takes place: the \texttt{client} sends a message and the \texttt{seller} receives it. A more detailed description of the choreographic language used in the example above is presented in Section 7.3.

Following the choreographic programming approach, given a choreography, the local programs that implement the global specification are automatically generated by the language compiler, ready for the deployment in the intended locations and machines. For instance, the compilation of the choreography in the example produces the local codes of both the \texttt{client} and the \texttt{seller}. The local code of the \texttt{client} starts with a user interaction, followed by the sending of a message to the \texttt{seller}. The local code of the \texttt{seller} has just one action: the reception of a message from the \texttt{client}.

The choice of a choreographic language also has the advantage of avoiding by construction common errors performed when developing concurrent and distributed applications \cite{7}. Notably, these include communication deadlocks, which may cause the application to block, and message races, which may lead to unexpected behaviors in some executions.

Another advantage of the choreographic approach is that it eases the task of adapting a running distributed application. We recall that nowadays applications are often meant to run for a long time and should adapt to changes
of the environment, to updates of requirements, and to the variability of business rules. Adapting distributed applications at runtime, that is without stopping and restarting them, and with limited degradation of the quality of service, is a relevant yet difficult to reach goal. In a choreographic setting, one can simply specify how the global behavior is expected to change. This approach leaves to the compiler and the runtime support the burden of concretely updating the code of each local program. This update should be done avoiding misbehaviors while the adaptation is carried out and ensuring a correct post-adaptation behavior.

This tutorial presents AIOCJ, which stands for Adaptive Interaction Oriented Choreographies in Jolie, a framework including i) a choreographic language, AIOC, for programming microservice-based applications which can be dynamically updated at runtime and ii) its runtime environment. The main features of the AIOCJ framework are:

Choreographic approach: the AIOC language allows the programmer to write the behavior of a whole distributed application as a single program;

Runtime adaptability: AIOCJ applications can be updated by writing new pieces of code embodied into AIOC adaptation rules. Adaptation rules are dynamically and automatically applied to running AIOCJ applications, providing new features, allowing for new behaviors, and updating underlying business rules.

Microservice architecture: AIOCJ applications are implemented as systems of microservices [8]. Indeed, we found that the microservice architectural style supports the fine-grained distribution and flexibility required by our case. As a consequence, AIOCJ applications can interact using standard application-layer protocols (e.g., SOAP and HTTP) with existing (legacy) software thus also facilitating and supporting the integration of existing systems.

A more technical account of the AIOCJ framework can be found in the literature, describing both the underlying theory [9] and the tool itself [10]. AIOCJ can be downloaded from its website [11], where additional documentation and examples are available.

---

1The tutorial refers to version 1.3 of AIOCJ.
7.2 AIOCJ Outline

As described in the Introduction, AIOC is a choreographic language for programming microservice-based applications which can be dynamically updated at runtime. The AIOCJ framework is composed of two parts:

- the AIOCJ Integrated Development Environment (IDE), provided as an Eclipse plugin, that lets developers write both AIOC programs and the adaptation rules that change the behavior of AIOCJ applications at runtime;
- the AIOCJ Runtime Environment (RE), which is used to support the execution and the adaptation of AIOCJ applications.

The AIOCJ IDE (see the screenshot in Figure 7.1) offers standard functionalities such as syntax highlighting and syntax checking. However, the most important functionality of the IDE is the support for code compilation. The target language of the AIOCJ compiler is Jolie [12, 13], the first language natively supporting microservice architectures. A key feature of the Jolie language is its support for a wide range of communication technologies (TCP/IP sockets, Unix domain sockets, Bluetooth) and of protocols (e.g., HTTP, SOAP, JSON-RPC) that makes it extremely useful for system integration. AIOC inherits this ability since it makes the communication capabilities of Jolie available to the AIOC programmer.

Since AIOC is a choreographic language, each AIOC program defines a distributed application. The application is composed of different nodes, each taking a specific role in the choreography. Each role has its own local state, and the roles communicate by exchanging messages. The structure of AIOCJ...
applications makes the compilation process of AIOCJ peculiar for two main reasons:

- the compilation of a single AIOC program generates one Jolie microservice for each role involved in the choreography, instead of a unique executable for the whole application;
- the compilation may involve either an AIOC program, or a set of AIOC adaptation rules. In particular, the latter may be compiled even after the compilation, deployment, and launch of the AIOC program. Thus AIOC adaptation rules can be devised and programmed while the application is running, and therefore applied to it at runtime.

Adaptation rules target well-identified parts of AIOC programs. Indeed, an AIOC program may declare some part of its code as adaptable by enclosing it in a scope block. Abstractly, the effect of the application of an AIOC adaptation rule to a given scope is to replace the scope block with new code, contained in the adaptation rule itself. Concretely, when the distributed execution of an AIOC program reaches a scope, the AIOCJ RE checks whether there is any adaptation rule applicable to it. If this is the case, then the running system of microservices adapts so to match the behavior specified by the updated choreography. This adaptation involves coordinating the distribution and execution of the local codes corresponding to the global code in the adaptation rule. If instead no rule applies, the execution proceeds as specified by the code within the scope.

In the rest of this section we describe the architecture of AIOCJ and the workflow that developers, or better DevOps\(^2\), have to follow in order to compile, deploy, and adapt at runtime an AIOCJ application (a more detailed step-by-step description is in Section 7.6). We instead dedicate Sections 7.3 to 7.5 to the description of the AIOC language.

7.2.1 AIOCJ Architecture and Workflow

The AIOCJ runtime environment comprises a few Jolie microservices that support the execution and adaptation of compiled programs. The main microservices of the AIOCJ runtime environment are:

- **Adaptation Manager**, a microservice in charge of managing the adaptation protocol;
- **Adaptation Server**, a microservice that contains a set of adaptation rules;

\(^2\)DevOps is a portmanteau of “development” and “operations” used to indicate the professional figure involved in the development, deployment, and operation of the application.
• Environment, a microservice used to store values of global properties related to the execution environment. These properties may be used to check whether adaptation rules are applicable or not.

More precisely, a runtime environment includes one Adaptation Manager, zero or more Adaptation Servers, each of them enabling a set of adaptation rules, and, if needed to evaluate the applicability conditions of the rules, one Environment microservice. Adaptation Servers can be added or removed dynamically, thus enabling dynamic changes in the set of rules.

Microservices compiled from AIOC code interact both among themselves, as specified by the choreography, and with the Adaptation Manager, to carry out adaptation. Indeed, when a scope is about to be executed, the Adaptation Manager is invoked to check whether the scope can be executed as it is, or if it must be replaced by the code provided by some adaptation rule, made available by an active Adaptation Server. In fact, when started, an Adaptation Server registers itself at the Adaptation Manager. The Adaptation Manager invokes the registered Adaptation Servers to check whether their adaptation rules are applicable. In order to check applicability, the corresponding Adaptation Server evaluates the applicability condition of the rule, possibly interacting with the Environment microservice. The first applicable adaptation rule, if any, is used to replace the code of the scope.

Let us consider an example. Take a simple choreography in AIOC involving two roles, client and seller. Figure 7.2 depicts the process of compilation ¹ and execution ² of the AIOC. From left to right, we use the IDE to write the AIOC and to compile it into a set of executable Jolie microservices (Client and Seller). To execute the generated application, we first launch the Adaptation Manager and then the two compiled microservices.

Figure 7.2 The AIOCIJ framework — deployment and execution of a choreography.
Now, let us suppose that we want to adapt our application. Assuming that the choreography has at least one scope, we only need to write and introduce into the system a new set of adaptation rules. Figure 7.2 depicts the needed steps. From right to left, we write the rules (outlined with dashes) and we compile them using the IDE \( \text{⃝} \). The compilation of a set of adaptation rules in AIOCJ produces a single Adaptation Server (also outlined with dashes). After the compilation, the generated Adaptation Server is deployed and started, and it registers itself at the Adaptation Manager. If environmental information is needed to evaluate the applicability condition of the rule, then the DevOps has also to deploy the Environment microservice. From now on, until the Adaptation Server is shut down, the rules it contains are active and can be applied to the application. Actual adaptation happens when a scope is about to execute, and the applicability condition of the rule for the current scope is satisfied. This adaptation is performed automatically and it is completely transparent to the user, except for possible differences in the visible behavior of the new code w.r.t. the original one.

7.3 Choreographic Programming

The main idea of choreographic programming is that a unique program describes the behavior of a whole distributed application. The main construct of such a program are interactions, such as:

\[
\text{quote: client( product_name )} \rightarrow \text{seller( sel_product )}
\]

This interaction specifies that role client sends a message to role seller on operation quote. The value of the message is given by the evaluation of expression product_name (here just a variable name) in the local state of role client. The message will be stored by the seller in its local variable sel_product. An interaction involves two roles of the choreography, but other choreography constructs involve just one role. For instance, an assignment like continue@client = "y", means that the string "y" is assigned to the variable continue of role client, as specified by the @ operator.

Let us now detail a simple AIOC program implementing a client/seller interaction featuring a payment via a bank (see Listing 7.1). We will use this program as running example throughout the tutorial. Lines 1–6 form the preamble, which specifies some deployment information:

- line 2 declares the starter of the choreography, i.e., the first role that needs to be started and the one that coordinates the start of the application by waiting for the other roles to join;
preamble {
  starter: client
  location@client: "socket://client.com:5000"
  location@seller: "socket://seller.com:5050"
  location@bank: "socket://bank.com:6000"
}

aioc {
  continue@client = "y";
  while( continue == "y" )@client{
    product_name@client = getInput("Insert product name");
    quote: client( product_name ) -> seller( sel_product );
    price@seller = getInput("Quote product: " + sel_product);
    if ( price > 0 )@seller{
      quoteResponse: seller( price ) -> client( product_price );
      accept@client = getInput("Do you accept to buy the product: " + product_name + " at price: " + product_price + "? [y/n] ");
      if ( accept == "y" )@client{
        orderPayment: client( product_price ) -> bank( amount );
        authorisePayment@bank = getInput("Do you authorise the payment: " + amount + " [y/n]? ");
        if ( authorisePayment == "y" )@bank{
          issuePayment: bank( amount ) -> seller( payment );
          productDelivery: seller() -> client();
          r@client = show("Object delivered")
        } else {
          r@client = show("Payment refused")
        }
      } else {
        r@client = show("Product " + product_name + " unavailable.")
      };
    } else {
      r@client = show( "Continue shopping? [y/n] " )
    }
  }
}

Listing 7.1  Running example: basic choreography.

- lines 3–5 specify how the roles participating to the choreography can be reached. In this case, all the three roles communicate using TCP/IP sockets, as specified by the "socket://" prefix of the URI.

The actual code is introduced by the keyword aioc. After the local assignment at line 9, line 10 introduces a while loop. The @client suffix specifies that the guard is evaluated by the client in its local state. Notice that the decision about whether to enter the loop or not is taken by the client but it impacts also other roles. These roles are notified of the choice by auxiliary communications which are automatically generated. The assignment at line 9
and the while loop starting at line 10 are composed using a semicolon, which represents sequential composition. Line 11 is again an assignment, where built-in function `getInput` is used to interact with the local user. The function creates a window showing the string in parameter and returns the input of the user. Line 12 is an interaction between the client and the seller. The next interesting construct is at line 14, featuring a conditional. As for while loops, the conditional specifies which role is in charge of evaluating the guard, and other roles are automatically notified of the outcome of the evaluation. Function `show` (line 26) is a built-in function like `getInput`, simply showing a message.

Abstracting from the technical details, the choreography specifies that the client asks the quote for a product (line 12), and then decides whether to buy it or not (line 19). In the first case, the client asks the bank to perform the payment (line 20). If the payment is authorized (line 23), then the money is sent to the seller (line 24), which delivers the product to the client (line 25). At the end of the interaction, the client may decide to buy a new product or to stop (line 34).

When writing AIOC programs, beyond the usual syntactic errors, one should pay attention to a semantic error peculiar of choreographic programming. Indeed, a semicolon specifies that the code before the semicolon should be executed before the code after the semicolon. However, since there is no central control, such a constraint can only be enforced if for each pair of statements \( S \) and \( T \) such that \( S \) is just before the semicolon and \( T \) is just after the semicolon, there is a role occurring in both \( S \) and \( T \). This property is called connectedness [9] and it is needed to enforce the sequentiality of the actions. When connectedness does not hold, AIOCJ IDE alerts the user by showing the error “The sequence is not connected”. Instead of asking the programmer to satisfy connectedness, one could extend AIOCJ to automatically insert auxiliary communications to ensure connectedness, similarly to what is done for while loops and conditionals. Such an extension is left as future work.

### 7.4 Integration with Legacy Software

The example in the previous section shows how one can program a distributed application in AIOCJ. However, such a distributed application is closed: there is no interaction between the application and the outside world, except for basic visual interactions with the users of the application. As we will see below, AIOCJ applications are not necessarily closed systems. Indeed,
AIOCJ provides a strong support to integration with legacy software. We already cited that AIOCJ is based on the microservice technology. As such, it supports interaction with external services via standard application-layer protocols, such as SOAP and HTTP. Such services are seen as functions inside AIOC programs, and can be invoked and used inside expressions. Let us see how this can be done by refining our running example from Listing 7.1 into the one in Listing 7.2.

Listing 7.2 Running example: integration with external services.
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In Listing 7.2, lines 1 and 2 declare two external services, `quoteProduct` invoked using SOAP and `makePayment` invoked using HTTP (more precisely, a POST request carrying XML data). Both external services communicate with AIOCI using TCP/IP sockets. The first service is invoked at line 16 by the seller and it is used to check the price of a given product. In principle, such a service can be either publicly available or a private service of the seller. Here, we assume that this service gives access to the seller IT system, e.g., to the database storing prices of the available products. The second service is invoked at line 24 by the bank, and gives access to the bank IT system. One can easily imagine to make the example more realistic by adding other external services taking care, e.g., of shipping the product.

We now discuss in more detail how function arguments are encoded for service invocation and how the result is sent back to the caller. In general AIOCI functions can have an arbitrary number of parameters, separated by commas. The parameters are embedded in a tree structure which is then encoded according to the chosen application-layer data protocol. The tree structure has an empty root with a number of children all named `p` (for parameter) carrying the parameters of the invocation, in the order in which they are specified. The return value instead has basic type (such as string, integer, double) and it is contained in the root of the response message.

For instance, consider a sample function `myFunction`, with three parameters, a string, an integer, and a double. If the data protocol for `myFunction` is SOAP, then the AIOCI application would send a SOAP message as reported in Listing 7.3. A possible reply to the message above is a SOAP message of the form reported in Listing 7.4.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<myFunctionRequest>
<p xsi:type="xsd:string">parameter1</p>
<p xsi:type="xsd:int">2</p>
<p xsi:type="xsd:double">3.14</p>
</myFunctionRequest>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>
```

Listing 7.3  Function invocation: SOAP message request.
Listing 7.4  Function invocation: SOAP message response.

Other application-layer data protocols would produce similar structures. Currently, AIOCJ supports SOAP, HTTP, SODEP (i.e., Jolie’s binary data protocol), JSON/RPC, and XML/RPC. As far as the communication medium is concerned, AIOCJ supports other options beyond TCP/IP sockets, namely Bluetooth with URIs of the form "btl2cap://0050CD00321B:101" and Unix domain sockets with URIs of the form "localsocket://var/comm/socket". The choice of the communication medium and the choice of the application-layer data protocols are orthogonal.

7.5 Adaptation

We now come to the main feature of AIOCJ, namely the support for adaptation. Adaptation is performed in two stages:

1. when writing the original AIOC program, one should foresee which parts of the code could be adapted in the future, and enclose them into scopes;
2. while the AIOC program is running, one should write adaptation rules to introduce the desired new behavior.

We introduce in Listing 7.5 three scopes to show how adaptation can be enabled in the running example in Listing 7.2.

Scope transaction-execution at lines 26–29 encloses the body of the business transaction, with the idea that this can be changed to support integration with a shipper service, or more refined payment protocols. Then, we have two scopes, success-notification (lines 30–32) and failure-notification (lines 34–36), which are in charge of notifying the client of the outcome of the transaction, with the idea that different forms of notification, e.g., through e-mail or SMS, could be implemented in the future. Developers can equip
scop es with properties describing their nature and characteristics. These properties can be used to decide whether a given rule should apply to a given scope or not. In the example, we just use a property scopename to describe each scope. In general, however, many properties can be used. For example,
if some scope encloses a part of the code which is critical for security reasons, one of its properties could declare the security level of the current code. Such a declaration is under the responsibility of the programmer and it is in no way checked or enforced by the AIOCIJ framework.

Note that each scope is followed by an annotation @role that declares the coordinator of the adaptation procedure of the scope. The coordinator is in charge of invoking the Adaptation Manager, which handles the selection of an applicable adaptation rule. The Adaptation Manager can access the internal state of the coordinator to check whether an adaptation rule is applicable or not. The coordinator is also in charge of fetching the local codes compiled from the selected adaptation rule and of distributing them to the other roles.

Remark 1 We highlight that there is no precise convention on how to place scopes: one should try to foresee which parts of the AIOCIJ program are likely to change. As a rule of thumb, parts which are critical for security or performance reasons may be updated to improve the security level or the performance of the application. Parts which instead implement business rules may need to be updated to change the business rules. Finally, parts that manage interactions with external services may need to be updated to match changes in the external services. There is also a trade-off involved in the definition of scopes. On the one hand, large scopes are rarely useful, since they could be updated only before the beginning of their execution, which can be quite early in the life of the application. On the other hand, small scopes may be problematic, since a meaningful update may involve many of them and currently AIOCIJ does not provide a way to synchronize when and how scopes are updated.

Now that the application in Listing 7.5 is equipped with scopes, it is ready to be deployed, and offers built-in support for adaptation. While the application is running, a new need may emerge. Assume for instance that the application, meant for trading cheap products, needs to be used also for more expensive ones. In this previously unforeseen setting, the fact that the payment is performed in a single installment and before the shipping of the product may be undesirable for the Client. One can meet this new need by providing an adaptation rule (see Listing 7.6) where the payment is performed in two installments, each consisting in half of the original amount: one sent before and the other after the delivery of the product. This rule targets scopes with property scopename equal to transaction-execution and it applies only
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if the price of the product is above a split_payment_threshold available in the Environment microservice. The idea is that such a threshold may be agreed upon by the client and the seller or established by some business regulation. We remark that properties of the scope, like N.scopename, are prefixed by N while values provided by the Environment microservice, like E.split_payment_threshold, are prefixed by E. Names with no prefix refer to variables of the role that coordinates the adaptation of the scope, such as price in this example.

We note that the above adaptation rule changes the choreography and, as a consequence, the behavior of two of its roles. In general, an adaptation rule can impact an arbitrary number of roles. We also note that the need for adaptation is checked — and adaptation is possibly performed — every time the scope is executed. In this example, if the client buys many products, some with price above the threshold and some below, the need for adaptation is checked for each item and adaptation is performed only for the ones with a price above the threshold. In essence, purchases of cheap products follow the basic protocol whilst purchases of expensive ones follow the refined protocol introduced by the adaptation rule.

We now consider another need that may emerge. Assume that the seller decides to log all its sales, e.g., for tax payment reasons. Again, one may write an adaptation rule (see Listing 7.7) to answer this need. This rule targets the scope with property N.scopename = "success-notification" (lines 30–32 in Listing 7.5), which was not exactly intended for logging, but can be adapted to do so by taking care of repeating in the new code also the original notification message (line 31 in Listing 7.5, repeated at line 8 in Listing 7.7). The rule exploits both a new role, logger, and two external services log and getTime. External services are declared exactly as in AIOC programs. Note that here we omit the application-layer protocol of both services, hence the default, SOAP, is used.

Listing 7.6  Adaptation rule: split payment.

rule {
  on { N.scopename == "transaction-execution" and E.split_payment_threshold < price }
do {
  issuePayment: bank( amount / 2 ) -> seller( first_payment );
  productDelivery: seller() -> client();
  issuePayment: bank( amount / 2 ) -> seller( second_payment );
  payment@seller = first_payment + second_payment
}
}
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Listing 7.7 Adaptation rule: logging.

```jolie
rule {
  include log from "socket://localhost:8002"
  include getTime from "socket://localhost:8003"
  newRoles: logger
  location@logger: "socket://localhost:15000"
  on { N.scopename == "success-notification" }
  do {
    r@client = show( "Object delivered" )
    |
    log: seller( sel_product + " " + payment ) -> logger( entry );
    time@logger = getTime();
    log_entry = time + ": " + entry;
    { r1@logger = log( log_entry ) | r2@logger = show( log_entry ) }
  }
}
```

The additional role is declared using keyword `newRoles` (line 4). New roles in AIOCIJ rules should not be involved in the target AIOC program and take part to the choreography only while the body of the rule executes. As for normal roles, the URI of new roles is declared using the keyword `location`.

### 7.6 Deployment and Adaptation Procedure

In this section we describe the steps that DevOps need to follow to deploy the AIOCIJ application of Listing 7.5 and to adapt it at runtime. When reporting paths, we use the Unix forward slash notation.

**Compiling and Running an AIOC.** As already mentioned, AIOCIJ IDE runs as an Eclipse plugin. Hence, to create a new AIOC program we create a new project and a new file inside it with `.ioc` extension. We write the code in Listing 7.5 and we compile it by clicking on the button “Jolie Endpoint Projection” ![Jolie Endpoint Projection button](image). The compilation creates three folders in the Eclipse project: `epp_aioc`, `adaptation_manager`, and `environment`.

Within the folder `epp_aioc` we can find one subfolder for each role in the AIOC program containing all the related code. The main file is named after the role and has the standard Jolie extension `.ol`. The subfolder needs to be moved in the host corresponding to the location of the role declared in the preamble of the AIOC program. For example, the subfolder `client` should be moved into the host located at "client.com".
Within the folders `adaptation_manager` and `environment` the main files are, respectively, `main_adaptationManager.ol` and `environment.ol`.

Before starting the compiled AIOC program, we make sure that the external services included in the choreography are running. To run the AIOC program, we first launch the Adaptation Manager with

```
jolie adaptation_manager/main_adaptationManager.ol
```

Then, we run the roles in the choreography, beginning from the client, which is declared as the starter of the choreography. For instance, the client — previously deployed at "client.com" — can be launched with

```
jolie client/client.ol
```

At the moment there is no need to run the Environment. As soon as the last role is started, the execution of the AIO CJ application begins.

**Adapting a Running AIOC.** Adaptation rules are defined using the same Eclipse plugin as AIOC programs. They need to be stored in a new `.ioc` file, either in the same project as the AIOC program or in a new one.

As for AIOC programs, the compilation of a set of adaptation rules is triggered by the “Jolie Endpoint Projection” button and produces a folder named `epp_rules`, which corresponds to a unique Adaptation Server. Inside the folder, the main file is `AdaptationServer.ol` within path

```
__adaptation_server/servers/server
```

Also in this case, before starting the Adaptation Server, we make sure that the external services included in the rules are running.

If some adaptation rule has an applicability condition that checks some Environment variables (e.g., variable `E.split_payment_threshold` in Listing 7.6, line 3), the Environment microservice needs to be launched, running the program `environment.ol`. Environment variables can be added and removed both by console interaction or by editing the configuration file `environmentVariables.xml`.

If some adaptation rule needs a new role, the location declared for it should be able to interact with the Adaptation Server that contains the rule. To this end, AIO CJ provides a dedicated microservice called Role Supporter, which needs to be deployed in the host corresponding to the target location. This is done by moving to the corresponding host the folder

```
role_supporter/ruleN/roleName
```
where \( N \) is the sequential number of the rule, from top to bottom, inside the file .ioc, and \( \text{roleName} \) is the name of the new role. The folder contains the code of the utility microservice, RoleSupporter.ol, and an automatically generated configuration file config/location.iol. For instance, the configuration file for the RoleSupporter for role logger in the rule in Listing 7.7 (assuming it is the only rule in the .ioc file) is

\[
\text{role_supporter/rule1/logger/config/locations.iol}
\]

If the location of the new role is unspecified, then "localhost:9059" is used by default and the corresponding folder is default_role_supporter.

Once both the external services and the Role Supporters are running, we can launch the Adaptation Server. When launched, the Adaptation Server registers at the Adaptation Manager and the compiled adaptation rules become enabled. From now on, when a scope is reached during execution, the rules in the Adaptation Server are checked for applicability.

Both microservices implementing roles of AIOCJ applications and the ones in AIOCJ RE — namely the Adaptation Manager, the Environment, the Adaptation Servers, and the Role Supporters — can be re-deployed on hosts different from the default ones. This requires to move the corresponding folder, but also to update the configuration files that contain their addresses, including their own configuration file. Notably, no recompilation is needed.

We report in Figure 7.3 the dependency graph among the locations of AIOCJ microservices. In the figure, the notation \( \text{A} \rightarrow \text{B} \) means that microservice A must know the deployment location of microservice B. At the bottom of each box we report the path to the corresponding configuration file for

**Figure 7.3** Location dependency graph among AIOCJ microservices.
locations, which is config/locations.iol except for the deployment location of Adaptation Servers which is directly contained in their own main file.

### 7.7 Conclusion

In this tutorial we have given a gentle introduction to the AIO CJ framework and to the AIOC language. While both adaptation and choreographies are thoroughly studied in the literature, their combination has not yet been explored in depth. As far as we know, AIO CJ is the only implemented framework in this setting. Theoretical investigations of the interplay between adaptation and multiparty session types [14–16] (which use choreographies as types instead of as a language) have been undertaken. A relevant work considers self-adaptive systems [14]. It uses multiparty session types to monitor that the computation follows the expected patterns, and it performs adaptation by moving from one choreography to the other according to external conditions. However, all possible behaviors are present in the system since the very beginning. Another work studies how to update a system so to preserve the guarantees provided by multiparty session types [15]. Another study, still preliminary, describes multiparty session types that can be updated from both inside and outside the system [16]. None of the three proposals above has been implemented. On the other side, we find two implemented approaches for programming using choreographies, Scribble [4, 17] and Chor [2], but they do not support adaptation. Chor is particularly related to AIO CJ, since they both produce Jolie code and they share part of the codebase. Finally, the main standard in the field of choreographic specifications, WS-CDL [5], does not support adaptation. Moreover, WS-CDL is just a specification language and not an executable one. Further information on choreographies can be found in two surveys. One presents a general description of the theory of choreographies and session types [18]. The other accounts for their use in programming languages [19].

As future work we would like to understand what is needed to make AIO CJ more usable in practice. To this end, we are experimenting by applying AIO CJ to case studies developed for other approaches to adaptation, such as Context-Oriented Programming [20] and distributed [21] and dynamic [22] Aspect-Oriented Programming. Initial results in this direction can be found on the AIO CJ website [11]. Another direction is to provide automated support for the deployment of AIO CJ applications using containerization technologies such as Docker [23].
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Abstract
JaDA is a static deadlock analyzer that targets Java bytecode. The core of
JaDA is a behavioral type system especially designed to record dependencies
between concurrent code. These behavioral types are thereafter analyzed by
means of a fixpoint algorithm that reports potential deadlocks in the original
Java code. We give a practical presentation of JaDA, highlighting the main
connections between the tool and the theory behind it and presenting some of
the features for customising the analysis. We finally assess JaDA against the
current state-of-the-art tools, including a commercial grade one.

8.1 Introduction
In concurrent languages, a deadlock is a circular dependency between a set of
threads, each one waiting for an event produced by another thread in the set.
In the Java programming language, deadlocks are usually resource-related,
namely they are caused by operations ensuring different threads the exclusive
access to a set of resources. (Java has also so-called communication-related
deadlocks, which are common in network based systems. These deadlocks,
which are thoroughly studied in [1,2], are out of the scope of this work.) Java
features threads by means of an ad-hoc class called Thread; this class has two
methods Thread.start() and Thread.join() for spawning and joining
threads. The consistency between threads that share objects is enforced by
synchronized blocks, a linguistic construct that may be defined either for
simple code blocks or for method bodies [3, Chapter 17]. It turns out that the dependencies defined by synchronized blocks may be circular. These problems are difficult to detect or anticipate, since they may not occur during every execution. Figure 8.1 shows (a timeline representation of) some examples of deadlocked programs. At the time of writing this chapter, the Oracle Bug Database reports more than 40 unresolved bugs due to deadlocks, while the Apache Issue Tracker reports around 400 unresolved deadlock bugs. Clearly, a deadlock may have catastrophic effects for the overall functionality of a software system.

In this chapter, we present an end-to-end automatic analyzer for detecting potential deadlock bugs of Java programs at compilation time – JaDA, the Java Deadlock Analyzer tool. JaDA addresses the compilation target of every Java application – the Java Virtual Machine Language, JVML, also called Java bytecode – and extracts abstract models out of it by means of an inference system. These abstract models are successively analyzed.

The decision of addressing JVML instead of Java was motivated by two reasons: Java is too complex and it has no reference semantics. On the contrary, JVML is simple – it has 198 instructions that can be sorted into 7

---

1There are also other mechanisms that remain out of the scope of this work, such as, the volatile variables and the higher-level synchronization API defined on package java.util.concurrent.

2http://bugs.java.com/

3https://issues.apache.org/jira
different groups of similar instructions – and has a reference semantics that is defined by the behavior of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [3, Chapter 6]. Analyzing JVML has also other relevant advantages: addressing programming languages that are compiled to the same bytecode, such as Scala [4], and the possibility to analyze proprietary software whose sources are not available.

The inference system of JaDA consists of a number of rules that analyze the effects of the instructions on the synchronization process. The types inferred from the bytecode, called lams [1, 2, 5, 6], are functional programs that define dependencies between threads. Then JaDA uses a variation of the algorithm defined in [1, 2] for detecting circularities in lams, and reports potential threats as output of the analysis. The tool also exhibits the executions causing deadlocks, by linking the dependencies with the chunk of source code that originated them, thus easing the analysis of false positives.

The current release of JaDA covers most of the JVML, including threads and synchronizations, constructors, arrays, exceptions, static members, interfaces, inheritance, recursive data types. Few synchronization-related features are not covered by the current release, such as wait-notify-notifyAll operations, dynamic class loading and reflection.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 presents a motivating example of a recursive Java program that creates a (statically) unbounded number of threads. This is one of the main achievements so far and the theory overviewed in Section 8.3 will be explained by means of it. Section 8.4 describes the tool in some detail, highlighting implementation issues. Section 8.5 analyses the current limitations of JaDA and Section 8.6 reports an assessment of JaDA with respect to state-of-the-art tools for Java deadlock analysis. Finally we conclude in Section 8.7.

8.2 Example

Figure 8.2 reports the Java class Network and part of its JVML. The main method creates a network of $n$ threads by invoking buildNetwork – say $t_1, \ldots, t_n$ – that are all potentially running in parallel with the caller – say $t_0$. Every two adjacent threads share an object, which is also created by buildNetwork.

The buildNetwork method will produce a deadlock depending on its actual arguments: it is deadlock-free when it is invoked with two different objects, otherwise it may deadlock (if also $n > 0$). Therefore, in the
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class Network{
    public void main(int n){
        Object x = new Object();
        Object y = new Object();
        // deadlock
        buildNetwork(n, x, x);
        // no deadlock
        //buildNetwork(n, x, y);
    }
    public void buildNetwork(int n, Object x, Object y){
        if (n==0) {
            takeLocks(x,y) ;
        } else {
            final Object z = new Object() ;
            //anonymous Thread child class
            Thread thr = new Thread(){
                public void run(){
                    takeLocks(x,z) ;
                }} ;
            thr.start();
            this.buildNetwork(n-1,z,y) ;
        }
    }
    public void takeLocks(Object x, Object y){
        synchronized (x) {
            synchronized (y) { }
        }
    }
}

public void buildNetwork(int n, Object x, Object y)
0 iload_1 /n
1 ifne 13
4 aload_0 /this
5 aload_2 /x
6 aload_3 /y
7 invokevirtual 24 //takeLocks(x, y):void
10 goto 50
13 new 3
16 dup
17 invokespecial 8 //Object()
20 astore 4 /x
22 new 26
26 dup
28 astore 4 /x
30 invokespecial 28 //Network$1(this, x, z)
33 astore 5 /thr
35 aload 5 /thr
37 invokevirtual 31 //start():void
40 aload_0 /this
41 iload_1 /n
42 iconst_1
43 isub
44 aload 4 /x
46 aload_3 /y
47 invokevirtual 36 //buildNetwork(n-1, z, y):void
50 return

public void takeLocks(Object x, Object y)
0 aload_1;
1 dup;
2 astore_3;
3 monitorenter; //acquires x
4 aload_2;
5 dup;
6 monitorenter; //acquires y
7 monitorexit; //releases y
8 aload_3;
9 monitorexit; //releases x
16 return;

Figure 8.2 Java Network program and corresponding bytecode of methods buildNetwork and takeLocks. Comments in the bytecode give information of the objects used and/or methods invoked in each instruction.

case of Figure 8.2, the program is deadlocked, while it is deadlock free if we comment the instruction buildNetwork(n,x,x) and uncomment buildNetwork(n,x,y).

The problematic issue of Network is that the number of threads is not known statically − n is an argument of main. This is displayed in the bytecode of buildNetwork in Figure 8.2 by the instructions at addresses 30 and 37 that
respectively created a new thread and start it, and by the recursive invocation at instruction 47.

8.3 Overview of JaDA’s Theory

JaDA’s theory relies on two main techniques: (i) an inference type system for extracting abstract models out of JVM instructions, and (ii) a fixpoint algorithm for analyzing the models. We overview the two techniques in the following subsections; in the last subsection we discuss the JaDA behavioral types for the buildNetwork example.

8.3.1 The Abstract Behavior of the Network Class

Figure 8.3 details the output of JaDA for the Network class in Figure 8.2. The types have been simplified for readability: the actual JaDA types are more complex and verbose. Some comments (in gray) explain the side effects of invocations, other comments (in yellow) correspond to the lines that are commented in Figure 8.2. The behavior of main begins by calling the constructor of the class Object. Notice that, after such invocation, the structure of x and y is known. Then the type reports the invocation to buildNetwork.

The behavior of takeLocks is the parallel composition of two dependencies corresponding to the acquisition of the locks of x and y. Every dependency is formed by the last held lock and the current element. Notice that every method receives an extra argument corresponding to the last acquired lock at the moment of the invocation, in this case that argument is u.

The behavior of buildNetwork has five states: (i) the invocation to takeLocks, (ii) the creation and initialization of the object z, (iii) the creation and initialization of the thread thr, (iv) the spawn of thr, (v) and the recursive invocation (in parallel with the spawn of thr). The buildNetwork method also reports one spawned thread as side effect. This may appear contradictory (because buildNetwork spawns n threads). However, in this case JaDA is able to detect that thr is the only thread (from those created) that may be relevant (for the deadlock analysis) in an outer scope. This deduction is done by considering the objects in the record structure of thr.

The constructors of Object and Thread have an empty behavior. On the contrary, the constructor of the class Network$1 is more complex (Network$1 is the name the JVM automatically gives to the anonymous
Figure 8.3  BuildNetwork's lams.
Thread child class\(^4\) instantiated inside the method `buildNetwork` of the class `Network`). Being defined as an inner class, `Network$1` has access to the local variables in the scope in which it has been created, namely the variables `x`, `z` and the `this` reference to the container instance. The JVM addresses this by passing these variables to the constructor of the class and assigning them to internal fields, in this case named `val$x`, `val$z` and `this$0`. Notice that the behavior of the constructor keeps track of two important things: the invocation to the constructor of the parent class `Thread.init` and the changes in the carrier object which goes from `this` to `this[\text{this$0:}x_1, \text{val$x:x}_2, \text{val$z:x}_3]` where `x_i` are the formal arguments.

Finally, the behavior of the `run` method from the class `Network$1` contains only the invocation to the `takeLocks` method. Notice that `run` method assumes a certain structure from the carrier object.

### 8.3.2 Behavioral Type Inference

The typing process is done bottom-up, in a compositional way. That is, a type is derived for every JVM instruction; the type of each method is the composition of the types of the instructions it contains. Similarly, the type of a program is the set of type of the methods therein. JaDA types are not standard types, such as integers, booleans, etc. They are models of the abstract behavior of a program, called behavioral types, that hold information about concurrency and synchronizations of every execution path.

In particular, the types of instructions retain two key pieces of information in JaDA:

- the `dependencies`, written `t:(a,b)`, to be read as “thread `t` acquires the lock of object `b` while it is holding the lock of `a`”, and

- the `method invocations`, written `C.m(args | t, a)`, which means that the method `m` of class `C` is invoked with arguments `args` (that include the carrier object) in the thread `t` and while holding the lock of `a`.

In order to verify the consistency of parallel threads, behavioral types also take into account the (reading and writing) effects on objects. The types of the instructions can be composed either sequentially with the `+` operation, or in parallel with the `&` operation.

In JaDA, the behaviors of methods are the sequential composition of instructions’ types in method’s body plus the sum of their effects. The effects

\(^4\)https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/javaOO/anonymousclasses.html
also include both threads spawns and thread joins in the method body. It is worth to remark that thread creations and synchronizations in JVM are defined by method invocations of the class Thread; therefore they are typed as method invocations with an ad-hoc management of spawns and joins.

The flow of the inference of behavioral types is described by the chart in Figure 8.4. The algorithm starts with an (empty) Behavioral Class Table (BCT), a structure where a behavioral description is associated to every method, and a sorted set of pending methods which initially contains all the methods of the program. The algorithm takes the first element of the set and types it (see below). The resulting effects are compared to the previous state of the BCT: if a change is found, the method is updated and every caller (every method depending on the current one) is added to the pending methods list. The algorithm terminates when the BCT reaches an stable state.

A similar technique is used to type the body of each method. The process is described in the chart shown in Figure 8.5. In this case, the inference process inside a method starts with a queue of pending instructions, which initially contains the first instruction. Each instruction is typed and the instruction state is updated (we have defined a set of typing rules in [7]). If the instruction type has been updated then the subsequent instruction(s) need to be typed (again). Notice that there may be several subsequent instructions, for example when the current instruction is a conditional. The state of an instruction contains an abstraction of the operand stack, the local variables, the local heap, the threads created upto that instruction and the chain of acquired locks.

![Figure 8.4 Type inference of methods' behaviors in JaDA.](image-url)
(this information allows us to define the lam [2] of an instruction). Once no state is updated anymore, the type of the corresponding method is computed accordingly.

### 8.3.3 Analysis of Behavioral Types

The analysis of the inferred types is also performed iteratively. The overall approach is described by the chart in Figure 8.6. The initial step computes the abstract state of every method. This state is a sequence of parallel compositions of dependency pairs – function invocations in lams are deleted. The algorithm proceeds instruction by instruction, by expanding and cleaning its current state. The expansion process unfolds every invocation, the cleaning process removes pairs containing a fresh name (names not belonging to the method arguments or effects). Removing such pairs is crucial for termination because it allows us to keep the set of dependencies finite. In particular, the cleaning is performed by computing the transitive closure of the dependency pairs (this way we recover dependencies that are not direct and involve fresh names) and keeping only those whose elements are not fresh. In case we find a circular dependency formed only by fresh names then a special dependency pair is inserted (and this will ensure the presence of a deadlock). The full details of this algorithm are described in [1, 2].

Once all abstract states have been computed, the algorithm returns the circularities present in the main method.
As an example, we apply the algorithm of Figure 8.6 to the Network behaviour in Figure 8.3. For simplicity we have excluded the methods with empty behaviour as well as their invocations.

Initially, an empty state is associated to every method. Using this model, we perform the first iteration and we get (we denote a set with \([ e_1, e_2, \cdots ]\) where elements \(e_i\) are dependencies \(t:(x,y)\); sets of sets are denoted by \([ [ e_1, e_2, \cdots ] \], \cdots ]\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{main}(\text{this} | t,u) \ thr = & \ [
\ & \text{[ []]} \quad \text{// no states resulting from buildNetwork(\text{this},_x,y | t,u)}
\ & \text{[ []]} \quad \text{// expanding and cleaning result empty}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{takeLocks}(\text{this},x,y | t,u) = & \ [
\ & \text{[ t:u,x & t:x,y ]}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\ & \text{[ t:u,x & t:x,y & t:u,y]} \quad \text{// t:u,y is added by transitivity}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{buildNetwork}(\text{this},_x,y | t,u) \ thr = & \ [
\ & \text{[ t:u,x & t:x,y & t:u,y]} \quad \text{// invocation of takeLocks}
\ & \text{[ []]} \quad \text{// invocation of Network$1$.run}
\ & \text{[ []]} \quad \text{// invocation of Network$1$.run and buildNetwork}
\end{align*}
\]
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Since the states of methods is changed (all except main) we perform a second iteration, which gives:

main(this | t,u) thr = [
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,x) & t:(u,x) ]_ \text{// state of buildNetwork(this,_,x,y | t,u) }
] =
[
]_ \text{// the cleaning process removes dependencies that contain fresh names}
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,y) ]_ \text{// the dependency t:(x,x) is removed because it is a reentrant lock}
]

takeLocks(this,x,y | t,u) = [
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,y) ]
] =
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,y) & t:(x,y) ]_ \text{// this is the fixpoint for takeLocks}
]

buildNetwork(this,_,x,y | t,u) thr = [
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,y) & t:(u,y) ],
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,y) & t:(u,y) ]_ \text{// invocation of takeLocks}
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,y) & t:(u,y) ]_ \text{// invocation of Network$1.run}
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,y) & t:(u,y) ]_ \text{// invocation of Network$1.run and buildNetwork}
] =
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,y) & t:(u,y) ],_ \text{// this state has not changed}
[ t1:(u,x)],
[ thr:(u,x) & t_thr:(x,y) & t:(u,y) ]_ \text{// t_thr:(x,y) is new: it is a dependency between x and y involving the threads t and thr}
]

Network$1.run(this[this$0:x1, val$x:x2, val$z:x3] | t, u) = [
[ t:(u,x2) & t:(x2,x3) & t:(u,x3) ]_ \text{// invocation of takeLocks}
] =
[ t:(u,x2) & t:(x2,x3) & t:(u,x3) ]_ \text{// this is the fixpoint for Network$1.run}
]

Since buildNetwork is changed, we need a third iteration. The computation of the dependencies of main gives

main(this | t,u) thr = [/\text{ states resulting from buildNetwork(this,_,x,x | t,u) }
[ t:(u,x) & t:(x,x) & t:(u,x) ],
[ thr:(u,x) ],
]
In particular, in the states of `main`, after the transitive closure, contain `t.thr:(x,x)`, which is a circular dependency involving two threads. Instead of writing the dependency in that way (using a fresh name `x`), we write it as `t.thr:($,$)`, where `x` is replaced by a special name `$`. It is worth to notice that `t.thr:($,$)` gives two informations: (i) the deadlock is created by threads `t` and `thr`, (ii) the object name is `$`, which indicates that the deadlock is produced regardless of the arguments of the invocation. Since `t.thr:($,$)` denotes a circularity, the algorithm might stop. Actually, we decided not to stop JaDA at this point, we let it continue in order to collect every circularity.

JaDA output for the `Network` program is reported in Figure 8.7. In this case, JaDA has been set to analyze only the `Network` class (see `analysis-extent` in Section 8.4.4). Therefore, it warns about non-analyzed dependencies: the constructors from classes `Thread` and `Object` (whose types are considered empty – the actual type of these methods is nevertheless empty). JaDA reports 1 deadlock after the analysis, and outputs its trace. In this

![JaDA analysis output for the Network program.](image-url)
case there are two threads involved in the deadlock: those with id 204 (the one running main) and 229. The deadlock is caused by two monitorenter instructions on objects 346 and 211, taken in different order by the two threads. The tool outputs the computational traces ending with the two monitorenter instructions; the numbers in the traces represent the lines in the source.

8.4 The JaDA Tool

In this section we describe the main features of the JaDA tool, as well as, some key implementation details.

8.4.1 Prerequisites

JaDA has been designed to run on bytecode generated by the Java compiler and it assumes that the bytecode has been already checked by the Java Bytecode Verifier (therefore it does not contain either syntactic or semantic errors). JaDA also requires that every dependency is matched by a corresponding bytecode. Although the bytecode is not executed, JaDA computes every necessary information to solve key issues for the analysis, such as the informations about inheritance. The loading of the existing types is done dynamically in a sand-boxed class loader to avoid security risks. The full set of dependencies can be specified in JaDA through a classpath-like configuration (see property class-path in Section 8.4.4). Finally, JaDA also assumes that the code targeted by the analysis fits with the current limitations of the tool (see Section 8.5).

8.4.2 The Architecture

The JaDA analysis starts by parsing of the bytecode of a program and its dependencies. This is a cumbersome task because of the length and verbosity of the JVML syntax. JaDA relies on the ASM framework for the bytecode extraction and manipulation. (Other third party tools have

---

5The line numbers in the output may not accurately match the example in Figure 8.2, because the latter has been slightly reduced for presentation purposes.

6We have tested JaDA against the 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 versions of the Java compiler, and against the 1.8 version of the Eclipse Java Compiler (ECJ).

7https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/ClassLoader.html
been also designed for manipulating and analyzing the bytecode: the page
https://java-source.net/open-source/bytecode-libraries contains a list of existing tools for this purpose. ASM provides a wide set of
tools for interacting with the bytecode, including code generation and code
analysis. It is also light-weight, open source, very well-documented and up
todate with the latests versions of Java.

Figure 8.8 shows part of the JaDA architecture. In the figure, nodes
are classes while arrows denote inheritance relationships. In the center of
the image, there are the classes of the ASM framework; the other classes
implement the technique so far described.

Values. A basic element of the architecture are the Value objects. JaDA uses
two types of values: RecordTree store the methods’ signature in the BCT,
while RecordPtr store the state of local variables and the operand stack.
Updating the Value elements amounts to upgrade every other element of the
JaDA architecture. In the following paragraphs we discuss their functionality.

Frames. The JDAFrame class extends the ASM Frame by defining two impor-
tant methods: execute and merge. The method execute implements the
typing rules used by JaDA. It relies on an abstract interpreter that executes
symbolically the current instruction with the given stack and local variables
state. The method merge is invoked when the analysis process reiterates
over an already typed frame. This method implements the logics of the has
changed condition in the type inference of method bodies, see Section 8.3.2.

![JaDA architecture](image)
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```java
for(int i = 0; i < 10; i++){
    synchronized (a) {
        synchronized (b) {
        }
    }
    //a
   aload_1;
    dup;
    astore 4;
    monitorenter;
    //b
   aload_2;
    dup;
    monitorenter;
    monitorexit;
    aload 4;
    monitorexit;
    iinc 3 1; //i++
    iload_3; //i
    bipush 10;
    if_icmplt -25; //LOOP condition
    ...;
}
```

Figure 8.9 Java while loop with nested synchronizations and the corresponding bytecode.

The decision on whether the subsequent frames must be checked again is taken upon the result of this method. To illustrate this consider the example from Figure 8.9.

When the typing process arrives each instruction for the first time its current Frame changes from the empty frame to the frame containing information about the instruction. Namely this first frame will contain the local variable status, the invocations and the existing locks and threads at each instruction. This changes enforces every frame to calculate its continuation at least one time. The following sequence shows the frames calculation for this chunk of code (only the relevant instructions are included):

```
...  
Fr.21:{CurrentThread: main, Locks:{}}  
...  
Fr.25:{CurrentThread: main, Locks:{a}}  
...  
Fr.28:{CurrentThread: main, Locks:{a,b}}  
Fr.29:{CurrentThread: main, Locks:{a}}  
Fr.32:{CurrentThread: main, Locks:{}}  
...  
Fr.46:{CurrentThread: main, Locks:{}}  
Fr.21:{CurrentThread: main, Locks:{}}  
Fr.48:{CurrentThread: main, Locks:{}}  
...  
```

Notice that after calculating the frame 46, there are two possible continuations: 21 and 48. The second time Fr.21 is calculated it produces the same known result, therefore its continuation (Fr.22) is not calculated again. The calculation process continues then sequentially with Fr.48.
The JVM is a *stack machine*, every operation pops a certain number of elements off the stack and pushes on its result. The JDAInterpreter class extends the ASM Interpreter in order to comply with the values representations in JaDA. In particular, JDAInterpreter implements an important feature of our tool, namely the output of the traces potentially causing deadlocks. In fact, it returns the variable names of the objects involved, the stack trace chain and the related line numbers in the original Java code.

The ASM default analyzer supports very basic data-flow analysis limited to the scope of a single method. Similarly, JaDA analysis of a method does not go beyond its scope. However JDAAnalyzer extracts the necessary information – the type – that supports the compositional analysis. This part is implemented by the algorithm described in Figure 8.5, which is the building block of our tool. Consequently, JDAAnalyzer analyses the whole program by computing the final state of the BCT according to the algorithm in Figure 8.4. The final step of JDAAnalyzer is the computation of the models of the methods in the BCT as described in the algorithm in Figure 8.6.

### 8.4.3 The Current JVML Coverage

The theory of JaDA has been studied in [7] where we have defined the typing rules for a number of complex features of JVML, in particular, threads, synchronizations, static constructors, recursive data structures, inheritance and polymorphism, reflection and native methods. For a subset of this language – those featuring threads and synchronizations – we also delivered a correctness proof [9]. In this section we briefly overview our solutions for the main features of JVML that are covered in the current release of JaDA.

**Static constructors.** Static constructors are problematic because they are not explicitly invoked by the JVM. In fact, those are invoked on-the-fly by the JVM when the first (static) access to the containing class is performed. That is, the code of a static constructor can potentially precede any operation involving a static member of its class. In order to deal with this issue in a sound way, we model every static operation as a non-deterministic choice between the

---

8This is possible only when the bytecode has been compiled including debugging information.
type of the operation per-se and the typing of the static constructor of the class followed by the original operation. As one can imagine this makes the analysis computationally complex because the number of possible behaviors exponentially increases. The alternative (and the default choice) in JaDA is to assume that static constructors are all executed before the main method (see the static-constructor option in Section 8.4.4). This is a safe choice provided that concurrent operations do not occur within static constructors (which is often the case).

**Recursive data structures.** As discussed in Section 8.3.2, the analysis of JaDA relies on several iterative processes. The termination of these iterations strongly relies on the constraint that the number of object names is always finite. To ensure this finiteness constraint, the recursive objects are abstracted during the inference process. In particular, the inference replaces the field values whose class is already present in the object structure by a generic representative value. These representative values are treated in an ad-hoc way during the analysis of circular dependencies. Namely, they are considered equal to any other object of the same class (that is their identity is not guaranteed). Our assessments indicate that this over-approximation does not jeopardise JaDA’s precision when the elements of the recursive structure are pairwise different and threads act in a uniform way on them. On the contrary, the tool may return a number of false positives that is proportional to the dimension of the structure.

**Arrays.** Since JaDA does not process numerical expressions, it considers array[2] equal to array[3]. Therefore, JaDA manages arrays in a similar way it does for recursive data types. Every element in the array is represented by a unique object and, as for recursive data structures, this may be the cause of over-approximations. For example, JaDA returns a false positive when two different threads in parallel perform a lock operation on different objects of the array.

**Inheritance and polymorphism.** Inheritance and, in particular, polymorphism are sources of non-determinism. In fact, since it is not possible to resolve the runtime type of an object at static time, we cannot determine in a precise way the instance method being invoked over it. To deal with this issue in a sound way, JaDA substitutes every invocation with the non-deterministic choice among the method implementations in the type hierarchy
of the carrier. Enhancing this process to increase the precision of the analysis is currently an ongoing work. In the current release, whenever it is possible to derive the runtime type, we drop the wrong invocations.

**Reflection, native methods, alternative concurrency models.** In Java, like in many modern programming languages, there is some support for metaprogramming, namely the capacity of a program to modify itself during its execution. Java also admits (native) methods and concurrency models that have no bytecode implementation. These methods are treated in an ad-hoc manner by the JVM. In all these cases, since there is not an explicit bytecode implementation, there is no evidence of what will happen at static time. Because of this reason, JaDA by default assumes a void behavior in these situations. Although, users can manually provide the behavior descriptions for methods involving such operations (see custom-types option in Section 8.4.4). This is particularly useful in the case of native methods (which are implemented in C), where users provide a more accurate behavior by analyzing its actual implementation.

### 8.4.4 Tool Configuration

In order to provide some flexibility, JaDA supports a set of settings to customize the analysis.

- `<target>`: this setting specifies the target file or folder to analyze. It is mandatory. The type of files admitted are: Java class files (".class"), Java jar files (".jar") and compressed zip files (".zip"). In the case of folders, the content of the folder is analyzed recursively.

- `verbose[=<value>]`: the value ranges from 1 to 5, the default and more verbose value is 5.

- `class-path <classpath>`: Standard Java classpath description. If the target contains dependencies other than those in the standard library, they must be specified via this option.

- `target-method <methodName>`: fully qualified target method (should be a void method without arguments). It compels JaDA to analyse the specified method. If this option is not set, the analysis chooses the first main method found.
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analysis-extent[=<value>]: Indicates the extent of the analysis. Possible values are full: analyzes every dependency including the system and classpath-included libraries; classpath: analyzes every library in the classpath (this is the default value); custom: analyzes the classes specified through the property additional-targets; and self: does not analyze any class but the specified target.

additional-targets <classes>: if analysis-extent is set to custom this property must contain a comma separated list of the fully qualified names of a subset of classes in the classpath to include in the analysis. Such a feature is useful for avoiding typing known libraries.

custom-types <file>: a setting file to specify predefined behavioral types.

static-constructors[=<value>]: indicates when the static constructors should be processed, the possibilities are before-all and non-deterministically. The default option is before-all.

8.4.5 Deliverables

JaDA is available in three forms: a demo website [10], a command line tool (see Figure 8.7) and an Eclipse plug-in. All of them share the same core: a prototype implementation of the technique discussed in [7]. At the moment of writing this chapter, the demo website only allows to analyze single-file programs and to use a subset of the options previously described. The command line tool and the Eclipse plug-in are available through direct requests. The Eclipse plug-in output also displays the execution graph causing the deadlock with links to the source code that originates it (see Figure 8.10).

8.5 Current Limitations

The current version of JaDA does not cover a coordination mechanism between thread that is quite usual in Java: the wait-notify-notifyAll operations. There are also other less critical limitations, such as the analysis of native code and reflection operations. However, these features can be covered by manually specifying the behavior of the corresponding methods (see property custom-types in Section 8.4.4).

The methods wait-notify-notifyAll are public and final of the class Object; therefore they are inherited by all classes and cannot be modified.
The invocations to wait, notify and notifyAll succeed for threads that already hold the lock of the object a on the stack. In this case, the wait instruction moves its own thread to the wait set of a and the object is relinquished by performing as many unlock operations as the integer stored in the lock field of a. The instructions notify and notifyAll respectively wake up one thread and all the threads in the wait set of a. The woken-up threads are re-enabled for thread scheduling, which means competing for acquiring the lock of a again. The winner will lock a as many times it did on a before the wait-operation.

Below we briefly describe the solution we are currently investigating for extending JaDA to cover wait-notify-notifyAll.

We use two new type of dependency pairs: $t_1 : (a, a^n)$, which means “the thread $t_1$ sends a notification on a while holding its lock, and $t_2 : (a, a^w)$, which means “the thread $t_2$ awaits a notification on a while holding its lock”. These two pairs are respectively produced by notify and wait methods. The problem is that, even if the abstract model retains a term $t_1 : (a, a^n) \& t_2 : (a, a^w)$ expressing that the wait and notify occur in parallel threads (notification-wait matching couple), we cannot conclude that the program is deadlock-free. This because the above term does not convey any information about what operation has been performed before. In fact, a wrong ordering might cause the thread $t_2$ to wait indefinitely. To overcome...
8.6 Related Tools and Assessment

JaDA has been assessed with respect to a number of state-of-the-art tools. In particular, in Table 8.1, the tools have been classified according to the type of analysis they perform (see [7] for a discussion about analysis techniques for deadlock detection). We have chosen Chord for static analysis [11], Sherlock for dynamic analysis [12], and GoodLock for hybrid analysis [13]. We have also considered a commercial tool, ThreadSafe⁹ [14].

We have analyzed a number of programs that exhibit a variety of sharing patterns. The source of all benchmarks in Table 8.1 is available either at [11, 12] or in the JaDA-deadlocks repository¹⁰.

Since the current release of JaDA does not completely cover JVM, in order to gain preliminary experience, we modified the Java libraries and the multithreaded server programs of RayTracer, MolDyn and MonteCarlo (labelled with “(*)” in the Table 8.1) and implemented them in our system.

Table 8.1 Comparison with different deadlock detection tools. The inner cells show the number of deadlocks detected by each tool. The output labelled “(*)” are related to modified versions of the original programs: see the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Static</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Commercial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JaDA</td>
<td>Chord</td>
<td>GoodLock</td>
<td>Sherlock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RayTracer (*)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MolDyn (*)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MonteCarlo (*)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BuildNetwork</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophers2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhilosophersN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StaticFields</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThreadArrays</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThreadArraysWJoins</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScalaSimpleDeadlock</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScalaPhilosophersN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁹http://www.contemplate ltd.com/threadsafe
¹⁰https://github.com/abelunibo/Java-Deadlocks
This required little programming overhead; in particular, we removed volatile
variables, avoided the use of Runnable interfaces for creating threads, and
reduced the invocations of native methods involved in I/O operations. Out of
the four chosen tools, we were able to install and effectively test only two
of them: Chord and ThreadSafe; the results corresponding to GoodLock
and Sherlock come from [12] because we were not able to get the sources
of the tools and run our new programs (*). We also had problems in testing
Chord with some of the examples in the benchmarks, perhaps due to some
misconfigurations, that we were not able to solve because Chord has been
discontinued.

The first block of programs belongs to a well-known group used as bench-
marks for several Java analysis tools. In its current state JaDA only detects
1 deadlock in all of the four analyzed programs from this group. It gives
responses that are similar to ThreadSafe and Chord (ThreadSafe appears
a bit more imprecise on Sor). The programs in the second block corresponds
to examples designed to test our tool against complex deadlock scenarios like
the Network program. We notice that both Chord and ThreadSafe fail to
detect those kinds of deadlocks. The third group reports the analysis of two
examples of Scala programs [4]. These programs have been compiled with
the Scala compiler 2.11 whose target is Java bytecode. We remark that, to
the best of our knowledge, at the moment of writing this chapter, there is no
static deadlock analysis tools for such language (for this reason the entries
corresponding to the other tools are empty).

We think that the results in Table 8.1 are encouraging and we hope
to deliver more convincing ones as soon as JaDA overcomes its current
limitations.

8.7 Conclusions

JaDA is a static deadlock analysis tool that targets JVML. Therefore it supports
the analysis of every compiled Java program, as well as, every programs
written in languages that are also compiled in JVML, like Scala. The tech-
nique underlying JaDA uses a behavioral type system that abstract the main
features of the programs with respect to the concurrent operations.

JaDA is designed to run in an automatic fashion, meaning that the
inference of the program type and the subsequent analysis could be done
unassisted. Nevertheless, user intervention is possible and may enhance the
precision of the analysis, for example in presence of native methods.
Even though the tool is still under development, we have been able to assess it by analyzing a set of Java and Scala programs. This contribution also reports a comparison between JaDA’s results and those of existing dead-lock analysis tools, amongst which is a commercial grade one. The results obtained so far are very promising and we expect to gain more precision as the development continues.
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Abstract

This chapter presents a tool called Hypha for the type-based analysis of processes that communicate on linear channels. We describe the specification language used to model the systems under analysis (Section 9.1) followed by the typing rules on which the tool is based in order to verify two properties of systems, deadlock freedom and lock freedom (Section 9.2). In the final part of the chapter we illustrate the expressiveness and the limitations of the tool discussing a number of examples inspired by representative communication patterns using in parallel computing (Section 9.3) and then discuss closely related work (Section 9.4). The tool can be downloaded from the author’s home page, the type system has been described by Padovani [18] and the corresponding reconstruction algorithms by Padovani et al. [19, 20].

9.1 Language

The Hypha specification language is a mildly sugared variant of the linear π-calculus [16] whose grammar is shown in Table 9.1. It makes use of booleans, integers, an infinite set \( X \) of names, and comprises expressions and processes. The syntax shown here is somewhat simplified and tailored to the modeling of the examples discussed in this chapter. Hypha supports other forms that may be useful in the description of protocols with branching points and provide convenient syntactic sugar on top of those given in Table 9.1. The Hypha specification language is appropriate for modeling concurrent processes that exchange messages on private (or session) channels [10].
Table 9.1 Syntax of Hypha input language (partial)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b \in {\text{true}, \text{false}}$</td>
<td>$e ::= b$</td>
<td>$P, Q ::= {}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h, k, m, n \in \mathbb{Z}$</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$u!(e_1, \ldots, e_n) \cdot P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x, y, z, u, v \in \mathcal{X}$</td>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>$u?\cdot P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\cdots$</td>
<td>$^*u?\cdot P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{new } u_1, \ldots, u_n \in P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{if } e \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$P \cdot Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Grouping}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Booleans
Integers
Names

For simplicity, in the provided syntax expressions are limited to values and comprise booleans, integers, and names. In the examples we will also make use of a few binary operators (such as $+$) and relations (such as $\prec$). Processes comprise the usual terms of the $\pi$-calculus. The term $\{\}$ models the idle process that performs no actions. The term $u!(e_1, \ldots, e_n)$ models a process that outputs the tuple $(e_1, \ldots, e_n)$ on the channel $u$. We omit the parentheses when $n$ is 1 and write, for example, $u!n$ in place of $u!(n)$. We consider two forms of input processes. The term $u?\cdot P$ models an ephemeral input process that waits for one message from $u$, which is supposed to be an $n$-tuple, and then executes $P$ where $x_i$ is replaced by the $i$-th component of the tuple. The term $^*u?\cdot P$ models a persistent input process (also called service) that waits for an arbitrary number of messages. Each time a message is received, a new copy of $P$ (with the variables $x_i$ suitably instantiated) is spawned and the service makes itself available again for further receptions. The term $\text{new } u_1, \ldots, u_n \in P$ models a process creating new channels $u_1, \ldots, u_n$ with scope $P$. As usual in the $\pi$-calculus, the scope of a channel may broaden as a result of communications (scope extrusion). The terms $\text{if } e \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q$ and $P \cdot Q$ respectively model conditional and parallel processes $P$ and $Q$. Finally, $\{P\}$ represents the same process as $P$ and is useful to disambiguate the way processes are
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*\text{fibo}?(n,c).
  \text{if } n \leq 0 \text{ then } c!1
  \text{else new } a,b \in \{ \text{fibo}!(n-1,a) \mid \text{fibo}!(n-2,b) \mid a?(x).b?(y).c!(x+y) \}

Listing 9.1 Modeling of the recursive Fibonacci function.

grouped. The notions of free and bound names of a process \( P \), respectively denoted by \( \text{fn}(P) \) and \( \text{bn}(P) \), are as expected.

Example 1 (recursive Fibonacci function). Listing 9.1 shows the modeling of a service that computes the \( n \)-th number in the Fibonacci sequence. The service waits for invocations on channel \( \text{fibo} \), each invocation consisting of the number \( n \) and a channel \( c \) on which the \( n \)-th Fibonacci number will be sent. The body of the service closely follows the familiar structure of the recursive definition of the Fibonacci sequence. When \( n \leq 0 \) the answer is immediately sent over \( c \). When \( n > 0 \), two new channels \( a \) and \( b \) are created, the service invokes itself twice to compute the \((n-1)\)-th and \((n-2)\)-th numbers in the sequence, and then the sum of the two partial results is sent over \( c \).

As usual, the operational semantics of the language is defined in terms of a structural congruence relation, which identifies terms that are meant to have the same semantics, and a reduction relation that defines the proper computation steps. We omit the formal definition of structural congruence, which is essentially the same as in the \( \pi \)-calculus and includes commutativity and associativity laws for parallel composition and the usual laws for shrinking and extending the scope of channels. The second one is the least relation defined by the rules in Table 9.2 and closed by structural congruence and under the following reduction contexts:

\[
\text{Reduction context } \quad C \ ::= \quad [ ] \mid C \mid P \mid \text{new } u_1, \ldots, u_n \text{ in } C
\]

The fully-fledged formalization of the language also includes an evaluation relation for compound expressions [18].

To formulate the properties enforced by our typing discipline we introduce a few predicates that describe the pending communications of a process

\[
\begin{align*}
  u!(e_1, \ldots, e_n) \mid u?\langle x_1, \ldots, x_n \rangle .P & \rightarrow P[e_1/x_1] \cdots [e_n/x_n] \\
  u!(e_1, \ldots, e_n) \mid \ast u?\langle x_1, \ldots, x_n \rangle .P & \rightarrow P[e_1/x_1] \cdots [e_n/x_n] \mid \ast u?(x_1, \ldots, x_n) .P \\
  \text{if true then } P \text{ else } Q & \rightarrow P \\
  \text{if false then } P \text{ else } Q & \rightarrow Q
\end{align*}
\]

Table 9.2 Operational semantics of processes
Type-Based Analysis of Linear Communications

with respect to some channel \( a \). We use the obvious extension of bound names we have introduced for processes to reduction contexts:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{in}(a, P) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} P = C[a? (x_1, \ldots, x_n). Q] \land a \notin \text{bn}(C) \\
\text{*in}(a, P) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} P = C[*a? (x_1, \ldots, x_n). Q] \land a \notin \text{bn}(C) \\
\text{out}(a, P) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} P = C[a! (e_1, \ldots, e_n)] \land a \notin \text{bn}(C) \\
\text{sync}(a, P) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\text{in}(a, P) \lor \text{*in}(a, P)) \land \text{out}(a, P) \\
\text{wait}(a, P) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\text{in}(a, P) \lor \text{out}(a, P)) \land \neg \text{sync}(a, P)
\end{align*}
\]

In words, \( \text{in}(a, P) \) holds if there is a sub-process \( Q \) within \( P \) that is waiting for a message on channel \( a \). Note that, by definition of reduction context, the input cannot be guarded by other actions. The condition \( a \notin \text{bn}(C) \) implies that \( a \) is not captured by a binder in \( C \), i.e. it occurs free in \( P \). The predicates \( \text{out}(a, P) \) and \( \text{*in}(a, P) \) are similar, but they regard outputs and persistent inputs, respectively. Therefore, when \( \text{in}(a, P) \) holds it means that there is a pending ephemeral input on \( a \) and when \( \text{out}(a, P) \) holds it means that there is a pending output on \( a \). Then, \( \text{sync}(a, P) \) means that there are pending input/output operations on \( a \), but a synchronization on \( a \) is immediately possible. On the contrary, \( \text{wait}(a, P) \) means that there is a pending output or a pending ephemeral input on \( a \), but no immediate synchronization on \( a \) is possible. Note the asymmetry in the way pending inputs and outputs trigger the \( \text{wait} \) predicate. We do not interpret \( \text{*in}(a, P) \) as a pending input operation, meaning that we do not require a persistent input process to run infinitely often. At the same time, any pending output triggers the \( \text{wait} \) predicate, even when the output represents a service invocation.

We say that a process \( P \) is deadlock free if every residual of \( P \) that cannot reduce further contains no pending communications. Formally:

**Definition 9.1.** \( P \) is deadlock free if whenever \( P \overset{*}{\rightarrow} \text{new } c_1, \ldots, c_n \text{ in } Q \rightarrow \) we have \( \neg \text{wait}(a, Q) \) for every \( a \).

We say that a process \( P \) is lock free if every residual \( Q \) of \( P \) in which there are pending communications can reduce further to a state in which such operations complete. Formally:

**Definition 9.2.** \( P \) is lock free if whenever \( P \overset{*}{\rightarrow} \text{new } c_1, \ldots, c_n \text{ in } Q \) and \( \text{wait}(a, Q) \) there is \( R \) such that \( Q \overset{*}{\rightarrow} R \) and \( \text{sync}(a, R) \).

In Definitions 9.1 and 9.2, it is important to universally quantify over the topmost channel restrictions in a residual of \( P \) so that the notion of (dead)lock freedom for \( P \) concerns both free and bound channels of \( P \).
It is easy to prove that lock freedom implies deadlock freedom [19]. On the other hand, there exist deadlock-free processes that are not lock free, as shown in the example below.

**Example 2** (deadlock-free, locked process). The process

```
new c in { *forever?(x).forever!x | forever!c | c!42 }
```

is deadlock free but not lock free. Indeed, the process reduces forever, but no input operation is ever performed on the `c` channel. As a result, the pending output on `c` cannot be completed.

### 9.2 Type System

In this section we describe a type system that enforces the properties introduced in Section 9.1: well-typed processes are guaranteed to be (dead)lock free. The tool Hypha then implements a type reconstruction algorithm for this type system and finds a typing derivation for a given process, provided there is one. Note that, while the type reconstruction algorithm is complete with respect to the type system, the type system itself is not complete with respect to (dead)lock freedom: there exist (dead)lock free processes that are ill typed according to the type system. In fact, it is undecidable in general to establish whether a \(\pi\)-calculus process is (dead)lock free, hence the type system is necessarily conservative.

Polarities, qualifiers, and types are defined by the following grammar:

**Polarity**\( p, q \subseteq \{?, !\} \)**

**Qualifier**\( q ::= \ast | \overline{h} \)**

**Type**\( t, s ::= \text{bool} | \text{int} | \kappa[\overline{t}]^q | \alpha | \mu\alpha.t \)**

Types comprise the base types `bool` and `int` of boolean and integer values, channel types \(\kappa[\overline{t}]^q\), and the usual forms \(\alpha\) and \(\mu\alpha.t\) for representing recursive types. A channel type \(\kappa[\overline{t}]^q\) consists of:

- A *polarity* `p` specifying the operations allowed on the channel: \(\emptyset\) means none, `?` means input, `!` means output, and `?!, !` means both. We will abbreviate `?!, !` with `#` and `?` with `?` and `!`, respectively.
- A sequence \(t_1, \ldots, t_n\) of types, abbreviated as `\overline{t}`, specifying that each message exchanged over the channel is an `n`-tuple of values where the `i`-th value has type `t_i`.
- A *qualifier* `q` specifying how many times the channel can or must be used according to its polarity. The qualifier `\ast` means that the channel can
be used any number of times. A qualifier of the form $\frac{h}{k}$ means that the channel can only be used once. In this case, $h$ and $k$ are respectively the level and the tickets associated with the channel: channels with smaller levels must be used before channels with greater levels; a channel with $k$ tickets can be sent as a message on another channel at most $k$ times.

We require that, in a recursive type $\mu \alpha.t$, the type variable $\alpha$ can only occur guarded by a channel type constructor. For example, $\mu \alpha.\alpha$ is illegal while $\mu \alpha.?\{\alpha\}$ is allowed. We identify two types modulo renaming of bound type variables and if they have the same infinite unfolding, that is if they denote the same (regular) tree [4]. In particular, we have $\mu \alpha.t = t\{\mu \alpha.t/\alpha\}$.

Qualifiers distinguish service channels (with qualifier *) from linear channels (with qualifiers of the form $h,k$). Service channels are used for modeling persistent services, such as fibo in Listing 9.1 and forever in Example 2. Linear channels are used for modeling private communications between pairs of processes. Examples of linear channels are $a$ and $b$ in Listing 9.1 and $c$ in Example 2. The fact that a linear channel can be used for one communication only is not a limitation in practice. Structured private conversations made of arbitrarily many communications can be encoded using a continuation-passing style [5, 12]. We will see several examples of this technique at work in the rest of the chapter. On the other hand, knowing that a channel is linear provides some guarantees on the fact that the channel will not be discarded without being used. This is a necessary (although not sufficient) condition for guaranteeing that communications on linear channels eventually occur.

The level of a linear channel measures the urgency with which the channel must be used: the lower the level is, the sooner the channel must be used. We extend this notion from linear channels to arbitrary types. To compute the level of a type, we define an auxiliary function $|\cdot|$ such that $|t|$ is an element of $\mathbb{Z} \cup \{\bot, \top\}$ where $\bot < n < \top$ for every $n \in \mathbb{Z}$:

$$|t| \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} \bot & \text{if } t = p[s]^* \text{ and } ? \in p \\ n & \text{if } t = p[s]^n \text{ and } p \neq \emptyset \\ \top & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (9.1)$$

According to this definition, service channels with input capability have the lowest level $\bot$ (first equation). This way we guarantee input receptiveness of services, for the use of a service channel with input capability cannot be postponed by any means. Base values, service channels with output
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capability, and linear channels with no capabilities have the highest level \( \top \) (last equation) because they do not affect (dead)lock freedom in any way. Linear channels with non-empty polarity must be used according to their level (second equation). We say that a (value with) type \( t \) is \textit{unlimited} if \( |t| = \top \), that it is \textit{linear} if \( |t| \in \mathbb{Z} \), that it is \textit{relevant} if \( |t| = \bot \).

We define another auxiliary function \( h^k \) to \textit{shift} levels and tickets: \( h^k t \) is the same as \( t \) except when \( t \) is a linear channel. In this case, the level/tickets in \( t \) are transposed by \( h \) and \( k \) respectively. Formally:

\[
h^k [s]^n = \begin{cases} p[s]^{n+h}_{m+k} & \text{if } t = p[s]^m_n \text{ and } p \neq \emptyset \\ t & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

Note that positive/negative shifting of levels corresponds to decreasing/increasing the urgency with which a value of a given type must be used.

The type system makes use of \textit{type environments} \( \Gamma \) to keep track of the type of names occurring free in processes. A type environment is a finite map from names to types written \( u_1 : t_1, \ldots, u_n : t_n \). We write \( \text{dom}(\Gamma) \) for the domain of \( \Gamma \), namely the set of names for which there is an association in \( \Gamma \), and \( \Gamma, \Gamma' \) for the union of \( \Gamma \) and \( \Gamma' \) when \( \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cap \text{dom}(\Gamma') = \emptyset \). We also need a more general way of composing type environments that takes into account the level and tickets of linear channel types and the fact that we can split channel types by distributing different capabilities to different processes. Following [16], we define a partial operator \(+\) between types, thus:

\[
t + t = t \quad \text{if } t \text{ is unlimited}
\]

\[
p[t]^n + q[t]^n = (p \cup q)[t]^n \quad \text{if } p \cap q = \emptyset
\]

Informally, unlimited types combine with themselves without restrictions. The combination of two unlimited/relevant channel types has the union of their polarities. Two linear channel types can be combined only if they have the same level and disjoint polarities, and their combination has the union of their polarities and the sum of their tickets. We extend the partial operator \(+\) to type environments:

\[
\Gamma + \Gamma' \overset{\text{def}}{=} \Gamma, \Gamma' \quad \text{if } \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cap \text{dom}(\Gamma') = \emptyset
\]

\[
(\Gamma, u : t) + (\Gamma', u : s) \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\Gamma + \Gamma'), u : t + s
\]

Note that \( \Gamma + \Gamma' \) is undefined if there is \( u \in \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cap \text{dom}(\Gamma') \) such that \( \Gamma(u) + \Gamma'(u) \) is undefined and that \( \text{dom}(\Gamma + \Gamma') = \text{dom}(\Gamma) \cup \text{dom}(\Gamma') \). We let \( |\Gamma| \) denote the lowest level of the types in the range of \( \Gamma \), that is
We say that $\Gamma$ is unlimited if $|\Gamma| = \top$.

We now turn our attention to the typing rules, which are meant to enforce the following properties of channels:

1. a service channel with input capability must be used by a replicated input process (we refer to this condition as input receptiveness);
2. a linear channel cannot be discarded until both its input and output capabilities have been used (we refer to this condition as linearity);
3. an operation on a linear channel cannot block channels with lower or equal level (with linearity, this condition guarantees deadlock freedom);
4. the use of a linear channel cannot be postponed forever (with linearity and deadlock freedom, this condition guarantees lock freedom).

The typing rules allow us to derive judgments of the form $\Gamma \vdash e : t$, stating that $e$ is well typed in the environment $\Gamma$ and has type $t$, and of the form $\Gamma \vdash kP$, stating that $P$ is well typed in the environment $\Gamma$. The parameter $k \in \{0, 1\}$ intuitively represents the “cost” for sending a channel over another channel: each output operation consumes $k$ tickets from the channels being sent. The type system is designed in such a way that a well typed, closed process $P$ is guaranteed to be deadlock free if $\emptyset \vdash_0 P$ and lock free if $\emptyset \vdash_1 P$.

**Expressions.** Because the model has an extremely simple expression language, the corresponding typing rules, shown below, are fairly obvious and extend easily to more complex expressions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[T-BOOL]} & : \emptyset \vdash b : \text{bool} \\
\text{[T-INT]} & : \emptyset \vdash n : \text{int} \\
\text{[T-NAME]} & : u : t \vdash u : t
\end{align*}
\]

The important remark concerning these rules is that the type environment used for typing an expression $e$ only contains associations for the free names occurring in $e$. This makes sure that no linear or relevant resource (namely, channels that must be used at least once) is left unused. Later on we will discuss a structural rule that allows us to discard resources whose use is not necessary in order to enforce (dead)lock freedom.

**Idle and grouped processes.** Rule [T-IDLE] states that the idle process is well typed in the empty environment only:

\[
\text{[T-IDLE]} \quad \emptyset \vdash_k \{ \}
\]
For example, the judgment $a : \texttt{int}^n_m \vdash \{ \}$ is not derivable, because the linear channel $a$ is supposed to be used for one output operation, whereas the process $\{ \}$ does nothing. This typing rule illustrates a key trait of the type system, making sure that linear channels with pending capabilities are not discarded. If this were not the case, one could write processes like

\begin{verbatim}
new a in a?(x)
\end{verbatim}

which are stuck waiting for messages that will never arrive.

The typing rule for a grouped process is simple and does not enforce any constraint other than typability of the process itself:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\texttt{[t-group]} \quad \Gamma \vdash k \quad P \\
\hline
\Gamma \vdash k \quad \{ P \}
\end{array}
\]

**Outputs.** Rule \texttt{t-out} is used for typing output operations on linear channels:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\texttt{[t-out]} \quad u : \texttt{int}^n_m + v : \texttt{int}^k_l \quad 0 < \mid t \mid
\end{array}
\]

First of all, the channel $u$ being used for the output must indeed have capability $\!$. The type of the message $v$ must be $t$ (as specified in the type of the channel $u$) except that its level is shifted by $m$ and its tickets are shifted by $k$. The shifting of the level means that the level of $t$ in $\texttt{int}^n_m$ is relative to $m$. This, together with the side condition $0 < \mid t \mid$, makes sure that the level of $v$ (the channel being sent as a message) is strictly greater than the level of $u$. The shifting of the tickets in $t$ accounts for the fact that, by sending $v$ as a message, one ticket from $v$ is consumed. Note that this is necessary only in the judgments for lock freedom ($k = 1$). Below are a few examples:

- The judgment $a : \texttt{int}^3_1, b : \texttt{int}^3_1 \vdash a ! b$ is derivable because $\texttt{int}^3_1 = \texttt{int}^1_0$. Note in particular that the channel to be sent on $a$ must have no tickets, which is in fact what happens to $b$ after 1 ticket is consumed from its type before it travels on $a$.
- The judgment $a : \texttt{int}^3_1, b : \texttt{int}^1_0 \vdash a ! b$ is not derivable because $b$ has no tickets and so it cannot travel on $a$.
- Let $t = \texttt{int}^1_0$ and observe that $\# [t]^1_0 = \texttt{int}^1_0 + \texttt{int}^1_0$. The judgment $a : \# [t]^1_0 \vdash a ! a$ is not derivable, despite the message $a$ has the “right” type $\texttt{int}^1_0 = \texttt{int}^1_0$, because the condition $0 < \mid t \mid = 0$ is not satisfied. A process like $a!a$ is deadlocked because the occurrence of $a$ that is meant to be used for matching this output operation is the very message sent on $a$ itself.
The judgment $a : ![?\text{int}]^0, b : ?\text{int}^* \vdash_0 a!b$ is not derivable because $0 \not< |?\text{int}| = \perp$. A service channel with input capability such as $b$ cannot be sent as a message to guarantee input receptiveness.

Rule $[\text{t-out}^\ast]$ is used for typing outputs on unlimited channels.

$[\text{t-out}^\ast] \quad u : !\ [t]^* + v : \$^n_k t +_k u \downarrow v \quad \perp < |t|$

There are two key differences between $[\text{t-out}]$ and $[\text{t-out}^\ast]$. First, the condition $\perp < |t|$, where $t$ is the type of $v$ means that only unlimited channels with input capability cannot be communicated. Second, the type of $v$ does not need to match exactly the type $t$ in the channel type of $u$, but its level can be shifted by an arbitrary amount $n$. This is the technical realization of polymorphism. In particular, each distinct output on $u$ can shift the type of the message by a different amount, therefore allowing polymorphic recursion. We will often use this feature in the extended examples in the second half of this chapter.

Both $[\text{t-out}]$ and $[\text{t-out}^\ast]$ generalize easily to an arbitrary number of message arguments. As an example, the former rule can be generalized as follows:

$u : ?[t_1, \ldots, t_h]^m_n + v_1 : \$^m_k t_1 + \cdots + v_h : \$^m_k t_h +_k u \downarrow (v_1, \ldots, v_h) \quad 0 < |t_i|$

**Inputs.** Rule $[\text{t-in}]$ is used for typing linear input operations:

$[\text{t-in}] \quad \Gamma, x : \$^n_0 t +_k P \quad \frac{\Gamma + u : ?[t]^m_n +_k u? (x) \cdot P}{n < |\Gamma|}$

The channel $u$ must have type $?[t]^m_n$ and the continuation $P$ is typed in an environment where the input polarity of $u$ has been removed and the received message $x$ has been added. The level of the type of $x$ is shifted by $n$, consistently with the relative interpretation of levels of message types that we have already discussed for $[\text{t-out}]$. The tickets of $u$ are irrelevant since $u$ is used for an input operation, not as the content of a message. The condition $n < |\Gamma|$ ensures that the input on $u$ does not block operations on other channels with equal or lower level. In particular, $\Gamma$ cannot contain service channels with input capability. Below are some typical examples of ill-typed processes that violate this condition:

- $a : ?[\text{int}]^0, b : ![\text{int}]^0 +_k a? (x) \cdot b\downarrow x$ is not derivable because $1 \not< 0$; the input on $a$ blocks the output on $b$, but $b$ has lower level than $a$;
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- \( a : \#[\text{int}]^h \vdash a? (x).a!x \) is a degenerate case of the previous example, where the input on \( a \) blocks the very output that should synchronize with it. Note that this process is well-typed in the traditional linear \( \pi \)-calculus [16].

- \( a : ?[\text{int}]^h, c : ?[\text{int}]^* \vdash a? (x).^*c? (y) \) is not derivable because \([?\text{int}]^*| = \bot\). To guarantee input receptiveness, we require that replicated inputs cannot be guarded by other operations.

Rule \([T-\text{in}^*]\) is used for typing replicated input operations corresponding to persistent services:

\[
[T-\text{in}^*] \quad \begin{array}{c}
\Gamma, x : t \vdash_k P \\
\Gamma + u : ?[t]^* \vdash_k ^*u? (x).P
\end{array} \quad \top \leq |\Gamma|
\]

This rule differs from \([T-\text{in}]\) in three important ways. First of all, \( u \) must be a service channel with input capability. Second, the side condition \( \top \leq |\Gamma| \) makes sure that the environment \( \Gamma \) used for typing the body of the service is unlimited. This is because the service can be invoked an arbitrary number of times, hence its body cannot contain linear resources. Third, it may be the case that \( u \in \text{dom}(\Gamma) \), because \(?[t]^* + ![t]^* = \#[t]^* \) according to (9.3) and \(![t]^* \) is unlimited. This means that services may recursively invoke themselves. We use this feature in several examples, including Example 1.

As for \([T-\text{out}]\) and \([T-\text{out}^*]\), both \([T-\text{in}]\) and \([T-\text{in}^*]\) can be easily generalized to handle arbitrary tuples of message arguments.

**Conditional and parallel processes.** The typing rule for conditional processes is shown below:

\[
[T-\text{if}] \quad \begin{array}{c}
\Gamma_1 + e : \text{bool} \\
\Gamma_2 \vdash_k P \\
\Gamma_2 \vdash_k Q
\end{array} \quad \Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \vdash_k \text{if } e \text{ then } P \text{ else } Q
\]

As usual, the condition must have type \( \text{bool} \) and \( + \) is used for combining the type environments used in different parts of the process. Note that both branches must be typable using the same type environment, meaning that the linear channels occurring in \( P \) and \( Q \) must be used in the same order. For example, the judgment

\[
a : ?[\text{int}]^h_0, b : ?[\text{int}]^2_0 \vdash \text{if } e \text{ then } a? (x).b? (y) \text{ else } b? (y).a? (x)
\]

is not derivable because the \text{else} branch uses the two linear channels \( a \) and \( b \) in an order not allowed by their levels.
The typing rule for parallel compositions is shown below:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\frac{\Gamma_1 \vdash k\ P \quad \Gamma_2 \vdash k\ Q}{\Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \vdash k\ P | Q}
\end{array}
\]  

Because of the definition of the + operator, which combines the types of linear channels only provided that such channels have the same level, the order in which linear channels are used in the branches of the parallel composition must be consistent. For example, the judgment

\[a : \#[\text{int}]_0, b : \#[\text{int}]_2 \vdash k\ a?\(x\) . b!\ x \mid b?\(y\) . a!\ y\]

cannot be derived because the second branch violates the side condition of \([t-\text{in}]\) requiring \(b\) to have a strictly smaller level than \(a\). Indeed, the whole process is deadlocked.

**Channel creation.** Restrictions can be used to introduce both linear and service channels. In the former case, the typing rule is

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\frac{\Gamma, a : p [t]^m \vdash k \ P}{\Gamma \vdash k\ \text{new} \ a \ \text{in} \ P}
\end{array}
\]

Note that the rule “guesses” the right level and number of tickets that are necessary for typing \(P\). The polarity is either \#, meaning that \(a\) must be used for both one input and one output operation in \(P\), or \(\emptyset\), meaning that \(a\) is a depleted channel that is not supposed to be used at all in \(P\). The reason why the typing rule accounts for this possibility is purely technical and is necessary to prove that process reductions preserve typing [18].

The typing rule for introducing a service channel is essentially the same:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\frac{\Gamma, a : s [t]^n \vdash k \ P}{\Gamma \vdash k\ \text{new} \ a \ \text{in} \ P}
\end{array}
\]

Unlike linear channels, the capability of restricted unlimited channels is always \#. Since an unlimited channel \(a\) with input capability must be used (cf.[t-In*]), this guarantees that there is always a service waiting for invocations on \(a\). On the other hand, a service channel with output capability does not have to be used (cf. (9.1)), therefore imposing that the capability of \(a\) is \# does not mandate invocations on \(a\).
Unused resources. The following structural rule provides a limited form of weakening whereby it is possible to add unused resources in a type environment, provided that these resources have an unlimited type:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[t\text{-weak}] \\
\Gamma \vdash k \Gamma \vdash P \\
\Gamma + \Gamma' \vdash k \Gamma' \vdash P \\
\top \leq |\Gamma'|
\end{array}
\]

For example, both \(a : \emptyset[\text{int}]^m \vdash \{\}\) and \(x : \text{int} \vdash \{\}\) are derivable, because the type environments only contain resources that impose no usage and therefore can be discarded using \([t\text{-weak}]\). On the contrary, neither \(a : ![\text{int}]^m \vdash \{\}\) nor \(a : ?[\text{int}]^n \vdash \) are derivable.

The type system refines the one for the linear \(\pi\)-calculus [16], hence all the properties of the linear \(\pi\)-calculus (partial confluence, linear usage of channels, etc.) are still guaranteed. The added value is that the type system also guarantees deadlock/lock freedom.

**Theorem 9.3.** The following properties hold:

1. If \(\emptyset \vdash 0 P\), then \(P\) is deadlock free.
2. If \(\emptyset \vdash 1 P\), then \(P\) is lock free.

**Example 3** (recursive Fibonacci function). Let \(P\) be the process shown in Listing 9.1. Then it is possible to derive

\[\text{fibo} : \#[\text{int}, ![\text{int}]^0]^* \vdash k P\]

if and only if \(k = 0\). It is not possible to find a derivation for \(k = 1\) since the type system cannot establish an upper bound to the time after which the continuation channel \(c\) will be used in an invocation \(\text{fibo}(!n, c)\). In fact, such upper bound depends on \(n\) and on the fact that the recursion of the \text{fibo} service is well-founded. This latter property requires a kind of analysis that eludes the capabilities of the type system.

### 9.3 Extended Examples

#### 9.3.1 Fibonacci Stream Network

In this section we discuss an alternative modeling of system that computes the sequence of Fibonacci numbers and that is an example of *stream network*, that is a network of communicating processes that exchange infinite
sequences (streams) of messages. Figure 9.1 depicts the Fibonacci stream network [8, 22] where the boxes represent processing units and the arrows represent communication channels.

Each source(n) process sends n on the outgoing channel followed by each message received from the incoming channel. The copy process forwards each received message on each of its two outgoing channels. Finally, add sends on the outgoing channel the sum of corresponding messages received from the two incoming channels. Overall, it is easy to see that the stream of messages flowing on channel a corresponds to the Fibonacci sequence 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, ...

The modeling of the Fibonacci stream network in Hypha’s input language is shown in Listing 9.2. There is a service for each of the boxes in Figure 9.1, with source that makes use of an auxiliary service link that acts as a persistent message forwarder. The network itself is created on line 5, where the services are invoked and connected by the channels a through e. The most distinctive aspect of the modeling is the use of continuation passing for the representation of message streams: each channel that connects two combinators is in fact a linear channel (a channel that is meant to be used for one communication only); whenever a message is exchanged on the channel, the payload is paired with a fresh (linear) channel on which the subsequent message will be exchanged. This pattern can be clearly observed in the definitions of link, add, and copy. To improve readability, hereafter we write \( \tilde{x} \) for a channel name that is meant to represent the continuation of \( x \).

```
{ *link?((x,y),x?((v,\tilde{x}).source!(v,\tilde{x},y))
| *source?((n,x,y),new y in \{ y!(n,y) | link!(x,y) \})
| *add?((x,y,z),x?((v,\tilde{x}),y?((w,\tilde{y})).new \tilde{z} in \{ \tilde{z}!(n+v+w,\tilde{z}) | add!(x,\tilde{y},\tilde{z}) \})
| *copy?((x,y,z),x?((v,\tilde{x}).new \tilde{y},\tilde{z} in \{ y!(v,\tilde{y}) | \tilde{z}!(v,\tilde{z}) | copy!(x,\tilde{x},\tilde{z}) \})
| source!(1,\tilde{e},\tilde{a}) | copy!(\tilde{a},\tilde{b},\tilde{c}) | source!(\tilde{0},\tilde{b},\tilde{d}) | add!(\tilde{d},\tilde{c},\tilde{e}) }
```

Listing 9.2 Term representation of the Fibonacci stream network [8, 22].
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Hypha infers the following types for the channels used in the system

source : # [ int, ? ( int, α ), ? ( int, α ) ] \( \_2 \) \( \_1 \) \( \_0 \) + ! [ int, μγ . ? ( int, γ ) ] \( \_3 \) \( \_2 \) \( \_0 \) * 
link : # [ ? ( int, α ), ? ( int, α ) ] \( \_2 \) \( \_0 \) + ! [ int, μβ . ? ( int, β ) ] \( \_3 \) \( \_0 \) * 
add : # [ ? ( int, α ), ? ( int, α ) ] \( \_0 \) + ! [ int, μβ . ? ( int, β ) ] \( \_3 \) \( \_0 \) * 

copy : # [ ? ( int, α ), ? ( int, α ) ] \( \_0 \) + ! [ int, μγ . ? ( int, γ ) ] \( \_3 \) \( \_0 \) * 

a, d : # [ int, μα . ? ( int, α ) ] \( \_1 \) \( \_0 \) 
b, e : # [ int, μα . ? ( int, α ) ] \( \_1 \) \( \_2 \) 
c : # [ int, μα . ? ( int, α ) ] \( \_1 \) \( \_2 \)

confirming that the system is well typed and therefore lock free. In particular, Theorem 9.3(2) allows us to deduce that every number in the sequence of Fibonacci is computed in finite time. We make some observations concerning the inferred channel types: first, Hypha correctly distinguishes between the channels representing services (such as copy and source) from the linear channels that connect them (such as a and b). Second, the levels associated with linear channels give hints concerning the order of synchronizations in the system. The synchronizations on a and d (with level 0) happen first, followed by that on c (level 1), and then by that on e (level 2). Note however, that the total order on levels does not necessarily reflect the partial order that represents dependencies between channels. For example, b has a strictly greater level than c and yet the synchronizations on these two channels may happen in any order. Concerning the ticket annotations, note that all linear channels require at least 2 tickets because they are used to connect 2 services. For example, a connects source(1) and copy. By contrast, b and e need one more ticket because they are also forwarded by source to link.

9.3.2 Full-Duplex and Half-Duplex Communications

Many parallel algorithms use batteries of processes arranged in a grid that iteratively update array elements and communicate with processes assigned to neighbor elements (Figure 9.2). Processes may communicate according to one out of two modalities: when communication is full-duplex, processes simultaneously send messages to each other; when communication is half-duplex, only one message travels between two processes at any
moment in time. Correspondingly, we can model the dotted grid fragment in Figure 9.2 as

$$e! (0, a, b) \mid f! (1, b, a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9.6)

where $e$ and $f$ are service channels defined as either

$\text{**full?}\left(n, x, y\right) \cdot \text{new } \bar{x} \text{ in } \{ x! (n, \bar{x}) \mid y? (m, \bar{y}).\text{full!} (n+m, \bar{x}, \bar{y}) \}$

in case of full-duplex communication or as

$\text{**half?}\left(n, x, y\right) \cdot y? (m, \bar{y}).\text{new } \bar{x} \text{ in } \{ x! (n, \bar{x}) \mid \text{half!} (n+m, \bar{x}, \bar{y}) \}$

in case of half-duplex communication. In both cases, $x$ is used for sending messages to, and $y$ for receiving messages from, a neighbor process. Each message sent on $x$ carries a payload $n$ as well as a continuation channel $\bar{x}$ used for the communication at the next iteration. Symmetrically, each message received from $y$ contains the neighbor’s payload $m$ and a continuation $\bar{y}$. The difference between full and half is that, in the latter case, the sender waits for the message from its neighbor before sending its own.

Overall there are 4 possible configurations of the system (9.6) obtained by instantiating $e$ and $f$ with either full or half. It is easy to see that a configuration is lock free as long as at least one of $e$ or $f$ is instantiated with full. Indeed, Hypha infers the types $a, b : \#[\text{int}, \mu \alpha. ?[\text{int}, \alpha]_1^1]_2^0$

when $e = f = \text{full}$ and the types

$a : \#[\text{int}, \mu \alpha. ?[\text{int}, \alpha]_2^1]_1^1 \quad b : \#[\text{int}, \mu \alpha. ?[\text{int}, \alpha]_1^1]_2^0$

when $e = \text{half}$ and $f = \text{full}$. The case when $e = \text{full}$ and $f = \text{half}$ is symmetric, while the one when $e = f = \text{half}$ is ill typed for deadlock freedom and, therefore, for lock freedom as well.
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9.3.3 Load Balancing

Figure 9.3 shows two network topologies aimed at taking advantage of parallelism by distributing multiple tasks to independent workers. They differ in that in the master-worker topology the same process that produces tasks is also the one that collects the results, whereas in the producer-consumer topology (sometimes called “farm”) producer and consumer are different processes. The distinction between the two topologies has important consequences at the communication layer since the channels are bi-directional in the former network and uni-directional in the latter.

Listings 9.3 and 9.4 show the modeling of the network topologies in Figure 9.3, both of which are well-typed according to the lock freedom type system implemented in Hypha. For the master-worker network, Hypha infers the types

\[
\begin{align*}
    a & : \#[\text{int}, \mu, \alpha].![\text{int}, ![\text{int}, \alpha]^2]^1_0^1_0^2_2 \\
    b & : \#[\text{int}, \mu, \alpha].![\text{int}, ![\text{int}, \alpha]^2]^1_1_2_2
\end{align*}
\]

Listing 9.3  Term representation of master-worker (half-duplex channels).

Listing 9.4  Term representation of producer-consumer.
which describe a communication protocol whereby the master sends a task (represented as an integer number) to each worker along with a continuation channel. By using this continuation channel, the worker will answer back with the processed task (again represented as an integer number) and another continuation that the master uses for starting another iteration.

For the producer-consumer network Hypha infers the types

\[
\begin{align*}
  a & : \#([\text{int}, \mu \alpha. \.?\([\text{int}, \alpha]\)]_2)^0 \\
  b & : \#([\text{int}, \mu \alpha. \.?\([\text{int}, \alpha]\)]_2)^1 \\
  c & : \#([\text{int}, \mu \alpha. \.?\([\text{int}, \alpha]\)]_2)^1 \\
  d & : \#([\text{int}, \mu \alpha. \.?\([\text{int}, \alpha]\)]_2)^2
\end{align*}
\]

again confirming that the network is lock free.

### 9.3.4 Sorting Networks

Figure 9.4 depicts an example of so-called sorting network, that is a network of communicating processes whose overall effect is that of sorting an input vector of fixed size, 6 in this case. The network is made of two different kinds of processes: comparators (the rectangular boxes) input two values and possibly swap them if the first happens to be larger than the second; buffers (the square boxes) simply forward the input value. The input values go through three identical phases; in each stage, the odd-indexed inputs and then the even-indexed inputs are compared to, and possibly swapped with, their successor.

The sorting network in Figure 9.4 is modeled in the linear \(\pi\)-calculus as shown in Listing 9.5. Note the use of auxiliary services odd and even corresponding to the two sub-phases of each phase and linked together by

![Figure 9.4 Graphical representation of an odd-even 6-input sorting network.](image-url)
restricted channels \( z_j \). This network is well-typed and Hypha infers the types

\[
\text{comparator} : \#(\text{int}^0_0, \text{int}^0_0) ! \text{int}^2_0 ! \text{int}^2_0,
\text{buffer} : \#(\text{int}^0_0) ! \text{int}^2_0,
\text{aij} : \#(\text{int}^2_0)^{d-1})
\]

confirming that each value sent on \( a_{i1} \) is eventually received on some \( a_{j4} \). More specifically, the level 12 assigned with the \( a_{j4} \) channels gives an upper bound to the number of synchronizations needed for producing the output.

Comparators input values in parallel (from the channels \( x \) and \( y \)) and perform an internal synchronization (on a private linear channel \( z \)) to join the results of the two receptions and output the results. Alternatively, one could model comparators in such a way that the receive operations on \( x \) and \( y \) are performed in a fixed order. The choice of a particular modeling affects the levels associated with the input channels, but not the typeability of the network as a whole. This is not the case for buffers: they are operationally irrelevant and are usually omitted in standard presentations of sorting networks. Their use in Listing 9.5 is key for the lock freedom analysis to succeed as they make sure that the levels of the channels connecting one phase to the next one remain aligned.
9.3.5 Ill-typed, Lock-free Process Networks

In general, the problem of verifying whether a π-calculus process is (dead)lock free is undecidable. For this reason, the type system on which Hypha is based is necessarily incomplete, in the sense that there exist processes satisfying Definitions 9.1 and 9.2 which are ill typed according to the type system described in Section 9.2. In this section, we discuss two representative examples of processes that cannot be handled by our type system. In all cases, the inability to find a typing derivation is tightly related to the fact that the type system uses integer numbers for reasoning on the dependencies between linear channels and such numbers measure the (abstract) moment of time at which the synchronization occurs on these channels.

Listing 9.6 shows a process that computes the sequence of prime numbers. The process is modeled after Eratosthenes’ sieve: the from process emits the infinite stream of natural numbers starting from 2; the sequence goes through a growing pipeline of filters, each filter removing those numbers of the sequence that happen to be a multiple of a given prime number \( m \); if a number \( n \) manages to cross the entire pipeline and hits the emitter process output, then it is prime. In this case \( n \) is sent on print and a new filter removing the multiples of \( n \) is inserted at the end of the pipeline. Hypha is able to distinguish linear from service channels and to infer the type of messages exchanged therein, but the process is ill-typed for deadlock freedom even though it is deadlock free. The problem can be traced to the body of filter: when the received number \( n \) turns out to be a multiple of \( m \), the number is simply discarded and no output is sent on y. So, the recursive invocation of filter on line 3 reuses the same output channel \( y \) that was received as input. Observe that \( \bar{x} \) is received from \( x \), meaning that the level of \( \bar{x} \) must necessarily be greater than the level of \( x \), and that the level of \( \bar{x} \) must be strictly smaller than the level of \( y \), since the input on performed on \( \bar{x} \) at the next iteration of filter blocks the possible output on \( y \). Given that the distribution of prime numbers is irregular, there is no upper bound to the number of inputs on \( x \) that may be necessary before the next output

```
1 | from!(n,x).new \( \bar{x} \) in { x!(n,\( \bar{x} \)) | from!(n-1,\( \bar{x} \)) }
2 | *filter?(m,x,y).x?(n,\( \bar{x} \)). { if n mod m = 0 then filter!(n,\( \bar{x} \))
3 | else new \( \bar{y} \) in { y!(n,\( \bar{y} \)) | filter!(m,\( \bar{x} \),\( \bar{y} \)) }) }
4 | *output?(x).x?(n,\( \bar{x} \)). { print!n | new \( y \) in { filter!(n,\( \bar{x} \),\( \bar{y} \)) | output!y } }
5 | from!(2,a) | output!a }
```

Listing 9.6  Stream Network computing the sequence of prime numbers.
on $y$ is guaranteed to be performed. In general, the type system can handle those cases in which communications occur following a regular pattern that is independent of the content of messages themselves.

The second example we consider is a process stream network (Figure 9.5) that computes the so-called Thue-Morse sequence, that is the sequence of binary digits $011010011001\cdots$ starting with $0$ and obtained by appending the boolean complement of the sequence obtained thus far. The term representation of the process network (Listing 9.7) is modeled after its definition in terms of lazy streams [7] and makes use of a set of combinators some of which we have already used for the Fibonacci stream network (Section 9.3.1). The network is lock-free, as witnessed by the fact that the corresponding lazy stream definition can be shown to be productive [7], but also ill typed for deadlock freedom and hence for lock freedom as well. In this network the problematic combinator is $\text{zip}$, which interleaves on the output channel $f$ the digits received from the input channels $d$ and $e$ hence producing messages on $f$ at twice the rate at which they are consumed from $d$ and $e$. This means that there is no fixed offset between the levels of $d$ and $e$ and that of $f$ that could be dealt with by the typing rule $[\text{r-out}^*]$. Note that this phenomenon does not manifest in the Fibonacci stream network (Figure 9.1) despite its seemingly similar topology. The key difference is that in the Fibonacci network the add process combines the messages received from the two input channels into a single message sent on the output channel. The example is interesting also

![Figure 9.5](image)

**Figure 9.5** Stream network computing the Thue-Morse sequence.

```
1 *zip?((x,y,z),x?(u,x),v)\new z in { z!(u,z) | zip!(y,z) } 
2 *invert?(x,y)\new y in { y!(1-u,y) | invert!(x,y) } 
3 *tail?(x,y)\new y in { y!(1-u,y) | invert!(x,y) } 
4 *link?(x,y)\new y in { y!(1-u,y) | invert!(x,y) } 
5 *copy?(x,y,z)?(v,x).\new z in { z!(v,z) | zip!(y,z) | copy!(x,y,z) } 
6 *source?(a,x,y).\new y in { y!(a,y) | invert!(x,y) } 
7 source!(\emptyset,f,a) | copy!(a,b,c) | invert!(b,d) | tail!(c,e) | zip!(d,e,f) }
```

**Listing 9.7** Term representation of the stream network computing the Thue-Morse sequence.
because the impossibility to type the term is due to an excess of produced messages rather than the lack thereof, as it was with the sequence of prime numbers.

9.4 Related Work

Binary session type disciplines [12] provide intra-session guarantees of lock freedom but cannot enforce this property in general when multiple sessions are interleaved for types do not carry any information concerning the dependencies between different sessions. Some session type systems [1, 24] are designed in such a way that a plain session type discipline is sufficient to guarantee deadlock freedom. However, only networks with a tree-like communication topology are well typed. Among the examples we have considered, just the recursive Fibonacci (Listing 9.1) and the master-worker (Listing 9.3) fall in this category.

Multiparty session type disciplines [11, 12] extend (dead)lock freedom to sessions involving multiple processes. In these framework a global type is used to describe the interactions between participants of a session as opposed to the actions that participants perform on the channel of the session. The global type is given explicitly by the system designer/programmer and a tool is then used to check the consistency of the global type against (a model of) the code that is meant to realize it. This top-down approach is complementary to the one we have pursued in this chapter: Hypha analyzes assemblies of processes knowing nothing about the intended communication topology. In general, global types have been designed for describing delimited interactions within sessions, but they cannot dispense completely from the need of interleaving different sessions, in which case they are unable to prevent (dead)locks. This has led to the study of hybrid approaches [2, 3] that keep track of the order in which different sessions interleave with the purpose of detecting mutual dependencies between sessions that could lead to (dead)locks.

The works most closely related to our own are those where each input/output operation described by a channel/session type is annotated with information that captures the dependencies between different channels/sessions. Such annotations come in the form of integer numbers as in our case, or as abstract events, or as combinations thereof. The original technique and the corresponding analysis tool TyPiCa1, which our type system and Hypha are heavily inspired by, were described by Kobayashi [13–15].
These type systems and our own are incomparable: on the one hand, in Kobayashi’s work annotations can be used to reason about dependencies between arbitrary channels, whereas we focus on linear channels only. On the other hand, the form of level polymorphism allowed by rule $[\tau{\text{-out}}^+]$ enables the verification of cyclic networks of recursive processes (most of the examples we have examined in this chapter fall in this category) that cannot be successfully handled by Kobayashi’s type systems [13–15]. A more recent work [9] improves the precision of the technique, although recursive types (hence recursive communication protocols) are not considered. The annotation-based technique has also been applied directly to binary [17, 23] and multiparty sessions [21].

It has been shown that the approaches imposing a tree-like communication topology [1, 24] are subsumed by those those annotating I/O actions in session types with dependency information [6].

Acknowledgments I’m grateful to the anonymous reviewers whose comments helped me improving both content and presentation of this chapter.
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Abstract

Type systems with parametric polymorphism can encode a significant portion of the information contained in session types. This allows concurrent programming with session-type-like guarantees in languages like ML and Java. However, statically enforcing the linearity properties of session types, in a way that is also natural to program with, is more challenging. Haskell provides various language features that can capture concurrent programming with session types, with full linearity invariants and in a mostly idiomatic style. This chapter overviews various approaches in the literature for session typed programming in Haskell.

As a starting point, we use polymorphic types and simple type-level functions to provide session-typed communication in Haskell without linearity. We then overview and compare the varying approaches to implementing session types with static linearity checks. We conclude with a discussion of the remaining open problems.

The code associated with this chapter can be found at http://github.com/dorchard/betty-book-haskell-sessions.

10.1 Introduction

Session types are a kind of behavioural type capturing the communication behaviour of concurrent processes. While there are many variants of session types, they commonly capture the sequence of sends and receives performed over a channel and the types of the messages carried by these interactions. A significant aspect of session types is that they enforce linear use of channels:
every send must have exactly one receive (no orphan messages), and vice versa (no hanging receives). These properties are often referred to together as communication safety. A channel cannot be reused once it has “used up” its capability to perform sends and receives. This aspect of session types makes them hard to implement in languages which do not have built-in notions of linearity and resource consumption in the type system.

The following two example interactions will be used throughout.

**Example 1** (Integer equality server and client). Consider a simple server which provides two modes of interaction (services) to clients. If a client chooses the first service, the server can then receive two integers, compare these for equality, send the result back as a boolean, and then return to the start state. The second service tells the server to stop hence it does not return to providing the initial two services.

A potential client requests the first behaviour, sends two integers, receives a boolean, and then requests that the server stop. These server and client behaviours are captured by the following session types, using the notation of Yoshida and Vasconcelos [18], which describe the interaction from the perspective of opposite channel endpoints:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Server} & := \mu\alpha.\&\{\text{eq} : ?Z.Z.\!\B.\alpha, \text{nil} : \text{end}\} \\
\text{Client} & := \oplus\{\text{eq} : !Z.Z.\!\B. \oplus\{\text{nil} : \text{end}\}\}
\end{align*}$$

The server has a recursive session type, denoted $\mu\alpha.S$ which binds the variable $\alpha$ in scope of a session type $S$. Session types are typically equi-recursive, such that $\mu\alpha.S \equiv S[\mu\alpha.S/\alpha]$. The operator $\&$ denotes a choice offered between branches, labelled here as eq and nil. In the eq case, two integers are received and a boolean is sent before recursing with $\alpha$. In the nil case the interaction finishes, denoted by $\text{end}$.

The client selects the eq service, denoted by $\oplus$. Two integers are sent and a boolean is received. Then the nil behaviour is selected via $\oplus$, ending the interaction. Session types thus abstract communication over a channel, or equivalently, they describe a channel’s capabilities.

The two types are dual: they describe complementary communication behaviour on opposite end-points of a channel. Duality can be defined inductively as a function on session types:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{send} & = \text{recv} \\
& = \text{rec} = \text{send} \\
\text{rec} & = \text{send} \\
& = \text{send} = \text{rec}
\end{align*}$$
Recursion variables come in two flavours: $\alpha$ and their dual $\overline{\alpha}$. The dual of a dualised variable $\overline{(\overline{\alpha})} = \alpha$ is the undualised $\alpha$. This formulation of duality with recursive types is due to Lindley and Morris [7].

Duality enforces communication safety. If the communication patterns of the server and client do not match then duality does not hold. Duality also encompasses linearity, as any repetition of actions by the server or client leads to non-matching communication behaviour.

**Example 2** (Delegating integer equality). Following the expressive power of the $\pi$-calculus, session types can also capture delegation, where channels are passed over channels. Thus, the types of communicated values $\tau$ include session types of communicated channels, written $\langle S \rangle$.

As a permutation on the previous example, we introduce a layer of indirection through delegation. The server, after receiving two integers, now receives a channel over which the resulting boolean should be sent. Dually, the client sends a channel which has the capability of sending a boolean. This is captured by the session types:

$$
\text{Server} := \mu \alpha. \& \{ \text{eq :}\overline{?Z}. ?Z. ?\langle \overline{!B} \rangle . \alpha, \text{nil : end} \}
$$

$$
\text{Client} := \oplus \{ \text{eq :}!Z. !Z. !\langle \overline{!B} \rangle. \oplus \{ \text{nil : end} \} \}
$$

The server’s capability to receive a channel, over which a boolean is sent, is denoted $?\langle \overline{!B} \rangle$ whose dual in the client is $!\langle \overline{!B} \rangle$: the sending of a channel over which a boolean can be sent.

The reader is referred to the work of Yoshida and Vasconcelos [18] for a full description of a session type theory for the $\pi$-calculus on which our more informal presentation is based here.

To unpack the problem of encoding session type linearity in Haskell, we first introduce a relatively simple encoding of session types capturing sequences of send and receive actions on channels and some notion of session duality. However, this approach does not fully enforce linearity (Section 10.2). We then overview the various approaches in the literature for encoding session types in Haskell, focusing on their approach to linearity (Section 10.3). Outstanding problems and open questions in this area are discussed finally in Section 10.4.

Throughout, “Haskell” refers to the variant of Haskell provided by GHC (the Glasgow Haskell Compiler) which provides various type system extensions, the use of which is indicated and explained as required.
10.2 Pre-Session Types in Haskell

Haskell provides a library for message-passing concurrency with channels similar in design to the concurrency primitives of CML [14]. The core primitives have types:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{newChan} & :\text{IO (Chan a)} \\
\text{readChan} & :\text{Chan a} \rightarrow \text{IO a} \\
\text{writeChan} & :\text{Chan a} \rightarrow \text{a} \rightarrow \text{IO ()} \\
\text{forkIO} & :\text{IO ()} \rightarrow \text{IO ThreadId}
\end{align*}
\]

These functions operate within the \text{IO} monad for encapsulating side-effectful computations; creating channels (\text{newChan}), sending and receiving values on these channels (\text{writeChan} and \text{readChan}), and forking processes (\text{forkIO}) are all effectful. Channels have a single type and are bi-directional. The following program implements Example 1:

\begin{verbatim}
server c d = do
  x <- readChan c
  case x of
    Nothing -> return ()
    Just x' -> do
      (Just y') <- readChan c
      writeChan d (x' == y')
      server c d

main = do {c <- newChan; d <- newChan; forkIO (client c d); server c d}
\end{verbatim}

The choice between the two services is provided via a \text{Maybe} type, where

\[
\text{server} :\text{Chan (Maybe Int)} \rightarrow \text{Chan Bool} \rightarrow \text{IO ()}
\]

Two channels are used so that values of different type can be communicated. The channel types ensure data safety: communicated values are of the expected type. However, this typing cannot ensure communication safety. For example, the following two alternate clients are well-typed but are communication unsafe:

\begin{verbatim}
client' c d = do
  writeChan c (Just 42)
  writeChan c (Just 53)
  writeChan c (Just 53)
  r <- readChan d
  putStrLn $ "Result: " ++ show r
  writeChan c Nothing

client'' c d = do
  writeChan c (Just 42)
  readChan c
  r <- readChan d
  putStrLn $ "Result: " ++ show r
  writeChan c Nothing
\end{verbatim}

On the left, an additional message is sent which is left unreceived in the server’s channel buffer. On the right, a spurious \text{readChan} occurs after the first \text{writeChan} leading to a deadlock for the server and client.
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A significant proportion of communication safety (mainly the order of interactions) can be enforced with just algebraic data types, polymorphism, and a type-based encoding of duality.

10.2.1 Tracking Send and Receive Actions

Taking inspiration from Gay and Vasconcelos [3], we define the following alternate combinators (with implementations shown in Figure 10.1) and data types:

\begin{verbatim}
send :: Chan (Send a t) -> a -> IO (Chan t)
recv :: Chan (Recv a t) -> IO (a, Chan t)
close :: Chan End -> IO ()
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Figure 10.1} Implementations of the communication-typed combinators where \texttt{link} :: Links => (Chan s, Chan (Dual s)) -> IO ()

The \texttt{send} combinator takes as parameters a channel which can transfer values of type \texttt{Send a t} and a value \texttt{x} of type \texttt{a} returning a new channel which can transfer the values of type \texttt{t}. This is implemented via the constructor \texttt{Send}, pairing the value \texttt{x} with a new channel \texttt{c'}, sending those on the channel \texttt{c}, and returning the new continuation channel \texttt{c'}.

The \texttt{recv} combinator is somewhat dual to this. It takes a channel \texttt{c} on which is received a pair of a value \texttt{x} of type \texttt{a} and channel \texttt{c'} which can transfer values of type \texttt{t}. The pair \texttt{(x, c')} is then returned. The \texttt{close} combinator discards its channel which has only the capability of transferring \texttt{End} values, which are uninhabited (empty data types).
The following implements a non-recursive version of the integer equality server with delegation from Example 2 (for brevity \( C = \text{Chan} \)):

```haskell
server :: C (Recv Int (Recv Int (Recv (C (Send Bool End)) End))) \rightarrow IO ()
server c = do
  (x, c) <- recv c
  (y, c) <- recv c
  (d, c) <- recv c
  d <- send d (x == y)
  close c
  close d
```

The type of the channel \( c \) gives a representation of the session type \(?Z.?Z.?\langle\langle B\rangle\rangle\cdot\text{end}\) from Example 2. At each step of the program, the channel returned by a send or receive is bound to a variable shadowing the channel variable used e.g. \((x, c) \leftarrow \text{recv} c\). This programming idiom provides linear channel use.

### 10.2.2 Partial Safety via a Type-Level Function for Duality

One way to capture duality is via a type family. Type families are primitive recursive type functions, with strong syntactic restrictions to enforce termination. We define the (closed) type family \texttt{Dual}:

```haskell
type family Dual s where
  Dual (Send a t) = Recv a (Dual t)
  Dual (Recv a t) = Send a (Dual t)
  Dual End = End
```

Duality is used to type the \texttt{fork} operation, which spawns a process with a fresh channel, returning a channel of the dual type:

```haskell
fork :: Link s => (Chan s \rightarrow IO ()) \rightarrow IO (Chan (Dual s))
```

Figure 10.1 shows the implementation which uses a method \texttt{link} of the type class \texttt{Link} to connect sent messages to received messages and vice versa. A client interacting with \texttt{server} above can then be given as:

```haskell
client c = do
  c <- send c 42
  c <- send c 53
  d <- fork (\d' \rightarrow do { c <- send c d'; close c })
  (r, d) <- recv d
  putStrLn ("Result: " ++ show r)
  close d
```

```haskell
example = do { c' <- fork client; server c' }
```
Thus, the client sends two integers on \( c \) then creates a new channel \( d' \), which is sent via \( c \) before \( c \) is closed. On the returned channel \( d \) (with dual session type to \( d' \)), we receive the result, which is output before closing \( d \). Thus, \texttt{Chan} essentially provides the end-points of a bi-directional channel. The type of \texttt{client} can be given as:

\[
\text{client :: (Dual s ~ Recv Bool End, Link s) => Chan (Send Int (Send Int (Send (Chan s) End))) -> IO ()}
\]

Swapping a \texttt{send} for a \texttt{recv}, or vice versa, means the program will no longer type check. Likewise, sending or receiving a value of the wrong type or at the wrong point in the interaction is also a type error.

### 10.2.3 Limitations
The approach described so far captures sequences of actions, but cannot enforce exact linear usage of channels; nothing is enforcing the idiom of shadowing each channel variable once it is used. For example, the first few lines of the above example client could be modified to:

\[
\text{client c = do}
\]

- \( c \leftarrow \text{send c (42 :: Int)} \)
- \( _ \leftarrow \text{send c 53} \)
- \( c \leftarrow \text{send c 53} \)

By discarding the linear variable-shadowing discipline, an extra integer is sent on \( c \) in the third line. This is not prevented by the types. While the typing captures the order of interactions, it allows every action to be repeated, and entire session interactions to be repeated. Thus, the session type theory captured above is a kind of Kleene-star-expanded version where sequences of actions in a session type \( A_1 \ldots A_n \text{ end} \) are effectively expanded to allow arbitrary repetition of individual actions and entire interaction sequences: \( (A_1^* \ldots A_n^*)^* \text{ end} \).

We thus need some additional mechanism for enforcing proper linear use of channels, rather than relying on the discipline or morality of a programmer writing against a communication specification. We have also not yet considered branching behaviour or recursion, which are highlighted in the approaches from the literature.

---

1. A more general type can be inferred, since both \texttt{Int} types can be replaced with arbitrary types of the \texttt{Num} class and \texttt{Bool} with an arbitrary type of the \texttt{Show} class.
10.3 Approaches in the Literature

There are various different approaches in the literature providing session-typed concurrent, communicating programs in Haskell with linearity:

- Neubauer and Thiemann [9] give an encoding of first-order single-channel session types with recursion;

- Using parameterised monads, Pucella and Tov [13] provide multiple channels, recursion, and some building blocks for delegation, but require manual manipulation of a session type context; (http://hackage.haskell.org/package/simple-sessions)

- Sackman and Eisenbach [15] provide an alternate approach where session types are constructed via a value-level witness; (http://hackage.haskell.org/package/sessions)

- Imai et al. [5] extend Pucella-Tov with delegation and a more user-friendly approach to handling multiple channels; (http://hackage.haskell.org/package/full-sessions)


The following table summarises the various implementations’ support for desirable session-type implementation features: recursion, delegation, multiple channels (for which we summarise how session contexts are modelled and its members are accessed), idiomatic Haskell code, and whether manual user-given specification of session types is feasible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>NT04</th>
<th>PT08</th>
<th>SE08</th>
<th>IY10</th>
<th>OY16</th>
<th>LM16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recursion</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-channel</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Contexts</td>
<td>stack</td>
<td>map</td>
<td>list</td>
<td>map</td>
<td>list</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Access</td>
<td>positional</td>
<td>labels</td>
<td>deBruijn</td>
<td>names</td>
<td>member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiomatic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual spec</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10.3 Approaches in the Literature

We characterise idiomatic Haskell as code which does not require interposing combinators to replace standard syntactic elements of functional languages, e.g., \(\lambda\)-abstraction, application, \textit{let}-binding, recursive bindings, and variables. In the above, for example, PT08 has one tick and IY A10 has two since PT08 must use specialised combinators for handling multiple channel variables whilst IY A10 does not require such combinators, instead using standard Haskell variables.

10.3.1 Note on Recursion and Duality

Early formulations of session types \textit{e.g.} [18], defined duality of recursive types as \(\mu \alpha. S = \mu \alpha. S\). Whilst this duality is suitable for tail-recursive session types, it is inadequate when recursive variables appear in a communicated type [2]. For example, the type \(\mu \alpha. !\langle \alpha \rangle\) should have the unfolded dual type of \(?\langle \mu \alpha. !\langle \alpha \rangle \rangle\) but under the earlier approach is erroneously \(?\langle \mu \alpha. ?\langle \alpha \rangle \rangle\).

In Section 10.1, duality was defined using dualisable recursion variables, akin to Lindley and Morris [7], which solves this problem. However, all session-type implementations which support delegation and recursion (PT08, IY A10, OY16) implement the erroneous duality. This is an area for implementations to improve upon.

10.3.2 Single Channel; Neubauer and Thiemann [9]

Neubauer and Thiemann provided the first published implementation of session types in Haskell. Their implementation is based on a translation from a simple session-typed calculus that is restricted to one end of a single communication channel. The session type theory is first order (\textit{i.e.}, no channel delegation), but includes alternation and recursive sessions using a representation based on the following data types:

```
data NULL = NULL -- the closed session
data EPS = EPS -- the empty session
data SEND_MSG m r = SEND_MSG m r -- send message m, then session r
data RECV_MSG m r = RECV_MSG m r -- receive message m, then session r
data ALT l r = ALT l r -- alternative session: either l or r
data REC f = REC (f (REC f)) -- fixed-point of a parametric type
```

Session types are specified by defining a value using the above data constructors which provides a homomorphic type-level representation of the session
type. For example, the following value and its type describes a sequence of receiving two integers and sending a bool:

```haskell
simple = RECV_MSG intW (RECV_MSG intW (SEND_MSG boolW EPS))
```

where intW = 0, boolW = False witness the integer and boolean types and

```haskell
simple :: RECV_MSG Int (RECV_MSG Int (SEND_MSG Bool EPS)).
```

Duality is provided by parameterising such specification values by placeholders for the 'send' and 'receive' actions which can then be applied to SEND_MSG and RECV_MSG in one order or the other to provide the dual specification. For example, the above specification becomes:

```haskell
simple (send :: (forall x y . x -> y -> s x y))
  (recv :: (forall x y . x -> y -> r x y)) =
  recv intW (recv intW (send boolW EPS))
```

This function specialisations to the dual behaviour of the server via (simple RECV_MSG SEND_MSG) and the client (simple SEND_MSG RECV_MSG).

A recursive session type \((\mu \beta. \gamma)\) is represented as a fixed-point, via REC, of a parametric data type representing \(\gamma\). For Example 1, the body of the server’s recursive type &\{eq :?Z,?Z,?B,\alpha,nil : end\} can be represented by the following data type, which also uses ALT:

```haskell
data Exm s r a =
  MkExm (ALT (r Label (r Int (r Int (s Bool a)))) (r Label EPS))

where data Label = Eq | Nil. The full specification is constructed as:

```haskell
exampleSpec (send :: (forall x y . x -> y -> s x y))
  (recv :: (forall x y . x -> y -> r x y)) = a0
where a0 = REC (MkExm (ALT
  (recv Eq (recv intW (recv intW (send boolW a0))))
  (recv Nil EPS)))
```

A computation at one end-point of a channel is represented by the Session data type which is indexed by the session type representation and internally wraps the IO monad. The main communication primitives produce values of Session:

```haskell
class SEND st message nextst | st message -> nextst where
  send :: message -> Session nextst () -> Session st ()
class RECEIVE st cont | st -> cont where
  receive :: cont -> Session st ()
close :: Session NULL () -> Session EPS ()
```
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The SEND class provides sending values of type `message` given a continuation session with specification `nextst`, returning a computation with specification `st`. The functional dependency `st message -> nextst` enforces that the instantiation of `st` and `message` uniquely determines `nextst`. An instance `SEND (SEND_MSG m b) m b` specialises `send` to:

```
send :: m -> Session b () -> Session (SEND_MSG m b) ()
```

The RECEIVE class abstracts receiving, taking a general continuation and returning a computation with communication specified by `st`. For `RECV_MSG` and `ALT`, the receive method is specialised at the types:

```
receive :: (m -> Session x ()) -> Session (RECV_MSG m x) ()
receive :: (RECV s m, RECV s' m') => ALT m m' -> Session (ALT s s') ()
```

with `RECV` shorthand for RECEIVED. The Example 1 server can be defined:

```
exampleServer socket = do
  (h, _, _) <- accept socket
  let session = receive (ALT (\Eq -> recvNum1) (\Nil -> finish))
      recvNum1 = receive (\x -> recvNum2 x)
      recvNum2 x = receive (\y -> sendEq x y)
      sendEq x y = send (x == y) session
      finish = close (io $ putStrLn "Fin.")
  str <- hGetContents h
  run session (exampleSpec SEND_MSG RECV_MSG) str h
```

The communication pattern of `session` (line 3), encoded by its type, must match that of the specification `exampleSpec SEND_MSG RECV_MSG` as enforced by the `run` deconstructor which expects a computation of type `Session st` a and a corresponding specification value of type `st`. Any deviation from the specification is a static type error. Since computations are wrapped in the indexed `Session` type, they can only be executed via `run` and thus are always subject to this linearity check. This contrasts with the simple approach in Section 10.2 where actions on channels produce computations in the (unindexed) `IO` monad, which allowed arbitrary repetition of actions within the specified behaviour.

10.3.3 Multi-Channel Linearity; Pucella and Tov [13]

Pucella and Tov improve on the previous approach, providing multi-channel session types with recursion and some higher-order support, though not full delegation. Similarly to Neubauer-Thiemann, the basic structure of session
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types is represented by several data types: binary type constructors \(!!:\) and \(??:\) for send and receive and \(\text{Eps}\) for a closed session. Offering and selecting of choices are represented by binary type constructors \(\&:\) and \(\:+:\), which differs to Neubauer-Thiemann who coalesce these dual perspectives into \(\text{ALT}\).

Duality is defined as a relation via a type class with a functional dependency enforcing bijectivity:

\[
\text{class Dual } r \ s \mid r \rightarrow s, s \rightarrow r \\
\text{instance Dual } r \ s \Rightarrow \text{Dual } (a :!: r) (a :?: s) \\
\text{instance Dual } r \ s \Rightarrow \text{Dual } (a :?: r) (a :!: s) \\
\text{instance Dual } \text{Eps} \ \text{Eps} \\
\text{instance } (\text{Dual } r_1 s_1, \text{Dual } r_2 s_2) \Rightarrow \text{Dual } (r_1 :+: r_2) (s_1 :&: s_2) \\
\text{instance } (\text{Dual } r_1 s_1, \text{Dual } r_2 s_2) \Rightarrow \text{Dual } (r_1 :&: r_2) (s_1 :+: s_2) \\
\text{instance Dual } r \ s \Rightarrow \text{Dual } (\text{Rec } r) (\text{Rec } s) \\
\text{instance Dual } (\text{Var } v) (\text{Var } v)
\]

Recursive session types use a De Bruijn encoding where \(\text{Rec } r\) introduces a new recursive binder over \(r\) and \(\text{Var } n\) is the De Bruijn index of the \(n^{th}\) binder where \(n\) has a unary encoding (e.g., \(Z, S Z, \text{etc.}\)).

Communication is provided by channels \(\text{Chan } c\) where the type variable \(c\) represents the name of the channel. The session type of a channel \(c\) is then a capability provided by the data type \(\text{Cap } c \ e \ s\) which associates session type \(s\) to channel \(c\) with an environment \(e\) of recursive variables paired with session types.

A \textit{parameterised monad} [1] is used to capture the session types of the free channels in a computation. Parameterised monads generalise monads to type constructors indexed by a pair of types akin to pre- and post-conditions. Its operations are represented via the class:

\[
\text{class ParameterisedMonad } (m :: k -> k -> * -> *) \text{ where} \\
\text{(>>=)} :: m p q a -> (a -> m q r b) -> m p r b \\
\text{return} :: a -> m p p a
\]

The “bind” operation \(\text{ >>=}\) for sequential composition has type indices representing sequential composition of Hoare triples: a computation with post-condition \(q\) can be composed with a computation with pre-condition \(q\). Relatedly, a pure value of type \(a\) can be lifted into a trivial computation which preserves any pre-condition \(p\) in its post-condition.

One of the original examples of parameterised monads is for encoding first-order single-channel session-typed computations [1]. This is expanded upon by Pucella and Tov to multi-channels. They provide a parameterised monad \(\text{Session}\), indexed by \textit{stacks} of session type capabilities associated
to channels. Pre-conditions are the channel capabilities at the start of a computation, and post-conditions are the remaining channel capabilities after computation.

Stacks are constructed out of tuples where () is the empty stack. For example, \((\text{Chan } c \text{ e s}, (\text{Chan } c' \text{ e' s'}, () ))\) is a stack of two capabilities for channels \(c\) and \(c'\). The core communication primitives then manipulate the capability at the top of the stack:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{send} & :\ Chan\ c \rightarrow a \rightarrow \text{Session} \ (\text{Cap } c\ e\ (a :!: s), x) \ (\text{Cap } c\ e\ s, x) \ () \\
\text{recv} & :\ Chan\ c \rightarrow \text{Session} \ (\text{Cap } c\ e\ (a :?: s), x) \ (\text{Cap } c\ e\ s, x)\ a
\end{align*}
\]

For example, sending a value of type \(a\) on channel \(c\) requires the capability \(a :!: s\) at the top of the stack for \(c\) in the pre-condition, which becomes \(s\) in the post condition. Branching follows a similar scheme.

Recursive behaviour is mediated by combinators which provide the unrolling of a recursive session type (enter) and referencing a bound De-Bruijn-indexed recursive variable via zero and suc:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{enter} & :\ Chan\ c \rightarrow \text{Session} \ (\text{Cap } c\ e\ (\text{Rec } s), x) \ (\text{Cap } c\ (s, e)\ s, x) \ () \\
\text{zero} & :\ Chan\ c \rightarrow \text{Session} \ (\text{Cap } c\ (s, e)\ (\text{Var } Z), x) \ (\text{Cap } c\ (s, e)\ s, x) \ () \\
\text{suc} & :\ \text{Session} \ (\text{Cap } t\ (r, e)\ (\text{Var } (S\ v)), x) \ (\text{Cap } t\ e\ (\text{Var } v), x) \ ()
\end{align*}
\]

Thus, entering a recursive sessions type adds the body of the type onto the top of De-Bruijn environment stack; zero peeks the session type from the top of the stack and suc pops and decrements the variable. The original paper has a slightly different but equivalent formulation for suc— the above is provided by the online implementation.

Example 1 can then be implemented as follows:

```hs
server c = do
  enter c
  loop
where loop = offer c
  (do x <- recv c
     y <- recv c
     send c (x == y)
     zero c
     loop)
  (close c)

client c = do
  enter c
  sel1 c
  send c 42
  send c 53
  x <- recv c
  io $ putStrLn $ "Got: " ++ show x
  zero c
  sel2 c
  close c
```

The types of both can be inferred. For example, the type of server is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{server} & :\ Eq\ a \Rightarrow Chan\ t \rightarrow \text{Session} \\
& \ (\text{Cap } t\ e\ (\text{Rec } ((a :?: (a :?: (Bool :!: Var Z))):&: Eps)), x)\ x\ ()
\end{align*}
\]
Dual endpoints of a channel are created by functions `accept` and `request` capturing the notion of shared channels [18], called a rendezvous here:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{accept} & : \text{Rendezvous } r \rightarrow \\
& \quad (\forall t. \text{Chan } t \rightarrow \text{Session } (\text{Cap } t () r, x) y a) \rightarrow \text{Session } x y a \\
\text{request} & : \text{Dual } r r' \rightarrow \text{Rendezvous } r \rightarrow \\
& \quad (\forall t. \text{Chan } t \rightarrow \text{Session } (\text{Cap } t () r', x) y a) \rightarrow \text{Session } x y a
\end{align*}
\]

Thus, for our example, the server and client processes can be composed by the following code which statically enforces duality through `request`:

```haskell
example = runSession $ do
  rv <- io newRendezvous
  forkSession (request rv client)
  accept rv server
```

With `forkSession :: Session x () () -> Session x () ()` enforcing a closed final state for the forked subcomputation (line 2). Whilst the above code is fairly idiomatic Haskell (modulo the management of recursion variables), the example has only one channel. In the context of multiple channels, the capability of a channel may not be at the top of the session environment stack, thus context manipulating combinators must be used to rearrange the stack:

```haskell
swap :: Session (r, (s, x)) (s, (r, x)) ()
      dig :: Session x x' a -> Session (s, x) (s, x') a
```

where `swap` is akin to exchange and `dig` moves down one place in the stack. Thus, multi-channel code requires the user to understand the type-level stack representation and to manipulate it explicitly. Multi-channel code is therefore non-idiomatic, in the sense that we can’t just use Haskell variables on their own.

Example 2 cannot be captured as channels cannot be passed. Pucella and Tov provide a way to send and receive capabilities, however there is no primitive for sending channels along with an associated capability. Imai et al. describe a way to build this on top of Pucella and Tov’s approach with an existentially quantified channel name, however this is still limited by the lack of a new channel constructor. Instead, channel delegation could be emulated with global shared channels for every delegation but this shifts away from the message-passing paradigm.

In their paper, Pucella and Tov use the `ixdo` notation which copies exactly the style of the `do` notation for monads, but which is desugared by a pre-processor into the operations of the parameterised monad. In modern GHC, this can be replaced with the `RebindableSyntax` extension which desugars the standard `do` notation using any functions in scope named `(>>=)` and
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return, regardless of their type. The operations of a parameterised monad can therefore usurp the regular monad operations. Thus, the non-idiomatic pre-processed \texttt{ixdo} notation can be replaced with idiomatic \texttt{do} notation. The same applies to the work of Sackman and Eisenbach (Section 10.3.4) and Imai \textit{et al.} (Section 10.3.5) who also use parameterised monads. Similarly, GHC’s rebindable syntax is reused by Orchard and Yoshida with \textit{graded monads} (Section 10.3.6).

10.3.4 An Alternate Approach; Sackman and Eisenbach [15]

In their unpublished manuscript, Sackman and Eisenbach provide an implementation also using a parameterised monad but with quite a different formulation to Pucella and Tov. The encoding of session environments is instead through type-level finite maps from channel names (as types) to session types. This requires significantly more type-level machinery (implemented mostly using classes with functional dependencies), resulting in much more complicated types than Pucella-Tov. However, they provide a parameterised monad \texttt{SessionType} for constructing session-type witnesses at the value level (similarly to Neubauer-Thiemann) which is much easier to read and write than the corresponding type-level representation. Session-based computations are then constructed through another parameterised monad called \texttt{SessionChain}.

Sackman-Eisenbach represent session types by type-level lists (via constructors \texttt{Cons} and \texttt{Nil}) of actions given by parametric data types \texttt{Send}, \texttt{Recv}, \texttt{Select}, \texttt{Offer}, \texttt{Jump}, and (non parametric) \texttt{End} similar to the other representations. For Example 2, the recursive session type of the server can be constructed via value-level terms as:

\[
(a \texttt{Spec}, a) = \texttt{makeSessionType} \ do
\begin{align*}
& a \leftarrow \texttt{newLabel} \\
& \text{let eq} = \ do \{ \texttt{recv intW}; \texttt{recv intW}; \texttt{recvSession (send boolW)}; \texttt{jump a} \} \\
& a \ = \ \texttt{offer (eq } \text{"|"} \ \text{end } \text{"|"} \text{ BLNil)} \\
& \text{return a}
\end{align*}
\]

This uses the \texttt{SessionType} parameterised monad indexed by \texttt{TypeState} types which have further indices managing labels and representing session types. The \texttt{makeSessionType} function returns a pair of a value capturing the specification \texttt{serverSpec} and the component of the type labelled by \texttt{a}. Labels are used to associate types to channels and for recursive types, where \texttt{newLabel} generates a fresh label bound to \texttt{a}. The third line associates to \texttt{a} the expected session behaviour: a choice is offered where \texttt{offer} takes a list of behaviours.
constructed by ~|~ (cons) and BLNil (nil). As in Neubauer-Thiemann, int\W and bool\W are value witnesses of types. The recursive step is via jump on label a. The type of send illustrates the SessionType parameterised monad:

```
send :: (TyList f, TyList fs) => t -> SessionType
    (TypeState n d u (Cons (lab, f) fs))
    (TypeState n d u (Cons (lab, (Cons (Send (Normal, t)) f)) fs)) ()
```

The final parameter to TypeState provides a type-level list of labelled session types (themselves lists). In the post-condition, the session type f from the head of the list in the pre-condition has Send consed onto the front, parameterised by (Normal, t) indicating the value type t.

The session-type building primitives have computation building counterparts (whose names are prefixed with s, e.g. ssend) returning computations in the SessionChain parameterised monad. We elide the details, but show the implementation of the server from Example 2:

```
server = do
    cid <- fork serverChan dual (cons (serverSpec, notDual) nil) client
    c <- createSession serverSpec dual cid
    withChannel c (soffer ((
        x <- srecv
        y <- srecv
        recvChannel c (\d ->
            withChannel d (do { ssend (x == y); sjump })))
        \|\| (return ()) \|\| OfferImplsNil))
```

The session type specification serverSpec is linked to computation to enforce linearity via fork. Above, client refers to the client code which is forked and given a channel whose behaviour is dual to that created locally by createSession, specified by serverSpec. The sjump primitive provides the recursive behaviour but has no target which is implicitly provided by the specification. The withChannel primitive “focuses” the computation on a particular channel such that the communication primitives are not parameterised by channels, similar to Neubauer-Thiemann. This has some advantage over Pucella-Tov, which required manual session-context manipulation, though channel variables still cannot be used directly here. Combined with the complicated type encoding, we therefore characterise this approach as the least idiomatic.

It should be noted that since the appearance of their manuscript, the type checking of functional dependencies in GHC has become more strict (particularly with the additional Coverage Condition [16, Def. 7]). At the time
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of writing, the latest available online implementation of Sackman-Eisenbach fails to type check in multiple places due to the coverage conditions added later to GHC. It is not immediately clear how to remedy this due to their reliance on functional dependencies which do not obey the new coverage condition.

10.3.5 Multi-Channels with Inference; Imai et al. [5]

Imai, Yuen, and Agusa directly extend the Pucella-Tov approach, providing type inference, delegation, and solving the deficiencies with accessing multiple channels. They replace the positional, stack-based approach for multiple channels with a De Bruijn index encoding which is handled implicitly at the type level. For example, \( \text{send} \) has type

\[
\text{send} :: (\text{Pickup} \, ss \, n \, (\text{Send} \, v \, a), \text{Update} \, ss \, n \, a \, ss', \, \text{IsEnded} \, ss \, F) \\
\rightarrow \text{Channel} \, t \, n \rightarrow v \rightarrow \text{Session} \, t \, ss \, ss' \, ()
\]

Computations are modelled by the parameterised monad \( \text{Session} \) as before, but now pre- and post-condition indices \( ss \) and \( ss' \) are type-level lists of session types, rather than a labelled stack. Whilst these structures are isomorphic, the way session types are accessed within the list representation differs considerably.

A channel \( \text{Channel} \, t \, n \) has a type-level natural number \( n \) representing the position of the channel’s session type in the list. The constraint \( \text{Pickup} \) above specifies that at the \( n^{th} \) position in \( ss \) is the session type \( \text{Send} \, v \, a \). The constraint \( \text{Update} \) then states that \( ss' \) is the list of session types produced by replacing the \( n^{th} \) position in \( ss \) with the session type \( a \). The rest of the communication primitives follow a similar scheme to the above, generalising Pucella-Tov primitives to work with the De Bruijn indices instead of just the capability at the top of the stack.

A fresh channel can be created by the following combinator:

\[
\text{new} :: \text{SList} \, ss \, l = \rightarrow \text{Session} \, t \, ss \, (ss' :> \text{Bot}) \, (\text{Channel} \, t \, l)
\]

where \( l \) is the length of the list \( ss \) as defined by the constraint \( \text{SList} \), and thus is a fresh variable for the computation.

Using this library leads to highly idiomatic Haskell code, with no additional combinators required for managing the context of session-typed channels. Both examples can be implemented, with code similar to that shown for Pucella-Tov in Section 10.3.3. The one downside of this approach however is that the types, whilst they can be inferred (which is one of the aims
of their work), are complex and difficult to read, let alone write. Relatedly, the type errors can be difficult to understand due to the additional type-level mechanisms for managing the contexts.

10.3.6 Session Types via Effect Types; Orchard and Yoshida [11]

Orchard and Yoshida studied the connection between effect systems and session types. One part of the work showed the encoding of a session-typed $\pi$-calculus into a parallel variant of PCF with a general, parameterised effect system. This formal encoding was then combined with an approach for embedding effect systems in Haskell [10] to provide a new implementation of session-typed channels in Haskell. The implementation supports multiple channels in an idiomatic style, delegation, and a restricted form of recursion (affine recursion only).

The embedding of general effect systems in Haskell types is provided by a graded monad structure, which generalises monads to type constructors indexed by a type-representation of effect information. This “effect type” has the additional structure of a monoid, encoded using type families. The graded monad structure in Haskell is defined:

```haskell
class Effect (m :: ef -> * -> *) where
  type Unit m :: ef
  type Plus m (f :: ef) (g :: ef) :: ef
  return :: a -> m (Unit m) a
  (>>=) :: m f a -> (a -> m g b) -> m (Plus m f g) b
```

Thus a value of type $m f a$ denotes a computation with effects described by the type index $f$ of kind $ef$. The $return$ operation lifts a value to a trivially effectful computation, marked with the type $Unit m$. The “bind” operation $(>>=)$ provides the sequential composition of effectful computations, with effect information composed by the type-level binary function $Plus m$. The session type embedding is provided by a graded monad structure for the data type $Process$:

```haskell
data Process (s :: [Map Name Session]) a = Process (IO a)
```

Type indices $s$ are finite maps of the form $\{c :-> s, d :-> t, ...\}$ mapping channel names $c, d$ to session types $s, t$. The $Session$ kind is given by a data type (representing a standard grammar of session types) promoted by the $data kinds$ extension of GHC to the kind-level.

The $Plus$ type operation of the $Process$ graded monad takes the $union$ of two finite maps and sequentially composes the session types of any channels.
that appear in both of the finite maps. This relies on the closed type family feature of GHC to define type-level functions that can match on their types, e.g., to compare types for equality.

The core send and received primitives then have the following types:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{send} & : \text{Chan } c \rightarrow t \rightarrow \text{Process } \{\text{c :-> t :! End} \} () \\
\text{recv} & : \text{Chan } c \rightarrow \text{Process } \{\text{c :-> t :? End} \} t
\end{align*}
\]

In each, the type-index on \text{Process} gives a singleton finite map from the channel name \text{c} to the session type. We elide the rest of the combinators. Duality is enforced when a pair of channel endpoints is created by \text{new}:

\[
\text{new} :: (\text{Duality env } c) \Rightarrow ((\text{Chan } (\text{Ch } c)), \text{Chan } (\text{Op } c)) \rightarrow \text{Process } \text{env } t
\rightarrow \text{Process } ((\text{env } \setminus (\text{Op } c)) \setminus (\text{Ch } c)) t
\]

where \(\setminus\) removes a channel’s session type from the environment.

A non-recursive implementation of Example 2 can be defined:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{server } (c :: (\text{Chan } (\text{Op } "c"))) = & \quad \text{client } (c :: (\text{Chan } (\text{Ch } "c"))) = \\
\text{do } l <- \text{recv } c & \quad \text{send } c \text{ L} \\
\text{case } l \text{ of} & \\
\text{L -> subL } c \text{ } & \quad \text{send } c \text{ 42} \\
\text{x <- recv } c & \quad \text{send } c \text{ 53} \\
\text{y <- recv } c & \quad \text{new } ((\text{d :: (Chan } (\text{Ch } "d")), d') \rightarrow \\
\text{k <- chRecv } c & \quad \text{do } \text{chSend } c \text{ d} \\
\text{k } ((\text{d } \rightarrow \text{send } d \text{ (x == y)}) & \quad x <- \text{recv } d' \\
\text{R -> subR } c \text{ } & \quad \text{print } "\text{Got: } " \quad \text{++ show } x
\end{align*}
\]

which are composed by \text{new } ((\text{c, c'}) \rightarrow \text{client } c \text{ 'par' server } c').

One advantage of this approach is that most types are easy to write by hand, with a succinct understandable presentation in terms of the finite maps from channel names to session types. Furthermore, the use of multiple channels is idiomatic, using Haskell’s normal variables. The major disadvantage of this approach is that the user must give their own explicit type-level names to the channels, e.g., type signatures like \text{Chan } (\text{Ch } "c") above. For simple examples this is not a burden, but manually managing uniqueness of variables does not scale well.

Furthermore, the approach is brittle due to complex type-level representation and manipulations of finite maps. For example, GHC has difficulty reasoning about the type-level union operation (used as \text{Plus}) when applied to types involving some polymorphism.
 GV is a session-typed linear functional calculus, proposed by [17], based on the work of Gay and Vasconcelos [3], and adapted further by Lindley and Morris [6]. The GV presented by Lindley and Morris aims at re-use of standard components, defined as an extension of the linear λ-calculus with session-typed communication primitives. This provides a basis for their Haskell implementation by reusing an embedding of the linear λ-calculus into Haskell due to Polakow [12]. Polakow’s embedding provides a “tagless final” encoding of the linear-λ calculus (LLC), meaning that terms of LLC are represented by functions of a type class, whose interpretation/implementation can be varied based on the underlying type. Furthermore, the embedding uses higher-order abstract syntax (HOAS) i.e., binders in LLC are represented by Haskell binders.

To represent the linear types notion of context consumption, contexts are split in two with judgments of the form: $\Delta_I \setminus \Delta_O \vdash e : A$ with input context $\Delta_I$ and output context $\Delta_O$ which remains after computing $e$ and thus after some parts of $\Delta_I$ have been consumed. Contexts come equipped with the notion of a “hole” (written $\square$) denoting a variable that has been consumed. For example, a linear variable use is typed by $\Delta, x : A, \Delta' \setminus \Delta, \square, \Delta' \vdash x : A$.

The embedding of this linear type system uses natural numbers to represent variables in judgements. Judgements are represented by types $\text{repr} :: \text{Nat} \to [\text{Maybe Nat}] \to [\text{Maybe Nat}] \to * \to *$. Thus, the LLC term representation is a type indexed by four pieces of information: a natural number denoting a fresh name for a new variable, the input context (a list of $\text{Maybe Nat}$ where $\text{Just} \ n$ is a variable and $\text{Nothing}$ denotes $\square$), the output context, and the term type.

The core of the embedding for the linear function space fragment, is then given by the LLC class, parameterised by a $\text{repr}$ type:

```haskell
class LLC (repr :: Nat -> [Maybe Nat] -> [Maybe Nat] -> * -> *) where
    llam :: (LVar repr v a -> repr (S v) (Just v ': i) (Box ': o) b)
            -> repr v i o (a -<> b)
    (^) :: repr v i h (a -<> b) -> repr v h o a -> repr v i o b
```

where $\text{LVar}$ represents linear variables, defined as the type $\forall v i o. \ (\text{Consume } x i o) \Rightarrow \text{repr } v i o a$ describing that using a variable leads to its consumption for all input and output contexts $i$ and $o$. 
The session primitives of GV are added atop the LLC embedding via another tagless final encoding (we elide the primitives for branching):

```haskell
class GV (ch :: * -> *) repr where
send :: DualS s => repr v i h t -> repr v h o (ch (t <!> s))
      -> repr v i o (ch s)
recv :: DualS s => repr v i o (ch (t <?> s)) -> repr v i o (t * ch s)
wait :: repr v i o (ch EndIn) -> repr v i o One
fork :: DualS s => repr v i o (ch s -<> ch EndOut)
      -> repr v i o (ch (Dual s))
```

The types involve duality as both a predicate (type constraint) `DualS` and as a type-level function `Dual`.

The approach does not provide recursive sessions so we implement a non-recursive version of Example 1 as:

```haskell
server = llam $ \c ->
recv c 'bind' (llp $ \x c ->
recv c 'bind' (llp $ \y c ->
send (const (==) $$$ x $$$ y) c))
```

```haskell
client = llam $ \c ->
```

```haskell
example = fork server 'bind' client
```

This approach cleanly separates the notion of linearity from the channel capabilities of session types. The main downside is that application, λ-abstraction, and composition of terms must be mediated by the combinators of the LLC embedding. Therefore, the approach does not support idiomatic Haskell programming.

### 10.4 Future Direction and Open Problems

The table at the beginning of Section 10.3 (p. 226) indicates that there is no one implementation that provides all desirable features: a session-typed library for communication-safe concurrency with linearity, delegation, multiple-channels, recursion, idiomatic Haskell code, and the ability to easily give session type specifications by hand. Furthermore, none correctly implements duality with respect to recursion (Section 10.3.1).

So far there appears to be a trade-off between these different features. Pucella and Tov provide an idiomatic system with relatively simple types, but require the manual management of the capability stack. The work of Imai et al. provides a highly idiomatic system, but the types are hard to manipulate and understand. Orchard and Yoshida provide types that are easy to write, but at the cost of forcing the user to manually manage fresh channel names. Lindley and Morris handle variables idiomatically, but require additional
combinators for application, λ-abstraction and term composition. Sackman and Eisenbach provide session types which are easily specified by-hand with a value witness, but with non-idiomatic code and hard to manipulate types.

One possible solution is to adapt the approach of Orchard and Yoshida with a way to generate fresh channel names at the type-level automatically via a GHC type checker plugin (see, e.g., [4]). Alternatively, existential names can be used for fresh names. However, the implementation of type-level finite maps relies on giving an arbitrary ordering to channel names (for the sake of normalisation) which is not possible for existential names. In which case, a type-checker plugin could provide built-in support for finite maps more naturally, rather than using the current (awkward) approach of Orchard and Yoshida.

We have examined the six major session type implementations for Haskell in this chapter. All of them provide static linear checks, leveraging Haskell’s flexible type system, but all have some deficiencies; finding a perfectly balanced system remains an open problem.
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Abstract

In this chapter we describe FuSe, a simple OCaml module that implements binary sessions and enables a hybrid form of session type checking without resorting to external tools or extensions of the programming language. The approach combines static and dynamic checks: the former ones are performed at compile time and concern the structure of communication protocols; the latter ones are performed as the program executes and concern the linear usage of session endpoints. We recall the minimum amount of theoretical background for understanding the essential aspects of the approach (Section 11.1) and then describe the API of the OCaml module throughout a series of simple examples (Section 11.2). In the second half of the chapter we detail the implementation of the module (Section 11.3) and discuss a more complex and comprehensive example, also arguing about the effectiveness of the hybrid approach with respect to the early detection of protocol violations (Section 11.4). We conclude with a survey of closely related work (Section 11.5).

The source code of FuSe, which is partially described in this chapter and can be used to compile and run all the examples given therein, can be downloaded from the second author’s home page.
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11.1 An API for Sessions

We consider the following grammar of types and session types

\[
t, s ::= \text{bool} \mid \text{int} \mid \alpha \mid T \mid [l_i : t_i]_{i \in I} \mid \ldots
\]

\[
T, S ::= \text{end} \mid !t.T \mid ?t.T \mid &[l_i : T_i]_{i \in I} \mid \otimes[l_i : T_i]_{i \in I} \mid A \mid \overline{A}
\]

where types, ranged over by \(t\) and \(s\), include basic types, type variables, session types, disjoint sums, and possibly other (unspecified) types. Session types, ranged over by \(T\) and \(S\), comprise the usual constructs for denoting depleted session endpoints, input/output operations, branches and choices, as well as possibly dualized session type variables \(A, B,\) etc.

The dual of a session type \(T\), written \(\overline{T}\), is obtained as usual by swapping input and output operations and is defined by the following equations:

\[
\overline{\alpha} = \alpha \\
\overline{\text{end}} = \text{end} \\
\overline{(!t.T)} = ?t.T \\
\overline{(?t.T)} = !t.T \\
\overline{&[l_i : T_i]_{i \in I}} = \otimes[l_i : T_i]_{i \in I} \\
\overline{\otimes[l_i : T_i]_{i \in I}} = &[l_i : T_i]_{i \in I}
\]

Following Gay and Vasconcelos [4], our aim is to incorporate binary sessions into a (concurrent) functional language by implementing the API shown in Table 11.1. The \texttt{create} function creates a new session and returns a pair with its two peer endpoints with dual session types. The \texttt{close} function is used to signal the fact that a session is completed and no more communications are supposed to occur in it. The \texttt{send} and \texttt{receive} functions are used for sending and receiving a message, respectively: \texttt{send} sends a message of type \(\alpha\) over an endpoint of type \(!\alpha.A\) and returns the same endpoint with its type changed to \(A\) to reflect that the communication has occurred; \texttt{receive} waits for a message of type \(\alpha\) from an endpoint of type \(?\alpha.A\) and returns a pair with the message and the same endpoint with its type changed to \(A\). The \texttt{branch} and \texttt{select} functions deal with sessions that may continue along different paths of interaction, each path being associated with a label \(l_i\). Intuitively, \texttt{select} takes a label \(l_k\) and an endpoint of type \(\otimes[l_i : A_i]_{i \in I}\)

**Table 11.1** Application programming interface for binary sessions

| val create | : unit → A × \(\overline{A}\) |
| val close | : end → unit |
| val send | : \(\alpha\) → !\(\alpha.A\) → A |
| val receive | : ?\(\alpha.A\) → \(\alpha × A\) |
| val select | : (\(\alpha_k := [l_i : \alpha_i]_{i \in I}\) → \(\otimes[l_i : A_i]_{i \in I}\) → A_k) |
| val branch | : \(\&[l_i : A_i]_{i \in I}\) → \([l_i : A_i]_{i \in I}\) }
11.2 A Few Simple Examples

where \( k \in I \), sends the label over the endpoint and returns the endpoint with its
type changed to \( A_k \), which is the continuation corresponding to the selected
label. The most convenient OCaml representation for labels is as functions
that inject an endpoint (say, of type \( A_k \)) into a disjoint sum \([1_i : A_i]_{i \in I}\) where
\( k \in I \). This explains the type of select’s first argument. Dually, receive
waits for a label from an endpoint of type \&[1_i : A_i]_{i \in I}\) and returns the
continuation endpoint injected into a disjoint union.

We note a few more differences between the API we implement in this
chapter and the one described by Gay and Vasconcelos [4]. First of all, we
use parametric polymorphism to give session primitives their most general
type. Second, we have a single function create to initiate a new session
instead of a pair of accept/request functions to synchronize a service and
a client. Our choice is purely a matter of simplicity, the alternative API being
realizable on top of the one we present (the API implemented in the FuSe
distribution already provides for the accept/request functions, which we
will see at work in Section 11.4). Finally, our communication primitives are
synchronous in that output operations block until the corresponding receive
is performed. Again, this choice allows us to provide the simplest implemen-
tation of these primitives solely using functions from the standard OCaml
library. Asynchronous communication can be implemented by choosing a
suitable communication framework.

11.2 A Few Simple Examples

Before looking at the implementation of the communication primitives, we
illustrate the API at work on a series of simple examples. In doing so, we
assume that the API is defined in a module named Session. The following
code implements a client of an “echo” service, a service that waits for a
message and bounces it back to the client.

```ocaml
let echo_client ep x =
  let ep = Session.send x ep in
  let res, ep = Session.receive ep in
  Session.close ep;
  res
```

The parameter \( ep \) has type \(!\alpha . ?\beta . \mathrm{end}\) and \( x \) has type \( \alpha \). The function
\texttt{echo\_client} starts by sending the message \( x \) over the endpoint \( ep \). The con-
struction \texttt{let} rebinds the name \( ep \) to the endpoint returned by the primitive
\texttt{send}, which now has type \(?\beta . \mathrm{end}\). The endpoint is then used for receiving a
message of type $\beta$ from the service. Finally, `echo_client` closes the session and returns the received message.

The service is implemented by the `echo_service` function below, which uses the parameter `ep` of type $?\alpha. !\alpha. \text{end}$ to receive a message `x` and then to send it back to the client before closing the session.

```ocaml
let echo_service ep =
  let x, ep = Session.receive ep in
  let ep = Session.send x ep in
  Session.close ep
```

There is an interesting asymmetry between (the types of) client and service in that the message `x` sent by the service is the very same message it receives, whereas the message `res` received by the client does not necessarily have the same type as the message `x` it sends. Indeed, there is nothing in `echo_client` suggesting that `x` and `res` are somewhat related. This explains the reason why the session type of the endpoint used by the client ($!\alpha.?\beta. \text{end}$) is more general than that used by the service ($?\alpha. !\alpha. \text{end}$) aside from the fact that the two session types describe protocols with complementary actions. In particular, $!\alpha.?\beta. \text{end}$ is not dual of $?\alpha. !\alpha. \text{end}$ according to the definition of duality given earlier: in order to connect client and service, $\beta$ must be unified with $\alpha$. The code that connects `echo_client` and `echo_service` through a session is shown below:

```ocaml
let _ =
  let a, b = Session.create () in
  let _ = Thread.create echo_service a in
  print_endline (echo_client b "Hello, world!")
```

The code creates a new session, whose endpoints are bound to the names `a` and `b`. Then, it activates a new thread that applies `echo_service` to the endpoint `a`. Finally, it applies `echo_client` to the remaining endpoint `b`.

We now wish to generalize the echo service so that a client may decide whether to use the service or to stop the interaction without using it. A service that offers these two choices is illustrated below:

```ocaml
let opt_echo_service ep =
  match Session.branch ep with
  | `Msg ep → echo_service ep
  | `End ep → Session.close ep
```

In this case the service uses the `branch` primitive to wait for a label selected by the client. We use OCaml’s polymorphic variant tags (``Msg and
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`End` in this case) as labels because they do not have to be declared explicitly, unlike data constructors of plain algebraic data types. The initial type of `ep` is now `&[End : end, Msg : ?α. !α. end]` and the value returned by `branch` has type `[End : end, Msg : ?α. !α. end]`. In the `Msg` branch the service behaves as before. In the `End` branch the service closes the session without performing any further communication.

The following function realizes a possible client for `opt_echo_service`:

```ocaml
let opt_echo_client ep opt x =
  if opt then
    let ep = Session.select (fun x → `Msg x) ep
    in echo_client ep x
  else
    let ep = Session.select (fun x → `End x) ep
    in Session.close ep; x
```

This function has type `&[End : end, Msg : !α. ?α. end] → bool → α → α` and its behavior depends on the boolean parameter `opt`: when `opt` is `true`, the client selects the label `Msg` and then follows the same protocol as `echo_client`; when `opt` is `false`, the client selects the label `End` and then closes the session. Note that we have to `η`-expand the polymorphic variant tags `Msg` and `End` so that their type matches that expected by `select`. When the same label is used several times in the same program, it is convenient to define the `η`-expansion once, for example as

```ocaml
let _Msg x = `Msg x
let _End x = `End x
```

Note also that the messages sent and received now have the same type in the initial type of `ep`. This is because of the structure of `opt_echo_client`, which returns either `x` or the message returned by the service.

A further elaboration of the echo service allows the client to send an arbitrary number of messages before closing the session. In order to describe this protocol we must extend the syntax of session types presented earlier to permit recursive types. In practice, the representation of session types we will choose in Section 11.3 allows us to describe recursive protocols by piggybacking on OCaml’s support for equi-recursive types, which is enabled by passing the `--rectypes` option to the compiler. The implementation of the elaborated echo service is therefore a straightforward recursive function:

```ocaml
let rec rec_echo_service ep =
  match Session.branch ep with
```
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```
| `Msg ep → let x, ep = Session.receive ep in
  let ep = Session.send x ep in
  rec_echo_service ep |
| `End ep → Session.close ep
```

Note the recursive call `rec_echo_service ep` in the `Msg` branch, which allows the server to accept again a choice from the client after replying back to a request. The `rec_echo_service` function now expects an endpoint `ep` of type `rec A&[End : end, Msg : α. !α.A]` where `rec AT` denotes the (equi-recursive) session type `T` in which occurrences of `A` stand for the session type itself.

The following client

```
let rec rec_echo_client ep =
  function
  | [] → let ep = Session.select _End ep in
    Session.close ep; []
  | x :: xs → let ep = Session.select _Msg ep in
    let ep = Session.send x ep in
    let y, ep = Session.receive ep in
    y :: rec_echo_client ep xs
```

has type `rec A&[End : end, Msg : !α. ?β.A] → list α → β list` and repeatedly invokes the recursive echo service on each element of a list.

### 11.3 API Implementation

In order to implement the API presented and used in the previous sections we have to make some choices regarding the OCaml representation of session types and of session endpoints. In doing so we have to take into account the fact that OCaml’s type system is not substructural and therefore is unable to statically check that session endpoints are used linearly. In the rest of this section we address these concerns and then detail the implementation of the API in Table 11.1.

**Representation of session types.** FuSe relies on the encoding of session types proposed by Dardha *et al.* [1] and further refined by Padovani [13]. The basic idea is that a sequence of communications on a session endpoint can be compiled as a sequence of one-shot communications on linear channels
(channels used exactly once) where each exchanged message carries the actual payload along with a continuation, namely a (fresh) channel on which the subsequent communication takes place.

The image of the encoding thus relies on two types:

- a type \( \emptyset \) which is not inhabited, and
- a type \( \langle \rho, \sigma \rangle \) which describes channels for receiving messages of type \( \rho \) and sending messages of type \( \sigma \). Both \( \rho \) and \( \sigma \) can be instantiated with \( \emptyset \) to indicate that no message is respectively received and/or sent.

The correspondence between session types \( T \) and types of the form \( \langle t, s \rangle \) is given by the map \( \llbracket \cdot \rrbracket \) defined below

### Encoding of session types

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \text{end} \rrbracket &= \langle \emptyset, \emptyset \rangle \\
\llbracket \text {?} t . T \rrbracket &= \langle \llbracket t \rrbracket \times \llbracket T \rrbracket, \emptyset \rangle \\
\llbracket \text {!} t . T \rrbracket &= \langle \emptyset, \llbracket t \rrbracket \times \llbracket T \rrbracket \rangle \\
\llbracket \& \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I} \rrbracket &= \langle \{ l_i : \llbracket T_i \rrbracket \}_{i \in I}, \emptyset \rangle \\
\llbracket \& \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I} \rrbracket &= \langle \emptyset, \{ l_i : \llbracket T_i \rrbracket \}_{i \in I} \rangle \\
\llbracket A \rrbracket &= \langle \rho_A, \sigma_A \rangle \\
\llbracket A \rrbracket &= \langle \sigma_A, \rho_A \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

and extended homomorphically to all types. We assume that for each session type variable \( A \) there exist two distinct type variables \( \rho_A \) and \( \sigma_A \) that are also different from any other type variable \( \alpha \).

For example, the session type \( \text {?}\alpha . A \) is encoded as \( \langle \alpha \times (\rho_A, \sigma_A), \emptyset \rangle \), which describes a channel for receiving a message of type \( \alpha \times (\rho_A, \sigma_A) \) consisting of a component of type \( \alpha \) (that is the actual payload of the communication) and a component of type \( \langle \rho_A, \sigma_A \rangle \) (that is the continuation channel on which the rest of the communication takes place). There is a twist in the encoding of outputs for the session type of the continuation is dualized. The reason for this is that the type associated with the continuation channel in the encoding describes the behavior of the receiver of the continuation rather than that of the sender. As we will see, this twist provides us with a simple way of expressing duality relations between session types, even when they are (partially) unknown. The encodings of \( \& \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I} \) and \( \& \{ l_i : T_i \}_{i \in I} \) follow the same lines and make use of polymorphic variant types to represent the selected or received choice. As an example, the encoding of \( T = \& \{ \text{End} : \text{end}, \text{Msg} : !\alpha . ?\beta . \text{end} \} \) is computed as follows
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$$[[T]] = \langle 0, \text{End} : [\text{end}], \text{Msg} : [? \alpha . ! \beta . \text{end}] \rangle$$

$$= \langle 0, \text{End} : \langle 0, 0 \rangle, \text{Msg} : \langle \alpha \times [! \beta . \text{end}], 0 \rangle \rangle$$

$$= \langle 0, \text{End} : \langle 0, 0 \rangle, \text{Msg} : \langle \alpha \times \langle 0, \beta \times [\text{end}], 0 \rangle \rangle \rangle$$

$$= \langle 0, \text{End} : \langle 0, 0 \rangle, \text{Msg} : \langle \alpha \times \langle 0, \beta \times \langle 0, 0 \rangle, 0 \rangle \rangle \rangle$$

If instead we consider the session type $$\overline{T} = &\text{End} : \text{end}, \text{Msg} : ? \alpha . ! \beta . \text{end}$$, then we derive:

$$[[\overline{T}]] = \langle \text{End} : [\text{end}], \text{Msg} : [? \alpha . ! \beta . \text{end}], 0 \rangle$$

$$= \langle \text{End} : \langle 0, 0 \rangle, \text{Msg} : \langle \alpha \times [! \beta . \text{end}], 0 \rangle \rangle, 0 \rangle$$

$$= \langle \text{End} : \langle 0, 0 \rangle, \text{Msg} : \langle \alpha \times \langle 0, \beta \times [\text{end}], 0 \rangle \rangle, 0 \rangle \rangle$$

$$= \langle \text{End} : \langle 0, 0 \rangle, \text{Msg} : \langle \alpha \times \langle 0, \beta \times \langle 0, 0 \rangle, 0 \rangle \rangle \rangle, 0 \rangle$$

Remarkably we observe that the encoding of $$\overline{T}$$ can be obtained from that of $$T$$ by swapping the two components of the resulting channel types. This is a general property:

**Theorem 1** If $$[[T]] = \langle t, s \rangle$$, then $$[[\overline{T}]] = \langle s, t \rangle$$.

An equivalent way of expressing this result is the following: if $$[[T]] = \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle$$ and $$[[S]] = \langle s_1, s_2 \rangle$$, then

$$T = S \iff [[T]] = [[S]] \iff t_1 = s_2 \land t_2 = s_1$$

meaning that the chosen encoding allows us to reduce session type duality to type equality. This property holds also for unknown or partially known session types. In particular, $$[A] = \langle \rho_A, \sigma_A \rangle$$ and $$[[\overline{A}]] = \langle \sigma_A, \rho_A \rangle$$.

We end the discussion of session type representation with two remarks. First, although the representation of session types chosen in FuSe is based on the continuation-passing encoding of sessions into the linear $$\pi$$-calculus [1], we will implement the communication primitives in FuSe so that only the payload (or the labels) are actually exchanged. Therefore, the semantics of FuSe communication primitives is consistent with that given in [4] and the components corresponding to continuations in the above types are solely used to relate the types of session endpoints as these are passed to, and returned from, FuSe communication primitives. Second, the OCaml type system is not substructural and there is no way to qualify types of the form $$\langle t, s \rangle$$ as linear, which is a fundamental requirement for the type safety of the API. We will overcome this limitation by means of a mechanism that detects linearity violations at runtime. Similar mechanisms have been proposed by Tov and Pucella [20] and by Hu and Yoshida [5].
Having chosen the representation of session types, we can see in Table 11.2 the OCaml interface of the module that implements the binary session API. In OCaml syntax, the type \( \langle \rho, \sigma \rangle \) is written \( (\rho, \sigma) \) st. There is a direct correspondence between the signatures of the functions in Table 11.2 and those shown in Table 11.1 so we only make a couple of remarks. First, we extensively use Theorem 1 whenever we need to refer to a session type and its dual. This can be seen in the signatures of \texttt{create}, \texttt{send} and \texttt{select} where both \((\rho, \sigma)\) st and \((\sigma, \rho)\) st occur. Second, in the types of \texttt{select} and \texttt{branch} the syntax \([>\) as \(\alpha\) means that \(\alpha\) can only be instantiated with a polymorphic variant type. Without this constraint the signatures of \texttt{select} and \texttt{branch} would be too general and the API unsafe: it would be possible to \texttt{receive} a label sent with \texttt{select}, or to \texttt{branch} over a message sent with \texttt{send}. Note that the constraint imposed by \([>\) as \(\alpha\) extends to every occurrence of \(\alpha\) in the same signature.

By comparing Tables 11.1 and 11.2 it is clear that the encoding makes session types difficult to read. This problem becomes more severe as the protocols become more involved. The distribution of FuSe includes an auxiliary tool, called \texttt{rosetta}, that implements the inverse of the encoding to pretty print encoded session types into their familiar notation. The tool can be useful not only for documentation purposes but also to decipher the likely obscure type error messages issued by OCaml. Hereafter, when presenting session types inferred by OCaml, we will often show them as pretty printed by \texttt{rosetta} for better clarity.

**Representation of session endpoints.** Session primitives can be easily implemented on top of any framework providing channel-based communications. FuSe is based on the \texttt{Event} module of OCaml’s standard library, which
provides communication primitives in the style of Concurrent ML [16] and the abstract type \( t \s Event.\text{channel} \) for representing channels carrying messages of type \( t \). It is convenient to wrap the \( sEvent \) module so as to implement unsafe communication channels, thus:

```ocaml
module UnsafeChannel : sig
  type t
  val create : unit \(\rightarrow\) t
  val send : \(\alpha \rightarrow t \rightarrow\) unit
  val receive : t \(\rightarrow\) \(\alpha\)
end
= struct
  type t \(=\) unit \(sEvent.\text{channel}\)
  let create \(=\) \(sEvent.\text{new}\_\text{channel}\)
  let send \(x\ u\) \(=\) \(sEvent.\text{sync}\ (sEvent.\text{send}\ u\ (\text{Obj.magic}\ x))\)
  let receive \(u\) \(=\) \(\text{Obj.magic}\ (sEvent.\text{sync}\ (sEvent.\text{receive}\ u))\)
end
```

We just need three operations on unsafe channels, \( screate\), \( ssend\) and \( sreceive\). The first one creates a new unsafe channel, which is simply an \( sEvent\) channel for exchanging messages of type \( sunit\). The choice of \( sunit\) over any other \( OCaml\) type is immaterial: the messages exchanged over a session can be of different types, hence the type parameter we choose here is meaningless because we will perform unsafe cast at each communication. These casts cannot interfere with the internals of the \( sEvent\) module because \( sEvent.\text{channel}\) is parametric on the type \( s\) \(t\) of messages and therefore the operations in \( sEvent\) cannot make any assumption on their content. The implementation of \( ssend\) and \( sreceive\) on unsafe channels is a straightforward adaptation of the corresponding primitives of the \( sEvent\) module. Observe that, consistently with the communication API of Concurrent ML, \( sEvent.\text{send}\) and \( sEvent.\text{receive}\) do not perform communications themselves. Rather, they create communication events which occur only when they are synchronized through the primitive \( sEvent.\text{sync}\). The \( s\text{Obj.magic}\) function from the standard \( OCaml\) library has type \( s\alpha \rightarrow \beta\) and performs the necessary unsafe casts.

We now have all the ingredients for giving the concrete representation of (encoded) session types. This representation is kept private to the \( sFuSe\) module so that the user can only manipulate session endpoint through the provided API:
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A session type is represented as a record with two fields: the chan field is a reference to the unsafe channel on which messages are exchanged; the mutable valid field is a boolean flag that indicates whether the endpoint can be safely used or not. Every operation that uses the endpoint first checks whether the endpoint is valid. If this is the case, the valid flag of the endpoint is reset to false so that any subsequent attempt to reuse the same endpoint can be detected. Otherwise, an `InvalidEndpoint` exception is raised. It is convenient to encapsulate this functionality in an auxiliary function `use`, which is private to the module and whose implementation is shown below:

```ocaml
let use u = if u.valid then u.valid ← false
  else raise InvalidEndpoint
```

In principle, checking that the valid field is true and resetting it to false should be performed atomically, to account for the possibility that several threads are attempting to use the same endpoint simultaneously. In practice, since OCaml’s scheduler is not preemptive and `use` allocates no memory, the execution of `use` is guaranteed to be performed atomically in OCaml’s runtime environment. Different programming languages might require a more robust handling of the validity flag [13].

Whenever an operation on a session endpoint completes and the session endpoint is returned, its valid flag should be set to true again. Doing so on the existing record, though, would be unsafe. Instead, a new record referring to the very same unsafe channel must be created. Again it is convenient to provide this functionality as a private, auxiliary function `fresh`:

```ocaml
let fresh u = { u with valid = true }
```

**Implementation of communication primitives.** A new session is initiated by creating a new unsafe channel ch and returning the two peer endpoints of the session, which both refer to the same channel. The valid flag of each peer is set to true, indicating that it can be safely used:

```ocaml
let create () = let ch = UnsafeChannel.create ()
  in { chan = ch; valid = true },
      { chan = ch; valid = true }
```
The implementation of `close` simply invalidates the endpoint. OCaml’s garbage collector takes care of any further finalization that may be necessary to clean up the corresponding unsafe channel:

```ocaml
let close = use
```

The `send` operation starts by checking that the endpoint is valid and, in this case, invalidates it. Then, the message `x` is transmitted over the underlying unsafe channel and a refreshed version of the endpoint is returned. The `receive` operation is analogous, except that it returns a pair containing the message received from the underlying unsafe channel and the refreshed endpoint:

```ocaml
let send x u =
  use u; UnsafeChannel.send x u.chan; fresh u
let receive u =
  use u; (UnsafeChannel.receive u.chan, fresh u)
```

The `select` operation is behaviorally equivalent to `send`, since its purpose is to transmit the selected label (which is its first argument) over the channel. On the other hand the `branch` operation injects the refreshed session endpoint with the function received from the channel:

```ocaml
let select = send
let branch u =
  use u; UnsafeChannel.receive u.chan (fresh u)
```

We conclude this section showing the type inferred by OCaml for the `rec_echo_client` defined in Section 11.1:

```ocaml
val rec echo_client :
  (0,[> `End of (0,0) st
       | `Msg of (β × (0,γ × (0,α) st) st,0) st]
         as α) st → β list → γ list
```

As expected, the type is rather difficult to understand. Part of this difficulty is a consequence of the fact that the type expression `t as α`, which is used in OCaml also to denote a recursive type, is placed in a position such that `t` does not correspond to the encoding of a session type. It is only by unfolding this recursive type that one recovers an image of the encoding function. The same signature pretty printed by rosetta becomes

```ocaml
val rec echo_client :
  rec X.[ End: end | Msg: !α.?β.X ] →
  α list → β list
```

whose interpretation is straightforward.
11.4 Extended Example: The Bookshop

In this section we develop a FuSe version of a known example from the literature [4], where mother and child order books from an online bookshop. The purpose of the programming exercise is threefold. First, we see a usage instance of the accept and request primitives provided by FuSe for establishing sessions over service channels. Second, we discuss a non-trivial example in which the session types automatically inferred by OCaml are at the same time more general and more precise than those given by Gay and Vasconcelos [4]. This is made possible thanks to the support for parametric polymorphism and subtyping in session types that FuSe inherits for free from OCaml’s type system. Finally, we use the example to argue about the effectiveness of the FuSe implementation of binary sessions in detecting protocol violations, considering that FuSe combines both static and dynamic checks.

Service channels in FuSe are provided by the module Service, whose signature is shown below.

```ocaml
dmodule Service : sig
    type α t
    val create : unit → α t
    val accept : (ρ, σ) st t → (ρ, σ) st
    val request : (ρ, σ) st t → (σ, ρ) st
    val spawn : ((ρ, σ) st → unit) → (ρ, σ) st t
end
```

The type \(\alpha\) \texttt{Service}.t describe a service channel that allows initiation of sessions of type \(\alpha\). A session is created when two threads invoke accept and request over the same service channel. In this case, accept returns a session endpoint of type \(\alpha\) and request returns its peer of type \(\alpha\).

The bookshop is modeled as a function that waits for session initiations on the service channel \texttt{showAccess} and invokes \texttt{shopLoop} at each connection:

```ocaml
let shop shopAccess =
  shopLoop (Service.accept shopAccess) []
```

A session initiated with the bookshop is handled by the function \texttt{shopLoop}, which operates over the established session endpoint \(s\) and the current list \texttt{order} of books in the shopping cart. The \texttt{shopLoop} function is recursive and repeatedly offers the possibility of adding a new book by selecting the \texttt{Add} label. When \texttt{Checkout} is selected instead, the bookshop
waits for a credit card number and an address and sends back an estimated
delivery date computed by an unspecified deliveryOn function.

```ocaml
let rec shopLoop s order =
  match Session.branch s with
  | `Add s ->
    let book, s = Session.receive s in
    shopLoop s (book :: order)
  | `CheckOut s ->
    let card, s = Session.receive s in
    let address, s = Session.receive s in
    let s = Session.send (deliveryOn order) s in
    Session.close s
```

The type inferred by OCaml for shopLoop is

```ocaml
val shopLoop : rec X.&[ Add: ?α.X | CheckOut: ?β.?γ.!day.end ]
  → α list → unit
```

which is structurally the same given by Gay and Vasconcelos [4], except for
the type variables α, β and γ. Indeed, the body of shopLoop does not use the
received values book, card and address and therefore their type remains
generic.

We now model a mother process placing an order for two books, one
chosen by her and another selected by her son. In principle, the mother could
let the son select his own book by delegating the session with the bookshop
to him. However, the mother wants to be sure that her son will buy just one
book that is suitable for his age. To enforce these constraints, the mother
sends her son a voucher, that is a function providing a controlled interface
with the bookshop. Overall, the mother is modeled thus:

```ocaml
let mother card addr shopAccess sonAccess book =
  let c = Service.request shopAccess in
  let c = Session.select _Add c in
  let c = Session.send book c in
  let s = Service.request sonAccess in
  let s = Session.send (voucher card addr c) s in
  Session.close s
```

where the parameters card, addr and book stand for information about
payment, delivery address and mother’s book. In addition, shopAccess and
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sonAccess are the service channels for connecting with the bookshop and the son, respectively. The mother establishes a session \( c \) with the bookshop and adds \( book \) to the shopping cart. Afterwards, she initiates another session \( s \) for sending the voucher to her son. The voucher is modeled by the function:

```ocaml
let voucher card address c book =
  let c =
    if isChildrensBook book then
      let c = Session.select _Add c in
      Session.send book c
    else c
  in
  let c = Session.select _CheckOut c in
  let c = Session.send card c in
  let c = Session.send address c in
  let day, c = Session.receive c in
  Session.close c
```

where \( book \) is chosen by the son. If \( book \) is appropriate – something that is checked by the unspecified function isChildrensBook – the book is added to the shopping cart. Then, the order is completed and the connection with the bookshop closed.

For voucher and mother OCaml infers the following types:

```ocaml
val voucher : \( \alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \) rec \( X.\) ![ Add: \( \gamma.X | \) CheckOut: \( !\alpha.\gamma.\beta.\delta.\) end ] \( \rightarrow \gamma \rightarrow \) unit
val mother : \( \alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \) &[ Add: \( ?\gamma.recX.\&[ Add: ?\delta.X | \) CheckOut: \( ?\alpha.\gamma.\beta.\epsilon.\) end ] ] Service.t \rightarrow ?(\delta \rightarrow unit).end Service.t \rightarrow \gamma \rightarrow unit
```

In contrast to the type of mother given by Gay and Vasconcelos [4], the type inferred by OCaml makes it clear that mother always adds at least one book to the shopping cart. The connection between mother and shopLoop is still possible because the protocol followed by mother is more deterministic than – or a supertype of [3] – the one she is supposed to follow.

To finish the exercise we model the son as the following function:

```ocaml
let son sonAccess book =
  let s = Service.accept sonAccess in
```
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```ocaml
let f, s = Session.receive s in
f book;
Session.close s
```

where `sonAccess` is the service channel used for accepting requests from his mother and `book` is the book he wishes to purchase. Note that the mother sends a function (obtained as the partial application of `voucher`) which is saturated by the son who provides the chosen book.

Overall, the code for connecting the three peers is shown below:

```ocaml
let _ =
  let mCard = "0123 4567 7654 3210" in
  let mAddr = "17 session type rd" in
  let mBook = "Life of Ada Lovelace" in
  let sBook = "1984" in
  let shopAccess = Service.create () in
  let sonAccess = Service.create () in
  let _ = Thread.create shop shopAccess in
  let _ = Thread.create (son sonAccess) sBook in
  mother mCard mAddr shopAccess sonAccess mBook
```

It is not possible to qualify session endpoints as linear resources in OCaml. This means that there are well-typed programs that, by using session endpoints non-linearly, cause communication errors and/or protocol violations. In the rest of this section we use the example developed so far to do some considerations concerning the effectiveness of the library in detecting programming errors involving session endpoints. In particular we argue that, despite the lack of linear qualification of session endpoints, OCaml’s type system is still capable of detecting a fair number of linearity violations. In the worst case, those violations that escape OCaml’s type checker are at least detected at runtime with the mechanism we have put in place in Section 11.3.

We can simulate a linearity violation by replacing the session endpoint bound by a `let` with `_`. For example, we can replace line 10 in the body of `voucher` with

```ocaml
  let _ = Session.send address c in
```

so that the very same endpoint `c` is used both for this `send` and also for the subsequent `receive`. This linearity violation is detected by OCaml because the type of a session endpoint used for an output is incompatible (i.e., not unifiable) with that of an endpoint used for an input. Now suppose that we replace line 8 in the same function with
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let _ = Session.select _CheckOut c in

so that the same endpoint c is used for both a select and the subsequent send. Even if select and send are both output operations, the type of messages resulting from the encoding of a plain message output has a topmost × constructor which is incompatible with the polymorphic variant type resulting from the encoding of a label selection. Therefore, also this linearity violation is detected by OCaml's type checker. In general, any linearity violation arising from the use of different communication primitives is detected by OCaml. Consider then line 9, and suppose that we replace it with

let _ = Session.send card c in

so that the same endpoint c is used for sending both card and address. In this case the session endpoint is used for performing two plain outputs and the sent messages have compatible (i.e., unifiable) types. Therefore, taken in isolation, the voucher function would be well typed. In the context of the whole program, however, OCaml detects a type error also in this case. The point is that the faulty version of voucher now implements a different protocol than before. In particular, it appears as if voucher sends just one message after selecting CheckOut and before receiving the estimated delivery date. On the contrary, the protocol of the bookshop as implemented by shopLoop still expects to receive two messages before the delivery date is sent back to the client. Therefore, the protocols of the bookshop and the one inferred by the combination of mother and voucher are no longer dual to each other and the session request performed by mother to the bookshop is ill typed. For this problem to go undetected, there must be another linearity violation in the body of shopLoop, in the place that corresponds exactly to the point where the same violation occurs in voucher.

A simpler example of linearity violation that goes undetected by OCaml's type checker can be obtained by duplicating the f book application in the body of the son function. This modification might correspond either to a genuine programming error or to a malicious attempt of son to purchase more than one book. The reason why this duplication results into a linearity violation is that the closure corresponding to f contains the session endpoint c from mother, so applying f twice results in two uses of the same c. This error is detected by the type system of Gay and Vasconcelos [4] where the function f has a linear arrow type. In FuSe, the program compiles correctly, but the second application of f triggers the runtime mechanism that detects linearity violations causing the InvalidEndpoint exception to be raised.
11.5 Related Work

Several libraries of binary sessions have been proposed for different functional programming languages. Most libraries for Haskell [6, 12, 15, 17] use a monad that encapsulates the endpoints of open sessions. Besides being a necessity dictated by the lazyness of the language, the monad prevents programmers from accessing session endpoints directly thus guaranteeing that endpoint linearity is not violated. The monad also tracks the evolution of the type of session endpoints automatically, not requiring the programmer to rebind explicitly the same endpoint over and over again. However, the monad has a cost in terms of either expressiveness, usability, or portability: the monad defined by Neubauer and Thiemann [12] supports communication on a single channel only and is therefore incapable of expressing session interleaving or delegation. Pucella and Tov [15] propose a monad that stores a stack of endpoints (or, better, of their capabilities) allowing for session interleaving and delegation to some extent. The price for this generality is that the programmer has to write explicit monadic actions to reach the channel/capability to be used within the monad; also for this reason delegation is severely limited. Imai et al. [6] show how to avoid writing such explicit actions relying on a form of type-level computations. Lindley and Morris [9] describe another Haskell embedding of session types that provides first-class channels. Linearity is enforced statically using higher-order abstract syntax.

A different approach is taken in Alms [19, 21], a general-purpose programming language whose type system supports parametric polymorphism, abstract and algebraic data types, and built-in affine types as well. Tov [19] illustrates how to build a library of binary sessions on top of these features. Because Alms’ type system is substructural, affine usage of session endpoints is guaranteed statically by the fact that session types are qualified as affine. Further embeddings of session types in other experimental and domain-specific languages with substructural type systems have been described by Mazurak and Zdancewic [10], Lindley and Morris [8], and Morris [11].

Scalas and Yoshida [18] propose a library of binary session for Scala that is very related to our approach. As in FuSe, Scalas and Yoshida use a runtime mechanism to compensate for the lack of affine/linear types in Scala and work with the encoded representation of session types given by Dardha et al. [1]. A notable difference is that Scala type system is nominal, so that encoded session types are represented by Scala (case) classes which must be either provided by the programmer or generated from the protocol. This means that the protocol cannot be inferred automatically from the code and
that the subtyping relation between session types is constrained by the (fixed) subclassing relation between the classes that represent them.

The main source of inspiration for the representation of session types in FuSe originates from the continuation-passing encoding of binary sessions [1] and partially studied also in some earlier works [2, 7]. Our representation of encoded session types allows session type duality to be expressed solely in terms of type equality, whereas the representation chosen by Dardha et al. [1] requires a residual albeit simple notion of duality for the topmost channel type capability. Another difference is that we consider the encoding at the type level only, not requiring the explicit exchange of continuation channels for the implementation of communication primitives. For these reasons, the soundness of the encoding [1] cannot be used directly to argument about the soundness of FuSe’s typing discipline. Padovani [13] formalizes FuSe’s approach to binary sessions along with the necessary conditions under which the program does not raise exceptions. The same paper also illustrates a simple monadic API built on top of the primitives in Table 11.1 and investigates the overhead of the various approaches to linearity.

In addition to the features described in this chapter, FuSe supports sequential composition of session types. This feature makes it possible to describe with greater precision protocols whose set of (finite) traces is context-free as opposed to regular [14,22]. As discussed by Thiemann and Vasconcelos [22], these protocols arise naturally in the serialization of structured data types. Currently, FuSe provides the first and only implementation of context-free session type checking and inference.
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Abstract

Row types provide an account of extensibility that combines well with parametric polymorphism and type inference. We discuss the integration of row types and session types in a concurrent functional programming language, and how row types can be used to describe extensibility in session-typed communication.

12.1 Introduction

In prior work, we have developed a core linear $\lambda$-calculus with session types called GV [13]. GV is inspired by a functional language with session types developed by Gay and Vasconcelos [7], which we term L\textsc{ast} (for Linear Asynchronous Session Types), and by the propositions-as-types correspondence between session types and linear logic first introduced by Caires and Pfenning [4] and later adapted to the classical setting by Wadler [23]. We have given direct proofs of deadlock freedom, determinism, and termination for GV. We have also given semantics-preserving translations between GV and Wadler’s process calculus CP, showing a strong connection between GV’s small-step operational semantics and cut elimination in classical linear logic.

In this article, we demonstrate that we can build practical languages based on the primitives and properties of GV. We introduce a language, FST, that extends GV with polymorphism, row types, and subkinding, integrating linear and unlimited data types. FST, while more expressive, is still deadlock-free, deterministic, and terminating. We consider several extensions of FST. Recursion and recursive session types support the definition of long-running services and repeated behavior. Adding recursion and recursive session types
results in a system that is no longer terminating, but is still deadlock free and
deterministic. Access points support a more flexible mechanism for session
initiation. Adding access points results in a system that is not deadlock-free,
deterministic, or terminating, but that still satisfies subject reduction and a
weak form of progress.

Outline. The article proceeds as follows. Section 12.2 presents some exam-
pies illustrating FST and its extensions. Section 12.3 gives a formal account of
FST, a linear variant of System F, incorporating polymorphism, row-typing,
subkinding, and session types.
Section 12.4 explores extensions of FST with recursion, recursive types,
and access points, and demonstrates the expressivity of access points with
encodings of state cells, nondeterministic choice, and recursion.
Section 12.5 describes a practical implementation of FST in Links, a
functional language for web programming, and discusses our adaptation of
the existing Links syntax and type inference mechanisms to support linearity
and session types.
Section 12.6 concludes.
In this version of the article, we focus on the FST type system, and omit
the formal semantics and statements of correctness. An extended version
including the formal semantics and correctness proofs is available online [15].

12.2 A First Look

Before giving a formal account of the syntax and type system of FST, we
present some simple examples of programming in FST. We use a desktop
calculator as a running example. Despite its simplicity, it will motivate the
features of FST.

A One-Shot Calculator Server. We begin with a process that implements a
calculator server. We specify it as a function of one channel, c, on which it
will communicate with a user of the calculator.

\[
\text{calc } c = \text{offer } c \{ \text{Add } c \rightarrow \text{let } \langle x, c \rangle = \text{receive } c \text{ in } \\
\quad \text{let } \langle y, c \rangle = \text{receive } c \text{ in } \\
\quad \text{send } \langle x + y, c \rangle \\
\text{Neg } c \rightarrow \text{let } \langle x, c \rangle = \text{receive } c \text{ in } \\
\quad \text{send } \langle -x, c \rangle \}
\]

On receiving a channel c, the function calc offers a choice of two behaviors,
labeled Add and Neg on c. In the Add case, it then expects to read two values
from $c$ and send their sum along $c$. The Neg case is similar. The session type of channel $c$ encodes these interactions, so the type of $\text{calc}$ is

$$\text{calc} : \&\{\text{Add} : \text{Int} \to \text{Int}.\text{End}, \text{Neg} : \text{Int} \to \text{End} \} \to \text{End}$$

where the session type $\text{!T}.\text{S}$ denotes sending a value of type $T$ followed by behavior $\text{S}$, $\text{?T}.\text{S}$ denotes reading a value of type $T$ followed by behavior $\text{S}$, and $\&\{\ell : \text{S}, \ldots, \ell_n : \text{S}_n\}$ denotes offering an $n$-ary choice, with the behavior of the $\ell^\text{th}$ branch given by $\text{S}_\ell$.

Next, we consider a client for the calculator server:

$$\text{user}_1 \ c = \text{let } c = \text{select Add in let } \langle x, c \rangle = \text{receive (send } \langle 19, \text{send } \langle 23, c \rangle \rangle \text{) in } x$$

Like $\text{calc}$, the $\text{user}_1$ function is passed the channel on which it communicates with the calculator. It begins by selecting the Add behavior, which is compatible with the choice offered by $\text{calc}$. Its subsequent behavior is unsurprising.

We could give the channel a type dual to that provided by the calculator:

$$\text{user}_1 : \oplus\{\text{Add} : \text{Int} \to \text{Int}.\text{End}, \text{Neg} : \text{Int} \to \text{End} \} \to \text{Int}$$

However, this type overspecifies the behavior of $\text{user}_1$ as the Neg branch is unused in the definition of $\text{user}_1$. In $\text{FST}$, we can use row polymorphism to abstract over the irrelevant labels in a choice, as follows:

$$\text{user}_1 : \forall \rho. \oplus\{\text{Add} : \text{Int} \to \text{Int}.\text{End}, \text{Neg} : \text{Int} \to \text{End} ; \rho \} \to \text{Int}$$

This type specifies that the argument to $\text{user}_1$ may be instantiated to any session type that offers a choice of Add with a suitable behavior along with arbitrary other choices. $\text{FST}$ includes explicit type abstractions and type annotations on bound variables; we omit both in the examples in order to improve readability. Our concrete implementation of $\text{FST}$ in Links, is able to reconstruct omitted types and type abstractions using a fairly standard Hindley-Milner-style type inference algorithm.

We can plug the calculator server and the user together as follows

$$\text{let } c = \text{fork calc in user}_1 \ c$$

yielding the number 42. The $\text{fork}$ primitive creates a new child process and a channel through which it can communicate with its parent process.

**Recursive Session Types.** The one-shot calculator server allows only one operation to be performed before the communication is exhausted. If we add support for recursive session types, then we can define a calculator that
allows an arbitrary number of operations to be performed. In order to make the example more interesting, we define a calculator server with a memory.

\[ \text{calc}_{\text{rec}} : \text{Int} \rightarrow \langle \text{rec}, \sigma \& \{ \text{Add} : !\text{Int} \rightarrow !\text{Int} ; \sigma, 
\text{Neg} : ?\text{Int} ; \sigma, 
\text{M}^+ : ?\text{Int} ; \sigma, 
\text{MR} : !\text{Int} ; \sigma, 
\text{Stop} : \text{End} \} \rangle \rightarrow \text{End} \]

\[ \text{calc}_{\text{rec}} \ m \ c = \text{offer} \ c \ \{ \text{Add} \ c \rightarrow \text{let} \ (x, c) = \text{receive} \ c \ \text{in} 
\text{let} \ (y, c) = \text{receive} \ c \ \text{in} 
\text{calc}_{\text{rec}} \ m \ (\text{send} \ (x + y, c)) \}
\]

\[ \text{Neg} \ c \rightarrow \text{let} \ (x, c) = \text{receive} \ c \ \text{in} 
\text{calc}_{\text{rec}} \ m \ (\text{send} \ (-x, c)) \]

\[ \text{M}^+ \ c \rightarrow \text{let} \ (x, c) = \text{receive} \ c \ \text{in} \text{calc}_{\text{rec}} \ (m + x) \ c \]

\[ \text{MR} \ c \rightarrow \text{let} \ c = \text{send} \ (m, c) \ \text{in} \text{calc}_{\text{rec}} \ m \ c \}

\[ \text{Stop} \ c \rightarrow \text{c} \}

The idea is that selecting \( \text{M}^+ \) adds a number to that currently stored in memory and \( \text{MR} \) reads the current value of the memory. A user must now explicitly select \( \text{Stop} \) in order to terminate communication with the server.

\[ \forall \rho \rho' . \oplus \{ \text{Add} : !\text{Int} \rightarrow !\text{Int} ; \sigma, 
\text{Stop} : \text{End} ; \rho \} \rightarrow \text{Int} \]

\[ \text{user}_2 \ c = \text{let} \ (x, c) = \text{receive} \ (\text{send} \ (19, \text{send} \ (23, \text{select} \ \text{Add} \ c))) \ \text{in} 
\text{select} \ \text{Stop} \ c ; x \]

With the row variables instantiated appropriately, we can plug \( \text{user}_2 \) and the recursive calculator together

\[ \text{let} \ c = \text{fork} \ \text{calc}_{\text{rec}} \ 0 \ \text{in} \ \text{user}_2 \ c \]

again yielding 42.

The examples we have seen so far could be implemented using subtyping instead of row polymorphism. We now consider a function that cannot be implemented with subtyping. Suppose we wish to abstract over the memory add operation. We define a function that can be used to communicate with any calculator server that supports \( \text{M}^+ \) and arbitrary other operations.

\[ \text{mAdd} : \forall \rho . \text{Int} \rightarrow \langle \text{rec}, \sigma \& \{ \text{M}^+ : !\text{Int} \rightarrow !\text{Int} ; \rho, 
\text{Stop} : \text{End} \} \rangle \rightarrow \text{Int} \]

\[ \text{mAdd} \ n \ c = \text{send} \ (n, \text{select} \ \text{M}^+ \ c) \]

The key feature of this function is that the row variable \( \rho \) appears both contravariantly (inside the second argument) and covariantly (inside the return type) in the type of \( \text{mAdd} \). Thus, in a system with subtyping but without row typing, one would have to explicitly instantiate \( \rho \), ruling out an extensible...
calculator server implementation. Let us use \texttt{mAdd} to define a client that invokes multiple calculator operations.

\begin{verbatim}
user3 = \lambda \rho \rho' \rho''. \top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\top\to
expression \texttt{accept }a\texttt{ }returns an end point of type \textit{S} and \texttt{request }a\texttt{ }returns an end point of type \textit{S}.

We can connect our original user to \texttt{calcAP}. We use the \texttt{new} operator to create a fresh access point and the \texttt{spawn} operator to create child threads (without any shared channels).

\begin{verbatim}
let \texttt{a} = \texttt{new} in \texttt{spawn} \langle \lambda \rangle . \texttt{calcAP} 0 \texttt{a} ; \texttt{user1} \texttt{request} \texttt{a}
\end{verbatim}

The result of evaluation is again 42. More interestingly, we can connect multiple clients to the same server concurrently.

\begin{verbatim}
let \texttt{a} = \texttt{new} in
\begin{verbatim}
let \texttt{mAdd n a = send \langle n, select M^+ (request a) \rangle in}
let \texttt{mRecall a = let \langle x,c \rangle = receive (select M^+ (request a)) in}
\texttt{spawn} \langle \lambda \rangle . \texttt{calcAP} 0 \texttt{a};
\texttt{spawn} \langle \lambda \rangle . \texttt{mAdd 19 (request a)};
\texttt{spawn} \langle \lambda \rangle . \texttt{mAdd 23 (request a)};
\texttt{mRecall} \texttt{a}
\end{verbatim}
\end{verbatim}

The result of evaluating this code is non-deterministic. Depending on the scheduler it may yield 0, 19, 23, or 42.

\section*{12.3 The Core Language}

The calculus we present in this section, \texttt{FST} (\textit{F} with \textit{Session Types}), is a call-by-value linear variant of System \textit{F} with subkinding, row types, and session types. It combines a variant of \text{GV}, our session-typed linear \texttt{\lambda}-calculus \cite{13}, with the row typing and subkinding of our previous core language for \textit{Links} \cite{11}, and the similar approach to subkinding for linearity of Mazurak et al.'s lightweight linear types \cite{17}.

As our focus is programming with session types rather than their logical connections, we make some simplifications compared to our earlier work \cite{13}. Specifically, we have a single unlimited self-dual type of closed channels, and we omit the operation for linking channels together.

\subsection*{12.3.1 Syntax}

To avoid duplication and keep the concurrent semantics of \texttt{FST} simple, we strive to implement as much as possible in the functional core of \texttt{FST}, and limit the session typing constructs to the essentials. The only session type constructors are for output, input, and closed channels, and no special typing
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rules are needed for the primitives, which are specified as constants. Other features such as choice and selection can be straightforwardly encoded using features of the functional core.

**Types.** The syntax of types and kinds is given in Figure 12.1. The function type \( A \rightarrow^Y B \) takes an argument of type \( A \) and returns a value of type \( B \) and has linearity \( Y \). (We write \( A \rightarrow B \) as an abbreviation for \( A \rightarrow^* B \).) The record type \( \langle R \rangle \) has fields given by the labels of row \( R \). The variant type \( [R] \) admits tagged values given by the labels of row \( R \). The polymorphic type \( \forall \alpha K(Y,Z).A \) is parameterized over the type variable \( \alpha \) of kind \( K(Y,Z) \).

The input type ?A.S receives an input of type \( A \) and proceeds as the session type \( S \). Dually, the output type !A.S sends an output of type \( A \) and proceeds as the session type \( S \). The type End terminates a session; it is its own dual. We let \( \sigma \) range over session type variables and the dual of session type variable \( \sigma \) is \( \overline{\sigma} \).

**Row Types.** Records and variants are defined in terms of row types. Intuitively, a row type represents a mapping from labels to ordinary types. In fact, rows also track absent labels, which are, for instance, needed to type polymorphic record extension (a record can only be extended with labels that are not already present). A row type includes a list of distinct labels, each of which is annotated with a presence type. The presence type indicates whether the label is present with type \( A (\text{Pre}(A)) \), absent (Abs), or polymorphic in its presence (\( \theta \)).

Row types are either closed or open. A closed row type ends in \( \cdot \). An open row type ends in a row variable \( \rho \) or its dual \( \overline{\rho} \); the latter are only meaningful for session-kinded rows. The mapping from labels to ordinary types represented by a closed row type is defined only on the labels that are

![Figure 12.1 Syntax of types and kinds.](image-url)
explicitly listed in the row type, and cannot be extended. In contrast, the row variable in an open row type can be instantiated in order to extend the row type with additional labels. As usual, we identify rows up to reordering of labels.

\[ \ell_1 : P_1 ; \ell_2 : P_2 ; R = \ell_2 : P_2 ; \ell_1 : P_1 ; R \]

Furthermore, absent labels in closed rows are redundant:

\[ \ell : \text{Abs} ; \ell_1 : P_1 ; \ldots ; \ell_n : P_n ; \cdot = \ell_1 : P_1 ; \ldots ; \ell_n : P_n ; \cdot \]

**Duality.** The syntactic duality operation on type variables extends to a semantic duality operation on session types and is lifted homomorphically to session row types, and session presence types:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\bar{\alpha}}{\overline{\text{End}}} = \text{End} \\
\frac{\bar{\tau}}{\overline{\ell : P; R}} = \ell : \overline{P}; \overline{R} \\
\frac{\bar{\text{Abs}}}{\overline{\text{Abs}}} = \text{Abs} \\
\frac{\overline{\text{Pre}(S)}}{\overline{\text{Pre}(S)}} = \text{Pre}(\overline{S}) \\
\frac{\bar{\theta}}{\overline{\theta}} = \theta
\end{align*}
\]

**Kinds.** Types are classified by kinds. Ordinary types have kind Type. Row types \( R \) have kind \( \text{Row}_L \) where \( L \) is a set of labels not allowed in \( R \). Presence types have kind Presence.

The three primary kinds are refined with a simple subkinding discipline, similar to the system described in our previous work on Links [11] and the system of Mazurak et al. on lightweight linear types [17]. A primary kind \( K \) is parameterized by a linearity \( Y \) and a restriction \( Z \). The linearity can be either unlimited (\( \bullet \)) or linear (\( \circ \)). The restriction can be session typed (\( \pi \)) or unconstrained (\( \star \)). The interpretation of these parameters on row and presence kinds is pointwise on the ordinary types contained within the row or presence types inhabiting those kinds. For instance, the kind \( \text{Row}_L(\circ, \pi) \) is inhabited by row types of linear session type and the kind \( \text{Presence}(\bullet, \star) \) by presence types of unlimited unconstrained ordinary types.

By convention we use \( \alpha \) for ordinary type variables or for type variables of unspecified kind, \( \rho \) for type variables of row kind, and \( \theta \) for type variables of presence kind. We sometimes omit the primary kind, either inferring it from context or assuming a default of Type. For instance, we write \( \alpha^{\star, \star} \) instead of \( \alpha^{\text{Type}(\bullet, \star)} \).

**Subkinding.** The two sources of subkinding are the linearity and restriction parameters.
Our notion of linearity corresponds to usage, not alias freedom. Thus, any unlimited type can be used linearly, but not vice versa.

**Kind and Type Environments.**

- **Kind Environments**
  \[ \Delta ::= \cdot | \Delta, \alpha : K(Y,Z) \]

- **Type Environments**
  \[ \Gamma ::= \cdot | \Gamma, x : A \]

Kind environments map type variables to kinds. Type environments map term variables to types.

**Terms.** The syntax of terms and values is given in Figure 12.2. We let \( x \) range over term variables and \( c \) range over constants. Lambda abstractions \( \lambda^Y A.M \) are annotated with linearity \( Y \). Type abstractions \( \Lambda^J V \) are annotated with kind \( J \). Note that the body of a type abstraction is restricted to be a syntactic value in the spirit of the ML value restriction (in order to avoid problems with polymorphic linearity and with polymorphic session types). Records are introduced with the unit record \( \langle \rangle \) and record extension \( \langle \ell = M; N \rangle \) constructs. They are eliminated with the binding forms \( \text{let } \langle \rangle \leftarrow M \text{ in } N \) and \( \text{let } \langle \ell = x; y \rangle \leftarrow M \text{ in } N \), the latter of which binds the value labeled by \( \ell \) to \( x \) and the remainder of the record to \( y \). Conventional projections \( M.\ell \)

**Values**

\[ V, W ::= x |
\lambda^Y A.M |
\Lambda^K(K,Y,Z).V |
\langle \ell = V; W \rangle |
(\ell V)^R \]

**Constants**

\[ c ::= \text{send} | \text{receive} | \text{fork} \]

**Figure 12.2** Syntax of terms and values.
are definable using this form, but note that because projection discards the remainder of the record, its applicability to records with linear components is limited. Variants are introduced with the injection \( \ell \ M \) and eliminated with case \( L \{ \ell \ x \rightarrow M; y \rightarrow N \} \). Hypothetical empty variants are eliminated with case \( \bot \).

**Concurrency.** The concurrency features of FST are provided by special constants. The term \( \text{send} \langle V, W \rangle \) sends \( V \) along channel \( W \), returning the updated channel. The term \( \text{receive} \ W \) receives a value along channel \( W \), and returns a pair of the value and the updated channel. The term \( \text{fork} (\lambda x. M) \) returns one end of a channel and forks a new process \( M \) in which \( x \) is bound to the other end of the channel.

**Notation.** We use the following abbreviations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let } x = M \text{ in } N & \equiv (\lambda x. N) M \\
M; N & \equiv \text{let } x = M \text{ in } N, \text{ fresh} \\
\ell : A & \equiv \ell : \text{Pre}(A) \\
\ell : \delta & \equiv \ell_1 : \delta_1, ..., \ell_k : \delta_k \\
\langle A_1, ..., A_k \rangle & \equiv (1 : A_1; ...; k : A_k; ) \\
\ell : \langle \delta_1, ..., \delta_k \rangle & \equiv \langle \ell_1 : \delta_1; ..., \ell_k : \delta_k \rangle \\
\end{align*}
\]

We interpret \( n \)-ary record and case extension at the type and term levels in the standard way. For instance

\[
\langle \ell : \delta; R \rangle \equiv (\ell_1 : \delta_1; \langle ...; \langle \ell_n : \delta_n; R \rangle ... \rangle)
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{case } L \{ \} & \equiv \text{case} \bot L \\
\text{case } L \{ z \rightarrow N \} & \equiv \text{let } z = L \text{ in } N \\
\text{case } L \{ \ell x \rightarrow N; \chi \} & \equiv \text{case } L \{ \ell x \rightarrow N; z \rightarrow \text{case } \chi \}
\end{align*}
\]

where we let \( \chi \) range over sequences of cases:

\[
\chi ::= z \rightarrow N | \ell x \rightarrow N; \chi
\]

We write \( \text{fv}(M) \) for the free variables of \( M \). We write \( \text{ftv}(T) \) for the free type variables of a type \( T \) and \( \text{ftv}(\Gamma) \) for the free type variables of type environment \( \Gamma \). We write \( \text{dom}(\Gamma) \) for the domain of type environment \( \Gamma \).

**12.3.2 Typing and Kinding Judgments**

The kinding rules are given in Figure 12.3. The kinding judgment \( \Delta \vdash A : K(Y,Z) \) states that in kind environment \( \Delta \), the type \( A \) has kind \( K(Y,Z) \). Type variables in the kind environment are well-kindred. The rules for forming
function, record, variant, universally quantified, and presence types follow the syntactic structure of types. Because of the subkinding relation, a record is linear if any of its fields are linear, and similarly for variants. Recall that \( \text{Row}_{\mathcal{L}} \) is the kind of row types whose labels cannot appear in \( \mathcal{L} \). (To be clear, this constraint applies equally to absent and present labels; it is a constraint on the form of row types. In contrast, \( \ell : \text{Abs} \) in a row type is a constraint on terms.) An empty row has kind \( \text{Row}_{\mathcal{L}}(Y, Z) \) for any label set \( \mathcal{L} \), linearity \( Y \), and restriction \( Z \). The use of disjoint union in the \( \text{EXTENDROW} \) rule ensures that row types have distinct labels. A row type can only be used to build a record or variant if it has kind \( \text{Row}_{\mathcal{L}} \); this constraint ensures that any absent labels in an open row type are mentioned explicitly.

In Figure 12.4 we define two auxiliary judgments that for use in the typing rules. The linearity judgment \( \Delta \vdash \Gamma : Y \) is the pointwise extension of the kinding judgment restricted to the linearity component of the kind. It

![Figure 12.3 Kinding rules.](image-url)
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states that in kind environment \( \Delta \), each type in environment \( \Gamma \) has linearity \( Y \). The type environment splitting judgment \( \Delta \vdash \Gamma = \Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \) states that in kind environment \( \Delta \), the type environment \( \Gamma \) can be split into type environments \( \Gamma_1 \) and \( \Gamma_2 \). Contraction of unlimited types is built into this judgment.

The typing rules are given in Figure 12.5. The typing judgment \( \Delta; \Gamma \vdash M : A \) states that in kind environment \( \Delta \) and type environment \( \Gamma \), the term \( M \) has type \( A \). We assume that \( \Gamma \) and \( A \) are well-kinded with respect to \( \Delta \). If \( \Delta \) and \( \Gamma \) are empty (that is, \( M \) is a closed term), then we will often omit them, writing \( \vdash M : A \) for \( ; ; \vdash M : A \).

We assume a signature \( \Sigma \) mapping constants to their types. The definition of \( \Sigma \) on the basic concurrency primitives is given in Figure 12.6.

The EXTEND rule is strict in the sense that it requires a label to be absent from a record before the record can be extended with the label. The CASE rule refines the type of the value being matched so that in the type of the variable bound by the default branch, the non-matched label is absent.

Selection and Choice. Traditional accounts of session types include types for selection and choice. Following our previous work [13], inspired by Kobayashi [8], we encode selection and choice using variant types.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \vdash \Gamma & = \Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \\
\text{C-\bullet} & : A : \text{Type}(\bullet, \ast) \quad \Delta \vdash \Gamma = \Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \\
& \quad \Delta \vdash \Gamma, x : A = (\Gamma_1, x : A) + (\Gamma_2, x : A)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \vdash A & : \text{Type}(\ast, \ast) \\
\text{C-\circ-LEFT} & : \Delta \vdash \Gamma = \Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \\
& \quad \Delta \vdash \Gamma, x : A = (\Gamma_1, x : A) + \Gamma_2
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \vdash A & : \text{Type}(\ast, \ast) \\
\text{C-\circ-RIGHT} & : \Delta \vdash \Gamma = \Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \\
& \quad \Delta \vdash \Gamma, x : A = \Gamma_1 + (\Gamma_2, x : A)
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 12.4 Linearity of contexts and context splitting.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta \vdash \Gamma & : Y \\
\text{L-EMPTY} & \\
& \quad \Delta \vdash \cdot : Y \\
\text{L-EXTEND} & \\
& \quad \Delta \vdash A : K(Y, Z) \\
& \quad \Delta \vdash (\Gamma, x : A) : Y
\end{align*}
\]

select \( \ell \) \( M \) def \[
\text{fork } (\lambda x. \text{send } (\ell, x, M))
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{offer} & : L \{ \chi \} \equiv \text{let } (x, z) = \text{receive } L \text{ in case } x \{ \chi \}
\end{align*}
\]
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\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash M : A\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAR</th>
<th>CONST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta \vdash \Gamma : \bullet)</td>
<td>(\Sigma(c) = A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta;\Gamma, x : A \vdash x : A)</td>
<td>(\Delta; \vdash c : A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LINLAM**
\[\Delta;\Gamma, x : A \vdash M : B\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \lambda^\alpha x^\Delta. M : A \rightarrow B\]

**UNLLAM**
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \lambda^\alpha x^\Delta. M : A \rightarrow B\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \lambda^\alpha x^\Delta. M : A \rightarrow B\]

**APP**
\[\Delta;\Gamma, \lambda \vdash \bullet : \varepsilon\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \bullet : \varepsilon\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma, \lambda \vdash \bullet : \varepsilon\]

**POLYAPP**
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash M : \forall \alpha^K(Y,Z)A\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash T : K(Y,Z)\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash M T : A[\alpha := T]\]

**UNIT**
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \bullet : \varepsilon\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \bullet : \varepsilon\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \bullet : \varepsilon\]

**LETUNIT**
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \bullet : \varepsilon\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma, x : A \vdash N : B\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash M \text{ in } N : B\]

**CASEZERO**
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash L : []\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \text{case } L : B\]

**EXTEND**
\[\Delta;\Gamma_1 \vdash M : A\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma_2 \vdash N : (l : \text{Abs}; R)\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \vdash \langle l = M; N : (l : \text{Pre(A)}; R)\]

**LETREC**
\[\Delta;\Gamma_1 \vdash M : \langle l : \text{Pre(A)}; R\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma_2 \vdash x : A \vdash M : B\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \vdash \text{let } \langle l = x; y \rangle \leftarrow M \text{ in } N : B\]

**INJECT**
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash M : A\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma \vdash \langle l M \rangle^R : [l : \text{Pre(A)}; R]\]
\[\Delta;\Gamma_1 + \Gamma_2 \vdash \text{case } L \{ l x \rightarrow M; y \rightarrow N \} : B\]

\[\Sigma(\text{send}) = \forall \alpha^\sigma. \forall \gamma^{\sigma^\Delta}. \langle \alpha, \gamma \rangle \rightarrow \sigma\]
\[\Sigma(\text{receive}) = \forall \alpha^\sigma. \forall \gamma^{\sigma^\Delta}. \langle \alpha, \gamma \rangle \rightarrow \sigma\]
\[\Sigma(\text{fork}) = \forall \sigma^{\sigma^\Delta}. \forall \alpha^{\sigma^\sigma}. \langle \sigma \rightarrow \alpha \rangle \rightarrow \sigma\]

**Figure 12.5** Typing rules.

**Figure 12.6** Type schemas for constants.

The encoding of **select** uses **fork** in order to generate a fresh channel of the continuation type. In the implementation of Links we support selection and choice in the source language. This is primarily for programming convenience. One might imagine desugaring these using the rules above,
and then potentially rediscovering them in the back-end for performance reasons.

**Semantics.** In the extended version of this article [15] we give an asynchronous small-step operational semantics for FST. Following Gay and Vasconcelos [7], whose calculus we call LAST (for Linear Asynchronous Session Types), we factor the semantics into functional and concurrent reduction relations, and introduce explicit buffers to provide asynchrony. For the functional fragment of the language, we give a standard left-to-right call-by-value semantics. The semantics of the concurrent portion of the language is given by a reduction relation on configurations of process and buffers. This semantics differs from our previous work on GV [13] in that it relies on explicit buffers, allowing asynchrony between the sending and receiving of a message, and it uses standard $\beta$-reduction instead of weak explicit substitutions [10]. FST, like GV but unlike LAST, is deadlock-free, deterministic, and terminating.

### 12.4 Extensions

FST can be straightforwardly extended with additional features.

If we add a fixed point constant, then we lose termination, but deadlock freedom and determinism continue to hold. Another standard extension supported by Links is recursive types. While care is needed in defining the dual of a recursive session type, the treatment is otherwise quite standard. Negative recursive types allow a fixed point combinator to be defined, so again we lose termination, but deadlock freedom and determinism continue to hold.

The price we pay for the strong properties we obtain is that our model of concurrency is rather weak. For instance, it gives us no way of implementing a server with any notion of shared state. Drawing on LAST (and previous work on session-typed $\pi$-calculi), Links supports access points, which provide a much more expressive model of concurrency at the cost of introducing deadlock. Nevertheless, it is often possible to locally restrict code to a deadlock-free subset of Links.

#### 12.4.1 Recursion

The grammar of session types we have presented so far is rather limited; for example, it cannot express repeated behavior. As illustrated in Section 12.2, we can use recursive session types to define a calculator that supports multiple
calculations. In order to support this kind of example, we can straightforwardly extend FST with equi-recursive types. We add a kinding rule for recursive types and identify each recursive type with its unrolling.

\[
\frac{\Delta, \alpha : \text{Type}(Y, Z) \vdash A : \text{Type}(Y, Z)}{\Delta \vdash \text{rec } \alpha^{Y,Z}A : \text{Type}(Y, Z)} \quad \text{rec } \alpha^{Y,Z}A = A[\text{rec } \alpha^{Y,Z}A/\alpha]
\]

It is well-known [2, 3] that recursive types complicate the definition of duality, particularly when the recursion variable appears as a carried type (that is, as \(A\) in \(?A.S\) or \(!A.S\)). For example, consider the simple recursive session type \(\text{rec } \sigma^{\circ,\pi}, ?\sigma.\sigma\). The dual of this type is not \(\text{rec } \sigma^{\circ,\pi}, !\sigma.\sigma\), as one would obtain by taking the dual of the body of the recursive type directly, but is \(\text{rec } \sigma^{\circ,\pi}, \overline{\sigma}.\sigma\) instead.

Bernardi and Hennessy [2] point out that even existing definitions that correctly handle the above instance of recursion variables appearing inside a carried type often fail for other examples. The underlying difficulty arises from attempting to define duality in a setting in which the duality operator may not be applied to atomic type variables. Bernardi and Hennessy show that is is possible to give a correct definition in such a setting, but we prefer the more compositional definition that arises naturally when one admits duals of atomic type variables [16] (something that we want anyway as our calculus is polymorphic).

\[
\text{rec } \sigma^{X,\pi,\sigma} = \text{rec } \sigma^{X,\pi,\overline{S[\overline{\sigma}/\sigma]}}
\]

Having added recursive types, one can of course encode a fixed point combinator. Alternatively, we can add a fixed point constant to FST, even without recursive types:

\[
\Sigma(\text{fix}) = \forall \alpha^{\circ,\pi}. \forall \beta^{\circ,\pi}. (((\alpha \to^{\bullet} \beta) \to^{\bullet} (\alpha \to^{\bullet} \beta)) \to^{\bullet} (\alpha \to^{\bullet} \beta))
\]

Of course, these extensions allows us to write nonterminating programs, but it is straightforward to show that subject reduction, progress, deadlock freedom, and determinism continue to hold.

### 12.4.2 Access Points

In order to extend FST with access points, we replace the constant \texttt{fork} with four new constants:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Sigma(\text{spawn}) & = \forall \alpha^{\circ,\pi}. \langle \rangle \to^{\circ} \alpha \to^{\bullet} \langle \rangle \\
\Sigma(\text{new}) & = \forall \sigma^{\circ,\pi}. \langle \rangle \to^{\bullet} \text{AP } \sigma \\
\Sigma(\text{accept}) & = \forall \sigma^{\circ,\pi}. \text{AP } \sigma \to^{\bullet} \sigma \\
\Sigma(\text{request}) & = \forall \sigma^{\circ,\pi}. \text{AP } \sigma \to^{\bullet} \overline{\sigma}
\end{align*}
\]
A process \( M \) is spawned with \( \text{spawn} \ M \), where \( M \) is a thunk that returns an arbitrary unlimited value; we can define \( \text{spawn} \) in terms of \( \text{fork} \) and vice versa:

\[
\text{spawn} \ M \ \overset{\text{def}}{=} (\lambda x. \text{End} . () ) (\text{fork} \ (\lambda x. \text{End} . M \ ()) ) \\
\text{fork} \ M \ \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{let} \ z = \text{new} () \ \text{in} \ \text{spawn} \ (\lambda x. M \ (\text{accept} \ z)) ; \ \text{request} \ z
\]

Session-typed channels are created through access points. A fresh access point of type \( \text{AP} S \) is created with \( \text{new} \). Given an access point \( L \) of type \( \text{AP} S \) we can create a new server channel (\( \text{accept} \ L \)), of session type \( S \), or client channel (\( \text{request} \ L \)), of session type \( \overline{S} \). Processes can accept and request an arbitrary number of times on any given access point. Access points are synchronous in the sense that each \( \text{accept} \) will block until it is paired up with a corresponding \( \text{request} \) and vice-versa.

Adding access points exposes the difference between asynchronous and synchronous semantics. Here is an example of a term that reduces to a value under an asynchronous semantics, but deadlocks under a synchronous semantics.

\[
\text{let} \ z = \text{new} () \ \text{in} \\
\text{let} \ z' = \text{new} () \ \text{in} \\
\text{spawn} \ (\lambda () . \text{let} \ x = \text{accept} \ z \ \text{in} \\
\quad \text{let} \ y = \text{accept} \ z' \ \text{in} \ \text{send} \ (0, x) ; \ \text{let} \ (v, y) = \text{receive} \ y \ \text{in} \ v) ; \\
\text{let} \ x = \text{request} \ z' \ \text{in} \\
\text{let} \ y = \text{request} \ z \ \text{in} \ \text{send} \ (0, x) ; \ \text{let} \ (v, y) = \text{receive} \ y \ \text{in} \ v
\]

Under an asynchronous semantics, both sends happen followed by both receives, and the term reduces to the value 0. Under a synchronous semantics both sends are blocked and the term is deadlocked.

**Shared State.** With access points we can implement shared state cells.

\[
\text{State} \ A = \text{AP} \ (\overline{A}. \text{End}) \\
\text{newCell} : \forall \alpha^* . \langle \rangle \rightarrow \text{State} \ \alpha \\
\text{newCell} \ v = \text{let} \ x = \text{new} () \ \text{in} \ \text{spawn} \ (\lambda () . \text{send} \ (v, \text{accept} \ x)); x \\
\text{put} : \forall \alpha^* . \text{State} \ \alpha \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow () \\
\text{put} \ x \ v = \text{let} \ (\_, \_) = \text{receive} \ (\text{request} \ x) \ \text{in} \ \text{spawn} \ (\lambda () . \text{send} \ (v, \text{accept} \ x)); () \\
\text{get} : \forall \alpha^* . \text{State} \ \alpha \rightarrow \alpha \\
\text{get} \ x = \text{let} \ (v, \_) = \text{receive} \ (\text{request} \ x) \ \text{in} \ \text{spawn} \ (\lambda () . \text{send} \ (v, \text{accept} \ x)); v
\]
Nondeterminism. We can straightforwardly encode nondeterministic choice by using an access point to generate a nondeterministic boolean value. Suppose that we have $\Delta;\Gamma \vDash M : T$ and $\Delta;\Gamma \vDash N : T$. The following term will nondeterministically choose between terms $M$ and $N$:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{let } z = \text{new } () \text{ in } \\
\text{spawn } (\lambda () . \text{send } (\text{True, accept } z)); \\
\text{spawn } (\lambda () . \text{send } (\text{False, accept } z)); \\
\text{let } (_, ) = \text{receive } (\text{request } z) \text{ in } \\
\text{case } x \{ \text{True } \rightarrow M; \text{False } \rightarrow N \}
\end{align*}$$

One process is left waiting on accept $z$. However, as $z$ cannot escape, this process can be safely garbage collected.

Recursion. Recursion can in fact be encoded using access points. We have already seen that access points are expressive enough to simulate higher-order state. We can now use Landin’s knot (back-patching) [9] to implement recursion. For instance, the following term loops forever:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{let } x = \text{newCell } () \rightarrow () (\lambda () . ()) \text{ in put } (x, \lambda () . \text{get } x()); \text{get } x();
\end{align*}$$

12.5 Links with Session Types

Version 0.6 of the Links web programming language includes an extension based on FST. It is available online from the Links website:

$$\text{http://links-lang.org/}$$

Links is a functional programming language for the web. From a single source program, Links generates code to run on all three tiers of a web application: the browser, the server, and the database. Links is a call-by-value language with support for ML-style type inference (extended with support for first-class polymorphism similar to that of provided by the impredicative polymorphism extension of GHC [22]). It incorporates a row-type system that is used for records, variants, and effects, and provides equi-recursive types. Subkinding is used to distinguish base types from other types. This is important for enforcing the constraint that generated SQL queries must return a list of records whose fields are of base type [11].

In order to keep the presentation uniform and self-contained we use the concrete syntax of FST throughout rather than that of Links. However, all of the examples presented in this article can be written directly in Links with essentially the same abstract syntax, modulo the fact that Links uses Hindley-Milner style type inference.
12.5.1 Design Choices

Before implementing session types for Links we considered a number of design choices. Linearity is central to our description of session types. Most existing functional languages (including vanilla Links) do not provide native support for linear types. We considered three broad approaches:

1. encode linearity using existing features of the programming language (as in Pucella and Tov’s Haskell encoding of session types [19] or our Haskell encoding of session types [14])
2. stratify the language so that the linear fragment of the language is separated out from the host language (as in Toninho et al.’s work [20])
3. bake linearity into the type system of the whole language (as in LAST [7])

The appeal of the first approach is that it does not require any new language features, assuming the starting point is a language with a sufficiently rich type system—for example, one that is able to conveniently encode parameterized monads [1], or parameterized higher-order abstract syntax [5]. The second approach is somewhere in between. It allows a linear language to be embedded in an existing host language without disrupting the host language. The third approach requires linearity to pervade the whole type system, but opens up interesting possibilities for code reuse, for instance through polymorphism over linearity [24] or through subkinding [17].

Given that we are in the business of developing our own programming language, we decided to pursue the third option. We wanted to include the full expressivity of our language in the linear fragment, so we did not see a significant benefit in stratification, and we wanted to explore possibilities for code-reuse offered by baking linearity into the type system. We were also presented with another choice regarding how to accommodate code reuse. Given that Links already supported subkinding [11] we elected to adopt the linear subkinding approach of Mazurak et al. [17].

An advantage of the LAST (and FST) approach to session typing is that channels are first class and hence support compositional programming. This is in contrast to the parameterized monad approach and approaches based on process calculi, in which channels are just names. For example, in FST with recursive types we can define broadcasting a value to a whole list of channels:

\[
\text{broadcast} : \forall \alpha \sigma . \sigma \alpha \rightarrow \text{LinList} (\uparrow \alpha . \sigma) \rightarrow \text{LinList} \sigma
\]

\[
\text{broadcast } v \text{ xs } = \text{linMap} (\lambda x . \text{send } (v, x)) \text{ xs}
\]
where LinList A is a linear list data type and linMap is the map operation over linear lists:

\[
\text{LinList } A = \text{rec } \alpha^\circ, \ldots, [\text{Nil;} \text{Cons : } \langle A, \alpha \rangle] \\
\text{linMap : } \forall \alpha^\circ, \beta^\circ, \circ, \star (\alpha \rightarrow \beta) \rightarrow \text{LinList } \alpha \rightarrow \text{LinList } \beta \\
\text{linMap } f \, xs = \text{case } xs \{ \text{Nil } \rightarrow \text{Nil} \\
\text{Cons } \langle x, xs \rangle \rightarrow \text{Cons } \langle f \, x, \text{linMap } f \, xs \rangle \}
\]

An attendant drawback to having first-class channels is that one must explicitly rebind channels after each operation. This is in contrast to the parameterized monad approach and approaches based on process calculi, which implicitly rebind channels after each communication. In order to mitigate the need to explicitly rebind channels, we introduce process calculus style syntactic sugar inspired by previous work on the correspondence between classical linear logic and functional sessions [12, 13, 23]. To ease the job of writing a parser, we explicitly delimit process calculus style syntactic sugar with special brackets \(<-\)\(\)-\(\).\n
\[
\begin{align*}
\langle x(y).Q \rangle & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{let } x, y = \text{receive } x \text{ in } \langle Q \rangle \\
\langle x[M].Q \rangle & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{let } x = \text{send } \langle M, x \rangle \text{ in } \langle Q \rangle \\
\langle \ell \, x.Q \rangle & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{let } x = \text{select } \ell \, x \text{ in } \langle Q \rangle \\
\langle \text{offer } x \{ \ell_i \rightarrow Q_i \} \rangle & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{offer } x \{ \ell_i(x) \rightarrow \langle Q_i \rangle \}, \\
\langle \{ M \} \rangle & \overset{\text{def}}{=} M
\end{align*}
\]

We let \(Q\) range over process calculus style terms. The desugaring of input, output, selection, and branching is direct. The \{ - \} brackets allow values to be returned from the tail of a process calculus expression. As an example, we can more concisely rewrite the one-shot calculator server of Section 12.2 as follows:

\[
sugarCalc = \lambda c. \langle c \rangle. \text{offer } c \{ \text{Add } \rightarrow c(x).c(y).c[x + y].\{\} \}, \text{Neg } \rightarrow c(x).c[\neg x].\{\} \rangle
\]

In general, the syntactic sugar allows us to take advantage of a process-calculus style for communication-heavy sequences of code, but switch back to a functional style for compositional programming.

### 12.5.2 Type Reconstruction

Vanilla Links provides type inference, as in many other typed functional languages. However, as a consequence of the typing of application, the types of higher-order functions in FST are not uniquely determined by their uses.
As an example, consider the application operator in FST, implemented by the following term:

\[ \lambda \alpha_1^{\star}, \alpha_2^{\star}, \lambda Y_1^{\alpha_1 \rightarrow \alpha_2} \cdot \lambda x^{\alpha_1} \cdot f x \]

This term is well-typed for arbitrary choices of \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \), and any choice of \( Y_3 \) more constraining than \( Y_2 \), giving six distinct well-typed instantiations in all.

There are several ways we might hope to restore complete type inference, but they each come with significant additional complexity. We could introduce bounded quantification over linearities, combining the approaches of Tov and Pucella [21] and Walker [24]; in addition to introducing new forms of quantification, the implications of the resulting system for type inference have not been studied. Another approach was recently proposed by Morris [18]. His approach captures all the variations of the term above in a single term, and provides complete type inference. However, it relies on qualified types, an alternative source of complexity. In Links, we prefer unlimited function types \( \tau \rightarrow ^\star \tau' \) to linear function types \( \tau \rightarrow ^\circ \tau' \) when inferring the types of functions. The programmer is always free to override this choice by explicitly providing types. This approach preserves the simplicity of the language and of type reconstruction, but at the cost of some completeness.

12.6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented an account of lightweight functional session types, extending a core session-typed linear \( \lambda \)-calculus [13] with: the row typing of the core language for Links [11], the subkinding for linearity of Mazurak et al.’s lightweight linear types [17], and the asynchrony and access points of Gay and Vasconcelos’s linear type theory for asynchronous session types [7].

There is a significant gap between variants of FST with and without access points. We would like to investigate abstractions that add some of the expressive power of access points, but are better behaved. In particular, it would be interesting to explore richer type systems for enforcing deadlock and race freedom, while allowing some amount of stateful concurrency. More immediately, it would also be natural to exploit the existing effect type system of Links to statically enforce desirable properties, for instance, by associating the use of access points with a particular effect type.
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Abstract

This is a tutorial on using Scribble [9], a toolchain based on multiparty session types [1, 4], for distributed programming in Java. The methodology is based on the generation of protocol-specific Endpoint APIs from Scribble specifications [6]. We start with a brief recap of TCP network programming using standard Java APIs, and their limitations with regards to safety assurances. The main tutorial content is an overview of the key stages of the Scribble toolchain, from global protocol specification, through Endpoint API generation, to Java endpoint implementation, with examples. We discuss the hybrid form of session safety promoted by the Endpoint API generation approach. We then consider Scribble specifications and implementations of HTTP as a real-world use case. Finally, we demonstrate some further Scribble features that leverage Endpoint API generation to safely support more advanced communication patterns.

13.1 Background: Distributed Programming in Java

The two core facilities for TCP-based network programming in Java (and other languages) are the socket APIs and Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI). The socket APIs allow the programmer to work directly with TCP connections, and are the basis over which many higher-level networking facilities are built. Java RMI is the Java adaptation of remote procedure call (RPC) functionality; with regards to this discussion, RMI is representative
of the corresponding facilities in other languages or platform-independent frameworks, e.g., RESTful Web services.

**Running example: Math Service.** As a running Hello World example, we specify and implement a two-party network service for basic arithmetic operations. For the purposes of this tutorial, we are not concerned with the most realistic development of such a service, but rather that this simple example features core constructs of protocol design, such as message sequencing, alternative cases and repeated sequences.

Figure 13.1 depicts the Math Service protocol as a UML sequence diagram [8, §17]. For some number of repetitions (loop), the client \( C \) sends to the server \( S \) a Val message with an Integer payload; \( C \) then selects between the two alternatives (alt), to send an Add or a Mult message carrying a second Integer. \( S \) respectively replies with a Sum or a Prod message carrying the result. Finally, \( C \) sends a Bye message, with no payload, ending the session.

**13.1.1 TCP Sockets**

Sockets are supported in the standard Java API by the java.net and java.nio.channels packages. Figure 13.2 gives a client implementation using Math Service for a factorial calculation via the java.net.Socket API. For simplicity, we assume serializable Java classes for each of the message types (e.g., Add), with a field val for the Integer payload, and use standard Java object serialization via java.io.ObjectOutput/InputStream.

![Figure 13.1 Sequence diagram for the Math Service protocol.](image-url)
From a networking perspective, TCP sockets offer a high-level abstraction in the sense of reliable and ordered message delivery. From an application perspective, however, the raw communication interface of a TCP channel is simply a pair of unidirectional bit streams—essentially a communications machine code, in contrast to the support for high-level data types in “local” computations.

Working directly with standard socket APIs thus affords almost no safety assurances with regards to the correctness of protocol implementations. The key kinds of application-level protocol errors are:

**Communication mismatches** when the sent message is not one of those expected by the receiver (also called a reception error). E.g., if C were to commence a session with an Add message: assuming an implementation of S in the style of Figure 13.2, this would likely manifest as a ClassCastException on the object returned by the readObject in S. Note, the dual error of the receiver applying an incorrect cast are equally possible.

**Deadlock** in situations where some set of participants are all blocked on mutually dependent input actions. E.g., if C were to call readObject after sending Val, but before sending Add or Mult; while S is (correctly) waiting for one of the latter.

**Orphan messages** if the receiver terminates without reading an incoming message. In practice, an orphan error often manifests as, e.g., an EOFException, since TCP uses a termination handshake. E.g., if S skips the receive of Bye before C has sent it, leading C to attempt the write on a closed connection.

```java
try (Socket s = new Socket("localhost", 8888);
    ObjectOutputStream os = new ObjectOutputStream(s.getOutputStream());
    ObjectInputstream is = new ObjectInputstream(s.getInputStream())) {
    int i = 5, res = i; // Calculate 5!
    while (i > 1) {
        os.writeObject(new Val(i)); os.writeObject(new Add(-1)); os.flush();
        i = ((Sum) is.readObject()).val;
        os.writeObject(new Val(res)); os.writeObject(new Mult(i)); os.flush();
        res = ((Prod) is.readObject()).val;
    }
    os.writeObject(new Bye()); os.flush();
}
```

**Figure 13.2** A factorial calculation using Math Service via the java.net.Socket API.
13.1.2 Java RMI

RMI is a natural approach towards addressing the mismatch between high-level, typed Java programming and low-level networking interfaces. Distributed computations can be (partially) abstracted away as regular method invocations, while benefiting from static typing of each call and its communicated arguments and return value.

The Math Service protocol may be fitted to a remote interface as in Figure 13.4(a), essentially by decomposing the protocol into separate call-return fragments; and Figure 13.3 re-implements the factorial calculation as a client of this interface. Individual remote calls are now statically typed with respect to their arguments and return. Unfortunately, RMI programs in general remain subject to the same potential protocol errors illustrated for the previous sockets example (although their concrete manifestations may differ). The typed RMI interface does not prevent, for example, a bad client from calling Add before Val.

Disadvantages of call-return based protocol decomposition are further illustrated by the (minimal) implementation of the remote interface in Figure 13.4(b), which suffices to serve a single client but is completely inadequate in the presence of concurrent clients. Basic RMI programs lose the notion of an explicit session-oriented abstraction in the code (cf., the threading of session control flow in Figure 13.2 wrt. the socket/stream variable usages), which complicates the correlation and management of application-level session flows across the separate methods.

13.2 Scribble Endpoint API Generation: Toolchain Overview

Using the Math Service running example, we demonstrate the stages of the Scribble toolchain, from global protocol specification, through Endpoint
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API generation, to Java endpoint implementation. The source code of the toolchain [10] and tutorial examples [5] are available online.

13.2.1 Global Protocol Specification

The tool takes as its primary input a textual description of the source protocol or choreography from a global perspective. Figure 13.5 is a Scribble global protocol for the Math Service running example.

A payload format type declaration (line 1) gives an alias (Int) to data type definitions from external languages (java.lang.Integer) used for message formatting. The protocol signature (line 2) declares the name of the global protocol (MathSvc) and the abstraction of each participant as a named role (C and S).

Message passing is written, e.g., Val(Int) from C to S. A message signature (Val(Int)) declares an operator name (Val) as an abstract message
identifier (which may be, e.g., a header field value in the concrete message format), and some number of payload types (a single Int). Message passing is output-asynchronous: dispatching the message is non-blocking for the sender (C), but the message input is blocking for the receiver (S). A located choice (e.g., choice at C) states the subject role (C) for which selecting one of the cases (the or-separated blocks) to follow is a mutually exclusive internal choice. This decision is an external choice to all other roles involved in each block, and must be appropriately coordinated by explicit messages. A do statement enacts the specified (sub)protocol, including recursive definitions (e.g., line 8).

The body of the MathSvc protocol may be equivalently written in a similar syntax to standard recursive session types:

```
rec X { choice at C { Val(Int) from C to S; ... continue X; } 
  or { Bye() from C to S; } }
```

**Protocol validation.** The tool validates the well-formedness of global protocols. We do not discuss the details of this topic in this tutorial, but summarise a few elements. Firstly, the source protocol is subject to a range of syntactic checks. Besides basic details, such as bound role names and recursion variables, the key conditions are role enabling, consistent external choice subjects and reachability. Role enabling is a consistency check on the (transitive) propagation of choice messages originating from a choice subject to the other roles involved in the choice. The following is a very simple example of bad role enabling:

```
choice at C { Val(Int) from S to C; ... } or { Bye() from C to S; }
```

Since the choice is at C, S should not perform any output before it is enabled, i.e., by receiving a message that directs it into the correct choice case. The second of the above conditions requires that every message of an external choice be communicated from the same role.

Reachability of protocol states is imposed on a per-role basis, i.e., on projections; Scribble protocols are also checked to be tail recursive per role. These rule out some basic syntactic inconsistencies (e.g., sequential composition after a non-terminating recursion), and support the later FSM translation step (see below).

Together, the syntactic conditions support the main validation step based on explicit checking of safety errors (and progress violations), such as reception errors and deadlocks (outlined in §13.1, on a bounded model of the
protocol. For example, (wrongly) replacing Bye by Val will be found by the explicit error checking to be invalid.

\[
\text{choice at } C \{ \text{Val(Int) from } C \text{ to } S; \ldots \} \text{ or } \{ \text{Val(Int) from } C \text{ to } S; \}
\]

The ambiguous (non-deterministic) receipt of the decision message by \( S \) from \( C \) (i.e., a message identified by \( \text{Val} \) in both cases—Scribble does not introduce any implicit meta data or communications) may lead to various deadlock and orphan message errors, depending on the different permutations of \( C \) and \( S \) proceeding in the two cases. \( E.g. \), if \( C \) proceeds in the right case and \( S \) in the left, then \( S \) will be stuck (in the “…” waiting for an \( \text{Add/Mult} \) (or will encounter a broken connection error).

**Endpoint FSM generation.** The next key step is the generation of an *Endpoint Finite State Machine* (EFSM) for each role in the protocol. We use the term EFSM for the particular class of multiparty communicating FSMs given by Scribble’s syntax and validation. The construction is based on and extends the syntactic projection of *global types* to *local types* [4], followed by a translation to an EFSM, building on a correspondence between local types and communicating FSMs [2, 7]. The nodes of an EFSM represent the states in the localised view of the protocol for the target role, and the transitions are the communication actions performed by the role between states. The EFSM for every role of a valid global protocol is defined.

Figure 13.6 depicts the (dual) EFSMs for \( C \) and \( S \) in MathSvc. The initial states are numbered 1. The notation, *e.g.*, \( S!\text{Val(Int)} \) means output of message \( \text{Val(Int)} \) to \( S \); \( ? \) dually denotes input. The recursive definition of this protocol manifests as the cycles returning to state 1.

![Figure 13.6](image_url)  
*Figure 13.6*   Endpoint FSMS for \( C \) and \( S \) in MathSvc (Figure 13.5).
13.2.2 Endpoint API Generation

For a given role of a valid global protocol, the toolchain generates an Endpoint API for implementing that role based on its EFSM. The current implementation generates Java APIs, but the principle may be applied or adapted to many statically-typed languages.

There are two main components of a generated Endpoint API, the Session API and the State Channel API. The generated APIs make use of a few protocol-independent base classes that are part of the Scribble runtime library: Role, Op, Session, MPSTEndpoint and Buf; the first three are abstract classes. These shall be explained below.

Session API. The frontend class of the Session API, which we refer to as the Session Class, is a generated final subclass of the base Session class with the same name as the source protocol, e.g., MathSvc. It has two main purposes. One is to house the family of protocol-specific constants for type-directed session programming in Java, generated as follows.

A session type based protocol specification features various kinds of names, such as role names and message labels. A session type system typically requires these names to be present in the processes to drive the type checking (e.g., [4, 1]). For the present Java setting, the Session API is generated to reify these abstract names as singleton types following a basic (eagerly initialised) singleton pattern. For each role or message operator name \( n \) in the source protocol, we generate:

- A final Java class named \( n \) that extends the appropriate base class (Role or Op). The \( n \) class has a single private constructor, and a public static final field of type \( n \) and with name \( n \), initialised to a singleton instance of this class.
- In the Session Class, a public static final field of type \( n \) and with name \( n \), initialised to the constant declared in the corresponding \( n \) class.

For example, for role \( C \) of MathSvc, the subclass \( C \) of Role is generated to declare the singleton constant

\[
\text{public static final } C = \text{new } C()
\]

The MathSvc class is generated to collect these various constants together, including the field

\[
\text{public static final } C = C.C;
\]

The Session API comprises the Session Class with the singleton type classes. The other main purpose of the Session Class is for session initiation in endpoint implementations, as explained below.
An implementation of C via Endpoint API generation. At this point, we give, in Figure 13.7, a first version of the factorial calculation using the Endpoint API generated by the Scribble tool for C in MathSvc.

The code can be read similarly to the socket code in § 13.1.1; e.g., s1 is a session channel variable. A difference from the earlier socket code is that the Scribble API is generated as a fluent interface, allowing consecutive I/O operations to be chained (e.g., line 11). We refer to and explain this code through the following subsections.

Session initiation. Lines 3–6 in Figure 13.7 is a typical preamble for a (client) endpoint implementation using a Scribble-generated API. We start by creating a new MathSvc session by instantiating the Session Class. The session object, sess, is used to create a new session endpoint object of type MPSTEndpoint<MathSvc, C>, parameterised on the type of the session and the endpoint role. The C parameter in this type is the singleton type in the Session API; and the C argument in the constructor call is the single value of this type.

The third argument required by the MPSTEndpoint constructor is an implementation of the ScribMessageFormatter interface, that is responsible for the underlying serialization and deserialization of individual messages in this session. For this example, we use the default ObjectStreamFormatter provided by the Scribble runtime library based on the standard Java serialization protocol (messages communicated by this formatter must implement the Serializable interface).

```java
1  int fact(int n) throws Exception { // Pre: n >= 1
2       Buf<Integer> i = new Buf<> (n), res = new Buf<> (i.val);
3       MathSvc sess = new MathSvc();
4       try (MPSTEndpoint<MathSvc, C> ep =
5             new MPSTEndpoint<>(sess, C, new ObjectStreamFormatter())) {
6           ep.connect(S, SocketChannelEndpoint::new, "localhost", 8888);
7           MathSvc_C_1 s1 = new MathSvc_C_1 (ep);
8           while (i.val > 1)
9             s1 = sub1(s1, i) // sub1 on line 15
10            // State transitions: 1 -> 2 -> 4 -> 1 (see Fig.1.6)
11            .send(S, Val, res.val).send(S, Mult, i.val).receive(S, Prod, res);
12           s1.send(S, Bye); // 1 -> EndSocket
13           return res.val;
14         }
15       MathSvc_C_1 sub1(MathSvc_C_1 s1, Buf<Integer> b) throws ...
16         // State transitions: 1 -> 2 -> 3 -> 1 (see Fig.1.6)
17         return s1.send(S, Val, b.val).send(S, Add, -1).receive(S, Sum, b);
18   }
```

Figure 13.7 Factorial calculation using the Endpoint API generated for C.
Before proceeding to the main body of a protocol implementation, the `MPSTEndpoint` object is used to set up the session topology via connection establishment actions with the appropriate peer endpoints. On line 6, the `MPSTEndpoint` is used to perform the client-side `connect` to `S`. The second argument is a reference to the constructor of `SocketChannelEndpoint` in the Scribble runtime library, which embodies a standard TCP socket; alternatives include HTTP and shared memory endpoints. The connection setup phase is concluded when the `MPSTEndpoint` is passed as a constructor argument to the initial state channel constructor, `MathSvcC1`, explained next.

The `MPSTEndpoint` implements the Java `AutoCloseable` interface and should be handled using a try-with-resources, as on line 4; the encapsulated network resources are implicitly closed when control flow exits the try statement.

**State Channel API.** The State Channel API is generated to capture the protocol-specific behaviour of a role in the source global protocol, as represented by its EFSM, via the static typing facilities of Java.

- Each state in the EFSM is reified as a Java class for a *state-specific* session channel, thus conferring a distinct Java type to channels at each state in a protocol. We refer to instances of these generated channel classes as *state channels*.
- The I/O operations (methods) supported by a channel class are the transitions permitted by the corresponding EFSM state.
- The return type of each generated I/O operation is the channel type for the successor state following the corresponding transition from the current state. Performing an I/O operation on a state channel returns a new instance of the successor channel type.

By default, the API generation uses a simple state enumeration (e.g., Figure 13.6) for the generated channel class names; e.g., `MathSvcC1` for the initial state channel. More meaningful names for states may be specified by the user as annotations in the Scribble source. The terminal state of an EFSM, if any, is generated as an `EndSocket` class that supports no further I/O operations. The channel class for the initial state is the only class with a public constructor, taking an `MPSTEndpoint` parameterised on the appropriate Session Class and role types; all other state channels are instantiated internally by the generated API operations.

Figure 13.8 summarises the generated channel classes and their main I/O operations for `c` in `MathSvc`. E.g., a state channel of type `MathSvcC1` supports methods for sending `Val` and `Bye` to `S`; these `send` methods are overloaded via
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### Figure 13.8
State Channel API generated for in MathSvc (Figure 13.5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gen. class</th>
<th>Session operation methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MathSvc_C_1</td>
<td>MathSvc_C_2 send(S role, Val op, Integer pay1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EndSocket send(S role, Bye op)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathSvc_C_2</td>
<td>MathSvc_C_1 send(S role, Add op, Integer pay1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathSvc_C_3</td>
<td>MathSvc_C_4 send(S role, Mult op, Integer pay1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathSvc_C_3</td>
<td>MathSvc_C_1 receive(S role, Sum op, Buf&lt;? super Integer&gt; pay1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathSvc_C_4</td>
<td>MathSvc_C_1 receive(S role, Prod op, Buf&lt;? super Integer&gt; pay1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters for the destination role and message operator (the singleton types of the Session API), as well as the message payloads. Sending a Val returns a MathSvc_C_2 channel, i.e., the state of sending an Add or Mult; whereas a sending a Bye returns an EndSocket.

For unary input states, i.e., an EFSM state with a single input transition, the generated receive method, e.g., for Sum in MathSvc_C_3, takes Buf arguments parameterised according to the expected payload type(s), if any. Buf<T> is a simple generic one-slot buffer provided by the Scribble runtime library, whose value is held in a public val field. The receive method is generated to write the payload(s) of the received message to the respective Buf arguments.

In Figure 13.7, lines 7–14 use the State Channel API for c to perform the factorial calculation. Starting from the instance of MathSvc_C_1, assigned to s1, the implementation proceeds by performing one I/O operation on each current state channel to obtain the next. The fluent API permits convenient chaining of I/O operations, e.g., line 17 in sub1 starts from state 1, and proceeds through states 2 and 3 (by sending Val and Add messages), before returning to 1 (by receiving the Sum). The endpoint implementation is complete upon reaching EndSocket.

Attempting any I/O action that is not permitted by the current protocol state, as designated by the target state channel, will be caught by Java type checking. For example (from the Eclipse IDE):

```
s1 = sub1(s1, i) // send(S, Val, i.val) -- did not send the Val
    .send(S, Mult, i.val).receive(S, Prod, b);
```

### 13.2.3 Hybrid Session Verification

As demonstrated above, Scribble-generated Endpoint APIs leverage standard, static Java type checking to verify protocol conformance, provided every state channel returned by an API operation is used exactly once up to the end of
the session. This is the implicit usage contract of a Scribble-generated API, to respect EFSM semantics in terms of following state transitions linearly up to the terminal state.

Much research has been conducted towards static analyses for such resource usage properties: to this end, it may be possible to combine these with API generation tools to recover fully static safety guarantees in certain contexts. However, designing such analyses for mainstream engineering languages, such as Java and C#, in full generality is a significant challenge, and often based on additional language extensions or imposing various conservative restrictions.

As a practical compromise, the Endpoint API generation of Scribble promotes a hybrid approach to session verification. The idea is simply to complement the static type checking of session I/O on state channels with run-time checks that each state channel is indeed used exactly once in a session execution.

**Run-time checking of linear state channel usage.** The checks on linear state channel usage are inlined into the State Channel API operations by the API generation. There are two cases by which state channel linearity may be violated.

**Repeat use.** Every state channel instance maintains a boolean state value indicating whether it has been used, i.e., a session I/O operation has been performed on the channel. The API generation guards each I/O operation with a run-time check on this boolean. If the channel has already been used, a LinearityException is raised.

**Unused.** All state channels of a session instance share a boolean state value indicating whether the session is complete for the local endpoint. The API is generated to set this flag when a terminal operation, i.e. an I/O action leading to the terminal EFSM state, is performed. If control flow leaves the enclosing try statement of the associated MPSTEndpoint, the Scribble runtime checks this flag via the implicit close method of the AutoCloseable interface. If the session is incomplete, an exception is raised.

It is not possible for the completion flag to be set if any state channel remains unused on leaving the try statement of an MPSTEndpoint. IDEs
Hybrid session safety. Together, a statically typed Endpoint API with run-time state channel linearity checking offers the following properties.

1. If a session endpoint implementation respects state channel linearity, then the generated API statically ensures freedom from the application errors outlined in §13.1 (i.e., communication safety, e.g., [4, error-freedom]) when composed with conformant endpoints for the other roles in the protocol.

2. Regardless of state channel linearity, any statically well-typed endpoint implementation will never perform a message passing action that does not conform to the protocol.

These properties follow from the fact that the only way to violate the EFSM of the API, generated from a validated protocol, is to violate state channel linearity, in which case the API raises an exception without actually performing the offending I/O action. This hybrid form of session verification thus guarantees the absence of protocol violation errors during session execution up to premature termination, which is always a possibility in practice due to program errors outside of the immediate session code, or other failures, such as broken connections.

When following the endpoint implementation pattern promoted by a generated API, by associating session code to the MPSTEndpoint-try, the Java IOException of, e.g., a broken connection will direct control flow out of the try, safely (w.r.t. session typing) avoiding further I/O actions in the failed session. Finer-grained treatment of session failures is a direction of ongoing development for Scribble (and MPST).

13.2.4 Additional Math Service Endpoint Examples

A first implementation of $s$. Figure 13.9 summarises the State Channel API generated for $s$ in MathSvc. Unlike $c$, the EFSM for $s$ features non-unary input states, which correspond at the process implementation level to the branch primitive of formal session calculi (e.g., [1]). Java does not directly support a corresponding language construct, but API generation enables some different options.

One option, demonstrated here, is designed for standard Java switch patterns. For each branch state, a branch-specific enum is generated to enumerate
the cases of the choice according to the source protocol. E.g., for the initial state of S: `enum MathSvc_S_1_Enum { Val, Bye }`.

The channel class itself (Figure 13.9), MathSvc_S_1, is generated with a single `branch` operation. This method blocks until a message is received, returning a new instance of the generated MathSvc_S_1_Cases class, which holds the enum value corresponding to the received message in a `final op` field. Unfortunately, since the `static` type of the Cases object reflects the range of possible cases, the API requires the user to manually call the corresponding `receive` method of the Cases object, essentially as a form of cast to obtain the appropriately typed state channel.
Lines 11–20 in Figure 13.9 implement a `switch` on the `op` enum of `MathSvc_S1_Cases`. The Java compiler is able to statically determine whether all enum cases are exhaustively handled. In each of the two cases (Bye and Val), the corresponding `receive-cast` is called on the `Cases` object to obtain the successor state channel of that (input) transition. Leveraging the hybrid verification approach, the generated API includes an implicit run-time check that the correct cast method is used following a branch; calling an incorrect method raises an exception.

§ 13.4 discusses an alternative API generation that allows session branches to be checked by Java typing without additional run-time checks.

**Alternative C factorial implementation.** Following is an implementation of a factorial calculation using the C endpoint of `MathSvc` in a recursive method, illustrating the use of the State Channel API in an alternative programming style.

```java
MathSvc_C_1 facto(MathSvc_C_1 s1, Buf<Integer> b) throws ... {
    if (b.val == 1) return s1; // Pre: b.val >= 1
    Buf<Integer> tmp = new Buf<>(b.val);
    return facto(sub1(s1, tmp), tmp) // sub1 from Fig. 13.7
        .send(S, Val, b.val).send(S, Mult, tmp.val).receive(S, Prod, b);
}
```

Besides conformance to the protocol itself, the state channel parameter and return types help to ensure that the appropriate I/O transitions are performed through the protocol states in order to enact the recursive method call correctly.

### 13.3 Real-World Case Study: HTTP (GET)

In this section, we apply the Scribble API generation methodology to a real-world protocol, HTTP/1.1 [3]. For the purposes of this tutorial, we limit this case study to the GET method of HTTP, and treat a minimal number of message fields required for interoperability with existing real-world clients and servers. The following implementations have been tested against Apache (as currently deployed by the dept. of computing, Imperial College London) and Firefox 5.0.1.

A key point illustrated by this experiment on using session types in practice is the interplay between data types (message structure) and session types (interaction structure) in a complete protocol specification. In particular, that
aspects of the former can be refactored into the latter, while fully preserving protocol interoperability, to take advantage of the safety properties offered by Scribble-generated APIs in endpoint implementations.

13.3.1 HTTP in Scribble: First Version

HTTP is well-known as a client-server request-response protocol, typically conducted over TCP. Despite its superficial simplicity, i.e., a sequential exchange of just two messages between two parties, the standards documentation for HTTP spans several hundred pages, as is often the case for Internet applications and other real-world protocols.

**Global protocol.** As a first version, we simply express the high-level notion of an HTTP request-response as follows:

```java
sig <java> "...client.Req" from ".../Req.java" as Req;
sig <java> "...server.Resp" from ".../Resp.java" as Resp;
global protocol Http(role C, role S) {
  Req from C to S;
  Resp from S to C;
}
```

A small difference from the Scribble examples seen so far are the `sig` declarations for custom message formatting. Unlike `type` declarations, which pertain specifically to payload types, `sig` is used to work with host language-specific (e.g., `<java>`) routines for arbitrary message formatting; e.g., `Req.java` contains Java routines, provided as part of this protocol specification, for performing the serialization and deserialization between Java `Req` objects and the actual ASCII strings that constitute concrete HTTP requests on the wire.

**Client implementation.** For such a simple specification, we omit the EFSMs and Endpoint APIs for each role, and directly give client code using the generated API (omitting the usual preamble):

```java
Buf<Resp> b = new Buf<>();
Http_C_1 s1 = new Http_C_1(client); // client: MPSTEEndpoint<Http, C>
s1.send(S, new Req("/index.html", "1.1", host)).receive(S, Resp, b);
```

The generated API prevents errors such as attempting to receive `Resp` before sending `Req` or sending multiple `Req`s. However, one may naturally wonder if this is “all there is” to a correct HTTP client implementation—where is the complexity that is carefully detailed in the RFC specification?
The answer lies in the message formatting code that we have conveniently abstracted as the Req and Resp message classes. A basic HTTP session does exchange only two messages, but these messages are richly structured, involving branching, optional and recursive structures. In short, this first version assumes the correctness of the Req and Resp classes (written by the protocol author, or obtained using other parsing/formatting utilities) as part of the protocol specification.

13.3.2 HTTP in Scribble: Revised

As defined in RFC 7230 [3] (§ 3 onwards), the message grammar is:

```
HTTP-message = start-line *( header-field CRLF ) CRLF [ message-body ]
start-line = request-line / status-line
request-line = method SP request-target SP HTTP-version CRLF
header-field = field-name ":" OWS field-value OWS
... // CRLF=carriage return line feed; SP=space; OWS=optional white space
```

Intuitively, the act of sending a HTTP request may be equivalently understood as sending a request-line, followed by sending zero or more header-fields terminated by CRLF, and so on. Following this intuition, we can refactor much of this structure from the data side of the specification to the session types side, giving a Scribble description that captures the target protocol specification in more explicit detail than previously. Consequently, the generated API will promote the Java endpoint to respect this finer-grained protocol structure by static typing, as opposed to assuming the correctness of the supplied message classes.

We are able to refine the Scribble for HTTP/TCP in this way because any application-level notion of “message” identified in the specification is ultimately broken down and communicated via the TCP bit streams, in a manner that is transparent to the other party (client or server). This approach may thus be leveraged for any application protocol conducted over a transport with such characteristics.

Global protocol. Figure 13.10 is an extract of a revised Scribble specification of HTTP. The monolithic request and response messages have been decomposed into smaller constituents; e.g., RequestL and Host respectively denote the request-line and host-field in a request. For the most part, the Java code for formatting each message fragment as an HTTP ASCII string is reduced to a simple print instruction with compliant white spacing built in
The structure by which these constituents should be composed to reform whole messages is now expressed in the Request and Response subprotocols.

**Client implementation.** Taking the revised Scribble HTTP, Endpoint API generation proceeds as usual, generating the EFSMs for each role to give the structure of the State Channel API. Lines 2–3 in Figure 13.11 is an almost minimal implementation of a correctly formatted request according to the Request subprotocol. The typed API ensures the initial, mandatory RequestLine; then amongst the recursive choice cases we opt to send only the Host field, before concluding the request by an empty Body. A complete client implementation is given by: \( \text{doResponse(doRequest(s1))} \).

Besides limiting to a subset of the protocol, this revision is by no means a complete specification of HTTP in terms of capturing the entire message grammar in full detail; the fidelity of the Scribble specification may be pushed.
13.4 Further Endpoint API Generation Features

Branch-specific callback interfaces. Scribble also generates a callback-based API for branch states, which does not require additional run-time checks (cf. § 13.2.4). For each branch state, a handler interface is generated with a callback variant of receive for each choice case; e.g., MathSvc.S1_Handler in Figure 13.12. Apart from the operator and payloads, each method takes the continuation state channel as a parameter; the return type is void. Java typing ensures that a (concrete) implementation of this interface implicitly covers all cases of the branch. Finally, a variant of branch is generated in the parent channel class (e.g., MathSvc.S) that takes an instance of the corresponding handler interface, with return void. As before, this branch blocks until a message is received; the API then delegates the handling of the message to the appropriate callback method of the supplied handler object.

Figure 13.12 gives a class that implements the handler interfaces of both branch states for S. Assuming an MPSETEndpoint<MathSvc, S> serv, this handler class may be used in an event-driven implementation of S by: new MathSvc.S1(serv).branch(C, new MathSHandler()).

State-specific futures for unary inputs. For unary input states, Scribble additionally generates state-specific input futures as an alternative mechanism.

```java
Http_C_3 doRequest(Http_C_1 s1) throws Exception {
    return s1.send(S, new RequestLine("/index.html", "1.1"))
        .send(S, new Host("www.host.com"), send(S, new Body(""));
}
EndSocket doResponse(Http_C_3 s3) throws Exception {
    Http_C_4 Cases cases = s3.async(S, HttpV, new Buf<>()).branch(S);
    switch (cases.op) {
    case _200: ...
    case _404: ...
    ...}
}
```

Figure 13.11 Extract from an implementation of a HTTP client via API generation.
Figure 13.12 Additional branch callback interfaces generated for S in MathSvc; and a corresponding implementation of S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generated class</th>
<th>Session operation methods (additional to Fig. 1.9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MathSvc_S_1_BRANCH</td>
<td>void branch(C role, MathSvc_S_1_Handler h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathSvc_S_1_HANDLER</td>
<td>void receive(MathSvc_S_2 s, Val op, Buf&lt;Integer&gt; pay1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void receive(EndSocket s, Bye op)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathSvc_S_2_BRANCH</td>
<td>void branch(C role, MathSvc_S_2_Handler h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathSvc_S_2_HANDLER</td>
<td>void receive(MathSvc_S_3 s, Add op, Buf&lt;Integer&gt; pay1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>void receive(MathSvc_S_4 s, Mult op, Buf&lt;Integer&gt; pay1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```java
class MathHandler implements MathSvc_S_1_Handler, MathSvc_S_2_Handler {
    private Buf<Integer> b1;
    public void receive(MathSvc_S_2 s2, Val op, Buf<Integer> b1) { ...
        this.b1 = b1;
        s2.branch(C, this);
    }

    public void receive(EndSocket end, Bye op) throws ... { }

    public void receive(MathSvc_S_3 s3, Add op, Buf<Integer> b2) throws ...
        { s3.send(C, Sum, this.b1.val + b2.val).branch(C, this); }

    public void receive(MathSvc_S_4 s4, Mult op, Buf<Integer> b2) throws ...
        { s4.send(C, Prod, this.b1.val * b2.val).branch(C, this); }
}
```

An example usage of `async` was given in Figure 13.11 (line 6). There, the `async` is used to safely affect a *non-blocking input* action (the client is
not interested in blocking on awaiting just the `HttpV` portion of the response). Since the `HttpV` future is never explicitly forced – unlike state channels, input-futures are not linear objects – `async` also affects a user-level form of affine input action, in the sense that the user never reads this message. Finally, `async` enables postponing input actions until later in a session, for safe user-level permutation of session I/O actions.
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Abstract

We present two tools that support static typechecking of communication protocols in Java. Mungo associates Java classes with typestate specifications, which are state machines defining permitted sequences of method calls. StMungo translates a communication protocol specified in the Scribble protocol description language into a typestate specification for each role in the protocol by following the message sequence. Role implementations can be typechecked by Mungo to ensure that they satisfy their protocols, and then compiled as usual with javac. We demonstrate the Scribble, StMungo and Mungo toolchain via a typechecked POP3 client that can communicate with a real-world POP3 server.

14.1 Introduction

Modern computing is dominated by communication, at every level from manycore architectures through multithreaded programs to large-scale distributed systems; this contrasts with the original emphasis on data processing. Early recognition of the importance of structured data meant that high-level programming languages have always incorporated data types and supported programmers through the techniques of static and dynamic typechecking. The foundational status of structured data was explicitly recognised in the title of Wirth’s classic 1976 text \textit{Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs}, but a more appropriate modern slogan would be \textit{Programs + Communication}.
**Structures = Systems.** The new reality of communication-based software development needs to be supported by programming tools based on structuring principles and high-level abstractions. Given the success of data types, it is natural to apply type-theoretic techniques to the specification and verification of communication-based code. During the last twenty years, this goal has been pursued by the expanding and increasingly active research community on session types [12, 13, 24]. A session type is a formal structured description of a communication protocol, specifying the type, sequence and direction of messages. By embedding this description in the type system of a programming language, adherence to the protocol can be verified by static typechecking; if desired, dynamic monitoring can be introduced into the runtime system.

Several researchers have worked towards making typechecked communication structures available for mainstream software development, by transferring session types from their original setting of pi-calculus to functional and object-oriented languages [3, 5–8, 15, 17, 19]. Gay et al. [9] proposed an integration of session types and object-oriented programming through the concept of typestates [22], in which methods are constrained to be called only in particular sequences. They defined a translation from the session type of a communication channel endpoint into a typestate specification that constrains the use of send and receive methods on an object representing the channel endpoint. Their notation for typestate specifications was inspired by the syntax of session types.

Dardha, Gay, Kouzapas and Perera extended that work and implemented it as Mungo [16], a front-end typechecking tool for Java. They also generalised the translation from session types to typestate specifications, so that it handles multiparty [11] instead of binary session types, and made it concrete by implementing StMungo [16], a translator from the Scribble [20, 25] protocol description language into Mungo specifications. The Scribble description of a protocol is translated into an API with which to program implementations of protocol roles; the typestate specification associated with the API permits static checking of the correctness of the implementation of a role. Typestate specifications do not represent the notion of duality of session types; compatibility between roles depends on the assumption that their typestate specifications are derived from a single global session type. The paper by Kouzapas et al. [16] illustrated the use of Mungo and StMungo with a substantial case study of an SMTP client [21], including the low-level implementation details necessary to enable communication with standard SMTP servers. This achieved the long-standing goal of using session types to specify and verify implementations of real internet protocols.
The present chapter describes Mungo and StMungo in relation to three examples. The first, in Section 14.2.1, illustrates Mungo by defining and checking a typestate specification for an iterator. The second, in Section 14.3, is a simple multiparty scenario based on a travel agency. Finally, in Section 14.4, we show how Mungo and StMungo can be used to typecheck a client for the POP3 protocol [18].

14.2 Mungo: Typestate Checking for Java

Mungo is a static analysis tool that checks typestate properties in Java programs. Mungo implements two main components. The first is a Java-like syntax to define typestate specifications for classes, and the second is a typechecker that checks whether objects that have typestate specifications are used correctly. Mungo typechecks standard Java code without syntactic extensions; typestate specifications are defined in separate files and are associated with Java classes by means of the Java annotation mechanism. After typechecking with Mungo, programs can be compiled and run using standard Java tools. The declaration of a typestate specification in a single file contrasts with other approaches that take the viewpoint of typestate as pre- and post-conditions on methods; we discuss this point in Section 14.5. If a class has a typestate specification, the Mungo typechecker analyses each variable of that class in the program and extracts the method call behaviour (sequences of method calls) through the variable’s life. Finally, it checks the extracted information against the sequences of method calls allowed by the typestate specification.

Mungo is implemented in the JastAdd [10] framework, which is a Reference Attribute Grammar (RAG) meta-compiler suite compatible with Java. JastAdd provides a Java parser and typechecker, and was also used to implement a parser for the typestate specification language.

Mungo supports typechecking for a subset of Java. The programmer can define classes with typestate specifications and classes without them. The typechecking procedure tracks variables storing instances of classes with typestate specifications, through argument passing and return values. Moreover, the typechecking procedure for the fields of a class follows the typestate specification of the class to infer a typestate usage for the fields. For this reason fields that have typestate specifications must be defined in a class that also has a typestate specification.
Mungo first runs the Java typechecker provided by the JastAdd framework. If there are no errors then Mungo performs additional well-formedness checks before it runs the typestate checking procedure. First, the tool checks for well-formed typestate specifications: they must be deterministic and all states must be reachable from the initial state. Second, it checks that a class with a typestate specification implements all the methods required in the typestate. Third, arrays cannot store objects that have typestates, because array access, and thus inference for objects that are stored in an array, cannot be determined at statically. Finally, fields with typestate specifications must be private and non-static, to disallow external interference with their state.

Completing the coverage of Java will require further work. Some features we anticipate to be relatively straightforward extensions, such as synchronised statements, the conditional operator ?:, inner and anonymous classes, and static initialisers. Generics, inheritance and exceptions are non-trivial. Currently, generics are not supported, while inheritance is supported for classes without associated typestate behaviour. Exceptions are supported syntactically but are type-checked under the (unsound) assumption that no exceptions are thrown; a try{...} catch(Exception e) {...} statement is typechecked by typechecking the try block but not the catch block. If the program does not throw exceptions then there will be no violations of typestate specifications, but exception handlers may violate typestates.

### 14.2.1 Example: Iterator

We introduce some of the features of Mungo through an example that enforces correct usage of a Java Iterator. The example shows how a programmer can define an API and associate it with a typestate specification in order to constrain the order in which methods can be called. In the code below we define class StateIterator to wrap a Java Iterator. We use the Java annotation syntax @Typestate("StateIteratorProtocol") to associate the class StateIterator with the typestate specification StateIteratorProtocol. We often refer to a typestate specification as a protocol, following the established terminology of “object protocol” in the typestate literature.

```java
package iterator;
import java.util.Iterator;

@Typestate("StateIteratorProtocol")
class StateIterator {
```
We assume that the underlying implementation of the Java Iterator includes the remove() method. The implementation of method hasNext() uses the Iterator to discover whether the underlying collection has more elements. It assumes the definition of the enumeration

```
enum Boolean { True, False }
```

which is provided as part of the Mungo framework. This enumeration is used to specify dependency of the protocol on the result of a method.

Overall, the StateIteratorProtocol protocol ensures that the Java Iterator will be used in a way that throws no exceptions (method next() throws NoSuchElementException when there are no more elements in the underlying collection, and method remove() throws IllegalStateException when there is no element to removed). The code below defines the typestate specification StateIteratorProtocol.

```
package iterator;

typestate StateIteratorProtocol {
    HasNext = { Boolean hasNext(): <True: Next, False: end> }
    Next = { Object next(): HasNextOrRemove }
    HasNextOrRemove = {
        void remove(): HasNext,
        Boolean hasNext(): <True: NextOrRemove, False: end>
    }
    NextOrRemove = {
        void remove(): Next,
        Object next(): HasNextOrRemove
    }
}
```
A new iterator object is in state `HasNext`, because that is the first state in the definition. The only method available is `hasNext()`. If method `next()` were available then `NoSuchElementException` might be thrown in the case where there are no (more) elements in the underlying collection. Similarly, the availability of method `remove()` might result in `IllegalStateException`. A call of method `hasNext()` means that the continuation of the protocol depends on the return value of the method. In the case of `False` no further interaction with the iterator is possible, thus preventing possible exceptions. If the value `True` is returned then the state changes to `Next`, which forces the programmer to call the `next()` method and proceed to state `HasNextOrRemove`. Method `remove()` is not available because it should only be called after `next()` in order to remove the element returned by `next()`. Method `hasNext()` is not available because calling it would be redundant.

The state `HasNextOrRemove` offers a choice between methods `remove` and `hasNext()`. In the former case the iterator removes the current object and proceeds to the `HasNext` state. Alternatively, calling `hasNext()` either proceeds to state `NextOrRemove` or ends the protocol otherwise. In state `NextOrRemove` there is still the possibility of removing the last returned object and proceeding to the `Next` state (this is because a poll has already been done), or getting the next element of the collection using method `next()` and proceeding to the `HasNextOrRemove` state.

To summarise, if we assume semantic correctness of the methods of iter (for example, that `iter.hasNext()` correctly reports the state of iter), then by using Mungo to typecheck code that uses a `StateIterator`, we can ensure that `NoSuchElementException` and `IllegalStateException` will not occur. Specifically, we guarantee: i) not calling the `next()` method on an empty collection; ii) not calling the `remove()` when there is no element to remove from the underlying collection; iii) additionally, not having redundant calls of the `hasNext()` method.

To avoid conflicting state changes, objects with typestates must not be aliased. Mungo uses linear typing to prevent aliasing.

The code below, which is well-typed according to Mungo, creates and uses a `StateIterator` object. It creates a `HashSet` containing the positive integers smaller than 32, and then removes the even numbers.

```java
Collection c = new HashSet();
Integer i = 0; while(i < 32) c.add(i++);
StateIterator iter = new StateIterator(c.iterator());
iterate:
```
do {
  switch (iter.hasNext()) {
    case True:
      System.out.println(i = (Integer) iter.next());
      if(i%2 == 0) iter.remove();
      continue iterate;
    case False:
      break iterate;
  }
} while(true);

The HashSet's iterator is wrapped in a StateIterator object, which is subsequently used according to its protocol. The loop structure in the protocol is matched by the pattern label: do { ... } while(true); together with the continue label; and break label; statements. The switch statement handles the possible results of hasNext(), controlling the continuation or termination of the loop. The code on line 9 chooses whether or not to call remove(); the state here is HasNextOrRemove.

14.3 StMungo: Typestates from Communication Protocols

StMungo (Scribble to Mungo) is a transpiler from Scribble to Java, which also generates Mungo typestate specifications. It is based on the integration of session types and typestates [9] which consists of a formal translation of session types for communication channels into typestate specifications for channel objects. The latter define the order in which the methods of the channel objects can be called. This specification of the permitted sequences of method calls is naturally viewed as a channel protocol. We take a step further: we extend this formal translation from binary to multiparty session types [11] and implement it as StMungo, which translates Scribble local protocols into typestate specifications and prototype implementation code based on TCP/IP sockets. After refinement, the implementation is typechecked using Mungo.

A Scribble local protocol describes the communication between one role and all the other participants in a multiparty scenario, including the way in which messages sent to different participants are interleaved. StMungo is based on the principle that each role in the multiparty communication can be abstracted as a Java class following the typestate corresponding to the role’s local protocol. The typestate specification generated by StMungo, together with the Mungo typechecker, guide the programmer in the design and implementation of distributed multiparty communication-based programs with
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guarantees of communication safety and soundness. StMungo is the first tool to provide a practical embedding of multiparty session type protocols into object-oriented languages with typestate specifications.

The diagram shows how the toolchain consisting of Scribble, StMungo and Mungo is used to generate a Java program from a Scribble protocol.

We start with a global protocol written in Scribble, which is then validated and projected into local protocols, one for each role specified in the global protocol. At this point we run StMungo on the local projections for which we want to generate a typestate. The tool generates a typestate specification, a Java API and a prototype main program. After completing the main program, typechecking with Mungo verifies that it correctly implements the protocol.

### 14.3.1 Example: Travel Agency

We now illustrate the toolchain of Scribble, StMungo and Mungo by means of a travel agency example, which models the process of booking a flight through a university travel agent.

Three participants are involved: Researcher (abbreviated R), who intends to travel; Agent (A), who is able to make travel reservations; and Finance (F), who approves expenditure from the budget. In the Scribble [25] language, we first define the global protocol among three roles, which are abstract representations of the participants. The protocol consists of sequences of interactions. Every message (e.g. request) can be associated with a payload type (e.g. Travel), a sender, and one or more receivers. Typically payload types are structured data types defined separately from the protocol specification.

In the global protocol, after the check message requesting authorisation for a trip, F can choose to approve or refuse the request.

```java
global protocol BuyTicket(role R, role A, role F) {
    request(Travel) from R to A;
    quote(Price) from A to R;
}```
check(Price) from R to F;
choice at F {
    approve(Code) from F to R,A;
    ticket(String) from A to R;
    invoice(Code) from A to F;
    payment(Price) from F to A;
} or {
    refuse(String) from F to R,A;
}

The Scribble tools can be used to validate the protocol definition and to derive a local version of the protocol for each role, according to the theory of multiparty session types [11]. This is known as endpoint projection. Here is the projection for R, which describes only the messages involving that role. The self keyword indicates that R is the local endpoint.

local protocol BuyTicket_R(self R, role A, role F) {
    request(Travel) to A;
    quote(Price) from A;
    check(Price) to F;
    choice at F {
        approve(Code) from F;
        ticket(String) from A;
    } or {
        refuse(String) from F;
    }
}

Notice that the exchange of invoice and payment between A and F is not included. Similarly, the local projection for A omits the check message; we omit its local projection. Finally, the local projection for F omits the request, quote and ticket messages.

local protocol BuyTicket_F(role R, role A, self F) {
    check(Price) from R;
    choice at F {
        approve(Code) to R,A;
        invoice(Code) from A;
        payment(Price) to A;
    } or {
        refuse(String) from F to R,A;
    }
}
The common theme between protocols and typestate specifications is the requirement to do operations in particular orders. Our methodology for implementing the roles in a Scribble protocol is to define a Java class that encapsulates socket connections to provide the necessary communication, and provides methods that send and receive the messages in the protocol. This class constitutes an API for role programming. To ensure that communication methods are called in the order required by the protocol, we associate a typestate specification with the API, so that Mungo can check the correctness of code that uses the API. StMungo generates a Java API and a Mungo specification. If we are implementing all of the endpoints in a system, then the generated APIs are immediately interoperable with each other. However, interoperability with pre-existing endpoints such as a POP3 server (Section 14.4) typically requires an extra layer in order to translate between the abstract message labels defined in Scribble and the detailed textual message formats required by the protocol.

For the R role, StMungo converts the \texttt{BuyTicket\_R} local projection into the following Mungo definitions:

1. \texttt{RProtocol}, a typestate specification capturing the interactions local to the R role.
2. \texttt{RRole}, a Java class that implements \texttt{RProtocol} by communication over Java sockets. This is an API that can be used to implement the R endpoint.
3. \texttt{RMain}, a prototype Java implementation of the R endpoint. This runs as a Java process, and provides a \texttt{main()} method which uses \texttt{RRole} to communicate with the other parties in the session. For testing purposes it provides a command-line interface to choose and display message parameters.

To complete the ticket buying example, we now describe the result of translating the local protocol for R. For each choice there is an enumerated type, named according to the numerical position of the choice in the sequence of choices within the local protocol. The values of the enumerated type are the names of the first message in each branch of the choice. For the choice in \texttt{BuyTicket\_R} we have the following definition.

```java
enum Choice1 { APPROVE, REFUSE; }
```

Every role involved in the choice will have an enumerated type with the same set of values, but the names of the types are not necessarily the same for every role.
The typestate specification RProtocol defines the allowed sequences of method calls. As it includes method headers, it also provides similar documentation to an interface. The initial state is the first one defined.

```java
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The typestate specification RProtocol defines the allowed sequences of method calls. As it includes method headers, it also provides similar documentation to an interface. The initial state is the first one defined.

```typestate RProtocol {
  State0 = { void send_requestTravelToA(Travel): State1 }
  State1 = { Price receive_quotePriceFromA(): State2 }
  State2 = { void send_checkPriceToF(Price): State3 }
  State3 = { Choice1 receiveChoice1LabelFromF():
    <APPROVE: State4, REFUSE: State6> }
  State4 = { Code receive_approveCodeFromF(): State5 }
  State5 = { String receive_ticketStringFromA(): end }
  State6 = { String receive_refuseTravelFromF(): end }
}
```

The API is defined by the class RRole, which is also generated. When instantiated, it establishes socket connections to the other role objects in the session (ARole and FRole); we omit the details here.

```java
@Typestate("RProtocol")
public class RRole {
  public RRole(){
    ... // Bind the sockets and accept a client connection
    try {
      // Create the read and write streams
      socketAIn = new BufferedReader(...);
      socketAOut = new PrintWriter(...);
    } catch (IOException e) {
      System.out.println("Read failed"); System.exit(-1);
    }
    public void send_requestTravelToA(Travel payload) {
      this.socketAOut.println(payload);
    }
    public Price receive_quotePriceFromA() {
      String line = "";
      try {
        line = this.socketAIn.readLine();
      } catch (IOException e) {
        System.out.println("Input/Output error."); System.exit(-1);
      }
      // Parse line to the appropriate type and then return it
      return Price.parsePrice(line); }
    ... // Define all other methods in RProtocol }
```

The RMain class provides a prototype implementation of the R endpoint, using the RRole class to communicate with the other roles in the system.
Mungo statically checks the correctness of an R implementation (either based on the prototype or written separately), by checking that methods are called in allowed sequences and that all possible responses are handled. For example, `main` below is correct.

```java
public static void main(String[] args) {
    RRole r = new RRole();
    Travel t = // input travel;
    r.send_requestTravelToA(t);
    Price p = r.receive_quotePriceFromA();
    r.send_checkPriceToF(p);
    switch(r.receiveChoice1LabelFromF().getEnum()) {
        case APPROVE:
            Code c = r.receive_approveCodeFromF();
            println(r.receive_ticketStringFromA());
            break;
        case REFUSE:
            println(r.receive_refuseStringFromF());
            break;
    }
}
```

This code is checked by computing the sequences of method calls that are made on an RRole object, inferring the minimal typestate specification that allows those sequences, and then comparing this specification with the declared specification RProtocol. The comparison is based on a simulation relation. Typically the programmer would modify the prototype implementation by defining extra business logic, but she is also free to rewrite it completely. Mungo statically checks RMain, or any client of the RRole class, to ensure that methods of the protocol are called in a valid sequence and that all possible responses are handled.

### 14.4 POP3: Typechecking an Internet Protocol Client

As a more substantial example, we use a standard internet protocol, POP3 [18] (Post Office Protocol Version 3), to show the applicability of session types in the real world and the use of session type tools to typecheck protocols. The protocol allows an email client to retrieve messages from a server. The diagram below is based on RFC 1939 [18], the official specification of the protocol. The labels “+OK” and “-ERR” are part of the textual message format. For simplicity, several transitions from state TRANSACTION have been omitted.
The protocol starts with the client connecting to the server and the server authenticating the connection. The client then has the choice to either submit a username to log into a mailbox, or to end the authorization. Upon receiving the username, the server has the choice to accept the username or to send an error message to the client, for example if the username does not exist. After the username has been accepted, the client is then required to send a password or to end the authorization. If the password is accepted, the transaction stage begins. In the transaction stage, the client has a choice of various commands: the diagram shows just STAT (status) and LIST (summary list). Some of these requests involve a choice at the server side to either fulfil the request or to send an error message.

Alternatively the client can choose to QUIT. The specification of the messages and state transitions of POP3 can be converted into a Scribble global protocol, as shown below.

```
global protocol POP3(role S, role C) {
  OKN(String) from S to C;
  rec authentication_username {
    choice at C {
      USER(String) from C to S;
      choice at S {
        OK(String) from S to C;
        rec authentication_password {
          choice at C {
```
PASS(String) from C to S;

choice at S {
  OK(String) from S to C;
  rec transaction {
    choice at C {
      STAT() from C to S;
      OKN(int, int) from S to C;
      continue transaction;
    } or {
      LIST() from C to S;
      OK(String) from S to C;
      rec summary_choice_retrieve {
        choice at S {
          DOT() from S to C;
          continue transaction;
        } or {
          SUM(int, int) from S to C;
          continue summary_choice_retrieve; }
      } or {
        ERR(String) from S to C;
        continue transaction;
      } or {
        QUIT() from C to S;
        OKN(String) from S to C; }
    } or {
      ERR(String) from S to C;
      continue authentication_password; }
  } or {
    QUIT() from C to S;
    OKN(String) from S to C; }
} or {
  ERR(String) from S to C;
  continue authentication_username; }
} or {
  QUIT() from C to S;
  OKN(String) from S to C; } } }
Projection using the Scribble tools produces local protocols for the client and the server. For the rest of this section we focus on the client protocol. For brevity we omit the authentication phase.

```plaintext
local protocol POP3 (role S, self C) {
  OKN(String) from S;
  ...
  rec transaction {
    choice at C {
      STAT() to S;
      OKN(int,int) from S;
      continue transaction;
    } or {
      LIST() to S;
      choice at S {
        OK(String) from S;
        rec summary_choice_retrieve {
          choice at S {
            DOT() from S;
            continue transaction;
          } or {
            SUM(int,int) from S;
            continue summary_choice_retrieve; }
        } or {
          ERR(String) from S;
          continue transaction; }
      } or {
        QUIT() to S;
        OKN(String) from S; }
    }
    ...
  }
  QUIT() to S;
  OKN(String) from S; }
```

We use StMungo to translate the Scribble local protocol into a typestate specification CProtocol, which defines the order in which the communication methods are called.

```plaintext
typestate CProtocol {
  State0 = {String receive_OKStringFromS(): State1}
  ...
  State9 = {void send_STATToS(): State10,
```
void send_RETR_TO_S(): State12,
void send.QuitTO_S(): State19
State10 = {void send.STA4T_TO_S(): State11}
State11 = {IntInt receive._OK_IntIntFromS(): State9}
State12 = {void send.LIST_TO_S(): State13}
State13 = {Choice1 receive_CHOICE1_LabelFromS():
<OK: State14, ERR: State18>}
State14 = {String receive._OK_StringFromS(): State15}
State15 = {Choice2 receive_CHOICE2_LabelFromS():
<DOT: State16, SUM: State17>}
State16 = {void receive.DOTFromS(): State9}
State17 = {String receive.SUM_IntIntFromS(): State15}...

14.4.1 Challenges of Using Mungo and StMungo in the Real World

Programming with loops  A POP3 server responds to the LIST command by sending any number of lines, terminated by the DOT message.

The Scribble description of the state reached by +OK() uses explicit recursion in which continue jumps to a named state.

rec summary_choice_list {
choice at S  {
  DOT() from S to C
  continue transaction;
} or {
  SUM(int, int) from S to C;
  continue summary_choice_list; } }

The Java code generated by StMungo is a direct translation, using labelled statements and continue. Given that we are generating imperative code rather than recursive functions, this seems to be the only systematic way to handle the arbitrary structure of Scribble’s rec. Although continue is a goto, its use is
controlled and checked by Mungo: it is only allowed when the recursion point in the protocol has been reached. The SJ language [15] introduces sendWhile and receiveWhile loops to match particular protocol patterns, but we have chosen not to extend Java with new loop constructs.

```
  _summary_choice_list: do {
    switch(currentC.receive_Choice2LabelFromS().getEnum){
      case Choice2.DOT:
        Void payload10 = currentC.receive_DOTVoidFromS();
        System.out.println("Received from S: ." + payload10);
        continue _transaction;
      case Choice2.SUM:
        SUMIntInt payload11 = currentC.receive_SUMIntIntFromS();
        System.out.println("Received from S: " + payload11);
        continue _summary_choice_list; }
  }
```

**Abstract vs. concrete messages** When designing a complete system and implementing all the roles, StMungo can generate concrete textual messages in a uniform way; alternatively, we could use a structured message format such as JSON. However, in POP3 and other standard protocols, the client has to work with the textual message formats defined by the protocol. For example, the Scribble message `OK(int, int)` from S to C; corresponds to a line of text such as `+OK 2 200`. In the current implementation of the POP3 example, conversion between abstract and concrete messages is done by handwritten code, but we are working on a tool to generate message converters from a specification.

**Naming** StMungo converts Scribble message names into Java method names. The method definition depends on whether or not the message appears at the beginning of a Scribble choice, and this cause naming conflicts if the same name is used for messages in both kinds of position. For example, `OK` and `OKN` in POP3 would more naturally both be `OK`.

**Non-standard implementations** Real-world servers do not always follow the RFC exactly. The specification of POP3 states that if the client sends an unknown username, it is rejected and the username must be sent again. However, the server used for this case study, namely `GMX.co.uk`, accepts an unknown username and expects the client to send the password again. Consequently, even after completing the prototype client generated by StMungo and checking it with Mungo, it is necessary to test the client thoroughly.
with existing servers if we want to ensure correct operation in all cases. When deviations from the RFC are discovered, the Scribble definition of the protocol can be generalised accordingly. This problem could be reduced by promoting the use of formal protocol descriptions within RFCs.

14.5 Related Work

Session types. The main pieces of related work on session types and Java are the Session Java (SJ) language [15] and the API generation approach [14], both by Hu et al. The API generation approach has been used to to analyse an SMTP client in Java. The API for SMTP implements multiparty session types using a pattern in which each communication method returns the receiver object with a new type that determines which communication methods are available at the next step. Standard Java typechecking can verify the correctness of communication when the pattern is used properly, with runtime monitoring being used to ensure linearity constraints are fulfilled. In contrast with this approach, Mungo’s approach is completely static.

SJ [15] builds on earlier work [4, 5, 7] to add binary session type channels to Java. SJ implements a library for binary sessions that have a pre-defined interface. The syntax of Java is extended with communication statements to allow typechecking. The scope of a session is restricted to the body of a single method. Mungo removes this restriction by allowing the abstraction of multiparty session types as user-defined objects that can be passed and used throughout different program scopes.

Typestates. There have been many projects that add typestates to practical languages, since the introduction of the concept by Strom and Yemini [22]. Plural [2] is a noteworthy example. It is based on Java and has been used to study access control systems. Plural implements typestates by using annotations to define pre- and post-conditions on methods, referring to abstract states and predicates on instance variables. By contrast, Mungo explicitly defines the possible sequences of method calls. Plural and Mungo both allow the typestate after a method call to depend on the return value.

Plaid [1, 23] introduces typestate-oriented programming as a paradigm. Instead of class definitions, a program consists of state definitions containing methods that cause transitions to other states. Transitions are specified in a similar way to Plural’s pre- and post-conditions. Similarly to classes, states can be structured into an inheritance hierarchy. As opposed to Plaid, Mungo focuses on the object-oriented paradigm in order to be applicable to Java.

Our previous paper [16] discusses related work in more detail.
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Abstract

This chapter presents Parameterised Scribble (Pabble), an extension of the Scribble language to capture scalable protocols, and a top-down, code generation framework of Message-Passing Interface (MPI) programs.

The code generation process begins with defining a Pabble protocol for the topology of the MPI application. An MPI parallel program skeleton is automatically generated from the protocol, which can then be merged with code kernels defining their behaviours. The merging process is fully automated through the use of an aspect-oriented compilation tool.

Pabble protocols are parameterised over the number of roles at runtime, and are grounded on theories of parameterised multiparty session types (MPST) where valid Pabble protocols can ensure safety and progress of communication in the generated MPI programs. Using the framework, programmers only need to supply the intended Pabble protocol and provide code kernels to obtain parallelised programs. Since the skeleton generation and the merging process are automatic, the framework not only simplifies the development of MPI programs, the output programs are efficient and scalable MPI applications, that are guaranteed, free from communication mismatch, type errors or deadlocks by construction, improving productivity of programmers.

15.1 Introduction

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [8] is the de-facto standard for parallel programming on high-performance computing systems. Despite the advances in novel techniques and models such as the Partitioned Global Address Space
(PGAS) used by X10 [3, 10, 17] for simplifying parallel programming, MPI is still by far the most widely used parallel programming library in the scientific community. However, parallel programming with the MPI library is a well-documented difficult task, in which reasoning about interactions between distributed processes is difficult at scale, and communication mismatches are amongst the most common pitfalls by MPI users [6].

To apply behavioural types in safe, scalable parallel programming, this chapter presents a parallel programming workflow based on a protocol language Pabble, which we will explain in more details in Section 15.5. Figure 15.1 shows the overview of our approach, and this chapter explains the core use case of the approach highlighted in the figure. A Pabble protocol is an abstract representation of the communication topology, or parallel communication patterns of a parallel application. We consider every application a coupling between sequential, computation code that defines functional behaviours of processes in the application, and a communication topology that connects the processes together as a coherent application. Hence, to build a parallel application, we first define the communication protocol, written in Pabble. A valid Pabble protocol is guaranteed free of interactions and patterns that introduce communication errors and deadlocks. The Pabble protocol is used to generate an annotated MPI program backbone (Section 15.6), specifying the interactions between parallel processes. Based on the Pabble protocol, computation kernels are written in C language (C99), using queues to pass data locally between the kernels. The kernels are then merged with the MPI backbone by LARA [2], an aspect-oriented compilation tool, to transform the backbone and the kernels into a complete MPI application (Section 15.7).

![Figure 15.1 Pabble-based MPI program generation workflow (core flow highlighted).]
In addition to the merge, LARA can also perform pragma directed optimisations on the source code to overlap communication and computation, improving the runtime performance. The details of the optimisations, rigorous evaluations of the approach, and a pre-generated repository of common protocols are omitted from this chapter, but can be found in the original paper [12].

15.2 Pabble: Parameterised Scribble

In this section we introduce Parameterised Scribble (Pabble) [14, 15], a developer friendly notation for specifying application level interaction protocol based on the theory of parameterised multiparty session types [5]. As the name suggests, Pabble is a parametric evolution of Scribble [16, 18], which itself is based on the theory of multiparty session types [1, 9]. We begin with an example Scribble protocol to explain the basic syntax of Pabble and the Scribble family of protocol languages, and why parameterisation is important for protocols describing scalable, parallel program topologies.

```
module example;

global protocol Ring(role Worker1, role Worker2, role Worker3) {
    rec LOOP {
        Data(T) from Worker1 to Worker2;
        Data(T) from Worker2 to Worker3;
        DataLast(T) from Worker3 to Worker1;
        continue LOOP;
    }
}
```

Listing 15.1 Ring protocol in Scribble.

This Ring protocol describes a series of communications in which the role Worker1 passes a message of type Data(T) to Worker3 by forwarding through Worker2, and receives back a DataLast(T) message from Worker3 to complete the ring. It is easy to notice that explicitly describing all interactions among distinct roles is verbose and inflexible: for example, when extending the protocol with an additional role Worker4, we must rewrite the whole protocol. On the other hand, we observe that these worker roles have identical communication patterns that can be logically grouped together: Worker\(i+1\) receives a message from Worker\(i\) and the last Worker sends a message to Worker1. In order to capture these replicable patterns, we introduce an extension of Scribble with dependent types, namely Pabble. In Pabble, multiple participants can be grouped in the same role and indexed.
This greatly enhances the expressive power and modularity of the protocols. Here 'parameterised' refers to the number of participants in a role that can be changed by parameters.

```pabbage
module example;
const N = 3;
global protocol Ring(role Worker[1..N]) {
  rec LOOP {
    Data(T) from Worker[i:1..N-1] to Worker[i+1];
    DataLast(T) from Worker[N] to Worker[1];
    continue LOOP;
  }
}
```

**Listing 15.2** Parametrised Ring protocol in Pabbage.

Our ring example is rewritten in the syntax of Pabbage shown above. The role Worker[1..N] declares workers with indices 1 up to an arbitrary integer N. The Worker roles can be identified individually by their indices, for example, Worker[1] refers to the first and Worker[N] refers to the last. In the body of the protocol, the sender, Worker[i:1..N-1], declares multiple Workers, bound by the bound variable i, and iterates from 1 to N-1. The receivers, Worker[i+1], are calculated on their indices for each instance of the bound variable i. The second line is a message sent back from Worker[N] to Worker[1].

```pabbage
local protocol Ring at Worker[1..N](role Worker[1..N]) {
  rec LOOP {
    if Worker[i:2..N] Data(T) from Worker[i-1];
    if Worker[i:1..N-1] Data(T) to Worker[i+1];
    if Worker[1] DataLast(T) from Worker[N];
    if Worker[N] DataLast(T) to Worker[1];
    continue LOOP;
  }
}
```

The above code shows the local protocol of Ring, which is a localised version of Listing 15.2 at the Worker role. It represents the Worker[1..N] parameterised role, and corresponds to multiple endpoints in the same logical grouping. A Pabbage local protocol is automatically generated from its global protocol following the projection algorithm in [14], and programmers only need to define the global protocol to use Pabbage for MPI development.

Above servers as a primer on the Pabbage language, sufficient for our introductory example; Later, the full syntax and explanations of the Pabbage language will be given in Section 15.5.
15.3 MPI Backbone

A typical MPI program follows a Single Program, Multiple Data (SPMD) parallel programming model, where a single source code is executed by multiple parallel processors. This model shares a lot of similarities with the parameterised local protocols in Pabble which groups together similar roles in a single protocol, except that local protocols can be generated from global protocols which are easier to express overall communication or topologies.

As a running example, we use the Pabble protocol presented earlier to demonstrate the framework and implement a ring accumulator that calculates a sum of values from each Worker and distribute to all.

```c
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
    MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
    MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &meta.pid);
    MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &meta.nprocs);
    #pragma pabble type T
    typedef void T;  // typedef double T;
    MPI_Datatype MPI_T = MPI_DOUBLE;

    T *bufData_r, *bufData_s;
    /** Other buffer declarations **/
    /** Definitions of cond0, cond1, ... **/
    #pragma pabble kernel Init #init(Init, "input.txt")
    #pragma pabble predicate Ring
    while (1) { # while(iter())
        if (cond0) { /*if Worker[1..N]*/
            bufData_r = (T *)calloc(meta.buflen(Data), sizeof(T));
            MPI_Irecv(bufData_r, meta.buflen(Data), MPI_T, /*Worker[i-1]*/...);
            MPI_Wait(&req[0], &stat[0]);
            pabble_recvq_enqueue(Data, bufData_r);
            #pragma pabble kernel Data #accumulate(Data);
        }
        if (cond1) { /*if Worker[1..(N-1)]*/
            #pragma pabble kernel Data #accumulate(Data);
            bufData = pabble_sendq_dequeue();
            MPI_Isend(bufData, meta.buflen(Data), MPI_T, /*Worker[i+1]*/...);
            MPI_Wait(&req[1], &stat[1]);
            free(bufData);
            // Similarly for DataLast between Worker[1] and Worker[N]
        }
    }
    MPI_Finalize();
    return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}
```

Listing 15.3  MPI backbone generated from the Ring protocol.
15.3.1 MPI Backbone Generation from Ring Protocol

Based on the Pabble Ring protocol in the introduction, our code generation framework generates an MPI backbone code (e.g. Listing 15.3). First it automatically generates local protocols from a global protocol as an intermediate step to make MPI code generation more straightforward. The MPI backbone generation procedure is described in details later in Section 15.6, here we focus on the generated MPI backbone code output.

An MPI backbone is a C99 program with boilerplate code for initialising and finalising the MPI environment of a typical MPI application (lines 2–4 and 30 respectively), and MPI primitives for message passing (e.g. MPI_Isend/MPI_Irecv\(^1\)). Therefore the MPI backbone realises the interaction between participants as specified in the Pabble protocol, without supporting any specific application functionality. The backbone has three kinds of #pragma annotations as placeholders for kernel functions, types and program logic. The annotations are explained in Section 15.7.1. The boxed code in Listing 15.3 represents how the backbone are converted to code that calls the kernel functions in the MPI program.

On lines 5 and 6, generic type T and MPI_T are defined datatypes for C and MPI respectively. T and MPI_T are refined later when an exact type (e.g. int or composite struct type) is known with the kernels.

Following the type declarations, other variable declarations including the buffers (line 9), and their allocation and deallocation are managed by the backbone. They are generated as guarded blocks of code, which come directly from the local protocol. lines 15–21 shows a guarded receive that correspond to if Worker[i:2..N] Data(T)from Worker[i-1] in the protocol and lines 22–28 for if Worker[i:1..N-1] Data(T)to Worker[i+1].

Given the MPI backbone, we can then implement computation kernels for the MPI program.

15.4 Computation Kernels

Computation kernels are C functions that describe the algorithmic behaviour of the application. Conceptually, each message interaction defined in Pabble (e.g. Label(T)from Sender to Receiver), and – through the automatic MPI backbone generation – the MPI backbone, can be associated to a kernel by its label (e.g. Label).

\(^1\)We use MPI_Isend/MPI_Irecv with MPI_Wait in place of the equivalent MPI_Send/MPI_Recv respectively. To simplify presentation we write MPI_Send/MPI_Recv in the rest of the chapter.
Figure 15.2 shows how kernels are invoked in a message-passing statement between two processes named Sender and Receiver respectively. Since a message interaction statement involves two participants (e.g. Sender and Receiver), the kernel serves two purposes: (1) produce a message for sending and (2) consume a message after it has been received. The two parts of the kernel are defined in the same function, but runs on the sending process and the receiving process respectively. The kernels are top-level functions and do not send or receive messages directly through MPI calls. Instead, messages are passed between kernels and the MPI backbone (derived from the Pabble protocol) via a queue API: in order to send a message, the producer kernel (e.g. (1)) of the sending process enqueues the message to its send queue; and a received message can be accessed by a consumer kernel (e.g. (2)), dequeuing from its receive queue. This allows the decoupling between computation (as defined by the kernels) and communication (as described in the MPI backbone).

15.4.1 Writing a Kernel

We now explain how a user writes a kernel file, which contains the set of kernel functions related to a Pabble protocol for an application. As an example, we implement accumulator in a ring topology below.

A minimal kernel file must define a variable meta of meta_t type, which contains the process id (i.e. meta.pid), total number of spawned processes (i.e. meta.nprocs) and a callback function that takes one parameter (message label) and returns the send/receive size of message payload (i.e. unsigned int meta.bufsize(int label)). The meta.buflen function returns the buffer size for the MPI primitives based on the label given, as a lookup table to manage the buffer sizes centrally. Process id and total number of spawned processes will be populated automatically by the backbone code generated. The kernel file includes the definitions of the kernel functions, annotated with pragmas, associating the kernels with message labels. The pragmas that are allowed are detailed in Section 15.7. The kernels can use file (i.e. static) scope variables for local data storage. Our ring
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accumulator kernel file starts with the following declarations for local data and meta:

**Kernel file header**

```c
typedef struct {
    double *values;
    int N;
} local_data_t;
static local_data_t *local;

unsigned int buflen(int label) { return 1; } // 1-size buffer for all.
meta_t meta = { /*pid*/0, /*nprocs*/1, MPI_COMM_NULL, &buflen};
```

### 15.4.1.1 Initialisation

Most parallel applications require explicit partitioning of input data. In these cases, the programmer writes a kernel function for partitioning, such that each participant has a subset of the input data. Input data are usually partitioned with a layout similar to the layout of the participants. In our ring accumulator example, the processes are arranged linearly, and the input file contains an array of at least meta.nprocs elements, so meta.nprocs initial values are read into the local->values array. In our example initialisation function below, we also set the current accumulated value to be our initial value of local->values[meta.pid].

**Kernel: Init**

```c
#pragma pabble kernel Init
void init(int id, const char *filename)
{
    FILE *fp = fopen(filename, "r");
    local = (local_data_t *)malloc(sizeof(local_data_t));
    local->values = NULL; local->N = 0;
    ... // allocate etc.
    int nprocs = meta.nprocs; // Number of processes (known at runtime).
    for (int i=0; i<nprocs; i++)
        fscanf(fp, "%f", &local->values[i]); // Copy data to local
    fclose(fp); local->N = nprocs;
    local->accumulated = local->values[meta.pid]; /* initial value on proc */
}
```

### 15.4.1.2 Passing data between backbone and kernel through queues

The kernels are void functions with at least one parameter, which is the label of the kernel. Inside the kernel, no MPI primitive should be used to perform message passing. Data received from another participant or data that need to be sent to another participant can be accessed using a receive queue.
15.4 Computation Kernels

Kernel: Data

```c
#pragma pabble kernel Data
void accumulate(int id)
{
    double *rcvd_val; // Ptr to received value (temp).
    if (!pabble_recvq_isempty() && pabble_recvq_top_id() == id) {
        rcvd_val = (double *)pabble_recvq_dequeue(); // allocated by backbone
        local->accumulated += *rcvd_val;
    } else { // Allocate and send value
        accumulated_val = (double *)calloc(meta.buflen(id), sizeof(double));
        *accumulated_val = local->accumulated
        pabble_send_enqueue(id, accumulated_val);
    }
}
```

and send queue. Consider the following kernel for the label Data in the ring accumulator example:

Each kernel has access to a send and receive queue local to the whole process, which holds pointers to the buffer to be sent and the buffer containing the received messages, respectively. The queues are the only mechanism for kernels to interface the MPI backbone. The simplest kernel is one that forwards incoming messages from the receive queue directly to the send queue. In the above function, when the kernel function is called, it either consumes a message from the receive queue if it is not empty (i.e. after a receive), or produce a message for the send queue (i.e. before a send).

Kernels can have extra parameters. For example, in the `init` function above, `filename` is a parameter that is not specified by the protocol (i.e. `Init()`). When such functions are called, all extra parameters are supplied by command-line arguments in the final generated MPI application.

15.4.1.3 Predicates

A predicate kernel is similar to a normal void kernel, but with a function signature that returns an `int` (as a boolean), it is used as a conditional variable, where the value of the variable is determined by the body of the kernel. In the `iter()` predicate kernel, we use the number of processes to determine when the ring protocol has completed a cycle (i.e. executed `meta.nproc` times) and terminate the `while`-loop.

Kernel: Ring

```c
#pragma pabble predicate Ring
int iter() { static int i = 0; return i++ < meta.nprocs }
```
After writing the computation kernels, we can then use the framework to merge the MPI backbones with the computation kernels, and we get a complete MPI program. The resulting MPI program is shown in Listing 15.3 (boxed code).

## 15.5 The Pabble Language

In this section, we present more details of the Pabble language, including its syntax, and the well-formedness conditions (i.e. syntactic restrictions to ensure protocol correctness) of the language.

### 15.5.1 Global Protocols Syntax

Figure 15.3 lists the core syntax of Pabble, which consists of two protocol declarations, global and local. A global protocol is declared with the protocol name (str denotes a string) with role and group parameters followed by the body $G$. Role $R$ is a name with argument expressions. The argument expressions are ranges or arithmetic expressions $h$, and the number of arguments corresponds to the dimension of the array of roles: for example, Worker $[1..4][1..2]$ denotes a 2-D array with size 4 and 2 in the two dimensions respectively, forming a 4-by-2 array of roles.

Declared roles can be grouped by specifying a named group using the keyword group, followed by the group name and the set of roles. For example,

```
group EvenWorker={Worker[2][2], Worker[4][2]}
```

creates a group which consists of two workers. A special built-in group, All, is defined as all processes in a session. We can encode collective operators such as many-to-many and many-to-one communication with All, which will be explained later.

Apart from specifying ranges by constants, ranges can also be specified using expressions. Expression $e$ consists of operators for numbers, logarithm, left and right logical shifts ($<<$, $>>$), numbers, variables ($i, j, k$), and constants ($M, N$). Constants are either bound outside the protocol declaration or are left free (unbound) to represent an arbitrary number. As in [11], when the constants are bound, they are declared by numbers outside the protocol, e.g. $\text{const } N = 10$ or lower and upper bounds, e.g. $\text{const } N = 1..10$. We also allow leaving the declaration free (unbound), e.g. $\text{const } N$, as a shorthand to represent an arbitrary constant with lower and upper bounds 0 and max respectively, i.e. $\text{const } N = 0..\text{max}$, where max is a special
Global Pabble

```plaintext
global protocol str(para) { G }
```

Parameter

```plaintext
para ::= role R_d, ..., Role declaration
group str = {R_d, ...}, ... Group declaration
```

Global protocol body

```plaintext
G ::= l(T) from R to R; Interaction
   | choice at R { G_1 } or ... or { G_N } Choice
   | foreach (b) { G } Foreach
   | allreduce op_c(T); Reduction
   | rec l { G } Recursion
   | continue l; Continue
   | G G Sequential composition
```

Payload type

```plaintext
T ::= int | float | ... Data types
```

Expression

```plaintext
e ::= e op e Binary expressions
   | num Integers
   | i, j, k, ... | N Variables, constants
op ::= op_c | - | / | % | << | >> | log | ... Binary operations
op_c ::= + | * | ... Commutative operations
```

Role

```plaintext
R_d ::= str Role declaration
   | str[e..e]...[e..e] Param. role declaration
R ::= str Roles
   | str[h]...[h] Param. roles
   | All All group role
h ::= b | e Role parameter
b ::= i : e..e Binding range
```

Local Pabble

```plaintext
local protocol str at R_d(para) { L }
```

Local protocol body

```plaintext
L ::= | if R | l(T) from R; (Conditional) Receive
   | if R | l(T) to R; (Conditional) Send
   | choice at R { L_1 } or ... or { L_N } Choice
   | foreach (b) { L } Foreach
   | allreduce op_c(T); Reduction
   | rec l { L } Recursion
   | continue l; Continue
   | L L Sequential composition
```

Figure 15.3 Pabble syntax.

value representing the maximum possible value or practically unbounded. Binding range expression \( b \) takes the form of \( i : e_1..e_n \) which means \( i \) is ranged from \( e_1 \) to \( e_n \). Binding variables always bind to a range expression and not individual values. Indices in a Pabble protocol must be bound with
the binding range expression, the details are omitted here, please see indices well-formed conditions in [14].

In a global protocol $G$, $l(T)$ from $R_1$ to $R_2$ is called an interaction statement, which represents passing a message with label $l$ and type $T$ from one role $R_1$ to another role $R_2$. $R_1$ is a sender role and $R_2$ is a receiver role. choice at $R$ { $G_1$ } or ... or { $G_N$ } means the role $R$ will select one of the global types $G_1, ..., G_N$. rec $l$ { $G$ } is recursion with the label $l$ which declares a label for continue $l$ statement. foreach ($b$) { $G$ } denotes a for-loop whose iteration is specified by $b$. For example, foreach (i:1..n){ $G$ } represents the iteration from 1 to $n$ of $G$ where $G$ is parameterised by $i$.

Finally, allreduce $op_c(T)$ means all processes perform a distributed reduction of value with type $T$ with the operator $op_c$ (like MPI_Allreduce in MPI), and sends the resulting value from the reduction to all processes. It takes a mandatory predefined operator $op_c$ where $op_c$ must be a commutative and associative arithmetic operation so they can correspond to MPI reduction operations which have the same requirements. Pabble currently supports sum and product.

We allow using simple expressions (e.g. Worker[i:0..2*N-1]) to parameterise ranges. In addition, indices can also be calculated by expressions on bound variables (e.g. Worker[i+1]) to refer to relative positions of roles.

There are restrictions on the indices on such as relative indices calculations and index bounds presented below. The restrictions ensure termination of the projection algorithm and safety of the communication topology at runtime.

15.5.1.1 Restriction on constants
In Pabble protocols, constants can be defined by

1. A single numeric value (const $N = 3$); or
2. Lower and upper bound constraints not involving the max keyword; or
3. A range defined with the max keyword.

(1) sets a fixed value to a constant, as exemplified in Listing 15.2. (2) gives runtime constants a lower bound and an upper bound, e.g. the number of processes spawned in a scalable protocol, which is unknown at design time and will be defined and immutable once the execution begins. To ensure Pabble protocols are communication-safe in all possible values of constants, we must ensure that all parameterised role indices stay within their declared range.
Such conditions prevent sending or receiving from an invalid (non-existent) role, which will lead to communication mismatch at runtime.

The following explains how to determine whether the protocol will be valid for all combinations of constants:

```
const M = 1..3;
const N = 2..5;
global protocol P(role R[1..M]) {
    T from R[i:1..M] to R[i+1];
}
```

The basic constraints from the constants are:

\[ 1 \leq M, M \leq 3, 2 \leq N \text{ and } N \leq 5 \]

We then calculate the range of \( R[i+1] \) as \( R[2..M+1] \). Since the objective is to ensure that the role parameters in the protocol body (i.e. \( 1..M \) and \( 2..M+1 \)) stay within the bounds of \( 1..N \), we define a constraint set to be:

\[ 1 \leq 1 \& M \leq N \text{ and } 1 \leq 2 \& M + 1 \leq N \]

which are lower and upper bound inequalities of the two ranges. From them, we obtain this inequality as a result:

\[ M + 1 \leq N \]

By comparing this against the basic constraints on the constants, we can check that not all outcomes belong to the regions and thus this is not a communication-safe protocol (an example of an unsafe case is \( M = 3 \) and \( N = 2 \)). On the other hand, if we alter line 4 to \( T \text{ from } R[i:1..N-1] \text{ to } R[i+1]; \), the constraints are unconditionally true and so we can guarantee all combinations of constants \( M \) and \( N \) will not cause communication errors.

(3) is a special case of (2), where the upper bound of a constant is set to the \texttt{max} keyword. We write \texttt{const N = 0..max} to represent a range without upper bound, here it means the constant \( N \) can be any integer value larger than 1. Since it is not possible to enumerate all values of \( N \), we apply a more restrictive constraint on the expressions, allowing only range calculation that uses addition or subtractions on integers (e.g. \( i+1 \)).

### 15.5.2 Local Protocols

As mentioned in Section 15.2, \textit{local protocols} are localised versions of the global protocols at each role, and are used directly for skeleton generation. They are generated from a global protocol by a projection algorithm detailed
Local protocol $L$ consists of the same syntax of the global type except the input from $R$ (receive) and the output to $R$ (send). The main declaration 

\begin{verbatim}
local protocol str at Re (...) { L }
\end{verbatim}

means the protocol is located at role $Re$. We call $Re$ the endpoint role. In Pabble, multiple local protocol instances can reside in the same parameterised local protocol. This is because each local protocol is a local specification for a participant of the interaction. When there are multiple participants with a similar interaction structure that fulfil the same role in the protocol, such as the Worker role from our Ring example from the introduction, the participants are grouped together as a single parameterised role. The local protocol for a collection of participants can be specified in a single parameterised local protocol, using \textit{conditional statements} on the role indices to capture corner cases. For example, in a general case of a pipeline interaction, all participants receive from one neighbour and send to another neighbour, except the first participant which initiates the pipeline and is only a sender and the last participant which ends the pipeline and does not send. In these cases we use conditional statements to guard the input or output statements. To express conditional statements in local protocols, if $R$ may be prepended to an input or output statement. if $R$ input/output statement will be ignored if the local role does not match $R$. More complicated matches can be performed with a parameterised role, where the role parameter range of the condition is matched against the parameter of the local role. For example, if Worker[1..3] will match Worker[2] but not Worker[4]. It is also possible to bind a variable to the range in the condition, e.g. if Worker[i:1..3], and $i$ can be used in the same statement.

### 15.6 MPI Backbone Generation

Below we explain how Pabble statements are translated into MPI blocks.

#### 15.6.1 Interaction

An interaction statement in a Pabble protocol is projected in the local protocol as two parts: receive and send. The correspondence is shown in Figure 15.4.

The first line of the local protocol shows a receive statement, written in Pabble as if $P[\text{dstId}]$ from $P[\text{srcId}]$. The statement is translated to a block of MPI code in 3 parts. First, memory is dynamically allocated for the receive buffer (line 2), the buffer is of Type and its size fetched from the function \texttt{meta.bufsize(\text{Label})}. The function is defined in the kernels and
returns the size of message for the given message label. Next, the program calls `MPI_Recv` to receive a message (line 3) from participant `P[srcRole]` in Pabble. `role_P(srcIdx)` is a lookup macro from the generated backbone to return the process id of the sender. Finally, the received message, stored in the receive buffer `buf`, is enqueued into a global receive queue with `pabble_recvq_enqueue()` (line 4), followed by the pragma indicating a kernel of label `Label` should be inserted. The block of receive code is guarded by an if-condition, which executes the above block of MPI code only if the current process id matches the receiver process id.

The next line in the local protocol is a send statement, converse of the receive statement, written as `if P[srcIdx] Label(Type) to P[dstIdx]`. The MPI code begins with the pragma annotation, then dequeuing the global send queue with `pabble_sendq_enqueue()` and sends the dequeued buffer with `MPI_Send`. After this, the send buffer, which is no longer needed, is deallocated. The block of send code is similarly guarded by an if-condition to ensure it is only executed by the sender. By allocating memory before receive and deallocating memory after send, the backbone manages memory for the user systematically. Since the protocol and the backbone makes no assumption about memory management on user's computation kernel, this mechanism helps the separation of concern between the protocol (i.e. the generated backbone) and the user kernels, and leaves open the possibility of optimal memory management during merge without breaking existing kernels.

### Figure 15.4 Pabble interaction statement and its MPI backbone.
15.6.2 Parallel Interaction

A Pabble parallel interaction statement is written as Label(Type)from P[i:1..N-1] to P[i+1], meaning all processes with indices from 1 to N-1 send a message to its next neighbour. P[1] initiates sending to P[2], and P[2] receives from P[1] then sends a message to P[3], and so on. As shown in Figure 15.5, the local protocol encapsulates the behaviour of all P[1..N] processes, and the statement is realised in the local as conditional receive followed by a conditional send, similar to ordinary interaction. The difference is the use of a range of process ids in the condition, and relative indices in the sender/receiver indices. The generated MPI code makes use of expression with meta.pid (current process id) to calculate the relative index.

15.6.3 Internal Interaction

When role with name __self is used in a protocol, it means that both the sending and receiving endpoints are internal to the processes, and there is no interaction with external processes. This statement applies to all processes, and is not to be confused with self-messaging, e.g. Label() from P[1] to P[1], which would lead to deadlock. The statement does not use any MPI primitives. The purpose of using this special role is to create optional insertion point for the MPI backbone, which may be used for optional kernels such as initialisation or finalisation, hence it generates a pragma in the MPI backbone.

```c
if (role_P[2]<=meta.pid&&meta.pid<=role_P[N]) {
    buf = (Type *)calloc(meta.bufsize(Label), sizeof(Type));
    MPI_Recv(..., /*prevRank=*/ meta.pid-1, Label, ...);
    pabble_recvq_enqueue(Label, buf);
    #pragma pabble kernel Label
}
if (role_P[1]<=meta.pid&&meta.pid<=role_P[N-1]) {
    #pragma pabble kernel Label
    buf = pabble_sendq_dequeue();
    MPI_Send(..., /*nextRank=*/ meta.pid+1, Label, ...); free(buf);
}
```

Figure 15.5  Pabble parallel interaction statement and its MPI backbone.
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15.6.4 Control-flow: Iteration and For-loop

rec and foreach are iteration statements. Specifically rec/continue is recursion, where the iteration conditions are not specified explicitly in the protocol, and translates to while-loops. The loop condition is the same in all processes, otherwise be known as collective loops. The loop generated by rec has a #pragma pabble predicate annotation, so that the loop condition can be later replaced by a kernel (see Section 15.7.1).

The foreach construct, on the other hand, specifies a counting loop, iterating over the integer values in the range specified in the protocol from the lower bound (e.g. 0) to the upper bound value (e.g. N-1). This construct can be naturally translated into a C for-loop.

15.6.5 Control-flow: Choice

Conditional branching in Pabble is performed by label branching and selection. We use the example given in Figure 15.8 to explain. The deciding process, e.g. P[master], makes a choice and executes the statements in the selected branch. Each branch starts by sending a unique label, e.g. Branch0, to the decision receiver, e.g. P[worker]. Hence for a well-formed Pabble protocol, the first line of each branch is from the deciding process to the same process but using a different label.

Note that the decision is only known between the two processes in the first statement, and other processes should be explicitly notified or use broadcast to propagate the decision. The MPI backbone is generated with a different structure as the local protocol. First, the MPI backbone contains an outer

```
Global/Local Protocol  Output C/MPI Backbone
Internal() from __self to __self;  #pragma pabble Internal
```

Figure 15.6 Pabble internal interaction statement and its MPI backbone.

```
Figure 15.7 Control-flow: Pabble iteration statements and their corresponding MPI backbones.
```
if-then-else, splitting the deciding process (lines 1–9) and the decision receiver (lines 9–21). In the deciding process, a block of if-then-else-if code is generated to perform a send with different label (called MPI tag), e.g. line 5. This statement is generated with all the queue and memory management code as described above for ordinary interaction statements. Each of the if-condition is annotated with \#pragma pabble predicate BranchLabel, so that the conditions can be replaced by predicate kernels (see Section 15.7.1). For the decision receiver, MPI_Probe is used to peek the received label, then the switch statement is used to perform the correct receive (for different branches).

15.6.6 Collective Operations: Scatter, Gather and All-to-all

Collective operations are written in Pabble as multicast or multi-receive message interactions. While it is possible to convert these interactions into
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multiple blocks of MPI code following the rules in Figure 15.7 (e.g. loop through receivers for scatter), we take advantage of the efficient and expressive collective primitives in MPI. Figure 15.9 shows the conversion of Pabble statements into MPI collective operations. We describe only the most generic collective operations, i.e. MPI_Scatter, MPI_Gather and MPI_Alltoall.

Translating collective operations from Pabble to MPI uses both global Pabble protocol statements and local protocol. If a statement involves the All role as sender, receiver or both, it is a collective operation. Figure 15.9 shows that translated blocks of MPI code do not use if-statements to distinguish between sending and receiving processes. This is because collective

```
Label(Type) from P[rootRole] to All;  // One-to-Many: (a) Scatter
Label(Type) from All to P[rootRole];  // Many-to-One: (b) Gather
Label(Type) from All to All;          // Many-to-Many: (c) All-to-All

Collective operation: (a) Scatter
rbuf = (Type *)calloc(meta.buflen(Label), sizeof(Type));
#pragma pabble kernel Label
sbuf = pabble_sendq_dequeue();
MPI_Scatter(sbuf, meta.buflen(Label), MPI_Type,
rbuf, meta.buflen(Label), MPI_Type, role_P(rootRole), ...);
pabble_recvq_enqueue(Label, rbuf);
#pragma pabble kernel Label
free(sbuf);

Collective operation: (b) Gather
rbuf = (Type *)calloc(meta.buflen(Label)*meta.nprocs, sizeof(Type));
#pragma pabble kernel Label
sbuf = pabble_sendq_dequeue();
MPI_Gather(sbuf, meta.buflen(Label), MPI_Type,
rbuf, meta.buflen(Label), MPI_Type, role_P(rootRole), ...);
pabble_recvq_enqueue(Label, rbuf);
#pragma pabble kernel Label
free(sbuf);

Collective operation: (c) All-to-All
rbuf = (Type *)calloc(meta.buflen(Label)*meta.nprocs, sizeof(Type));
#pragma pabble kernel Label
sbuf = pabble_sendq_dequeue();
MPI_Alltoall(sbuf, meta.buflen(Label), MPI_Type,
rbuf, meta.buflen(Label), MPI_Type, ...);
pabble_recvq_enqueue(Label, rbuf);
#pragma pabble kernel Label
free(sbuf);
```

Figure 15.9 Collective operations: Pabble collectives and their corresponding MPI backbones.
primitives in MPI are executed by both the senders and the receivers, and
the runtime decides whether it is a sender or a receiver by inspecting the
rootRole parameter (which is a process rank) in the MPI_Scatter or
MPI_Gather call. Otherwise the conversion is similar to their point-to-point
counterparts in Figure 15.4.

15.6.7 Process Scaling

In addition to the translation of Pabble statements into MPI code, we
also define the process mapping between a Pabble protocol and a Pabble-
generated MPI program. Typical usage of MPI programs can be parameter-
ised on the number of spawned processes at runtime via program argu-
ments. Hence, given a Pabble protocol with scalable roles, we describe
the rules below to map (parameterised) roles into MPI processes.

A Pabble protocol for MPI code generation can contain any number of
constant values (e.g. const N = 10), which are converted in the backbone
as C constants (e.g. #define M 10), but it can use at most one scalable
constant [13], and will scale with the total number of spawned processes. A
scalable constant, defined in Section 15.5.1.1 as constant type (3), is written:

\[
\text{const } N = 1..\text{max};
\]

The constant can then be used for defining parameterised roles, and used
in indices of parameterised message interaction statements. For example, to
declare an \( N \times N \) role \( P \), we write in the protocol:

\[
global \text{ protocol } P \text{ (role } P[1..N][1..N])
\]

which results in a total of \( N^2 \) participants in the protocol, but \( N \) is not
known until execution time. MPI backbone code generated based on this
Pabble protocol uses \( N \) throughout. Since the only parameter in a scalable
MPI program is its size (i.e. number of spawned processes), the following
code is generated in the backbone to calculate, from size, the value of \( C \)
local variable \( N \):

\[
\text{MPI_Comm_size} \text{ (MPI_COMM_WORLD, } \&\text{meta.nprocs}); // \# \text{ of processes}
\text{int } N = (\text{int})\text{pow} \text{ (meta.nprocs, 1/2); // } N = \sqrt{\text{meta.nprocs}}
\]

15.7 Merging MPI Backbone and Kernels

15.7.1 Annotation-Guided Merging Process

To combine the MPI backbone with the kernels, our aspect-oriented design-
flow inserts kernel function calls into the MPI backbone code. The insertion
points are realised as #pragmas in the MPI backbone code, generated from the input protocol as placeholders where functional code is inserted. There are multiple types of annotations whose syntax is given as:

```c
#pragma pabble [entry point type] <entry point id> [(param0, ...)]
```

where *entry point type* is one of *kernel*, *type* or *predicate*, and *entry point id* is an alphanumeric identifier.

### 15.7.2 Kernel Function

`#pragma pabble kernel Label` defines the insertion point of kernel functions in the MPI backbone code. *Label* is the label of the interaction statement, e.g. `Label(T)` from Sender to Receiver, and the annotation is replaced by the kernel function associated to the label *Label*. Programmers must use the same pragma to manually annotate the implementation of the kernel function. The first row in Table 15.1 shows an example.

### 15.7.3 Datatypes

`#pragma pabble type TypeName` annotates a generic type name in the backbone, and also annotates the concrete definition of the datatype in the kernels. In the second row of Table 15.1, the C datatype `T` is defined to be void since the protocol does not have any information to realise the type. The kernel defines `T` to be a concrete type of `double`, and hence our tool transforms the `typedef` in the backbone into `double` and infers the corresponding `MPI_Datatype` (MPI derived datatypes) to the built-in MPI integer primitive type, i.e. `MPI_Datatype MPI_T = MPI_DOUBLE`. From the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 15.1</th>
<th>Annotations in backbone and kernel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generated MPI backbone</strong></td>
<td><strong>User supplied kernel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#pragma pabble kernel Label</td>
<td>#pragma pabble kernel Label void kernel_func(int label)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typedef void T;</td>
<td>typedef double T;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI_Datatype MPI_T;</td>
<td>MPI_Datatype MPI_T = MPI_DOUBLE;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```c
#pragma pabble predicate Cond while (1) { ... } #pragma pabble predicate Cond int condition() { ... return bool; }
```
given type we can also generate MPI datatypes for structures of primitive types, e.g. struct { int x, int y, double m } is transformed to its MPI-equivalent datatype.

15.7.4 Conditionals

#pragma pabble predicate Label annotates predicates, e.g. loop conditions or if-conditions, in the backbone. Since a Pabble communication protocol (and transitively, the MPI backbone) does not specify a loop condition, the default loop condition is 1, i.e. always true. This annotation introduces a way to insert a conditional expression defined as a kernel function. It precedes the while-loop, as shown in the third row of Table 15.1, to label the loop with the name Label. The kernel function that defines expressions must use the same annotation as the backbone, e.g. #pragma pabble predicate Label. After the merge, this kernel function is called when the loop condition is evaluated.

15.8 Related Work

The general approach of describing parallel patterns and reusing them with different computation modules can date back to [4] by Darlington et al., where parallel patterns are described as higher order skeleton functions, written in a functional language. Parallel applications are implemented as functions that combine with the skeletons and transformed. Their system targets specialised parallel machines, and our approach targets MPI, a standard for parallel programming in a range of hardware configurations. The approach, also known as algorithmic skeleton frameworks for parallel programming, is surveyed in [7]. Some of these tools also target MPI for high-level structured parallel programming, and only works with a limited set of parallel patterns. Our code generation workflow based on Pabble supports generic patterns written in Pabble and guarantees communication safety in the generated MPI code.

15.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a protocol-based workflow for constructing safe and efficient parallel applications. The framework consists of two parts, a safe-by-construction parallel interaction backbone, generated from the Pabble protocol language, and an aspect-oriented compilation workflow
to mechanically insert computation code into the backbone. Our approach simplifies parallel programming by making use of parallel communication patterns, described with our Pabble protocol description language, and building independent kernel code around the patterns as sequential C code. This approach is flexible, where multiple sets of kernels can share a common parallel communication pattern, since the computation and the communication are maintained separately.
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Abstract

This chapter presents the PÂRTYPES framework to statically verify C programs that use the Message Passing Interface, the widely used standard for message-based parallel applications. Programs are checked against a protocol specification that captures the interaction in an MPI program. The protocol language is based on a dependent type system that is able to express various MPI communication primitives, including point-to-point and collective operations. The verification uses VCC, a mechanical verifier for concurrent C programs. It takes the program protocol written in VCC format, an annotated version of the MPI library, and the program to verify, and checks whether the program complies with the protocol.

16.1 Introduction

Message Passing Interface (MPI) [3] is a portable message-passing API for programming parallel computers running on distributed memory systems. To these days, MPI remains the dominant framework for developing high performance parallel applications.

Usually written in C or Fortran, MPI programs call library functions to perform point-to-point send/receive operations, collective and synchronisation operations (such as broadcast and barrier), and combination of partial results of computations (gather and reduce operations). Developing MPI applications is an error-prone endeavour. For instance, it is quite easy to
write programs that cause processes to wait indefinitely for a message, or that exchange data of unexpected sorts or lengths.

Verifying that MPI programs are exempt from communication errors is far from trivial. The state-of-the-art verification tools for MPI programs use advanced techniques such as runtime verification [7, 15, 16, 21] and model checking [5–7, 15, 17, 20]. These approaches frequently stumble upon the problem of scalability since the search space grows exponentially with the number of processes. It is often the case that the verification of real applications limits the number of processes to less than a dozen [18].

We approach the problem of verifying C+MPI code using a type theory for parallel programs. In our framework—PARTYPES—types describe the communication behaviour programs, that is, protocols. Programs that conform to one such type are guaranteed to follow the protocol and not to run into deadlocks. The verification is scalable, as it does not depend on the number of processes or other input parameters.

A previous work introduces the type theory underlying protocol specification, shows the soundness of the methodology by designing a core language for parallel programming and proving a progress result for well-typed programs, and provides a comparative evaluation of PARTYPES against other state-of-the-art tools [10].

This chapter takes a pragmatic approach to the verification of C+MPI code, by explaining the procedure from the point of view of someone interested in verifying actual code, omitting theoretic technical details altogether. Protocols are written in a dependent type language that includes specific constructors for some of the most common communication primitives found in MPI programs. The conformance of a program against a protocol is checked using VCC, a software verifier for the C programming language [1].

In a nutshell, one checks C+MPI source code against a protocol as follows:

1. Write a protocol for the program, that can be translated mechanically to VCC format;
2. Introduce special, concise marks in the C+MPI source code to guide the automatic generation of VCC annotations required for verification;
3. Use the VCC tool to check conformance of the source code against the protocol.

If VCC runs successfully, then the program is guaranteed to follow the protocol and to be exempt from deadlocks, regardless of the number of processes, problem dimension, number of iterations, or any other parameters. The verification process is guided by two tools—the Protocol Compiler and
the Annotation Generator—and by the PARTYPES MPI library. All these can be found at the PARTYPES website [14]. The tools and the library almost completely insulate the user from working with the VCC language.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. The next section introduces a running example and discusses typical faults found in MPI programs. Then Section 16.3 describes the protocol language and Sections 16.4 and 16.5 provide an overview of the verification process. Section 16.6 discusses related work and Section 16.7 concludes the chapter.

### 16.2 The Finite Differences Algorithm and Common Coding Faults

This section introduces a running example and discusses common pitfalls encountered when developing MPI programs.

The finite differences algorithm computes an approximation of derivatives by the finite difference method. Given an initial vector $X_0$, the algorithm calculates successive approximations to the solution $X_1, X_2, \ldots$, until a pre-defined maximum number of iterations has been reached. A distinguished process, say the one with rank 0, disseminates the problem size (that is, the length of array $X$) through a broadcast operation. The same process then divides the input array among all processes. Each participant is responsible for computing its local part of the solution. When the pre-defined number of iterations is reached, process rank 0 obtains the global error through a reduce operation and collects the partial arrays in order to build a solution to the problem (Figure 16.1, left). In order to compute its part of the solution, each process exchanges boundary values with its left and right neighbours on every iteration (Figure 16.1, right).

Figure 16.2 shows C+MPI source code that implements the finite differences algorithm, adapted from a textbook [4]. The main function describes the

![Figure 16.1 Communication pattern for the finite differences algorithm.](image)
behaviour of all processes together; the behaviour of each individual process may diverge based on its process number, designated by \textit{rank}, and set on line 5 using the MPI\texttt{Comm\_rank} primitive. The number of processes (\texttt{procs} in the figure) is obtained through primitive MPI\texttt{Comm\_size} on line 6. Rank 0 starts by reading the problem size and the corresponding input vector \(X_0\) (lines 8–9, variables \texttt{n} and \texttt{work}). The same participant then broadcasts the problem size (line 11, call to MPI\texttt{Bcast}) and distributes the input vector to all other participants (line 13, call to MPI\texttt{Scatter}).

Each participant is then responsible for computing its part of the solution. The program enters a loop (lines 16–35), specifying point-to-point message exchanges (MPI\texttt{Send}, MPI\texttt{Recv}) between each process and its left and

\begin{verbatim}
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
  int rank, procs, n; // process rank; number of processes; problem size
...
  MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
  MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);
  MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &procs);
  if (rank == 0) {
    n = read_problem_size(procs);
    read_vector(work, n);
  }
  MPI_Bcast(&n, 1, MPI_INT, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
  int local_n = n / procs;
  MPI_Scatter(work, local_n, MPI_FLOAT, &local[0], local_n, MPI_FLOAT, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
  int left = rank == 0 ? procs - 1 : rank + 1; // left neighbour
  int right = rank == procs - 1 ? 0 : rank + 1; // right neighbour
  for (iter = 1; iter <= NUM_ITER; iter++) {
    ...
    if (rank == 0) {
      MPI_Send(&local[0], 1, MPI_FLOAT, left, ...);
      MPI_Recv(&local[local_n], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
      MPI_Recv(&local[local_n+1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
    } else if (rank == procs - 1) {
      MPI_Recv(&local[local_n+1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, left, ...);
      MPI_Recv(&local[local_n+1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
      MPI_Send(&local[0], 1, MPI_FLOAT, left, ...);
    } else {
      MPI_Recv(&local[0], 1, MPI_FLOAT, left, ...);
      MPI_Recv(&local[local_n], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
      MPI_Recv(&local[local_n+1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
    }
  ...
  }
  MPI_Finalize();
  return 0;
}
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Figure 16.2} Excerpt of an MPI program for the finite differences problem.
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right neighbours, based on a ring topology. The various message exchanges distribute boundary (local[0] and local[local_n+1]) values necessary to local calculations. Different send/receive orders for different ranks (lines 19–22, lines 24–27, and lines 29–32) aim at avoiding deadlock situations (MPI_Send and MPI_Recv are blocking, synchronous, unbuffered operations). The loop ends when a pre-defined number of iterations is attained. Once the loop is over, rank 0 computes the global error through a reduction operation (MPI_reduce, line 36) and gathers the solution obtaining from each process (including itself) a part of the vector (MPI_Gather, line 37).

For space reasons we have omitted a few actual parameters in some calls to MPI operations: the ellipsis in Figure 16.2 denote parameters 0 (the message tag number) and MPI_COMM_WORLD (the communicator) in all operations, except in MPI_Recv where they denote, in addition, parameter &status.

The code in Figure 16.2 is extremely sensitive to variations in the structure of MPI operations. We distinguish five kinds of situations that are further discussed below:

1. Type mismatches in messages,
2. Array length mismatches in messages,
3. Missing send or receive operations,
4. Wrong send-receive order in messages, and
5. Incompatible MPI operations for the different processes.

The first two situations are related to how MPI primitives describe data transmitted in messages: usually in the form of a pointer to a buffer, the length of the buffer, and the type of elements in the buffer. A type mismatch in a message exchange occurs when, for example, one replaces MPI_FLOAT by MPI_DOUBLE in line 19. Then process rank 0 sends a value of type double, while process rank procs-1 expects a float. An array length mismatch happens, for example, if one replaces 1 with 2 as the second parameter on line 19. Then process rank 0 sends two floating point numbers, while process rank procs-1 expects exactly one (line 24). It should be emphasised that these mismatches are caught at runtime, if caught at all.

The last three cases all lead to deadlocks. In general, MPI programs enter deadlocked situations when a communication operation is not matched by all the processes involved. For example, the omission of the send operation on line 19 will leave process rank procs-1 eternally waiting for a message to come on line 24. For another example, exchanging the two receive operations in lines 21 and 22 leads to a deadlock where ranks 0 and 1 will be forever waiting for one another.
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*Incompatible MPI operations* for the different processes come in different flavours. For example, replacing the receive operation by an `MPI_Bcast` on line 24 leads to a situation where process rank 0 tries to send a message, while rank `procs-1` tries to broadcast. For another example, replace the root process of the reduce operation at line 36 from 0 to `rank`. We are left with a situation where each process executes a different reduce operation, each trying to collect the maximum of the values provided by all processes. For a last example, enclose the gather operation on line 37 by a conditional of the form `if(rank == 0)`. In this case process rank 0 will be forever waiting for the remaining processes to provide their parts of the array.

### 16.3 The Protocol Language

This section introduces the protocol language, following a step-by-step construction of the protocol for our running example.

In the beginning, process rank 0 broadcasts the problem size, a natural number. We write this as

```
broadcast 0 natural
```

That process rank 0 divides `X_0` (an array of floating pointing numbers) among all processes is described by a `scatter` operation.

```
scatter 0 float[]
```

Now, each process loops for a given number of iterations, `nIterations`. We write this as follows.

```
foreach iteration: 1..nIterations
```

Variable `nIterations` must be somehow introduced in the protocol. It denotes a value that must be known to all processes. Typically, there are two ways for processes to get to know this value:

- The value is exchanged, resorting to a collective communication operation, in such a way that *all* processes get to know it, or
- The value is known to all processes before computation starts, for example because it is hardwired in the source code or is read from the command line.

In the former case we could add another `broadcast` operation in the first lines of the protocol. In the latter case, the protocol language relies on the `val` constructor, allowing a value to be introduced in the program:

```
val nIterations: positive
```
Either solution would solve the problem. If a broadcast is used then processes must engage in a broadcast operation; if val is chosen then no value exchange is needed, but the programmer must identify the value in the source code that will replace variable nIterations.

We may now continue analysing the loop body (Figure 16.2, lines 17–34). In each iteration, each process sends a message to its left neighbour and another message to its right neighbour. Such an operation is again described as a foreach construct that iterates over all processes. The first process is 0; the last is size-1, where size is a distinguished variable that represents the number of processes. The inner loop is then written as follows.

\[ \text{foreach } i: 0..\text{size-1} \]

When \( i \) is the rank of a process, a conditional expression of the form \( i=\text{size-1} \ ? \ 0 : i+1 \) denotes the process’ right neighbour. Similarly, the left neighbour is \( i=0 \ ? \ \text{size-1} : i-1 \).

To send a message from process rank \( r_1 \) to process rank \( r_2 \) containing a value of a datatype \( D \), we write \( \text{message } r_1 r_2 D \). In this way, to send a message containing a floating point number to the left process, followed by a message to the right process, we write.

\[ \text{message } i (i=0 \ ? \ \text{size-1} : i-1) \ \text{float} \]
\[ \text{message } i (i=\text{size-1} \ ? \ 0 : i+1) \ \text{float} \]

So, now we can assemble the loops.

\[ \text{foreach } \text{iteration: 1..nIterations} \]
\[ \text{foreach } i: 0..\text{size-1} \{ \]
\[ \text{message } i (i=0 \ ? \ \text{size-1} : i-1) \ \text{float} \]
\[ \text{message } i (i=\text{size-1} \ ? \ 0 : i+1) \ \text{float} \]
\[
\}

Once the loop is completed, process rank 0 obtains the global error. Towards this end, each process proposes a floating point number representing the local error. Rank 0 then reads the maximum of all these values. We write all this as follows:

\[ \text{reduce } 0 \ \text{max float} \]

Finally, process rank 0 collects the partial arrays and builds a solution \( X_n \) to the problem. This calls for a gather operation.

\[ \text{gather } 0 \ \text{float} [] \]

Before we put all the operations together in a protocol, we need to discuss the nature of the arrays distributed and collected in the scatter and gather
operations. In brief, the `scatter` operation distributes $X_0$, dividing it in small pieces, while `gather` collects the subarrays to build $X_n$. So, we instead write:

```plaintext
scatter 0 float[n]
...
gather 0 float[n]
```

Variable $n$, describing the length of the global array, must be introduced in the protocol. This is typically achieved by means of a `val` or a `broadcast` operation. In this case $n$ stands for the problem size that was broadcast before. So we name the value that rank 0 provides as follows.

```plaintext
broadcast 0 n : natural
```

But $n$ cannot be an arbitrary non-negative number. It must evenly divide $X_0$. In this way, each process gets a part of $X_0$ of equal length, namely $\text{length}(X_0)/\text{size}$, and we do not risk accessing out-of-bound positions when manipulating the subarrays. So we would like to make sure that the length of $X_0$ equal divides the number of processes. For this we use a refinement datatype. Rather that saying that $n$ is a natural number we say that it is of datatype $\{x: \text{natural} \mid x \% \text{size} = 0\}$. The complete protocol is in Figure 16.3.

As an aside, `natural` can be expressed as $\{x: \text{integer} \mid x >= 0\}$. Similarly, `positive` abbreviates $\{x: \text{integer} \mid x > 0\}$, and `float[n]` abbreviates a refinement type of the form $\{x: \text{float[]} \mid \text{length}(x) = n\}$.

Further examples of protocols can be found in a previous work [10] and at the PARTYPES web site [14]. The current version protocol language supports:

```plaintext
protocol FiniteDifferences {
   val nIterations: positive
   broadcast 0 n: \{x: natural \mid x \% size = 0\}
   scatter 0 float[n]
   foreach iteration: 1 .. nIterations
      foreach i: 0 .. size-1 {
         message i (i = 0 ? size-1 : i-1) float
         message i (i = size-1 ? 0 : i+1) float
      }
   reduce 0 max float
   gather 0 float[n]
}
```

**Figure 16.3** Protocol for the finite differences algorithm.
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- Different MPI communication primitives such as message, broadcast, reduce, allreduce, scatter, gather, and allgather;
- Control flow primitives, including sequential composition (;), primitive recursion (foreach), conditional (if-then-else), and skip (that is, the empty block of operations).

Protocols are subject to certain formation rules [10], including:
- Variables must be properly introduced with val, broadcast, allreduce;
- Ranks must lie between \( 0 \) and \( \text{size} - 1 \);
- The two ranks in a message must be different;
- The length of arrays in scatter and gather must equally divide \( \text{size} \).

The PROTOCOL_COMPILER checks protocol formation and, in addition, generates a C header file containing the VCC code that describes the protocol. The tool comes as an Eclipse plugin; it may alternatively be used on a web browser from the PARTYPES web page [14]. Figure 16.4 shows a screenshot of Eclipse when the compiler did not manage to prove that the value of expression \( i = \text{size} ? 0 : i + 1 \) lies between \( 0 \) and \( \text{size} - 1 \).

![Figure 16.4](image)

Figure 16.4 Protocol compiler running under the Eclipse IDE.
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This section and the next present the PARTYPES methodology. Figure 16.5 illustrates the workflow of the verification procedure. Two inputs are required:

- The C+MPI source code (example in Figure 16.2);
- The protocol for the program (example in Figure 16.3).

First, the C+MPI source code must be adapted for verification, the reason being that VCC accepts only a subset of the C programming language. Then, special marks are inserted in the C source code. One of our tools, the ANNOTATION GENERATOR (AG in the figure), expands the marks. The output is C source code with VCC annotations, which we denote by C+MPI+VCC. The VCC annotations allow the verification of the C code against the protocol.

A second tool, the PROTOCOL COMPILER (PC in the figure), checks protocol formation and generates a C header file containing the protocol in VCC format. At this point two C header files need to be included in the C source code: the PARTYPES MPI library, and the protocol in VCC format. The PARTYPES MPI library, mpi.h, is a surrogate C header file containing the type theory (as described in a previous work [10]) in VCC format and available at PARTYPES web page [14].

The C code is now ready to be submitted to VCC. The outcome is one of three situations:

- VCC signals success. We know that the C+MPI code, as is, conforms to the protocol, hence is exempt from all the problems discussed in Section 16.2;

![Workflow of the verification procedure for C+MPI programs.](image-url)
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- VCC complains presenting the list of failed assertions. In this case, the source of the problem may lie at three different places:
  - the protocol does not capture the communication pattern of the program and needs to be rectified;
  - the C+MPI program is not well annotated, either because it needs additional marks or because some existing marks are misplaced;
  - the C+MPI program itself has a fault that needs to be fixed. In our example, the problem size (stored in variable \( n \)) must be a multiple of the number of processes (stored in variable \( \text{procs} \)), so that the source code may conform to the protocol. Since the problem size is the value of function \text{read\_problem\_size} (line 8, Figure 16.2), we may add an explicit contract to the function:

  \[
  \text{int read\_problem\_size(int procs)}
  \]

  \[
  \ensures \ result >= 0 \&\& \ result \%\! \text{procs} == 0;
  \]

  \[
  \{
  \ldots
  \}
  \]

  In such cases \text{PARTYPES} users must make use of the VCC specification language.

- VCC times out. This situation typically happens when the underlying SMT solver fails to check some refinement condition. The \text{PARTYPES} user should revise protocol refinements and possibly rewrite them. For instance, to describe that the process with rank \( i \) sends a floating point value to its right neighbour in a ring topology, we could have written

  \[
  \text{message i (i+1)\%size float}
  \]

  It is well-known that non-linear integer arithmetics is undecidable in general and inefficiently supported by SMT solvers. Expressions such as \((i+1)\%size\) may complicate the verification procedure, possibly leading to timeouts. Instead, we include in our protocol (Figure 16.3) an equivalent proposition that is more amenable for the solver, namely, \( i=\text{size}-1 \ ? \ 0 : i+1. \)

  The rest of this section describes the source code adaptation required to run VCC. In general, the original C+MPI source code requires routine adjustments in order to be accepted by VCC. Adjustments comprise the
deletion or the replacement of code that is not supported by VCC. In particular we:

- delete functions with a variable number of arguments (such as `printf` and `scanf`);
- suppress all floating point arithmetic;
- replace multidimensional by single dimensional arrays and adjust the code accordingly.

VCC is a verifier for concurrent C. Even though C+MPI code is generally single-threaded, VCC tries to verify that the source code is thread-safe in any concurrent environment that respects the contracts on its functions and data structures. This complicates the verification process and demands additional VCC annotations that are not directly related to the verification of the adherence of code to protocols. In particular, the PARTYPES user needs to guarantee that memory accesses do not introduce data races. He does so by proving that memory locations are not concurrently written (i.e., `\thread_local` in VCC terms) upon reading, and not concurrently written or read upon writing (`\mutable` or `\writable`).

In our running example, and in order to facilitate the explanation and to concentrate on the adherence to the protocol, we inlined all subsidiary functions in the `main` function, made all arrays local to `main`, and omitted the code concerned with the actual computation of the finite differences. This greatly simplifies the annotation process as we must only deal with local memory, and do not have to cope with other verification demands such as maintaining loop invariants or proving that integer arithmetics does not overflow. Such adjustments must be exerted with great care so as not to alter the interactive behaviour of the original program.

### 16.5 The Marking Process

This section completes the PARTYPES methodology for checking C+MPI code by addressing the marking step.

In general, simple protocols require no marks. Imagine the protocol

```
reduce 0 sum integer
```

describing a simple algorithm where each process computes its part of the solution and process rank 0 collects the solution by adding the parts. Because the protocol uses a simple communication primitive no source code marking is required.
We require no marking for the MPI primitives supported by PARTYPES since their usage is taken care of by the contracts provided in the PARTYPES MPI library (mpi.h). The PARTYPES user must aid verification through appropriate marks when more advanced protocol features come into play, such as dependent functions (val), primitive recursion (foreach), and conditionals (if-then-else).

We start with val. We have seen in Section 16.3 that this primitive introduces a constant in the protocol:

```c
val nIterations: positive
```

Users must provide the actual program value for nIterations. Analysing the code in Figure 16.2, one realises that the protocol variable `nIterations` corresponds to the program constant `NUM_ITER`. We then add the mark

```c
@apply(MAX_ITER)
```

after the three MPI initialisation primitives (MPI_Init, MPI_Comm_rank, and MPI_Comm_size), that is, after line 6.

Next, we address foreach. Again, we seek the assistance of the user in pointing out the portion of the source code that matches each occurrence of this primitive. In the protocol of Figure 16.3, loop

```c
foreach iteration: 1 .. nIterations
```

is meant to be matched against the for loop in Figure 16.2 starting at line 16. We then introduce the mark

```c
@foreach(iter, 1, NUM_ITER)
```

just before the body of the for loop, thus associating the protocol loop variable and its bounds with those in the C code.

For the inner loop in the protocol (that is, lines 6–9 in Figure 16.3) we could proceed similarly would the source code be perfectly aligned with the protocol, as in the excerpt below meant to replace lines 18–33 in Figure 16.2:

```c
for (i = 0; i < procs; i++) {
    if (rank == i)
        MPI_Send(&local[1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, left, ...);
    else if (rank == left)
        MPI_Recv(&local[0], 1, MPI_FLOAT, i, ...);
    if (rank == i)
        MPI_Send(&local[local_n], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
    else if (rank == right)
        MPI_Recv(&local[local_n+1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, i, ...);
}```
However, efficient implementations do not exhibit loops to implement this kind of foreach protocols. The loop in the protocol states that each process (0, ..., size-1) must send a message to its left and to its right neighbour. This means that each process will be involved in exactly four message passing operations: send left, send right, receive from left, receive from right. Therefore the above for loop can be completely unrolled into a series of conditional instructions, each featuring two message send and two message receive operations, as witnessed by the code in Figure 16.2, lines 18–33.

How do we check foreach protocols against conditional instructions in source code? A possible approach would be to let the verifier unroll the protocol loop. This may work when size is known to be a small natural number. In general, however, protocols do not fix the number of processes. That is the case with our running example which must run on any number of processes (starting at 2, for processes cannot send messages to themselves). In such cases VCC takes size to be a 64 bits non-negative integer. This poses significant difficulties to the unrolling process both in terms of memory and verification time.

In the running example, the apparent mismatch between the protocol and the program is that there are three different behaviours in the program depending on the rank (Figure 16.2, lines 18–33), while the protocol specifies a single behaviour, namely:

```plaintext
message i (i = 0 ? size-1 : i-1) float
message i (i = size-1 ? 0 : i+1) float
```

At first sight, it may seem as if the protocol does not specify the required diversity of behaviours, but in fact it does. To see why, let us unroll the inner foreach loop. This is what we get when we omit the type of the message (float):

```plaintext
message 0 size-1; message 0 1;  // when i = 0
message 1 0; message 1 2;      // when i = 1
...
message size-2 1; message size-2 size-1; // i = size-2
message size-1 size-2; message size-1 0 // i = size-1
```

From the unrolled protocol we conclude that the behaviour of process rank 0 is the following:

1. send a message to its left neighbour (size-1);
2. send a message to its right neighbour (1);
3. receive a message from its right neighbour; and, finally,
4. receive a message from its left neighbour.

The behaviour is straightforward to obtain: just identify the messages that mention rank 0, and use a send when 0 is the source of the message or a receive otherwise. This exactly coincides with the four send/receive operations in the C code for rank 0, lines 19–22.

For the last rank (that is, size-1) the relevant send/receive operations are the following:
1. receive a message from its right neighbour (0);
2. receive a message from its left neighbour (size-2),
3. send a message to its left neighbour; and, finally,
4. send a message to its right neighbour.

This pattern coincides with the source code, lines 24–27. All other behaviours (when rank is between 1 and size-2) are similarly obtained and are left as an exercise for the interested reader. The pattern thus obtained should match the code, lines 29–32. Notice that the order of the messages is important, and that we have identified as many behaviours as there are conditional branches in the source code (lines 18–33).

Based on this analysis, and in order to guide the verification process we seek the help of the user by selecting the relevant foreach steps (iterations) in each branch of the program. A relevant step for rank $k$ corresponds to one foreach iteration where either the source or the target of a message appearing in the loop body is $k$. A step that does not mention $k$ (as source or target) is equivalent to skip, the empty protocol, and hence irrelevant for verification purposes. In order to check that all non-relevant steps are skip, we must provide the loop bounds (0 and procs-1 in this case), in addition to the relevant steps.

For example, when rank is 0 the relevant steps are when $i$ is equal to rank, right, and left, in this order. So we insert the mark

```
@foreach_steps(rank, right, left, 0, procs-1)
```

just before the code block in lines 19–22. For rank equal to size-1 the relevant steps are the right, the left, and the rank, again in this order. The required mark at line 23 is

```
@foreach_steps(right, left, rank, 0, procs-1)
```

and the annotation to include in line 28 is

```
@foreach_steps(left, rank, right, 0, procs-1).
```

Figure 16.6 presents the marked version of the program in full.
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```c
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
    int rank, procs, n; // process rank; number of processes; problem size
    ... 
    MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
    MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);
    MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &procs);
    @apply(NUM_ITER)
    if (rank == 0) {
        n = read_problem_size(procs);
        read_vector(work, n);
    }
    MPI_Bcast(&n, 1, MPI_INT, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
    int local_n = n / procs;
    if (local_n == 0) @foreach_steps(rank, right, left, 0, procs-1) {
        MPI_Send(&local[0], 1, MPI_FLOAT, left, ...);
        MPI_Send(&local[local_n], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
        MPI_Recv(&local[local_n+1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
    } else if (rank == procs-1) @foreach_steps(right, left, rank, 0, procs-1) {
        MPI_Recv(&local[local_n-1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
        MPI_Recv(&local[local_n+1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
    } else @foreach_steps(left, rank, right, 0, procs-1) {
        MPI_Recv(&local[local_n], 1, MPI_FLOAT, left, ...);
        MPI_Send(&local[local_n], 1, MPI_FLOAT, left, ...);
        MPI_Send(&local[local_n-1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
        MPI_Recv(&local[local_n-1], 1, MPI_FLOAT, right, ...);
    }
    MPI_Finalize();
    return 0;
}
```

Figure 16.6 The code of Figure 16.2 with verification marks inserted.

16.6 Related Work

There are different aims and different methodologies for the verification of MPI programs [6]. The verification of interaction-based properties typically seeks to establish the absence of deadlocks and otherwise ill-formed communications among processes (e.g., compatible arguments at both ends in a point-to-point communication, in close relation to type checking safe communication). Several tools exist with this purpose, either for static or runtime verification, usually employing techniques from the realm of model checking and/or symbolic execution. All these tools are hindered by the inherent scalability and state-explosion problems. Notable examples include CIVL [19], DAMPI [21], ISP [15], MOPPER [2], MUST [7], and TASS [20].
16.7 Conclusion

In contrast to these tools, PARTYPES follows a deductive verification approach with the explicit aim of attaining scalable verification. A previous work [10] conducts a comparative evaluation by benchmarking PARTYPES against three state-of-the-art tools: ISP [15], a runtime verifier that employs dynamic partial order reduction to identify and exercise significant process interleavings in an MPI program; MUST [7], also a runtime verifier, but that employs a graph-based deadlock detection approach; and TASS [20], a static analysis tool based on symbolic execution. For the tools and the programs considered, PARTYPES runs in a constant time (the tool is insensitive to the number of processes, problem size, and other parameters), in clear contrast to the running time of all the other tools, which exhibited exponential growth in a significant number of cases.

In addition to PARTYPES, the theory of multi-party session types [9] inspired other works in the realm of message-passing programs and MPI in particular. Scribble [8, 22] is a language to describe global protocols for a finite set of participants in message-passing programs using point-to-point communication. Through a notion of projection, a local protocol can be derived for each participant from a global Scribble protocol. Programs based on the local protocols can be implemented using standard message-passing libraries, as in Multiparty Session C [13]. Pabble [12], an extension of Scribble, is able to express interaction patterns of MPI programs where the number of participants in a protocol is decided at runtime, rather than fixed a priori, and was used to generate safe-by-construction MPI programs [11].

In comparison to these works, PARTYPES is specifically aimed at protocols for MPI programs and the verification of the compliance of arbitrary programs against a given protocol. In conceptual terms, we address collective communication primitives in addition to plain point-to-point communication, and require no explicit notion of protocol projection.

16.7 Conclusion

This chapter presents PARTYPES, a type-based methodology to statically verify message-passing parallel programs. By checking that a program follows a given protocol, one guarantees a series of important safety properties, in particular that the program does not run into deadlocks. In contrast to other state-of-the-art approaches that suffer from scalability issues, our approach is insensitive to parameters such as the number of processes, problem size, or the number of iterations of a program.
The limitations of PARTYPES can be discussed along two dimensions:

- Even though PARTYPES addresses the core features of MPI, it leaves important primitives uncovered. These include non-blocking operations and wildcard receive (the ability to receive from any source), among many others.
- Our methodology is sound (in the sense that it does not yield false positives) but too intentional at times. For instance, it requires protocol loops and source code loops to be perfectly aligned, while the type theory [10] allows more flexibility, loop unrolling in particular.
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